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ABSTRACT
The research was prompted by two main issues prevalent in South African education in the last
decade. These were particularly the critical state of the schooling system, especially in the
educationally disadvantaged

schools (mainly ex-Department of Education and Training) and the

relationship of the teacher to teaching and the related issue of teacher upgrading. The resultant
effect was that the educationally
disadvantaged

disadvantaged

communities

became more and more

over time because of decreasing mental stimulation and mental development.

The answer lay in finding a theory of intellectual growth and development which takes into
account the learning environment of the disadvantaged

child. The Educational Support Services

Trust (ESST) has been active in addressing this very issue since 1986. It provides appropriate
learner-centred

mediational texts to disadvantaged

pupils around the country. These materials

concentrate on the development of practical intelligence by relating leaming to everyday
experience. The Teachers' Methodology Project was designed to change the teachers who were
using the ESST materials from being disseminators of information to being managers of a
learning-centred

classroom environment. The idea was to change the way that teachers thought

about teaching and learning. This was accomplished by sharing the methodology of the existing
pupils' materials and theories of cognition and mediation with them so that they could become
adept at mediating at the level of deconstruction

of complex ideas and using this knowledge in

the construction and development of their own learning materials, thereby contributing to the
mental development of their pupils.
My experience as a staff member of the ESST and my background in education provided an
entry point to this research via Feuerstein et at's (1980,1991) criteria for mediation, Haywood's
(1993) mediational teaching style and a range of other theories and ideas including group work
and co-operative

learning, graphic organisers, and the ESSTs own theory of mediatory text

(Sinclair, 1991). These were consolidated into a learning-centred

approach to teaching in which

the learner, the teacher and the task become part of the total learning-centred

environment. The

research began as an investigation of the Teachers' Methdology Project (TMP) and an effort to
track teachers' development

but grew to include the development of the conceptual mediational

framework on which the project was based. This resulted in the development of a classroom
observation instrument which was used to evaluate how teachers mediated in their classrooms
and how they interacted with pupils.
The TMP was implemented through a series of workshops

during which teachers examined

their assumptions about teaching and learning: explored new avenues for facilitating learning;
experienced a learning-centred

approach to teaching; acquired new strategies for and

knowledge of, theories and atttitudes to teaching and learning and were able to reflect on and
practise newly acquired skills in a supportive collegial environment. The research employed a
qualitative approach and therefore the documentation of the process took considerable effort.
An experiential framework (Kolb, 1974) was used to analyse the process and the results.
This mediational experiential framework resulted in a methodology which addressed teachers'
attitudes and cognition in a life-related way, taking into account their personal knowledge and
experience. The methodology is replicable and has been used in basic adult education and other
settings. In addition, the methodology can contribute to the understanding of how Outcomesbased Education could be implemented in South Africa.
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Chapter 1
TEACHER DEVELOPMENT MEDIATION - THE NEED AND THE CHALLENGE
1.1 THE CONTEXT
South Africa, in general, and South African education, in particular, are in the process of
unprecedented

social and political changes that will have far-reaching implications for all

South Africans. The past, however, has not adequately prepared many South Africans to take
up this challenge.

In fact, the need for enhancing higher mental processes as a priority in the

quest for more effective education has been widely acknowledged world wide. In South Africa,
this need is all the more urgent as the legacy of the apartheid years has exacerbated the
problem (Morrow, 1989; Ashley, 1990) by systematically separating people, promoting
inequalites and perhaps, as important, actively promoting passive acceptance and actively
discouraging questioning, investigation and curiosity, the bedrock of education and learning.
This conformity and passivity have been rewarded (Hartshorne, 1992) in the past and have
resulted in a society whose education focuses predominantly on rote-learning. This, allied to a
narrow vision of teacher training, has meant that creative, innovative and critical thinking skills
have not been developed in the general populace. The development of independent
autonomous citizens who can think critically, creatively and innovatively is the backbone of a
truly democratic society.
There existed a certain comfort zone for educators in that they all knew what was expected of
them. Now, in the new dispensation, most people involved with education, viz. parents, pupils,
teachers and administrators, have been thrown into turmoil and clearly something has to be
done to meet the challenges.
It can be argued that one of the ways for education in this country to be transformed lies in the
development of specific cognition-based programmes for pupils and teachers. In the last two
decades there has been an abundance of research internationally to show that this is indeed
so. All the programmes have been aimed at bringing about educational change and improving
pupil performance through emphasising thinking skills, using a number of different
approaches, for example, Feuerstein et aL, 1980,1991; Blagg, 1991; Chipman et al., 1985;
Whimbeyand Lochhead, 1984, 1989; De Bono, 1973, 1985; Adey, Yates and Shayer, 1992.
There have also been a number of South African initiatives which have made use of the
programme of Feuerstein et al. (1980), Instrumental Enrichment (IE), based on Mediated
Learning Experience (MLE). For example, Mehl, 1985; Skuy et al., 1990; Skuy and Mentis,
1992; Abel, 1993; Lomofsky, 1994; Wesso, 1992, 1995 as well as cognition-based initiatives
by a number of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) such as the Educational Support
Services Trust (ESSn (Sinclair, 1991 ;Olivier, 1994) and the Centre for Cognitive
Development

(CCD) (Naudé and Van der Westhuizen,

1996).

1
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My own experience in education was initially as a dietitian involved in health education and
then as a science teacher in a number of private schools and colleges during the time when
all these private institutions were opened to all races. Ultimately, in 1990, as principal of a
local private college, it became clear to me that the majority of pupils across the board were
involved in a rote-learning system-beating

process that had little to do with learning in the

real sense. Many of the pupils who did well in the school system failed at tertiary level simply
because, predominantly, they were not equipped to think for themselves and find things out
for themselves.

Solving this conundrum was the mission I set myself in 1992 when I

embarked on a Master's in Cognition and Thinking in Subject-specific

Areas at the University

of the Western Cape because of the connections the course had with the major theorists in
this field. I subsequently
Instrumental

became familiar with Feuerstein's work and received training in his

Enrichment programme in Israel. Wrth this perspective, I looked at the role of

cognition in education in a subject-specific

area for my Master's degree (Abel, 1993) and

through this work I came to understand the role of graphicacy (Proctor, 1987) in the
acquisition of knowledge and understanding.
It was therefore serendipitous that with this background I had the opportunity to experience
both the work of CCD and the ESST. This dissertation is therefore firmly located within the
field of cognition and how to bring about a change in the way teachers and their pupils think
about teaching and leaming.
It is the work of the ESST, in particular, that underpins this study as I have been a member of
staff since the end of 1993. The ESST has been operational since 1986 (a memorandum
detailing its activities is in Appendix I) and has had as its predominant programme the English
Proficiency

Programme (EPP) which is a

direct attempt to bring about an internal revolution in the development

of the young

child through appropriate experiential intervention (Sinclair, 1991).
At a time when most interventions in South Africa were focused on teacher upgrading, the
ESST developed the credo of less teaching for more learning and a prerequisite for this was
the assumption that the pupils would have the necessary learning resources at their disposal'
and therefore what needed to change was not so much the teacher but the classroom into a
place of learning. The EPP achieved this by making appropriate learner-centred cognitivelyenhanced materials available to pupils in primary schools and began to explore ways in which
to take the teachers almost literally by the hand to explain how to relinquish the role of
knowledge disseminator and to accept the role of classroom manager.

2
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The term cognitively-enhanced

was used to describe materials in which cognitive skills are

made overt to support the development of practical intelligence by relating leaming to
everyday reality. The objective was to stimulate curiosity, to develop confidence in problemsolving and to seek solutions without the fear of failure, which is a dominant characteristic of
the disadvantaged

learner. Pivotal characters in the materials assume the role of mediators

who encourage and support critical reading and communication,

especially written, but also

verbal. In addition, social, personal and interpersonal skills are dealt with in ways to which
young people can relate. The deconstruction

of complex ideas and concepts is accompanied

by integrated graphics that illuminate the text, making it relevant to the reader's background
and experience. This encourages the development of mental management
knowledge construction.

required for

(Sample pages are shown in Fig.1.3.)

The materials had been supported to some extent by fieldworker visits to pupils in their
classrooms. These visits formed a link to the mediators in the materials. Fieldworkers
described themselves as messengers from Uncle James, the editorial persona in the books.
Pupils were encouraged to write letters and send verbal messages to Uncle James and the
other characters in the books. These letters served to assist pupils in becoming independent
(the act of putting pen to paper and communicating

with a distant person, often making an

envelope, finding a stamp and posting the letter, in itself indicates a measure of cognitive
development)

and able to express in writing a whole host of learning experiences as well as

happy and sad experiences that beset them in their daily lives. All the letters were (and still
are) answered and many of them are printed on the Letter Pages in the books. In addition, the
fieldworkers encouraged pupils to share what they were learning with the rest of their family
members, in this way linking the home and the family into one integrated learning
environment:
Learning activities tend then to become group activities as learning is essentially a
social activity - it relies upon knowledge construction more than on knowledge
transfer (Abbott,1995).
Lastly, a concern of some researchers has been that although the strength of cognitive
education lies in its involvement with teaching for meaning and understanding

and helping

learners to process information more effectively and efficiently, thereby becoming
independent and autonomous (Idol et al., 1991; Marzano, 1991), its weakness is the fact that it
lacks contextualisation

within learning curricula and does not really address broader social

issues in education. These materials fill that gap. The materials are interspersed with
contextualised

thinking and problem-solving activities which result in the development of

heuristics for problem-solving.

Cognitive activities are purposefully linked to the child's

experiential background and understanding and build from that background and
understanding

so that learning leads to an understanding of societal issues.

3
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The cognitive skills are anchored in activities that have clear links to school curricula although
these materials are not intended to be textbooks but rather to extend and complement
textbooks.

It must be said, however, that in many of the schools, these are often the only

materials available. Further, it has been reported to fieldworkers that the materials on their
own, without other intervention, act as a stimulus for teachers, sparking their creativity and
opening new avenues for creative teaching.
In 1995, this sponsorship-based

programme reached about 135 000 primarily disadvantaged

pupils in rural and township schools around the country. Within the boundaries of the old
Cape Province in particular, it was funded by the United States Agency for International
Development

(USAID). It is important to recognise their contribution as it was at their

instigation that an impact evaluation of the materials was carried out through the Improving
Educational Quality Project (IEQP) in collaboration with the Institute for International
Research, Washington. The EPP materials have also been thoroughly researched by Ridge
(1997).
Although the focus of this evaluation (see Appendix G) was on the impact of the materials on
pupil learning and development, initial discussions with teachers around this evaluation led to
the idea of developing a coherent programme aimed at, on the one hand, assisting the
teachers to make more effective use of the materials and, within the framework of existing
limited resources, to assist teachers to draw on their own knowledge, creativity and
experience

in order to drive the learning process in their classrooms.

At the behest, then, of USAID and under their aegis, the idea of a teacher development
programme with mediation as its primary driver was conceived. It was necessary in such
ESST -resourced classrooms to redefine the role of the teacher. The project was to take
place in some of the more disadvantaged

areas of the old Cape Province, viz. townships

around Port Elizabeth, Kwa-zakhele and Zwide; townships around Cape Town, Khayelitsha,
and some parts of the West Coast. It was originally envisaged as a small pilot project but all
the schools in these areas that received materials insisted on being part of the Teachers'
Methodology
to include
areas and
handbook
Adventure

Project, as it came to be called. On the West Coast, the scope was broadened

schools in the Darling, Vredenberg (West Coast Peninsula), Piketberg (Platteland)
also the Sandveld (Lamberts Bay area). The project was to culminate in a
or teachers' methodology guide which would ultimately be published (The Learning
Teachers' Guide, Abel et al., May 1997).

As part of the ESST, I was asked to help with the conceptualisation of the work described
above. Realising both the magnitude of the undertaking and the opportunity for research that it
presented, I formulated the initial ideas for what ultimately became this dissertation on
Teacher Development Mediation. It represented a reconsideration of cognition-based teacher
development in that it was to purposefully use a mediational framework with a
constructivist
influence to drive the process of teaching mediation.

4
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The project rested on the integration of thinking about teaching and learning, the application of
cognition-based

learning theories to classroom practice, the promotion of teamwork in the

staffroom and the classroom and lastly, it pivoted around the provision of cognitivelyenhanced

materials for the pupils. The expected outcome was that teachers developed a

learning-centred

approach to teaching rather than just focusing on the learner and that the

classroom environment

in its entirety became the central unit of change. The teacher, the

pupil and the tasks became an integrated learning unit.

1.2 THE RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
1.2.1: Layout of the thesis
CHAPTER 2 - sets out
CHAPTER

•
•
•

•
•

1- sets out

my background and the
relationship of the ESST to the schools;
the purpose of the research based on the

the review of cognitive education and
associated theories, and
the specific theories used in the
development of the theoretical framework
forthis research, Wlich included

reality in South African schools;

mediation, transfer, groupV\Ork, graphic

Wlat the research problem is.

organisers.

There seemed to be a match
between the task (problem) and the theories.
The research questions were developed
accordingly.

r------L'------------,

-,

Chapter 4 - sets out

•
•

the analytical experiential research

....C-ha-p-t-er-3---s-et-s......;0~ut----_.....L.._---.,

•
•

framework, and
details of the workshops and their
analysis.

a reviewof INSET in South Africa as the
background for this research;
the conceptualisation

of the operational

framework of the Teachers' Methodology
Project;

•
•

Chapter 5 - sets out
•

how the data on the teachers' methodology

the guidelines for implementation;
the implementation

and teacher

demographics.

project were collected and analysed from
diaries, interviews and questionnaires;
•

the details of the outcomes of the teacher
development mediation.

Chapter 6 - sets out

~.
•

conclusions;
implications

of this research and its

contribution to INSET and teaching practice

5
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1.2.2 The location of this research within the ESST
Fig. 1.1: The model represents the relationship of this research into teacher development
mediation and the rest of the work being done in schools by the ESST, both in materials
provision and through fieldworkers with pupils. The cross-hatched area represents the field of
this research which was thus supported by both the provision of cognitively-enhanced
materials to pupils as well as school visits to pupils in their classrooms by the fieldworkers.
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1.2.3 The reality in South African primary schools
The main thrust of this work was to better equip teachers to intervene in the mental
development

of their pupils, that is with the development

of the human resource potential

within the schools. The reality is that 92% of the national education budget is spent on
salaries and therefore it is incumbent on teachers, in the national interest, to deliver their best
(Q' Connell, 1997). This is an awesome responsibility

to which all the ESST activities are

directed. It is not within the scope of this work to address the physical resources and working
conditions of the teachers and their environment.

This begs the question of whether it is

possible to focus on the one without the other, since the latter may indeed influence the ability
to achieve the former.

Maslow (1954) posited the theory of the" Pyramid of Needs" in which he suggested that
human behaviour is based on a hierarchy of needs. In other words, there are certain basic
needs (such as food and shelter) that must be satisfied before others (such as personal
development,

learning and self-actualisation)

can be addressed:

Self-actualisation needs
Esteem or love needs
Belonging needs
Security needs
Basic needs
Although not scientifically proven, this framework suggests that although the environmental
and job issues cannot really be addressed, they may affeet teachers' ability to engage with
any transformative
of any transformative

processes. These needs must be taken into account in the development
process. CCD has (Naudé and Van der Westhuizen,

recognised and addressed these issues in considerable

1996), in faet,

detail in the Personal Empowerment

component of their teacher development programme. In view of the pivotal role the ESSTs
materials component plays in the close communication

in the classroom, I have chosen to

examine the above issues within the framework of teacher and learner empowerment.

1.2.4 The Teachers' Methodology Project
This was never intended to be a finite programme with a fixed implementation

agenda but

rather one that evolved over time, incorporating changes as they arose. The contention was
that if teachers are to be enabled to change their approach to teaching and to acquire a new
methodology, sufficient time must be allowed for practice and intemalisation. How this should
be done was not possible to determine. This research programme, therefore, was originally
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intended to extend over 18 months
but in reality has taken two years
and still continues less intensively.
It was vigorously supported by
classroom visits and conferences.
Further, in line with a nonprescriptive approach, provocative
questions were developed and
posed to provoke teachers into
investigating and even interrogating
circumstances

which they

normally would have taken for

Fig. 1.2: Teacher groups in Darling werkshop

granted. Teachers reflected, discussed, and deconstructed their beliefs in, knowledge of, and
attitudes to the teaGhingllearning interface and examined how their new-found knowledge and
insights could be applied, both in the classroom to specific subject content and outside the
classroom tothe world around them. Feuerstein (1993) has stated that one cannot mediate
someone else's culture to another person, so it is vital that teachers are empowered to become
mediators and thus work toward transforming education and society in their own regions and
communities. Groupwork formed an integral part of all the work with both teachers and their
pupils (Fig.1.2).

Many of the teachers who attended the workshops formed a vital link in the development of
other teachers in their areas. Each workshop was attended by two teachers from each school.
In areas like Darling, where there is only one big school surrounded by a number of farm
schools and small mission schools, it was possible to accommodate

two teachers from each

of the eight schools in the area. This provided for strong regional interaction between teachers.
Further, the intention was that this programme would help teachers to build new systems of
thinking for themselves as well as for their pupils and the school. So the teachers were
encouraged to make connections between the numerous ideas they had learned in the
workshops and the various roles they were called on to playas teachers, as parents
themselves and as mediators in their communities. The questions were revisited over time to
give teachers insight into their own growth, development and ability to practise the new
approaches.

Teachers were thus enabled to use these insights to rearrange the content to be

taught so that ideas could be linked to each other and then used to address particular
problems that they might have encountered in their schools. The issue of cognitivelyenhanced learning materials (see sample pages in Fig. 1.3) was addressed by the English
Proficiency Programme (EPP)
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Fig. 1.3: Sample pages from the materials of the English Proficiency Programme
(EPP) called the Learning Adventure since 1996.
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which has been running in South African primary schools for over ten years. This is a crosscurricular language programme which is purposefully designed to be mediatory in nature. It
draws the learner into spontaneous

learning through the intertwined text and graphics. The

methodology promoted in the classroom is one of leaming-centredness,

i.e. creating a

classroom atmosphere which draws the learner and the teacher together into learning and
discussion.

The learning material-

each pupil receives six issues of learning materials per year

- is of a highly interactive nature, visually appealing and cast in a variety of mediational styles
through which the pupil is invited to discover the world around him or her in an enjoyable,
informative way. In this way, a direct impact is made on the leamer's imagination and creativity.

With this kind of resource material freely available in a classroom, the teacher's role had to
be redefined;

in this instance, from being the primary disseminator of information to fulfilling

the much more creative role of becoming a manager of the learning process. Pilot project
interviews (Appendix C) concerning attitudes to and understanding of the teaching/learning
interface were conducted in the Western Cape and in the Eastern Cape three years ago with
teachers from educationally disadvantaged

schools. These interviews with teachers indicated

that there was a wealth of experience and a tremendous need for this experience to be
acknowledged

and to be given an appropriate avenue for expression. (Reported on in Chapter

3.)

Now that the goal of educational equality in South Africa seems an achievable reality,
teachers are in a position to make real contributions to the educational reform process. Their
expressed

need has been for assistance to help them make this dream a reality. The

challenge is to develop a way of assisting teachers to accomplish this dream.

1.3 THE PROBLEM AREA
The problem was to find a methodology that would address four issues that are important in
South African teacher education and development:
1. it should not be a victory garden scenario (Perkins, 1992b) but should be able to accommodate a large number of teachers at a given time;
2. it should not operate from a ''teacher deficit" point of view but should concentrate on getting
teachers to recognise where they need to go and to help them to get there without telling
them what to do;
3. it should provide for the mediated acquisition of the skills required to make the shift from an
authoritarian,

one-directional,

non-life related teaching mode (the norm in South Africa) to one
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that is inclusive, collaborative and life-related; and lastly,
4. it should provide for the cognitive development

(largely absent on the South African

education agenda) of teachers and their pupils.

1.3.1 What were the needs of the teachers and the schools?

The problem was defined as above but the teachers in schools forming part of the ESSTs
English Proficiency

Programme expressed the problem as an urgent need for help in using

the EPP materials more effectively and, if possible, to help them develop their own materials.
Initial meetings conducted at 6 schools in each of three areas, viz. Khayelitsha (Cape Town),
Vredenburg (West Coast) in the Western Cape and Kwa-Zakhele (Port Elizabeth) in the
Eastern Cape indicated that although they were keen to take part in this programme, they
would only do so if all the EPP schools in the area were included. Further, they insisted that
schools which were not part of the EPP should also be able to take part if they wished.

The result was that instead of working with 24 teachers from 6 schools (which was what the
funder had allowed for) in each area, the numbers jumped to 2 teachers from each of 40
schools on the West Coast, 17 schools in Khayelitsha and 18 schools in Kwa-Zakhele. This
meant that the design of the methodology

had to accommodate teachers both in and out of

the EPP.

A further issue seemed to be that although many teachers had recently become empowered,
particularty in a socio-political sense, to speak out for themselves on numerous issues which
centred on the development of the teacher, this did not always impact directly on pupils. More
importantly, even where teachers recognised the need for a different approach to learning, they
were at a loss as how to do so. It was also dear that some INSET programmes gave, often
because teachers demanded it, exactly what and even sometimes exactly how something must
be taught to remedy a particular situation but the why was never emphasised (Ruddock, 1991;
Nias, 1984). Further, there was usually not suïflcient time given for practising new approaches in
a supportive collegial atmosphere (Ibrahim, 1993).

Thus many teachers were not really knowledgeable about the theories of leaming that underpin
these courses which, in reality, should inform their work as teachers. Moreover, teachers
frequently did not recognise the need for them to know these theories and often said: "Just tell us
what we must do!" (Abel, 1994). Effectively this disempowered teachers as they were then unable
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to relocate their new experiences and implement the new processes in the classroom. The
further removed they became from the INSET experience, the dimmer the vision became and the
less likely it was to be put into practice.

1.3.2 What was the focus of this teacher development methodology?

It was clear from meetings with the teachers that they considered themselves to be
functioning

and experienced professional teachers and that there was no way that one could

just go in and tell them what they should be doing. The first critical question to be answered
which formed the basis of this research was how to help teachers to get to where they
wanted to go rather than telling them where they should be going. The teachers, in turn, were
supposed to be able to answer the question, "What can you do with what you have and where
you are and how can you use this to push for what you need?"

The second question to be answered was how to deconstruct the learning process and
learning theories to facilitate their internalisation

by the teachers. If learners are supposed to

construct knowledge through exposure to activities and events (Piaget, 1969), then surely
what teachers must be able to do is intervene at the level of deconstructing

that knowledge

for learners. It is the nature of that intervention that is at issue here. If one tells a person what
to do, then she will be able to do what she has been told but if one mediates by creating an
experience which engages the learner's interest and attention, makes one's intentions clear,
explains steps along the way and asks open-ended questions designed to lead the learner to
understanding

and links this to the learner's background and experience, then she should be

able to think for herself and apply her knowledge in any situation, i.e. she becomes
autonomous

and independent. (The feminine pronoun has been used for clarity and is at all

times meant to include the masculine.)

Three initial focal points of the Teachers' Methodology
the EPP are mediation, elaboration

and extrapolation.

being developed as a result of
They may be vie'Ned in practice

as folIoVlIS:

•

Mediation:

The methodology will give guidance on how to mediate the
deconstruction

of a topic and the cognitive skills necessary for the

understanding and inculcation of the underlying principle(s) without
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becoming too theoretical or abstract.

•

Elaboration:

The methodology will provide more examples of activities designed to
enhance conceptualisation

•

Extrapolation:

and linkages to everyday life experience.

The methodology will assist the teacher in devising examples from
which the pupils will be able to extrapolate

problem-solving

heuristics.

The intention was to use the EPP material as a jumping-off
conceptualise,

point for teachers to

develop and implement their own lessons. It was strongly felt by those

teachers in the early meetings and from a later series of structured interviews that unless
teachers were able to develop their own materials effectively they would continue to be
"slaves of the system" as' put by one teacher.

This teacher development

mediation represented the process as it related to input. In this

context, the methodology was based on a series of school-focused

workshops, viz.

workshops that focused on the needs of the teachers and hence the schools (Davidoff,
1993). In orderto do exactly this, the methodology applied what was called "provocative
questioning". This was intended to unlock creative and non-linear responses, looking at
problems as opportunities

for finding solutions (Fullan, 1993). For the most part, there was

very little telling in this intervention and whatever there was, was given in a spirit of sharing.

1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED
1.4.1 What was the ultimate goal of this research?

This research aimed to investigate aspects of what came to be called the Teacher
Methodology Project (TMP) as they relate to teacher development.

Firstly, the aspects

•

which it aimed to investigate

whether the learning-centred

included:

approach to teaching in which mediation is the driver did in

fact become the methodology of choice and, if so, why?
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•

whether teachers, given a role-model in an appropriate environment,

emulated and

internalised the model, the aim being to find out whether they made use of the theory
and the processes to effect educational changes in the classroom and how they
accomplished

this.

Then it was important
teachers

•

to understand

the nature of the changes

and to find out if

vvere using:

a mediational

teaching style that concentrated

what of teaching in a context-related

on the howofteaching

rather than the

way and if they showed clear understanding

of

the why of teaching to support the how, that is the theory and the process;

•

metacognitive

frameworks in the classroom in an explicit way, in what way, and to what

end; and

•

metacognitive

and mediational strategies in the generation of cognitively-enhanced

learning materials that were appropriate to the context in which they were being used in
lessons.

Lastly, it was important

•

to determine

whether

the participating

teachers:

were teaching effectively where they were and with what they had at their disposal. This
required more than an attitude shift. It called for a paradigm shift where teachers and
pupils were taught to see the totality of their environment as an educational resource
which could be applied to change the status quo;

•

had managed to create substantial opportunity for practice in a collegial atmosphere
with adequate support in the form of team teaching, and

•

had managed to replicate the processes involved in this project with other teachers in
their own schools and, if so, how.

The methodology to be researched offered an opportunity at grassroots level for primary
school teachers previously excluded from the system, to exercise their creativity and to
develop, within a supportive infrastructure, a community-authored

teachers' methodology that
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will bond existing classroom resources and procedures into a holistic teaching ethic without
ousting any existing teaching/learning

initiatives.

1.4.2 What inputs were required to change teachers' instructional

practice?

Teaching concerns itself not only with what one teaches but primarily how one teaches
it. (Haywood, 1993)

The above quote from Haywood drove the quest to find a methodology that answered the
question. In other words, this methodology

had mediation as its driver. It used mediation to

teach about mediation so that mediated experiences were created at an adult level for
teachers, through which the process was modelled. Teachers, in turn, would then apply the
process in the context of their own classrooms for their own pupils. This implies that
provocative questions would be posed to teachers so that they have to work out the answers
for themselves

in groups.

1.4.3 What were the cognitive demands on teachers or pupils involved in the EPP?

If learning is basically considered to be a process of construction, based on planned problemsolving and thinking about how learning was done (Costa, 1985; Lochhead, 1985; Perkins,
1985;), then
teaching can be depicted as a process of deconstruction

Sinclair (1989) has suggested that through a deconstruction

(Sinclair 1989:36).

process - the taking apart of

overt knowledge structures - the embedded skills for completing a task can be elicited and
described. Reddy (1991) has used Feuerstein et al.'s (1980, 1991) cognitive functions for this
process for analysing first-year chemistry texts. Such an exercise, with an interlinked process
of deconstruction

followed by re-construction,

accompanied the lesson production process,

both in synthesis and in analysis. Further frameworks for analysis, such as Feuerstein's
Cognitive Map (1979), were used where applicable and other metacognitive tools also
surfaced overtime.

It was intended that this methodology should be sufficiently open-ended

so as to be able to react to feedback from teachers and ultimately include some direct
teacher inputs.

1.5 DESIGN OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
1.5.1 How were the above aspects of teacher development to be evaluated?
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The evaluation model which was to be developed would be based on observations
theoretical
.•

frameworks

and on the

as discussed under the research questions in 1.4 above.

The teaching strategies were evaluated qualitatively (Rist, 1982, 1994; Vulliamy et al.,
1988), adopting a process-oriented
Huberman,

1994) with metacognitive

introspection;

approach to evaluation (Patton, 1990; Miles &
strategies for self-assessment

based on

observation of classroom practice as a means of determining the levels

of use (Simon and Shifter, 1988) of cognitive and metacognitive

strategies by teachers;

and protocol analysis of focus group interviews conducted with teachers and some
pupils in selected schools. Protocols were used to gain insight into the cognitive
metacognitive

and

approaches used by teachers in the development of curriculum material

and with their pupils as they attempt to process a learning-centred

approach to

teaching.

Other methods of investigation were also examined:

•

Diaries were used by teachers to capture the above self-assessment

processes

through which changes in thinking over a period of time would be reflected supporting
the protocols and reflecting teaching practices (Walker, 1994; Davidoff, 1993).

•

Selected lessons were analysed and are offered as evidence of changes in the teacher
to a mediational teaching style (Haywood, 1993).

•

Questionnaires

were also used prior to structured interviews.

In view of this

•

Specific taxonomies had to be developed which linked existing ones to local conditions
so that teachers and students would claim ownership of self-assessment

strategies.

The basis of these frameworks was Feuerstein et al.'s (1980,1991) criteria for mediated
learning and the cognitive map as well as Haywood's (1993) process questions.

1.5.2

How would the investigation into workshops organised and run by teachers be
structured?

Towards the end of 1994, through meetings, structured interviews, observations of teachers
and my own reflection, coupled with a strong mediational framework, the way in which this
research was to unfold became clear. Workshops were to be held on site in primary schools,
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attended by mandated representatives,

at least two from each school (to support and assist

each other) in each of the three areas: Port Elizabeth, the West Coast and Khayelitsha. The
workshops were to be developed around specific focal questions on learning and how to make
learning more effective. It was important that the teachers be allowed to develop confidence
and pride in their own ability to take decisions on how they teach and consequently

what gets

taught.

These workshops were organised in conjunction with the teachers and took place once a
month in one of the participating primary schools, in rotation, during the schoolday from 8 a.m.
till2 p.m. Each workshop began with an "attention grabber" designed to focus attention on the
particular problem and to elucidate its meaning. These are described in detail in Chapter 4.
Further, the workshops were supported by school visits to classrooms by the ESST
fieldworkers

in order to motivate the pupils and teachers to greater enjoyment of school and

leaming.

The grabber was followed by brainstorming around a number of provocative questions
generating interesting and creative solutions. In groups, teachers developed lessons which put
these new ideas into practice. The lessons were formatted and returned to teachers to be tried
in their own classrooms as well as in those of fellow staff members not on the course.
Feedback on these lessons took place at each workshop. Although each workshop had an
agenda, it was imperative that there would always be an open-ended ness that would allow the
flexibility to deal with specific issues arising in the groups.

Towards the end of this process, teachers began to discuss how to take the project forward to
other teachers in their own schools so that a joint understanding

of both the process and its

evaluation could be arrived at.

During the analysis of the data which emerged from the workshops, it became clear that there
were really two issues being investigated here. One was the project described above with the
teachers' development

at its core but the other, as important, was the actual operational

framework which developed as the project progressed. The ESST has been able to use this
process-oriented

experiential framework in the development of a number of other programmes

ranging from its basic adult education programmes to a school-based project for Central
.Statistical Services as part of its education programme for the national census in 1996. An
experiential framework, based on Kolb (1974), was used to analyse the operational framework
of this research. This is given in Chapter 4.
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1.6 THEORETICAL BASIS OF THIS RESEARCH
"The more individuals are mediated, the greater becomes their capacity to learn."
(Feuerstein et at, 1980)
The initial research was based on the work of major theorists in the field of cognitive science,
particularly cognitive process instruction (Lochhead, 1979, as applied by Abel, 1993, which
included Feuerstein's mediated leaming experience), Haywood's mediational teaching style,
Vygotsky's zone of proximal development and Piaget's phases of learning. The mediational
standpoint of this research would serve to explicate the concept of a learning-centred
approach to teaching in greater detail than in previous research (e.g. Boughey, 1993).

Vygotsky's (1978) theory represents the process as it relates to outcomes, i.e. that one can
maximise a learner's potential, whereas the approach of this research represents the
process as it relates to input. In this context we could speak of explicating the existing
knowledge and experience of teachers and linking it to a mediated learning experience.
Vygotsky's (Vygotsky, 1978; Kozulin, 1990, 1994) research becomes relevantto this
innovation in the sense of aiming to maximise the teachers' potential through mediation by
experts as well as by their peers. If one reflects on the changes in the workshop environment
and the subsequent changes in the classroom environment, then one realises that the
changes are occurring in the immediate proximity of the teachers. These changes, when
reflected on by the teachers, led the teachers to more changes (see the Causal Network
tracing Teacher Development,
to the development

Chapter 5). It is these changes that should, in time, contribute

of the whole school as teachers begin to engage in the process of change

and take charge of it.

The criteria of the Mediated Learning Experience (MLE) of Feuerstein et al. (1980,1991)

form

a scaffold on which teachers and pupils together can build a shared vision so that learning
becomes a joint discovery involving teacher and learner. The teacher's primary goal is to help
the pupil acquire the fundamental thinking skills which underlie the ability to think clearly, learn
effectively and adapt to a rapidly changing environment. Ultimately; however, the role of MLE
is to broaden these educational goals beyond the confines of the curriculum to the
development of independent, thinking, caring human beings.
Sharing behaviour is a cornerstone of MLE with a strong emphasis on respecting the other
point of view, and since socialisation is an important facet of learning, one must emphasise
the role of co-operative

learning for both teachers and their pupils as a pivotal concept in this

process. This way forward had already been pointed out in South Africa in the Seventies by
Sinclair (1977) who showed how small group learning as a form of socialisation can form a
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positive and participatory learning environment. The work of Sharan (1980), Slavin (1980) and
Damon (1984) has further shown that students prefer working in groups once the ground
rules are clearly established in a purposeful way (Abel, 1993). Then, clearly
co-operative

learning is not just putting students together in groups and giving them

tasks (Davidson, 1990: 1)
but requires careful attention, explaining the various aspects of the process to the students so
that they may structure their own effective groups with the teacher's mediation. This concurs
with Slabbert (1993) who sees
co-operative learning as a way of enhancing meta-learning
and with Hartman (1989) that small group learning is a way of reducing
academics' monopoly over what counts as real knowledge and, therefore, what may be
taught
aiming at Freire's (1974) liberatory education.

After living in a society which concentrated on the divisions between groups, we should now
try energetically to engender a spirit of co-operation

in the general culture and to foster a

sense of collective responsibility. It has been shown that co-operative learning is both
acceptable to South African students (Hartman, 1989) and desirable as a means of facilitating
learning (Suransky, 1992).

Taking full cognisance of Feuerstein's theories, many mediational techniques could be
incorporated

into the development and execution of this research. Cognitive process

instruction as explicated by Haywood (1993) includes a number of mediational techniques:
process questioning; asking for reasons; teaching about rules; bridging; explaining systems
and sequencing.

Not only were these questions used in respect of the teaching and learning materials but also
in the classroom and in teacher workshop interactions to develop a shared vision in an effort
to unravel the learning-teaching

paradox described by Miller (1989), viz.

the unlearning of rules or the unseating of cognitive structures that govern
understanding.

a student's

It is this unlearning that seems resistant to instruction.

There has been an accumulation of evidence of the effectiveness of mediational learning (cf.
Alverman, 1989). Feuerstein's work in this area is widely acknowledged

(Feuerstein et al.,

1980; Feuerstein & Feuerstein, 1991). Mediated learning provides a theoretical rationale and
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basis for a course of action at the intervention level. Central to this approach is Feuerstein's
theory of Structural Cognitive Modifiability that is taken as meaning that an individual's
cognitive structures are amenable to modification (i.e. individuals are able to modify
themselves)

as a result of interaction with the environment. According to Feuerstein (1979:

540),
what is at stake is not merely the transmission of specific skills or abilities but the
development

of the prerequisite cognitive schema to enable individuals to derive

benefit from the direct exposure to external sources of stimulation.

The contention is

that mediated learning experience is the foundation upon which operational structures
are built and that, even as adolescents, major significant modifications

are possible.

More recently reports have shown that even adults may show significant modification
(Rosemarine
frameworks

et al., 1993, 1994). A fundamental

principle in Feuerstein's theoretical

is the responsibility of the adult mediator (Feuerstein et al., 1980) to arrive at a

shared intention to learn, to convey clearly the meaning and import of the lesson and to
engage the students in the learning process. It is this mediational framework that was applied
in this research to move the teachers through the zone of proximal development as described
by Vygotsky (1978). Feuerstein etal. (1980, 1991) reasoned that by exposing the leamertoa
programme (Instrumental

Enrichment) designed to recreate mediated experiences that may

have been missed in growing up, mental structures will be produced that will enable the leamer to
process, i.e. organise and elaborate, information that is increasingly more complex, and more
abstract at increasingly more efficient levels of functioning. Through this process, the learners, in
many cases, become modified, or rather modify themselves, in response to the exposure.

Thinking skills cannot exist in a vacuum and ultimately they must be contextualised

in content

and this content is usually expressed in text of some sort. The teachers participating in this
study are, on the one hand (in Khayelitsha and Kwa-Zakhele), mostly teaching in English with
English texts. English is neither their mother tongue nor that of their pupils although they are
exposed to it in their daily lives. On the other hand, West Coast teachers and pupils hardly
have any exposure to English other than in the English lessons; they conduct their lives (and
their English lessons) through the medium of Afrikaans.

The role of language in teaching and learning is accordingly critical and therefore, so is the
role of the texts which are used in the teaching and learning process. If comprehending

and

learning from text is what teachers are supposed to be helping their pupils to do and if this
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depends on the person's ability to construct knowledge and transform knowledge, then text
which forms links to the learner's prior knowledge enables the learner to use such text to
make coherent interpretations

of world events. Further, if it is accepted that instruction is a

matter of activating and nourishing processes of knowledge construction, then it is important
to know what these processes are and what kinds of texts facilitate the processes. This
means that we cannot proceed directly from a statement of objectives relating to knowledge
or skills to a prescription for interventions. Teachers must first be clear on the underlying
processes involved in comprehending

and learning from text before being able to construct

their own texts which will facilitate the learning process and therefore we need to seek a
theory of instruction with three major elements:

•

a theory of expertise

which describes the kind of skilled performance or knowledge

structure we hope to evoke in the learner;

•

a theory

of acquisition

which describes the processes of knowledge and skill

construction employed in knowledge construction;

•

a theory

of intervention

that prescribes the action to be taken by an instructor to

activate the learner's acquisition processes and to provide appropriate external
information that will facilitate the process.

Further, changing the instructional focus to inform instructional processes has led a number
of researchers (Lapp and Flood, 1993; Dole et al., 1991; Meyer, 1984; Scardamalia and
Bereiter, 1984) to reconceptualise

the curriculum looking at writing and reading instruction as

the cognitively demanding complex task forming the basis of learning and understanding.

Expressing a view common to Africa, Chimombo (1989) says that
as long as the texts used in the regular English classroom ignore the kind of English
that the students need in their other classes, the English teacher will fail to provide the
right kind of input.

This methodology,

based on an understanding of learning and comprehension

oftext, has a

potent basis for reform based, in combination, on the child's natural proclivity to learn and on
the fact that language can, by its nature as a vehicle for meaning, never be a goal in itself. A
language stripped of its communicative value becomes an absurdity. Yet we have persisted
for decades with the "He is ..., She was ..." teaching

paradigm. This methodology will bring
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teachers to the realisation that every "English class" should be a subject class, and every
subject class, an English class (assuming that English is the medium of instruction). That
this is not so at present is an indictment of our western education heritage and a confirmation
of our failure, as a society, to offer our children a valid education.

Hovvever,the needs of teachers in this regard must first be addressed so that
teachers are in a position to:

•

develop their own critica! thinking skills

•

confidently link subject matter to real-world experience

•

develop subject-specific

linguistic competence

for themselves and their pupils in the

language of instruction, viz. English, so that mental accessibility becomes a reality.

Finally, many terms used in this research may have different meanings in other situations and
therefore it is important to define the terms as they are applied here:

•

Teacher development, for the purpose of this study, centres on the reorientation of a
teacher's thinking to a mediational standpoint.

•

Mediation is described by Feuerstein et al. (1980) to be the process by which the
human mediator intervenes between the learner and the stimulus as well as between
the learner and the response helping to filter stimuli and frame responses. In this
situation, the teacher becomes the mediator or go-between whose task is that of
enricher or interpreter rather than being the ultimate source of all knowledge.

•

Learning-centredness

reflects an approach to teaching that moves beyond a pupil-

centred approach to one that encompasses the teacher, the learner and the task and
focuses on learning for all.
•

A teaching methodology is more than just a method of teaching. It encompasses the
theory, the processes and heuristics on how to proceed as well as the management of
the whole methodology. Riley (1985) sums up a teaching methodology as
... not simply

a list of activities ... It is a rationale: a set of organisational and operational

principles underlying the selection and implementation

of those processes and

activities which it is believed will facilitate learning.

1.7 THE CHALLENGES ADDRESSED BY THIS RESEARCH
Feuerstein's Instrumental Enrichment (IE) is intensive, highly individual and rather expensive
in the South African context as it is copyrighted. Further, it requires at the outset specifically
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trained teachers. In addition, it focuses on the needs of the pupils, not on those of the
teachers and lastly, its teaching methodology

is directed predominantly

at the IE classes and

it is left to the teacher to bridge the thinking skills into the formal school curriculum.

It is for this reason that this research focuses on the use of Feuerstein's

criteria for mediation

as a vehicle for bringing cognitive education into the classroom ab initio. At this point in time,
this seems to be the only practical solution. Given the constraints of numbers of both
teachers and pupils, this methodology had to find ways of dealing with large classes - often
70 or 80 pupils in classes (classes up to 110 have been reported) - using small group
formatting, intertwined with team teaching as a way of optimising classroom learning while
introducing a cognitive focus to the process. The limitations of time and distance that at first
seemed intimidating were overcome by training other facilitators to act as mediators. With
their help and the co-operation of the teachers, the methodology was shared with 148 out of
the 171 teachers that began the course in the three areas.

Although the numbers of participating teachers were quite large, the sample that was
interviewed was more than 10% which I believe can be reqardedas
allow generalisation

a critical minimum to

of the results. In addition, it was a concern that the teachers were drawn

from three areas which could raise the possibility of group or area specificity in the results. In
the end, with the exception of the issue of parental involvement, the outcomes from teachers
in the different areas were remarkably similar. Care was taken, however, to avoid the possible
positive effects that might have been simply the result of being part of this research (as
described by Hawthorne nearly 50 years ago). The difficulties in this regard when assessing
classroom performance

by teachers and the way in which they were finally overcome are

described in detail in Chapter 5.

1.7.1

The significance of this research is that it contributes to the changing of the
dictatorial, authoritarian state of affairs characteristic of the past.

1.7.2

It is recognised that the teaching of thinking is a complex, many-faceted
task which draws on all the skills of the teacher, therefore the research
also contributes insight into how subjects could be taught to make them
comprehensible
backgrounds.

to pupils, particularly pupils from educationally disadvantaged
Pupils, therefore, begin to acquire not only knowledge of academic

subjects and language skills but, more importantly, the knowledge of how to learn, thus
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achieving one of the main goals of education: the autonomous,

self-motivated,

independent learner.

1.7.3

Further, this research aims to inform the understanding
basis of the whole concept of a learning-centred

and theoretical

approach to teaching from

a mediational standpoint and, finally, is able to make a contribution to an understending
of the new outcomes-based

1.7.4

education in South Africa.

Lastly, the aims stated in the document, Norms and Standards for Teacher
Education (Committee on Teacher Education Policy [COTEP», February
1996) produced by the National Education Department now focus on what
teachers should be able to do with what they know. These are described in
great detail as outcomes or competences.

Some examples are:

•

Teachers must be able to teach effectively in order to facilitate learning.

•

Effective teaching will require a knowledge of the learning process and ...

•

the acquisition of appropriate knowledge, skills, values, attitudes and dispositions which
take cognisance of the political, economic, environmental

and social context in which

the teaching and learning are to occur.
•

Teachers must be able to organise the learning environment to develop social and
thinking skills.

•

Teachers must employ methods which develop skills in problem-solving.

About the necessary inputs to achieve this, little has been said. This research set out to fill
this void.
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Chapter 2
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE: COGNITIVE EDUCATION AND ITS
APPLICATION TO TEACHER DEVELOPMENT
Standing as we are on the brink of the 21st century, it is important that any
research into teacher development is clearly located within the context of the
educational paradigm shifts that have taken place this century. It is vital that one
looks back and understands the origins of current educational systems in order
to better understand the kind of paradigm shift that is so necessary now. The
first part of this chapter serves to provide a historical overview of theories of
learning developed this century.
2.1 HISTORICAL REVIEW
There is a growing tide of cognitive learning theory that is being called a revolution. This
current cognitive revolution in learning theory and educational psychology (Horowitz, 1989;
Presseisen,

Richman and Beyer, 1994; Kozulin, 1994; Nickerson, 1985; Gardener, 1983) did

not, like Topsy of American literary fame, just growed. It was the culmination of a lengthy
process beginning with the Associationists
performance

in the early Twenties. At that time, children's

was directly perceived as the outcome of their innate abilities while the social

and cultural aspects of the learning process were either taken for granted or ignored. The
idea of learning through continuous Drill and Practice was reinforced by the use of precise
reproductive tasks.

The beginnings of examining the process of thinking involved in problem-solving
reformulation

came via the

of problems by breaking them down into stages by the Gestaltists, mainly in

Germany. This group, for the first time, viewed thinking as productive problem-solving

which

takes place in stages involving the reformulation of a problem through an insightful flash. The
Second World War prevented the spread of these ideas to America where the Behaviourist
school of thinking (largely influenced by Skinner, 1972) was dominant and focused on the
completion of carefully constructed tasks. The failure of this movement gave impetus to the
back to basics approach which resulted in the rote learning we face today (Richards and
Rogers, 1986; Perkins, 1987). This kind of teaching called variously, Talk And Chalk, and
Transmission Teaching, allowed learners to work silently on their own in a disciplinarily
controlled atmosphere.
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The Behaviourists

directed attention away from the need to examine children's cognitive

ability as well as the role of social interaction in learning, and reduced teachers to
mere dispensers of reinforcement

(Blagg, 1991).

Most of the impetus for the cognitive revolution came from two psychologists,

one in Europe

and one in Russia in the late 20s. In Europe, Piaget, with a Biology background, and working
in Switzerland, was developing his theory of cognitive development
new methodologies

in children and creating

to explain and interpret his new concepts about knowledge (schema) and

how knowledge is acquired. This work only began to filter through to the English-speaking
world in the 60s but the principles which he developed had far-reaching

effects on schools

and schooling around the world. Piaget (1959, 1969) was the first to break with the classical
model, moving away from a teacher-centred

approach and the idea of the mind as a tabula

rasa (blank slate) to a child-centred approach. He was concerned with the structural aspect
of a child's thinking. His approach culminated in a detailed depiction of the developmental
stages of thinking and leaming.

The Piagetian view was that intellectual development proceeds through a number of stages
and substages from pre-operational

to late formal operational thinking. These levels may be

very briefly summed up as follows (Piaget, 1969; Shayer & Adey, 1981; Mehl, 1985):

A: Pre-operational
Language develops but the ability to conserve, i.e. to recognise that certain properties such
as length, quantity etc. do not change in certain conditions, has not yet formed.

B: Concrete

Operational

The operations, defined by Piaget as
the essence of knowledge is the interiorized action which modifies the object of
knowledge. For instance, an operation would consist of joining objects in

a class to

construct a classification, (Piaget, 1969)
now become apparent. However, they are only related to the physical reality and result only
from first-hand experience, for example, classifying, ordering, spatial and temporal abilities.

C: Formal Operational
Concepts can now be made meaningful through hypothetico-dedudive

reasoning and it

becomes possible to construct models and follow a logical argument.
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More or less at the same time, Lev Vygotsky, working in post-revolutionary

Russia, was

developing his theories about learning, thought and language. Unfortunately perhaps for the
West, Vygotsky died at the youthful age of 37 in 1934 (Kozulin & Presseisen , 1995) and his
works were subsequently

banned by Stalin. It was only in the 60s (Vygotsky, 1962) that his

works were translated into English and began to filter through to the English-speaking

world.

Latterly though, Kozulin (1994, 1993) and Kozulin et al. (1995), as a native Russian, has
been able to give clearer insights into Vygotsky's thinking.

Vygotsky identified two major shortcomings

in Piaget's theories (Kozulin, 1994, 1993 and

Kozulin et al., 1995) which he attempted to address. Firstly, Piaget largely ignored or did not
see a need to address the socio-cultural aspects of learning. Secondly, Piaget proposed that
learning results from the direct interaction of the child and the environment. The human
mediator, accordingly, is superfluous or excluded. For Vygotsky, the concept of the child
learning alone was unacceptable as the child is almost never alone. He (1978, 1986)
regarded the child as leaming through a process of gradual appropriation of the ways of doing
things that already exist in its culture. The role of the symbolic tools of that culture, for
example, signs, linguistic and mathematical
developmental

systems, become crucial in the child's

progress.

Vygotsky's theory of mediated activity (Vygotsky, 1978, 1986; Kozulin & Presseisen,

1995)

proposed that higher mental processes are functions of this mediated activity. He suggested
three major classes of mediators: material tools, psychological tools and human mediators
(Kozulin, 1990). Accordingly, Vygotsky described the use of the material tools as directed at
processes in nature which, in turn, put new demands on human mental processes. These
tools were described as collective instruments dependent on interpersonal communication
and symbolic representation.

This gave rise to the next class of mediators, the psychological

tools that mediate humans' own psychological

processes such as, among the most ancient,

casting lots, counting on fingers and tying knots (in Kozulin & Presseisen, 1995:68).
Vygotsky believed that we only achieve our full potential and realisation as human beings
through the mediated activity of more knowledgeable

others (human mediators). He

described this mediated activity as being the process of achieving one's full potential with the
assistance of a significant other. He designated the mental arena, in which the human
mediator assists the child to first assess and then develop her or his full potential, as the
Zone of Proximal development (ZPD). He did not further explore the role of the mediator, this
was left for others to tackle.
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At the time that Vygotsky's work (1962) was being introduced to the English-speaking

world

(Wertsch, 1985a & 1985b), important developments were taking place in both Europe and
America. Approaches

under the umbrella of Cognitive Science and Constructivism

with

insights from Artificial Intelligence emerged in response to poor scholastic achievements

in

American schools. It was left to Feuerstein et al. (1979, 1980) in Israel, to develop the theory
of Structural Cognitive Modifiability and Mediated Leaming Experience which explored the role
of the mediator in greater detail as well as the processes by which mediation may be
effected.

In the United Kingdom on the one hand, Shayer and Adey (1981) demonstrated
of Piagetian developmental

levels in British schoolchildren

the presence

using Science Reasoning Tests.

They found that most of the younger and weaker children in middle schools were limited to
concrete operational thinking while only some of the older, more able, children showed
characteristics

of .formal operational thinking and were therefore able to handle more abstract

problems with a number of variables.

If, as some researchers felt,
the attainment of formal operational thinking by every citizen is an essential goal for
democracy and the election issues that must be faced by each citizen (Shayer and
Adey, 1981 :136),
how then do we view the statement in the study conducted by Shayer and Adey, that only
about 30% of students (and almost as many adults) achieved this formal operational level
which was, in addition, deemed essential for fulfilling the goals of all professional
occupations?

They concluded that there was a strong possibility that accurately matching the

curriculum to the cognitive level of the students would improve competency

in Science which,

in turn, would most likely lead to an improvement in cognitive development.

On the other hand, Feuerstein explained that the Piagetian model of leaming through direct
exposure is only one aspect of the development of cognitive structures and may in fact
account for the reason that so few people actually reach the higher levels described by
Piaget. He proposes a second modality, the Mediated Learning Experience. which interposes
the human mediator between the organism and its environment. This human mediator
intentionally
interprets both the stimulus and the required response so that it transcends the
immediate situational needs (Mehl. 1985:53).
It is this mediated leaming which raises the individual's level of cognitive functioning. (As
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Feuerstein's work forms the basis of this research, his work will be dealt with in greater detail
further on in this chapter.) With this historical perspective, it is possible to document a range
of relationships

between the stimulus (S) and the response (R) in relation to the organism (0)

and the human mediator (H) which can be depicted as follows:
S - R (Skinner and those that came before) followed by S - 0 - R (Piaget) and
then S - H - 0 - H - R (Vygotsky/Feuerstein).

The next section aims to explore some of the cognitive approaches and show
their relationships.
2.1.1 Cognitive Science Approach
The problems of rote-learning, inadequate preparation of graduates and a lack of cognitive
instruction in American schools resulted in numerous searching investigations

(Adler, 1982;

Goodlad, 1984; Sizer, 1984). There was an urgent demand to restructure the entire system
(Presseisen,

Richman, Beyer, 1994). Curricula, which had been strongly influenced by

Piagetian theory, psychometrics and behaviourism, were due for an overhaul. The back to
basics movement in the United States (Richards and Rogers, 1986; Perkins, 1987) was
unable to remedy the persistent inability of students to perform in the areas of making
inferences from reading, writing to the point and solving word-problems

in mathematics.

In response, the Cognitive Science approach to thinking, which emerged in the Sixties,
represented a process-oriented

atomistic or information-processing

New questions were asked and new methodologies

approach to thinking.

were developed. It became clear that

schools had to be restructured in order to become centres for human resource development
and they had, further, to address the needs of all students even those most at risk of failure.
Hilliard (1991) and Hodgkinson (1985,1991) challenged educators to re-examine their
attitudes to see whether they had the will to educate all children, and if so, did they have the
ability to restructure schools to meet the cognitive demands of every American child?
Cognitive Science (Davis, 1984) recognises that the nature of a given task is such that it
involves human behaviour and disposition as well as the structure, organisation and nature of
knowledge itself and, further, it draws on ideas from the observation of experts' problemsolving methods. It is interdisciplinary, including in its scope, for example, psychology,
philosophy, linguistics, anthropology, artifICial intelligence and sometimes economics and
sociology. The two main themes are that expertise is gained by exposure to many different
examples and that learning is an incrementally constructive process.
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It is the anatomization

of thought processes which is required by Cognitive Science and not

primarily the manipulation of behaviour although new behavioural approaches by students to
their work are expected. The role of the teacher is redefined from a dispenser of information
and concepts to a facilitator in the gaining of autonomy by the learners who then are able to
generate their own opinions, concepts and knowledge. Feuerstein's and Stemberg's cognitive
operations approaches

are prime examples of this atomistic ideal (Feuerstein et al., 1980;

Sternberg, 1986).

Collins, Brown, and Holum (1991) have indicated that the new hegemony of cognition in the
arena of teaching and learning has resulted in learner-centredness,
thinking and metacognition

direct instruction in

and a recognition of the importance of learners' dispositions and

attitudes as well as the social context of the learning process. Some literature indicates that
there has been resistance to this new approach in teacher development and also in
evaluation (Blagg, 1991; Beyer, 1988; Dillon and Sternberg, 1986; Sternberg, 1982). Equally
there are those who are revisiting the works of Vygotsky (Kozulin, 1990; Lipman, 1991; Moll,
1990) and of Feuerstein (Jones and Pierce, 1992; Wesso, 1992, 1995; Presseisen and
Kozulin, 1992; Costa, 1991)

2.1.2 Artificiallntelligence

The field of Artificial Intelligence yielded many clues to Human Information Processing. Simon
and Newell (Davis, 1984; Mayer, 1983; Simon, 1979) constructed computer programmes
which could solve chess, mathematics and cryptarithmetic
initially step-by-step

problems. These strategies were

sequential procedures, i.e. algorithms. However, it was found necessary

to include non-prescriptive

decision-making

and conditional steps, i.e. heuristics, in order to

achieve the results reached by expert problem-solvers.

It was found that the cognitive

process was an amalgam of images and concepts which were continuously
transformed

by cognitive operations. Unsuccessful problem-solvers

being

were those who did not

know which operation to apply to a problem despite having the necessary information.

2.1.3 Constructivism

and the Interview

Of Piaget's methodologies,
the constructivist

perhaps the interview has been the most influential in informing

view of thinking since perceptions are seen as constructions based on

previous experience and existing knowledge. While not part of Cognitive Science, per se,
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constructivism

does encourage teachers to acknowledge

from Physics, a sensitive dependence

that there is, to borrow a phrase

on the initial condition, i.e. what the learner brings to

the lesson and how the lesson is interpreted by the learner in the light of prior knowledge.

Piaget's interviews were long-term case studies with single subjects; however, these
interviews are designed to be in-depth but relatively short interviews looking at the solution of
a single problem. Problems are identified in accordance with existing cognitive structures and
problem-solving

strategies are thus selected and given meaning by existing knowledge. The

interview allows these constructs and processes to be verbalised and examined. The
resultant identifiable and consistent behaviours are then documented.

In the constructivist

view, the interview and subsequent analysis of the protocols show that

subjects are both guided and limited by existing knowledge. Researchers must, however, be
aware that the same constraints and limitations are placed on them as analysts of the
protocols (Konold & Wells, 1981, Ericsson & Simon, 1980, 1993; Simon, 1979; Wesso, 1995;
Abel, 1993).

The in-depth interview is used to illuminate the cognitive processes and operations which
mayor may not be employed by learners when solving problems. These processes and
operations are then compared with those used by experts and then ultimately fed back to the
novice for more effective and efficient problem-solving.

2.1.4 Cognitive Process Instruction

Cognitive Process Instruction (CPI), a term coined by Lochhead (Mayer, 1983:349; Lochhead,
1979), arose out of the Cognitive Science paradigm and encompasses

an instructional

design which emphasises thinking skills over factual knowledge, i.e. it emphasises the
cognitive skills relevant to understanding and thinking. CPI research seeks to illuminate the
processes underlying complex intellectual behaviour through the use of introspection and
protocol analysis. The primary goal of CPI is to identify and articulate the skills used by
experts to process the content of a subject so that they can be explicitly taught to novices
thus avoiding the possibility of acquiring ineffectual processes. Exposure to experts' problemsolving skills alone is insufficient to generate learning of such skills and therefore tuition must
be modified so that the learners construct their own frameworks for solving problems.

Most CPI models are formulated in computer science or in information-processing
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can simulate accurately a large variety of human cognitive processes. A good model may
enable a learner to replace faulty skills with more effective and efficient skills. The models are
derived from descriptive frameworks which were designed for specific tasks, such as the
developmental

frameworks used by Piaget and Inhelder (Piaget and Inhelder, 1967; Lin, 1979)

to identify a model of developmental

stages against which subjects could be compared.

Shayer and Adey (1981) decided to use the developmental
theoretical

stages of this model as a

guide to matching student ability to the appropriate Science curriculum tasks.

Curriculum material was then designed
which would influence the rate at which children's cognitive power increases (Shayer &
Adey, 1981 :134).

These goals, viz. the acceleration of cognitive development, were formulated into the
Cognitive Acceleration through Science Education programme (CASE) which was based
both on the Piagetian developmental

levels and Feuerstein's Mediated Learning Experience.

The results showed evidence of the development of higher order thinking skills and that the
percentage of children showing the ability to use formal operational thinking was not
immutable, i.e. that the number of children capable of formal operational thinking actually
increased using these methods within the Science teaching paradigm (Adey, 1992).

This concept of mediated learning has its source originally in Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal
Development

(1978,1986) in which it became possible to enhance the child's potential for

development

through effective mediation. This also reflects Feuerstein's statement that

the more an organism is subjected to mediation the greater its capacity to learn
(Feuerstein,1979:336).

The next section explores some of the learning theories in more detail.

2.2 TEACHING THINKING
The aims of the teaching of thinking are to enhance the ability to think critically and creatively,
to develop curiosity about rational processes involved in problem-solving, to create new
insights and to generate a feeling of competence amongst students. Students should also
learn the value of collaboration and co-operation which will prepare them for teamwork in the
workplace.

In 1979, Lochhead and Clement reviewed the state of the teaching of thinking and suggested
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that teachers should be concentrating

on this aspect of teaching. Since then, numerous

programmes for the teaching of thinking have been developed, each placing the emphasis on
different aspects of thinking while highlighting the dichotomy which exists between the
advocates of domain-dependent

and domain-independent

approaches to the teaching of

thinking. These programmes have been cogently reviewed by Chipman and Segal (1985),
Nickerson et al. (1985) and, more recently, by Blagg (1991).

2.2.1 Domain-dependent approaches
Two distinctly different approaches in this field have become apparent in recent years which
may be categorised

as follows:

Thinking skills and strategies are identified and then programmes which teach them are
imposed on the content, for example:
•

Wlimbey

and Lochhead (1984, 1989) developed a think-aloud pair problem-solving

method for Mathematics based on how experts solve problems.

•

Novak and Gowin (1984) designed Concept-mapping

as an heuristic tool for

organizing and summarizing large amounts of information according to conceptual
hierarchies and they also designed the Vee as a tool for unpacking the principles
and theories underlying concepts through which curricular material could be
leamed.

•

Perkins' (1992a, 1985) Knowledge as Design formula for creative thinking can be
applied in many instances of teaching in order to form connections between bits of
information, thereby creating new and active knowledge. For instance, the existing
senior high school Biology syllabus in South Africa is a prime example of the
disconnected

presentation of information. In Std 8, the cell and tissues and their

immediate functions are taught. In Std 9, the gross structure and reproduction of
some plant and animal species are taught, and finally, in Std 10, a ragbag of plant
and animal physiology and biochemistry is taught with the last chapter being
homeostasis, on which everything else depends.

It will be interesting to see the

impact of the new curriculum changes.
Thus students have had to wait three years to find out the purpose of what they
have been trying to learn. Further, as evolution is not taught in schools, no link is
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created between the various species studied and it appears to most students as
though the species exist independently

of each other. It is in cases such as these

that "Purpose", which includes significance,

could be invested with an integrative

and connective role as, although biological mechanisms are not considered to be
designs by Perkins, the syllabus most definitely is. Knowledge as Design is
heuristic in nature and therefore content-acquisition

is not always assured;

however, as an organiser, it can be used most effectively.

Perkins has taken this work one step further in a programme called Connections (Perkins,
1988) where specific thinking skills are identified and then integrated into the content that is
being taught, i.e.
the teaching of thinking is infused into all subjects routinely (Mirman & Tlshman, 1988).

Others (Resnick, 1987; Herber, 1985; Reddy, 1991) have recommended that thinking skills be
disembedded

from the content by thoroughly analysing the content for the necessary skills

and cognitive operations required for its complete understanding,

before teaching the skills

through the content, i.e. the content dictates the process which governs the selection of skills
to be taught.

•

Resnick (1987) suggests that thinking skills courses only be instituted if
accompanied

by efforts to embed such skills within the school subjects thus

providing a knowledge environment in which to practise. This might change the goal
of schooling to the development of higher order thinking skills through fundamental
transformation

•

of the curriculum.

In the case of Reddy (1991), the framework used was Feuerstein's list of cognitive
dysfunctions through which the functions necessary for understanding the
problems of Acid-Base Chemistry were disembedded.

•

Herber (1985) suggested that through the analysis of the curriculum, the teacher
will be able to identify the materials to use and the reading and thinking skills to be
taught. This may in turn lead to a change in curriculum, i.e. from an informationbased to a conceptually-based

2.2.2 Domain-independent

These programmes

curriculum.

approaches

may be considered as "add-on" rather than the "add-in" programmes
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described above. They purport to be content-free
universal

application in a judgement-free

and culture-free and, therefore, to have

atmosphere. The most well documented and

reported programmes are the CoRT thinking programme (de Bono, 1985); Instrumental
Enrichment (IE) (Feuerstein et al., 1980); Project Odyssey (Adams et al., 1986) and
Intelligence Applied - Componential Training Programme (Stemberg,

A test of intelligence,
performance

1986).

IQ, was constructed to give a measure of an individual's level of

based on the characteristics

least likely to change over time and it has become

the entrenched measure of ability throughout educational and vocational systems. The
programmes,

above all, accept that IQ is not the result of immutable inborn abilities which are

the primary determinants of intellectual performance remaining unalterable throughout life.
Although they differ in their style and levels of analysis, they all represent a move away from
the psychometric approach to intelligence. In any event, there was widespread
disillusionment

with the psychometric model in the sixties as it did not offer any clues as to

what could be done to improve intelligent behaviour. Despite this, schools throughout the wond
continued to use IQ to determine into which class a child should go. IQ tests were only able to
indicate current levels of achievement

but

factors such as verbal comprehension

or reasoning, simply do not tell us what it is that

should be trained (Sternberg, 1985)
in orderto teach intelligence. To this end, Sternberg (1986) developed his componential
training programme. He viewed intelligence in terms of five components (hence the name)
through which intelligence can be trained, viz.

1:

Metacomponents

which control and activate the other components through planning,

monitoring and evaluation of a task;

2:

Performance components which encode, compare and then use a strategy responding
.to a stimulus;

3:

Acquisition components which assist in learning new information; and

4:

Retention components which retain and retrieve information.

Understanding
5:

is demonstrated

by

Transfer components which allow the transfer of information to a new situation.

These components

form a global processing unit in which all components interact with each

other and the metacomponents

in a dynamic system which allows intellectual development
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throughout life. This componential

theory is said to be culturally universal and ads in concert

with the experiential theory, in which novelty, challenge and automatization

of tasks are

stressed, as well as the contextual theory, which provides for the influence of the external
world environment.

These last two theories are culturally relative, i.e. they depend on the

culture in which one lives (Sternberg, 1985).

Earlier, in 1979, Feuerstein et al. revealed research that culminated in the Learning Potential
Assessment

Device to replace the IQ test methodology. This involved the dynamic

assessment of the leamer's potential for learning in which the examiner plays an important
mediational role. This was followed a year later by a programme, Instrumental Enrichment
(Feuerstein et alo, 1980), which was based on Feuerstein's theory of Structural Cognitive
Modifiablity and was designed to correct those operations underlying thinking (for example,
planned, thoughtful behaviour and the ability to consider more than one source of information)
as might be deficient. This more positive outlook on the possibility of teaching intelligence
coincides with the view expressed by Vygotsky (1978), that there is a need to identify the
child's Zone of Proximal Development which includes the element of potential development if
properly guided by an adult (Blagg, 1991).

It is this element of Vygotskty's work, together with Feuerstein's Mediated Learning
Experience, that has been taken up by Adey, Yates and Shayer (1992) with a difference,
namely, that it has been contextualised
comprehensive

into the Science syllabus in the form of a

set of lessons designed to accelerate cognitive development through science

education thus bridging the gap between the domain-independent

and domain-dependent

approaches to teaching intelligence. Haywood, Brooks and Bums (1986, 1992) developed
their Bright Start programme for pre-schooiers from a similar standpoint but further described
the role of the teacher as mediational facilitator in greater detail.

Therefore, what follows is a review of Feuerstein's theories with transactional
and integrative models, and a comparison of these with the models used by
Adey and Shayer and Haywood respectively.
2.2.3 A review of Feuerstein's conceptual framework of Structural Cognitive
Modifiability Theory
The conceptual framework of Structural Cognitive Modifiability as outlined by Feuerstein and
colleagues (Feuerstein, Rand & Hoffman, 1979; Feuerstein, Rand, Hoffman & Miller, 1980;
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Feuerstein & Feuerstein, 1991) should be considered a theory in the making. Owing to the
continuous interface between practice and theory over the last decade, the framework has
been refined, the scope enlarged and new dimensions have been added (Rand, 1991). This
rapid expansion of the theory and its uses makes it essential to define the terms clearly as
some have entered the repertoire of behavioural researchers and have acquired altered
nuances. The theory of Structural Cognitive Modifiability rests on the twin pillars of the
Mediated Learning Experience (MLE) and Cognitive Functions/Dysfunctions.

The objective here is to outline the main features of the theory in which MLE plays such a
pivotal role:
MLE, as opposed to learning from direct exposure to stimuli, is the principal avenue by
which an individual may undergo meaningful transformation

and become structurally

modified (Rand, 1991 :72).

2.2.3.1 Background Review

Feuerstein worked with Professor Rey, a colleague of Piaget's, on Piagetian performance
tasks between 1950 - 1963 and at the same time he worked with thousands of children
destined to settle in post-World war II Israel. It became apparent that these children were less
able to perform the Piagetian tasks, especially when compared to children in Geneva. His
basic observations

led to the formulation of the theory of MLE which was derived from the two

contrasting situations found amongst these displaced children, viz.

•

Those who were culturally

different

showed a good capacity for modification without

any special help. These individuals appeared to be equipped with learning capacity
developed through exposure to their own culture and were therefore able to learn from
direct exposure to stimuli.

•

In contrast, those who had little or no exposure to their own culture were considered
culturally

deprived

and their capacity to learn from direct exposure to stimuli was

severely restricted as they had not developed any learning tools, habits or needs. In
other words, their propensity for modifiability was extremely small (Feuerstein et aI.,
1980).

Bruner (1968) states that most humans possess intrinsic motivation for learning. He identifies
four such motives, viz. curiosity, competence,

reciprocity and emulation. These are embodied
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in Feuerstein's

research which culminated in the Learning Potential Assessment Device

(Feuerstein et aI., 1979) and a year later in the Instrumental Enrichment programme (Feuerstein et
al., 1980) based on the alteria of MLE.

Feuerstein's

(1980) concept of the nature of intelligence, on which Instrumental Enrichment is

based, is that intelligence, orthe development
intelligence,

of the necessary cognitive structures for

is the product of direct stimuli and mediated learning. This concept has three

main parts, viz.

1:

a list of potentially deficient cognitive functions as the basis of the phases of intellectual
behaviour, Input, Elaboration and Output at the micro-level;

2:

a cognitive map by which the mental act can be analysed into seven stages at the
macro-level, and

3:

a theory at the meta-level, the theory of Structural Cognitive Modifiability, in which the
central role of Mediated Learning Experience in the development of intelligence is
expressed.

Feuerstein shows that a lack of Mediated Learning Experience can prevent the development
of adequate cognitive functions resulting in diminished ability to learn. The condition can be
reversed by the Mediated Learning Experience administered through Instrumental
Enrichment.

2.2.3.2

The Theory of Structural Cognitive Modifiability

It is Feuerstein's (Feuerstein et aI., 1991) contention that MLE, a quality interaction, is the
basis of the two uniquely human characteristics

of "modifiability" and "diversity". The theory of

Structural Cognitive Modifiability proposes that it describes what is behind making human
beings
capable of modifying and diversifying their cognitive structure in

a radical way which will

affect their capacity to learn to adapt to more complex and unfamiliar situations
(Feuerstein & Feuerstein, 1991:12).

2.2.3.3

The Mediated Learning Experience (MLE)

A lack of MLE turns the human into a rigid organism incapable of benefiting from the
environment.

The hypothesis is that both modalities, i.e. direct exposure and MLE, are

required for human cognitive development. Mediation is dependent on three key features, i.e.
the mediation of Intentionality and Reciprocity, Meaning, and Transcendence without which
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MLE cannot take place.

While all the protagonists advocate a new role for the teacher, Feuersteinian theory
(Feuerstein and Feuerstein, 1991) takes the concrete step of formulating the criteria of
Mediated Learning Experience to provide the teacher/parent

with a clear, if not simple,

framework for the design of lessons so that learning may be enhanced by creating a suitable
non-threatening

learning environment.

The principles of Mediated Learning are ideally suited to this task, with the three main
principles being:

•

Mediation

of Intentionality

and Reciprocity

involves the deliberate guidance of an

interaction by the mediator in a specific direction, purposefully focusing attention on the
stimuli while' simultaneously engaging and encouraging the responsivity of the mediatee
in order to create optimal conditions for the mediation;

•

Mediation

of Meaning occurs when the mediator conveys the significance and

purpose of an activity and elicits an understanding

from the mediatee of why the activity

should be done. It may refer to the cognitive, emotional or motivational systems and it is
a dynamic process giving value to the activity and its performance. Mediation of
meaning is almost always a culturally determined activity;

•

Mediation

of Transcendence

is accomplished

when an interaction goes "above and

beyond" the immediate need, thereby enlarging and diversifying the need system of the
mediatee. Bridging into other areas becomes a way of ensuring the connectedness

of

knowledge (Blagg, 1991).

The other nine parameters of MLE act as reinforcement and may be present in varying
degrees, depending on the activity, for example:

•

Mediation

of a feeling of competence

attempts to achieve the goal of making one

feel competent of performing well in a new area of knowledge and transcends the mere
acquisition of the content. So often schooling focuses on negative achievements

and

acts as a de-motivating factor for learners.
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•

Mediation

of sharing

behaviour,

of individuation,

of diversity

and of self-change

may not always be present as it is dependent on the mediator's need and ability to
generate a feeling of competence and to transcend the immediate goals of the activity.

•

Mediation

of novelty and challenge

engages the learner's interest and relieves the

boredom of conventional routine lessons. In this way, interactional learning takes place
with changes occurring in the stimulus, the mediator and the mediatee.

Feuerstein (Feuerstein & Feuerstein, 1991) has added a few new criteria to the original list of
criteria for MLE which recognise the possibility of personal change and the need not to
impose. These include:

•

Mediation

of the awareness

of the human being as a changing

•

Mediation

of the awareness

of the optimistical

encourages

alternative,

entity.

which is what

people to look for solutions, and for changes occurring as a result of these

solutions, in a positive manner. This alters the approach to problems from,
"This is impossible, it's too difficult"

to

"What do I know (or what can I do) that can help me here, so that a solution can be
found?"

•

Mediation

of a feeling of belonging

which becomes important at a time when the

insular family is being isolated from the larger network of the community. In South
Africa, this becomes of particular importance where families and friends have been
pulled apart by political pressures and violence.

MLE is thus a highly complex series of activities building on each other for the greater benefit of
the individual and the role of the mediator may be summarised as follows. The mediator must:

1:

filter stimuli and guide the responses;

2:

regulate the stimuli to the level of the mediatee and order the stimuli so that they are
meaningful;

3:

focus attention on the more important features of an activity;

4:

regulate impulsive behaviour and promote self-regulation so that goals may be reached;
and

5:

demonstrate the reasoning and analysis of events and activities (Rand, 1991).
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2.2.3.4 Deficient Cognitive Functions
Deficient cognitive functions form an intrinsic part of Feuerstein's theory in that they are the
result of a lack of MLE and are, of necessity, at the core of any assessment or intervention.
The functions form a complex list which achieves breadth by including a large number of
information-processing

components.

It should be noted that Feuerstein states that the list is

neither complete nor definitive. Although this list of varied functions can be categorised
according to the three phases of the mental act, some may appear in more than one phase,
reflecting the complexity of human information-processing,

i.e. Input, Elaboration and Output

(Feuerstein et al., 1979, 1980). This list has been adapted for use by teachers and is given in
Chapter4,

Figs. 4.17, 4.18, 22-24.

One of the criticisms levelled at Feuerstein's Structural Cognitive Modifiability theory by
Perkins (1992a) is that it pays only cursory attention to the area of disposition or affectivemotivation. In fact, it is referred to once only,
Affective-motivational

factors affecting cognitive processes can combine negatively in

such a way as to influence the attitudes of the disadvantaged
(Feuerstein et al, 1980:74).
These attitudes can, and often do, affect the general involvement with cognitive tasks, as may
be demanded by academic studies, tests and real-life situations. Feuerstein goes on to
explain that the input and the output are only peripheral to the cognitive process, in contrast to
elaboration which has a more central role and is therefore more important for adequate
cognitive processing. This is reflected in the original model developed by Feuerstein et al
(1980:75) in Fig. 2.1.

Fig 2.1: Relationships

among the three phases of the mental act
Affective

motivational

Output

Input
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It is this area of affective-motivation

within Feuerstein's theory that has been addressed by

Rand (1991 :87) who has produced an Integrative model, and by Tzuriel (1991 :106) who has
produced a Transactional

2.2.3.4.1

The Integrative

model.

Model

Rand (1991) has suggested that the affective-motivational

components are hidden within the

description of the purely cognitive functions. For example, in the function described as "a lack
of, or reduced, need for pursuing logical evidence", the words "lack of" or "reduced need"
imply the presence of some motivating factor and therefore this model, in Fig. 2.2, is
presented as a step in integrating non-cognitive components within the concept of cognitive
functioning.
Fig 2.2:

The Integrative Model
Cognitive Function (FU): An Integrative
(NE), Orientation

Model including

Capacity (CA), Need

(OR) and Operation (OP)

(Rand, 1991 :87)

In this model (Fig. 2.2), FU is the cognitive function expressed as a given distinguishable
pattem of cognitive behaviour on which O'P,the cognitive operation, is based. The integration
depends upon the following components of FU being recognised as integral parts of the
whole model, viz.
1.

CA, the capacity is the genetically acquired or environmentally

engendered ability and

the degree of maturity which will ensure the successful completion of a given task;
2.

NE, the need is the specific energising, motivational factor required to propel the
individual into action and is a major determinant of the ability to persevere' with a task;

3.

OR, the orientation determines the individual's choice of approaches or frameworks
within which to solve a problem. The result of adequate orientation frequently
culminates in the "Aha" experience, indicating that understanding of what is required,
has just been realised (Rand, 1991).
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These three components
comprehension

interact with, and on, each other in order to ensure that

leads to the production of the final operation. This model suggests that an

intervention may be formulated in two ways, i.e. by focusing on the function itself, for
example, "blurred and sweeping" perception in an individual may be reached by teaching
systematic scanning or, on the other hand, by acting on the other components

such as the

need or orientation systems of the individual.

Finally, Rand (1991) raises two issues, namely that the list of cognitive dysfunctions
be reformulated
components,

should

so that functions can be related directly to one or more of the above

and that the list should be extended by adding deficient functions which relate

more to the non-cognitive affective-motivational

components.

In the first instance, the deficient function - the lack of orientation towards the need for logical
evidence (Feuerstein et al., 1980:74) - clearly refers to the non-cognitive components
and orientation,

of need

but it is the inclusion of capacity which alerts us to include knowledge of "how

to perform logical thinking" which validates this formulation. These distinctions will allow the
development of more adequate and efficient interventions and assessments.

In the second instance, Rand (1991 :89) suggests that a non-cognitive function which could
be added to round off the list of cognitive dysfunctions would be - the lack of, or reduced
tendency for curiosity. Curiosity, one of Bruner's (1968) intrinsic motives for learning, drives
people to seek novelty and challenge by inquiry and search. The culturally-deprived

have been

shown to have low levels of curiosity, probably due to exposure to negative stimuli in their
environment which has resulted in avoidance of the new or challenging.

In confirmation, Tamir

(1988) has shown that Science Majors, generally high achievers, exhibited a higher level of
intellectual curiosity than non-Science Majors amongst 12th grade students. Consequently,
MLE, if it approaches

dysfunctions in a differentiated way, is ideally placed as a remedial

method for low-functioning

2.2.3.4.2

of various kinds.

The Transactional

Model

Most researchers, according to Tzuriel (1991), approach the question of the effect of
affective-motivational

factors on cognitive performance in a static and casual manner rather

than in the dynamic, transactional approach which he proposes. Research has shown that
non-intellective

factors are of paramount importance when distinguishing between achievers

and underachievers

in schools. Of these, perhaps the most researched is the need for
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achievement;

others include self-concept and meta-learning

habits.

Cognitive Modifiability depends largely on the presence of Mediated Learning Experience in a
child's life and both, in tum, depend on adequate motivational and emotional factors, i.e.
Mediated Learning cannot succeed in an atmosphere of suspicion, distrust or apathy. In the
model below, (Fig. 2.3), the four components are connected by double arrows indicating the
transactional

nature ofthe relationship between Mediated Learning Experience and Cognitive

Modifiability, on the one hand. The Affective and Motivational factors, on the other hand, are
connected

by dotted lines indicating their interdependence.

They have been separated to

indicate that each has a role to play.

Fig. 2.3: The Transactional Model

(Tzu riel, 1991: 106)
The implication of this research is that the affective-motivational
emphasised

factors should be

in any intervention giving

equal emphasis to the teacher's preparation in using effective teaching techniques and
strategies (Tzuriel, 1991 :115).
As this is a dynamic model, further investigation is required and researchers are encouraged
to record interventions as they are happening, not just at the end-point.
By stretching the original concepts, these two approaches overlap each other, creating a
rather more pervasive system than the original "add-on" concept. It is more likely to succeed
since thinking skills cannot be yet another addition to be squeezed into an already tight
programme

but rather where

teachers are finding comfort, agreement and rededication

of some common goals - the

process is as important as the product; that thoughtful and reflective teaching is
acceptable; and that students' production of knowledge is more important than students'
reproduction of knowledge (Costa, 1991 :368).
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These last two quotes direct attention to the teacher. In most of the approaches

discussed in

this review, the teaching of thinking, as applied in the ordinary classroom, has been left to the
discretion and imagination of the teacher. They take for granted that teachers will be easily
able to take on the new role of "mediator and model" in order to mobilise pupils to greater
thinking and learning heights.

Feuerstein's theory (Feuerstein et aI., 1980; Goldberg, 1991) proposes that the teacher/parent
interpose him/herself between the child and the environment when attempting to mediate, i.e.
interpret the stimuli and help to formulate responses by which the child may be guided along the
path to well-informed autonomy. The teacher/parent models desirable behaviour patterns to the
child because as Emerson has pointed out
what you do speaks so loudly they cannot hear what you say (in Costa, 1985: 135).

Although the criteria for mediation provide a framework for the mediational teacher, they do
not offer any practical assistance or advice on how to integrate this into classroom practice
and lessons. Feuerstein's mediation is focused directly on mediating in the IE classroom.
This new role of mediator would have to be clearly explained and elucidated, actually
mediated, before cognitive education could be integrated into the normal class, especially in
South Africa where generally, until fairly recently, the traditional teacher's model has revolved
largely around a disciplinary role and transmission teaching.

The first formal approach that recognises

the burden this places on teachers is that of

Adey and Shayer (Adey & Shayer, 1990; Adey, 1992; Shayer & Adey, 1981; Shayer &
Beasley, 1987; Shayer, 1993) and the second is that of Haywood (1993,1995). Both of
these approaches

have used Feuerstein's

MLE as the basic conceptual

framework and

are described below.

2.3 THE THEORETICAL MODEL USED BY ADEY AND SHAYER
Adey and Shayer have arrived at a comprehensive

approach to teaching intelligence through

teaching Science and have produced a complex integrated model (Fig. 2.4 below) to support
their considerable

efforts toward a "Science of Science Teaching".

The methodology

used in CASE (Shayer, 1993) draws from two major sources - Piaget and

Vygotsky/Feuerstein

as tabulated below:
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PIAGET
Schemata of Formal Operations
Concrete Preparation
Cognitive Conflict

VYGOTSKY/FEUERSTEIN

•
•
•

•
•
•

Metacog nit ion
Bridging
Vygotsky/Feuerstein

provide the driver for the process of intellectual acceleration while the

Piaget element matches the level of the activity to the level of the learner as does
Feuerstein's

Cognitive Map (Appendix A). Piaget was chosen in this instance because his

tasks and levels approximate the Science Reasoning Tasks more closely than the contentfree tasks of the Cognitive Map (Feuerstein et aI., 1980).

Fig. 2.4: Construction Zone Activity
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(Shayer, 1993)

As explained ear1ier (Rand, 1991), because many vocabularies use different terms to name
similar things, it is important to give clear operational definitions:
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METACOGNITION (MC): Adey and Shayer give this term a very precise meaning, viz.

a conscious reflection and naming for some process of decision or transfer of
strategies and concepts the subject has previously developed, and now wishes to
deploy in some other context (Shayer, 1993).

This is linked to Vygotsky's notion of the development of a child's cognition to the extent that it
impinges on subsequent learning ability due to mediation and also to Feuerstein's wider
concept of the Mediated Learning Experience where the teacher
looks ahead on behalf of the pupil ... frames the specifics of each task so that the road
ahead does lead in the right direction (Shayer, 1993).

CONSTRUCTION

ZON E ACTIVITY (CZA): The Vygotskian Zone of Proximal Development

describes the interpersonal aspect of the development

of executive control which relates to

MC. Shayer distinguishes between the meta-level and a higher level of abstraction achieved
by "going beyond". It is what he calls Construction Zone Activity, which is,
the mental activity, often collaborative,

...which is specifically devoted to going beyond

the children's present limit of assured competencies

(Shayer, 1993).

Shayer cautions that unless a child has recently "gone beyond", they will have little to abstract
to a higher level and thus while there may have been many opportunities for "going-beyond"
(related to Metacognition),

they will not spontaneously

"go above" (related to Bridging) unless

the mediator provides time and occasion for doing so on a regular basis.

CONCRETE

PREPARATION (CP): applies when students are learning technical terms for

the first time and the subsequent extension of their current understanding with its implication
for the intervention and class management.

This does overlap in some respects with

Metacognition.
COGNITIVE CONFLICT (CC): applies when students have to look for new strategies in
order to solve a problem. It describes the disequilibrium which occurs when a learner is not
sure how to proceed. It is important here for the teacher to strike a balance in the degree of
challenge so that the task is not impossible to complete without access to direct instructions
nor is it so easy that boredom sets in.
BRIDGING (BO): relates to Feuerstein's Instrumental Enrichment and is the transference

of

a skill learned in one area to another, i.e. divergent thinking of sorts (as divergent thinking
cannot really be taught) which exposes connections between activities and events.
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Thus five parameters have been identified which interact with each other in much the same
way as the main criteria of MLE. These relationships are shown in Fig. 2.4 above. These
parameters have been incorporated

into a fairly comprehensive

Science programme, CASE-

Thinking Science, with instructions for teachers on how to conduct the lessons. Many
teachers will say that this is exactly what they have been doing in their classes and
Feuerstein cautions us to distinguish between the mediated approaches to learning and other
approaches.

Feuerstein (1992) identifies four myths which have bedevilled, and continue to

bedevil, educational practice:

•

Children

learn by discovery,

but what if the child does not recognise that a discovery

has been made or, alternatively, does not realise how the discovery was made? Such
strategies as may have been used, will not easily be accessed in another similar
situation without bridging to expose connections.

•

Direct exposure

to learning

material

is what is necessary for learning to take place

so the answer to education lies in throwing masses of enriching stimuli at children. The
walls of many schools are plastered with enriching stimuli that some children never
see. The difference between discovery learning and learning through direct exposure is
that in discovery learning the learners are expected to uncover something worth
learning by themselves and not just be exposed to it.

•

Learning

through

activity, because it is said that if one takes a part in some activity

then one will learn how to apply knowledge. While activity is certainly better than just
looking, it does not ensure that the actions taken will be retained and applied in some
other future activity. Metacognition linked to concrete preparation should be applied here.
Lastly,

•

Material alone provides

intrinsic

motivation,

as we do things because it suits our

purpose. This results in pupils who will not learn because the subject holds no interest
for them. Such learners are impulsive and immature, only interested in the fad of the
moment. The introduction of cognitive conflict to the materials would be important in this
instance.

The missing ingredient is mediation of the aspects described above which would involve the
teacher and the pupil in a joint process of discovery. It does not mean making the work easier,
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on the contrary, the tasks should be designed to create interest, mentally challenge and
stimulate the learner by relating tasks to real-life experience so that spontaneous

learning is

generated. This makes learning an enjoyable experience to be repeated voluntarily.

Education has, to a large extent, been shaped by these myths and they have all failed to
greater or lesser extents to answer the questions which plague teachers and educationists:

Why do some children learn more effectively than others?
What can we do to improve learning?
What makes a good thinker?

2.4 HAYWOOD'S MEDIATIONAL TEACHING STYLE

Mediational teaching attempts to answerthese

questions (Haywood, 1993). Haywood

describes MLE as a special kind of learnerIteacher

interaction which attempts to stimulate

more effective learning and thinking. In this situation, the teacher becomes a mediator or gobetween whose task is that of enricher and interpreter rather than the ultimate source of all
knowledge for the learner. Mediated interactions help students to understand that persons,
events and objects have a meaning that goes beyond the immediate circumstances

of the

classroom and which contributes to the structure of the universe.

Understanding

the underlying structure (rather than just the facts) helps one to know what to

do in a wide variety of future events, while understanding
observations

the rules helps to organise

and to test their applicability to a wide variety of circumstances.

With MLE, learning becomes a joint discovery involving the teacher and the learner. The
teacher's primary goal is to help students to acquire the fundamental thinking skills that
underlie the ability to learn effectively to adapt to a rapidly changing environment. So,
ultimately, the role of MLE is to broaden the educational goals beyond the confines of the
curriculum to the development of independent thinking and caring human beings. Changing
the way people interact with, and think about, the world will ultimately make the world a
different place in which to live. The tools of mediated learning are teacher behaviours which
actively seek to modify and promote student thinking skills. Good mediating teachers use their
own personality, combined with feedback from students, to develop and select mediational
strategies that will facilitate this process.
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Mediational techniques (Haywood, 1993) include:
Fig. 2.5 Mediational
1.

Techniques

Process Questioning

2. Bridging

This means asking "how" questions like:
How else could you do that?
Yes, but how did you know that?
The learners then have to have "small
conversations \Mth themselves' to y.urk out
the answer,

3. Challenging

or Asking for Reasons

Bridging is often spoken of as related to
content. The mediating teacher applies
bridging to cognitive fundions rather than to
content only, e.g. 'IIkIen teaching the skill of
comparison in Biology, she draws attention
to its uses in other areas. Bridges should
be elicited not given. They should be
familiar, simple and in various contexts, e.g.
home, social life, school.

4. Emphasising
Systems,

Good mediating teachers establish a habit
of challenging both correct...
Yes, but how did you knowthat?
Could there be another way?
Is there a better way?
Why is this a better way?

Order, Predictability,
Sequences and Strategies

The mediating teacher's attitude is that
•
•
•

...and incorrect anS'Ners:
What could be W"ong \Mth this answer?
Could you showlteIl me how you thought
about that and howyou arrived at the
answer?

•
•

there is order in the universe,
events are predictable if one understands
the rules,
the underlying structure of life is
systematised if one has enough
information and if one knows 'IIkIere to
look,
the order in 'IIkIich one looks for or does
things is important, and
problem-solving is often a question of
finding the most effedive strategy.

The mediating teacher begins the day \Mth
planning and ends it \Mth a review/summary,
and encourages students to do the same.

5. Teaching

About

Rules

6. What mediational teachers
typically includes

Students should often be asked 'IIkIether
'IIkIat is used in one situation \Mil be
applicable in other, similar situations.
Can we make a rule about this kind of
problem?
Were else could it be applied?
Would it help to have a rule here?
Howcould one be made?
When do we need rules in order to know
what to do?

•
•
•
•
•
•

should

do

ad as catalysts;
pose questions, as described above;
communicate confidence in learners;
give information 'IIkIen needed;
guide the search for solutions to
problems;
maintain a focus on cognitive processes;
(instead of getting led off the
metacognitive track by interesting
content for its 0'Ml sake).
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To summarise then, from Adey and Shayer

we learn what should go into lesson

planning and presentation and from Haywood we learn how to conduct ourselves as
mediational teachers. What follows is an overview of other educational applications
relevant to the field of cognitive education involving the theories of Feuerstein and
Vygotsky.

2.5 EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
2.5.1 Some world-wide applications of IE and MLE
Educational applications of Feuerstein's theories find expression in his Instrumental
Enrichment (IE) Programme (Feuerstein,

1980) developed initially for the learning disabled,

but which has found a wide variety of applications at different educational levels in many
countries around the world (as researched by Kaniel & Feuerstein, 1989; Kirschbaum &
Renzuli, 1995; Silverman & Wsksman, 1988; to name a few).

Educational applications of Vygotsky's theories have been developed around the notion of the
zone of proximal development and dynamic assessment. These were adopted in the West by
Minick (1987), Rogoff & Wertsch (1984) and more recently by Barnes (1995) and Rutland &
Campbell (1995), whereas the idea of learning activity has been developed mainly by his
followers in Russia. The difference between learning activity and everyday learning is that the
goal of learning activity is to make a competent learner, not the product of everyday learning.
Unlike everyday learning in a generic sense, learning activity does not emerge spontaneously.
Elkonin (in Kozulin & Presseisen, 1995:73) places particular emphasis on the formation of
learning activity in the primary school before the child's focus shifts from learning per se to
interpersonal

or vocational learning. This is at odds with the way most schools are structured,

with more concentration

on socialisation and general knowledge in primary schools rather

than the acquisition of learning skills. The change-over from everyday learning to the
acquisition of scientific concepts is only made in high schools with little or no preparation for
this.

Another implication of learning activity is that the foundations for formalleaming

should be laid

as early as at pre-school age through the systematic involvement of children in role-play and
other creative activities.An example of this is found in Haywood et al.'s (1986,1993)
Start programme for pre-schooiers and Greenberg's

Bright

(1990) Cognet programme for lower

primary which, although based on Feuerstein's IE, show clear links to this notion of learning
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activity.

Role-play and playing by the rules and the accompanying

metacognitive activity is central to

the acquisition of learning activity which is the ability to choose, to operate with, and then to
evaluate one's own method of action (Kozulin & Presseisen, 1995).

There have been a few programmes directed at teachers (Kersh & Gerke, 1984; Silverman &
Waksman,

1988; Palmerus & Pramling, 1991) and more recently Blagg's (1991) study on

teachers and pupils, with some mixed results. Haywood's (1992) critical review of Blagg's
study revealed some flaws in the training of teachers and the time of pupils' exposure to IE
and similar findings were expressed by Greenberg's (1994) review of the Cog net programme.
Feuerstein et al.'s (1980) original proposal calls for at least 200 hours of IE over a two-year
period.

Research shows that none of these applications is the ultimate cure-all and their
effectiveness

depends heavily on the preparedness of teachers, their mediational teaching

style and their efforts in bridging into the normal curriculum content.

2.5.2 IE and MLE in South Africa

In South Africa, there has also been a considerable

number of applications, some of which

are listed below, (Henley, 1989; Kriegler and Van Niekerk, 1993; Abel, 1993; Wesso, 1995;
Kriegler & Kaplan, 1990; Skuy, Mentis, Amott and Nkwe 1990; Adams & Wallace-Adams,
1991, Skuy & Mentis, 1992; Skuy, Lomofsky, Fridjohn & Green, 1993).The literature indicates
that the problem which exists in education is a world-wide problem and although there is
currently a cognitive revolution taking place, it has remained largely at an academic level
rather than at the level of schooling. It is seen for the most part as how to effectively reach the
learners who are at risk or who are underachieving.

In addition, the many theorists that have

developed cognitive education programmes as discussed above (Feuerstein et aI., 1980,
1991; Sternberg, 1986; Shayer& Adey, 1981; Perkins, 1986,1985, to name only a few),
presuppose a high level of cognitive ability in the teachers as well as the presumed
confidence to change their roles to that of mediator and facilitator.
The Feuerstein programme, incorporating IE and MLE, works well in Israel and is offered in
quite a number of schools. In general, this works well there as the mainstream education
system does incorporate many cognitive strategies which support the IE programme. This
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programme has been available in South Africa since the early 80's. Despite the fact that there
has been quite a number of investigations,

these have mainly related to academic theses or

one-off programmes focusing mainly on IE (Kriegler & Van Niekerk, 1993; Lomofsky, 1994;
Makgoba, 1993; Skuy et al, 1990,1993) although Van Vuuren (1996) and Berkowitz (1993)
focused on MLE alone. Dirks (1997), (Wesso, 1992, 1995) and Abel (1993) looked at MLE in
relation to subject-specific

teaching.

Lomofsky (1994) worked with pre-service teachers in college and showed that while the IE
course helped the trained lecturers, there was a lesser effect on the pre-service teachers.
She felt that a "whole school" approach might be the answer. Further, she experienced
. problems with second-language

English speakers.

Berkowitz (1993) having worked with

fourteen school teachers found increases in the use of the first four criteria for mediation, and
also experienced some difficulty with second-language

English speakers.

Van Vuuren (1996) having worked with twenty teachers found that MLE did seem to improve
the attitude of teachers to teaching. She also mentioned the issue of working with the "whole
school". Both she and Lomofsky interpreted "whole school" as working with the whole
teaching staff. This interpretation falls short of what is needed and my interpretation
presented in Chapter 3 as The Spiral of Learning and Development.
experienced problems with second-language

has been

Further, Van Vuuren also

English speakers and used a Tswana-speaking

co-facilitator. In my research, facilitators were drawn from the same background as the
teachers they worked with, because, as has been said elsewhere, you cannot mediate
someone else's culture.

Largely because IE is a copyrighted programme and, in South African terms, is very
expensive and also because its methodology tends to look at small rather than large groups,
there has, as yet, been no direct impact on education policy or systemic change.
Furthermore, the South African situation differs vastly from that in other countries because
many teachers themselves could be described by Feuerstein's definition of culturally
deprived, as being products of the same culturally biased education system as their pupils
(this is confirmed by Enslin, 1984). By extension then, they are unable to benefit directly from
many of the programmes aimed at them. In addition, most courses require teachers to
transfer newly acquired skills directly to the classroom on their own, unaided, which is often
problematic for disadvantaged

teachers.

Thus, in this project, a system of school visits was

instituted. These were intended to extend contact with teachers informally but also to have
contact with pupils and motivate them to enjoy learning.
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Often donors add to the pressure by expecting positive results to show immediately in order
to continue funding. Then too teachers are often confused by the variety of standpoints of the
INSET to which they are exposed and are consequently

unable to make informed choices

about which methodology to use when. For example, at a recent conference organised by a
donor, a grantee reported that on Tuesdays she used one way of teaching English, on
Wednesdays

another and on Thursdays yet another. When quizzed on this practice, she

revealed that those were the days on which the particular organisations

came to visit.

Disadvantaged

teachers become confused and are unable to integrate different

methodologies.

They are also not able to develop new ways of thinking and doing. This points

to a need to explore the issue of "cultural deprivation" with such teachers.

To add to the above, even if they were not "culturally deprived" their situation could be
reminiscent of Rosemarine et al.'s (1993,1994)

Ethiopian teachers. Their introduction tothe

psychological tools at training college was unmediated, in the Vygotskian sense, and
therefore their training could only be applied in the very narrowest sense; in which case, that
person's cognitive structures remain unaffected and unchanged by the experience. This
opinion was borne out in the pilot study conducted for this research which will be reported on
in the next chapter.

In Rosemarine et al. 's (1993) study with Ethiopian teachers who had emigrated to Israel, they
concluded that although these teachers might have adequate mediated learning in a
traditional way, they. were deprived of proper mediation of the symbolic and psychological
tools during their training as teachers. These teachers had not internalised the necessary
processes for using what they had learnt in new and different situations. Once they received
appropriate mediation, their performance altered dramatically.

One must realise, as Steffin and Sleep (1988) caution, that adults
simply do not learn like children and that unless time is spent on ensuring transfer from
the training site, little change in teaching will occur
and that little whittles away with time and teachers revert to their old ways. Steffin and Sleep
used a differentiated

approach to school-based staff development so that teachers could

ultimately become their own on-site experts and resource generators. This approach was
based on earlier work by Joyce and Showers (1980) who tried to address this issue. They
identified six essential components necessary for successful teacher education:
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1.

Presentation of theory

2.

Demonstration of skills

3.

Practice of new skills in supported conditions

4.

Feedback or information about performance

5.

Coaching for application

6.

Periodic review as a means of increasing the probability of transfer.

2.6 CONCLUSION OF THE REVIEW OF COGNITIVE EDUCATION AND ITS
APPLICATION

TO TEACHER DEVELOPMENT

To conclude, this theoretical review makes three main points clear. Firstly, the constructive
nature of cognitive functions underpinning formal schooling should be acknowledged.
are not acquired spontaneously

They

and their development may be hampered by a lack of MLE

and also by a lack of experience with the higher order psychological tools. Secondly, cognitive
education should be fully integrated into the normal school curricula so that students develop
the problem-solving

and autonomous thinking abilities needed to deal with the rapidly

changing environment and requisite content applications. Thirdly, the central role of the
human mediator in this process, mainly teachers, should be emphasised. Teachers should
be energetically

pursuing the development of their students' potential rather than just covering

the syllabus content. In addition, they should be designing assessments which focus on the
potential to learn rather than the students' manifest level offunctioning

within prescribed

parameters.

The conclusions drawn above all point to the pivotal role of the teacher in cognitive education
and one would think that it should not be a difficult task to introduce cognitive education into
schools as this would raise the profile of effective assessment and instructional methods.
However it seems that although in many places around the world, both at pre- and in-service
levels, cognitive education is in fact part of the theoretical training programme, it is rare to find
it supported by applications at the practical training level (Ashman, 1995). Moreover, within
schools, the models in use are more frequently those of older teachers rather than those of
the university or college lecturer. In fact, knowledge and expertise are often hardly different to
those of teachers in Victorian England (Gerber & Kaufman, 1981; Hooper, 1967). Andrews &
Wheeler (1990) argued that the strategies selected by teachers from their training
experiences

are quickly eliminated by classroom experience. Ashman (1995) suggests that

one reason for this may be an adherence to a collective understanding and tradition of
teaching and classroom management which teachers rely on that does not include cognitive
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education. Another reason may be the nature, content and context of in-service training for
teachers that has not yet, in any real way, made cognitive education available to practising
teachers so that they are unable to support the new methodologies

brought into schools by

novice teachers.

The challenge is to develop a practical programme, impiementabie

on a wide scale, that

addresses teachers as adults (not role-playing Std 3 pupils), that makes learning fun and
enjoyable for the pupils, but which clearly makes learning effective and efficient and takes into
account the real difficulties with ensuring transfer of new methodologies

into the classroom.

Such a programme should also show awareness of the difficulties of learning in a second
language and should reflect the learners' culture. The processes and procedures should be
recorded in an ongoing way, not just at the end.

Many of the ideas, theories and programmes
eclectic inspiration
investigated

for this learning-centred

described above have formed the
teacher development mediation to be

by this research. It is the limitations

education-research

within the area of cognitive

that necessitated additional support from other learning

theories. The specifics form the basis of the next section which will focus on
those theories and ideas that were used in developing and implementing

the

model.

2.7 THEORIES USED IN DEVELOPING THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR
THE TEACHERS' METHODOLOGY PROJECT
2.7.1 Understanding

the nature of mediation

This section traces the attempts to form a coherent theoretical basis for the development of a
mediational approach to teaching by teachers. Before mediation can happen, there needs to
be an awareness that such a thing exists. People who have not been exposed to mediation or
who have been but are unable to give it a name, will certainly not be able to implement it.
Therefore, it has been necessary to add to the theory on mediational teaching styles that
which would encompass the establishment

of what could perhaps be called a cognitive

dysfunction, i.e. the lack of the need or orientation towards mediation as a teaching paradigm.
This research proposes that mediation itself should be considered to be a cognitive function
as defined by Rand (1991) and explained in the Integrative Model (Chapter 2). By this
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definition, need (NE) and orientation (OR) are considered to be the non-cognitive

aspects.

The cognitive aspects of mediation become clear when one implies the existence of capacity
(CA), which includes knowledge of how to perform "mediation". Other theories of learning
contribute towards the development of the capacity to use mediation as a cognitive operation.
In which case, this research has focused directly on investigating the development

of a model

to increase the need, or change the orientation of teachers towards mediation as a teaching
paradigm, i.e. the methodology of choice in teaching as well as a vehicle for developing the
cognitive operations and/or functions of their pupils through the generative development of
cognitively enhanced teaching materials.

That the use of cognitive operations should ultimately become internalised and automated by
the learner, is the goal that Feuerstein and others have set themselves.

Fahlik and Feuerstein

(1993) suggest that the mediation itself should also become internalised. The external
mediator should withdraw gradually from directing processes to a point where only limited
interaction is required. At this point then one should be able to see evidence of internalised
mediation in the learner, be that learner, a child or a teacher.

In my view, then, mediation itself becomes a cognitive function, with the first three criteria for
mediated learning (intentionality, meaning and transcendence)
interventions

becoming part of differential

required to address the deficient capacity to use mediation as a means of

coping as opposed to the other criteria which address the need system or orientation drivers
of the individual.

MLE, as described by Feuerstein and others, aims at correcting and assessing the outcome
of the performance

of an operation. It fails to address the need or the orientation of individuals

to use mediation, at-input level, to address how they interact with each other. How are adults
or children supposed to realise that they should be mediating if they have never been taught
or exposed to MLE any more than their not knowing how to categorise or compare if they
have never been shown how or given a chance to practise their skills? By keeping MLE as a
separate part of and specifically aimed at the IE programme, Feuerstein throws us off
balance and makes us feel that MLE can only be attained through his programme.
By adopting the approach that mediation is as much a cognitive function as any other, we can
clearly see that it can and should be taught in a variety of ways and levels. Mediation should
occur naturally between parent and child but once the need is made clear, parents are
motivated to higher levels of orientation towards mediation. The teacher in the classroom
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adopts a more deliberate form of mediation and again the need and the orientation of the
teacher towards using mediation are vital. The need and orientation are fed by the pupils'
positive response to mediation which builds a capacity in the teacher for feeling self-confident
which, in tum, further raises the teacher's orientation to a more effective and efficient use of
mediation. The responses of the pupil and the teacher to each other contribute to the
success of the interactional nature of this model, a learning-centred

approach to teaching.

Therefore the process (adapted from Fahlik & Feuerstein, 1993) of the internalisation

of

mediation at input level could be said to focus on three stages:

1.

The need for and capacity to summarise the focus and intent of the mediation;

2.

An orientation towards the creation of cognitive insights into the processes employed, or
metacognition

whereby the learner applies what was previously learnt to new situations,

drawing on the cognitive map or similar mental frameworks to indicate generalisability;
3.

The last stage creates in the individual an awareness or orientation towards the
efficiency and effectiveness with which the cognitive function is used, the best
conditions for its use, and what kinds of activities, strategies and most importantly,
planning could be used to enhance its use.

In this instance then, the further conditions needed to address the cognitive dysfunction of
mediation in a learning-centred

1.

environment would include:

groupwork to promote peer-mediation

and learning as well as teacher-pupil

interaction,

especially feedback;
2.

the introduction of graphicacy, graphic organisers and the integration of text and
graphics as a means of creating an orientation towards mediating learning;

3.

appropriate deconstruction of text that gives meaning and understanding,

and which

links content to context relevant to the learner's background.
It is also important to make the links between learning and language in a mediational
approach. Language is vitally important both as a medium of communication

and as part of

the materials for pupils and teachers. More than just the correct use of "expressive verbal
tools" (Feuerstein et al., 1980), language is what permits the interactional model to succeed.
Having facilitators conversant in the participators' language as well as in mediational teaching
certainly helps.So what could be postulated really is a model which integrates cognitive and
non-cognitive factors in an interactional way around whichever task is in progress at the time.
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Learning precedes development

in an ever-broadening

spiral, each step forming the basis for

the next few.

This next section tries to deconstruct some of the literature around the issues
which add velue to our understanding of the conditions needed to create or
stimulate the need or orientation towards the use of mediation.
2.7.2 Understanding the conditions for understanding and transfer
Cognitive science models treat the relationship between conceptual knowledge and problemsolving as a process of construction and reconstruction

of personal theories and models

(Glyn et al., 1991). This presupposes that the learner is able to carry out a whole range of
mental processes which are appropriate to the learning situation and in addition, the learner
must know which skill to use, when (Lidz, 1987; Nickerson & Perkins, 1985; Sternberg,
1987).

Perkins (1992b) posits the idea of the person-plus which refers to the distribution of cognition
through the empowerment

of pupils by way of the use of calculators and the like; an

environment which promotes group learning and continuous assessment

by means of a

notebook or portfolio. He contrasts this with the person-solo who brings knowledge and skills
to the group. These ideas should be reflected in the meta-curriculum,

and in the training of

teachers. Further Perkins (1992b) suggests that transfer must be explicitly taught (cf.
Shayer's going above and going beyond) if one wishes it to happen. This forms the basis of
bridging, i.e. to emphasise the flexibility and multiple uses of a skill or strategy that has been
taught. An effort must be made to lift a principle from its original context and place it in
another. Ideally this should be done by the learner not the teacher. This idea reminds us of the
relationship between Vygotsky's ZPD and the acquisition of symbolic and psychological tools.
He (1978) cautions us to remember that development often lags behind learning and that the
mere acquisition of a word or mastery of an operation does not imply that the learner has
developed. Indeed, this often marks only the start of development,

each step forward in

learning forming the basis of the next level of development.
Ben Hur (1994) concurs that transfer must be learned as it rarely occurs spontaneously.
Simple lateral transfer through use of analogous examples leads only to repetitive behaviour.
Vertical transfer, on the other hand, through induction (if ...then) or by syllogism (all a's are
b's) means that the learner has been able to generalise a principle, i.e. develop a schema.
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Successful

mediation ensures that this is now an internalised process. The

recontextualisation

of this principle into a new modality is the next step in ensuring transfer.

The vital link is mediation, which asks for justification.
and its justification

demonstrate understanding

The recontextualisation

by the learner

and insight that have been gained.

Understanding

is reflected by the ability to carry out performances that go beyond the

demonstration

of mere possession of facts. The outcome of this teacher development

mediation depends on two things:
1.

the ability of the facilitators to internalise the mediation and to apply the cognitive
operation effectively and efficiently; and

2.

on the teachers' ability to decontextualise
facilitators'

mediation with them and to transfer (internalise and then recontextualise

principles) into their own meta-curriculum,
environment

the principles of mediation from the
the

their own lessons and their own classroom

for their pupils in an effort to create a learning-centred

environment in the

classroom.

2.7.3 Understanding

the conditions for groupwork

.

Sinclair (1977) states that because
of large classes our educational endeavours aim at the average student ... with the
result we lose both the gifted and the less able student.
This statement refers to universities and lecturers but the state of affairs is alive and well in
our schools, especially in those classrooms that have historically been forced to accept large
numbers of children in their classes. In their bid to redress the inequities of the past, a whole
new generation of teachers is going to face the problem of large classes for which they are iIIequipped. Sinclair very clearly describes how most teachers see their role:

a.

learning is equated with the acquisition of (fixed) content

b.

mistakes are a sin

c.

the pupil knows so little

d.

emphasis is on memory and completion of the syllabus.

Small-group instruction, if properly handled, allows discussion; the building of relationships
between teacher and pupil and between pupil and peers; understanding and self-realisation;
support forthe learner, opportunity for practice and feedback. The groups' goals need to be
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established at the outset as does the nature of the groups and the assessment

and feedback.

Sharan (1980) and Slavin (1980) concluded that small-group learning fosters productivity and
a positive class attitude through mutual sharing of resources and respect for each other's
contribution.

Damon (1984) distinguishes

between peer tutoring and peer co-operation,

the

latter facilitating intellectual discovery and the acquisition of knowledge. This should be used
to complement

rather than supplant adult teaching, freeing the teacher to focus more directly

on the needs of the individual. Sharing behaviour is one of the cornerstones of Feuerstein's
Mediated Learning Experience (1980) with strong emphasis on respecting the other point of
view. A number of other researchers, as mentioned earlier, find that groupwork is a positive
approach to teaching.

Co-operative

learning is a well recognised approach and is an important pillar of MLE. In

South Africa, the emphasis has been on divisions between groups, on individualisation

and on

competition. We should try to engender a spirit of co-operation in the general culture and
foster collective responsibility while celebrating our diversity. It has been shown that cooperative learning is acceptable to South African students (Hartman, 1989) and further, the
recent National Education Policy Initiative documents also advocate the use of groups to
facilitate learning (Suransky, 1992). Slabbert (1996) makes a distinction between co-operative
learning and group work and the point is taken. However, in order to minimise the use of
jargon, I have used the term "groupwork"to

include both Slabbert's definition of co-operative

learning as well as other forms of group work. Groupwork for teachers is a strong element in
the design of this framework as teachers from disadvantaged

areas were very isolated from

each other and from mainstream education. A number of different groupwork models were
offered to teachers so that they would be able to make choices based on particular needs
and purposes.

2.7.4 Understanding

the need for graphic organisers

Feuerstein (Brown et al., 1984) suggested that by interacting with an adult who models and
guides problem-solving

activities and structures learning environments, children gradually

come to adopt such activities as their own. Further, Brown et al. (1984) argue
that cognitive skills, including those of comprehension-fostering
develop normally via

and monitoring,

a process whereby the adult models and prompts their use,

until they are adopted by the children as part of their own repertoire.
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However, if the parents themselves are products of culturally deprived environments,

as is

often the case, they cannot be expected to pass on what they have not learned. Therefore, it
falls upon the teachers to teach children how to compose and how to comprehend text, since
comprehension

occurs only when readers

extract, synthesise, organise and integrate information from text into their own
knowledge structures; (Flood, 1986:784)
i.e. reconstruct text within their own experience.

Wiles and Bondi (1986) have clearly stated that middle school pupils have different needs to
students at other levels of schooling, for example:
In middle school, children are expected to make the transition from narrative to
expository text without actually being taught how to approach such texts nor are they
given much practice in reading or writing expository texts.

In addition, Flood (1986) contends that children, especially in middle school, have difficulty in
accessing what information they already have because they are not experienced in doing so
and, therefore, we need to teach them ways of making connections between prior knowledge
and new information, especially in primary school, in preparation for what lies ahead.

Constructivist

theory views reading as a problem-solving

process where the reader

constructs the meaning by comparing every input with existing knowledge (Bolofo, 1990;
Sinclair, 1989). Students must, therefore, be shown how to present new information in
manageable

chunks and then how to frt the chunks together, building a summary which

enables them to see the larger picture while determining whether the chunks included are
relevant.

The ability to summarise data in order of importance represents a major part of learning; it is
part of the mental act that Feuerstein calls 'Elaboration' and requires an intact set of cognitive
functions, for example:
an accurate definition of the problem
a meaningful grasp of reality
the use of inferential-hypothetical

thinking

the use of spontaneous comparative behaviour
the use of spontaneous

summative behaviour

(Adapted from Egozi, 1991 :356).
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However, Sinclair (1992) has shown that barriers may well exist between the reader and the text
which prevent or hinder adequate encoding oftext. Although this may be averted by developing
reader-friendly guidance material to facilitate access to textbooks, it is something that must be
foremost in the mind of the teacher when preparing such lessons. In South Africa, textbooks are
a crucial factor in the inhibition of learning. Many teachers forgo the use of textbooks or simply
do not have textbooks and therefore construct their own notes which may not always render
the topic more comprehensible.

"Good notes" taken by students often represent a marketable

item. This indicates a need for a language that is accessible to learners and their needs. The
barriers between reader and text (Sinclair, 1992) may be tabulated as follows:

Fig. 2.6 Barriers between reader and text
Reader

Text

Unable

to ask critical questions

Incoherent

Unable

to paraphrase

Terminology

and unsystematic

witing

inadequately

explained

----f

and integrate

text
Unable to represent

information

Poor semantic

graphically

Restricted

relations

between

statements

subject-specific

knowledge

Poor linkage to learner's

experiential

background

It is precisely because text is not just words, sentences and paragraphs that these barriers
arise between the writer's intent and the reader's interpretation.

Text should follow a hierarchy

of content where certain facts and information are either subordinate or super-ordinate to
others and, therefore, both writers and readers require an understanding of the hierarchical
nature of text in orderto facilitate understanding and retrieval of information. Further, this
process involves the search for the operational plan which subsumes all or most of the text
and ties it into a comprehensible

summarised unit (Meyer, 1984).

A number of researchers has tried to resolve this problem in different ways, for
example:
2.7.4.1 Dansereau (1985) has investigated Networking as an aid to learning for tests, writing
papers and notes.
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2.7.4.2 Novak (Novak & Gowin, 1984, Novak, 1990) has enlarged the principle of Networking
into a metacognitive tool for learning called Concept Mapping which is in effect a
map of cognition of existing knowledge (Wandersee,

1990). In a cognitive map,

concepts in a specific domain of knowledge are linked together to form propositions
which highlight the hierarchical nature of the information. The meaning of a concept
is represented

by all the propositional linkages a person could make. According to

Novak (1990), there is not a single domain of knowledge for which concept mapping
cannot be used. Such maps can also be used to determine a pupil's existing
knowledge in a particular domain. lime and perseverance

are required to replace

rote-learning techniques with concept mapping on both the part of the teachers and
the students but the benefits are reflected in the large body of research on the topic.

2.7.4.3 Both Feuerstein's

Instrumental Enrichment (1980) and Perkins' Project Odyssey

(Adams et at., 1986) have sections which teach the hierarchical nature of
information. The Instrumental Enrichment instrument of Family Relations does this,
as the name suggests, through looking at family trees and then bridging must take
place into other areas. Project Odyssey's chapter on hierarchical classification
gives a number of clear examples of such classification

of information which

exemplify the sort of bridging required by Feuerstein's Family Relations.

2.7.4.4 Sinclair (1992) has highlighted a means of integrating graphic organisers into a
method for enhancing text comprehension.

Five structural patterns of expository text

have been identified, viz. description, collection, comparison, causation and
problem-solution

and for each a structural graphic organiser has been developed.

The organiser is supplied by the lecturer as a form of map by which to scan or
search through text for information which can then be hierarchically arranged in an
appropriate way. (See also Bolofo, 1990; Wesso, 1992; Abel, 1993)

It is, of course, desired that the students should make their own organisers.
However, that is something which possibly can only be achieved once the benefrt
has been proven to the students over a period of time, by demonstrating
improvement in comprehension

and learning skills. Novak (1990) has suggested

that even if students use the teacher's concept map or hierarchy organiser, as in the
. above, to learn the information by rote, they are still deriving some benefrt from the
heuristic tool.
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2.7.4.5 Buzan (1994) developed and copyrighted a concept he called mind mapping which
involves diagrammatic

representation

of radiant thinking in a way which relates

aspects of a topic to be summarised or to be discussed. This is done in a creative
way involving colours and pictures.

2.7.4.6

Parks and Black (1992) use graphic organisers in a variety of forms to organise
thinking around specific topics and activities.

Spidergrams

and web drawings are other names used by teachers to describe

diagrams similar to those described above used to document thought processes
like brainstorming.

In this research programme, the word thought-maps

has been used to describe a variety of

graphic organisers that have been used by the facilitators to track thoughts expressed by
participants and themselves to show the development of thinking around specifIC issues. (See
examples in the Appendices as well as in Chapters 4 & 5.)

2.8 IN SUMMARY

The theoretical framework that has been developed includes many of the theories and ideas
that have been discussed in this chapter. Perhaps the most important facets include:

•
•
•
•

avoiding the non-mediated acquisition of learning tools

•

paying attention to issues of transfer

•
•
•

making groupwork an explicit part of the model

allowing adequate time for reflection and practice

•

giving support during the process of reconceptualisation

•
•

adopting and modelling adaptibility and flexibility

recording the process while it is in progress
modelling a mediational teaching style as part of the process
starting from where the teachers are

using a process of decontextualisation

and recontextualisation

of principles

of ways of doing by teachers

motivating pupils and teachers to greater efforts

Chapter 3 details how the tneoreticsl framework described above was converted
into an operational framework for the Teachers' Methodolgy Project.
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Chapter 3
CONCEPTUALISATION OF THE TEACHERS' METHODOLOGY PROJECT (TMP)
AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION

South Africa and its education are in transition. 1994 was the year of the
country's first democratic election. It therefore is opportune to review some
aspects of INSET as they form the background against which this project and its
research were conceptualised. Consequent/y, the first section of this chapter
examines some aspects of practice and implementation of in-service training for
teachers (INSET) in countries around the world and in South Africa. The rest of
the chapter traces the conceptualisation of the project and the structuring of its
implementation.
3.1 INSET - a South African perspective
The report of the Centre for Education Policy Development (1994:2-3) states that
South Africa is

a highly in-serviced country. Hundreds of millions of rands are spent by

the private sector and the foreign donor sector alone in attempting to improve the
quality of teaching. Hundreds of NGOs run thousands of courses

assisting

teachers to improve their subject knowledge and/or to change their classroom
practice,

In addition, the various government departments collectively spend at

least an equal amount on their sizeable INSET programmes .

.... Yet, despite the plethora of evaluations which accompany these efforts, very few
studies have demonstrated

a positive correlation between these INSET activities and

the rise in any index of educational quality, such as better survival rates or exam
results.

Many worthy attempts at INSET have and are being made and this next section therefore
attempts to highlight the reasons for their general failure. These are mainly attributed to:
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•

the lack of recognition/accreditation

for changes made in teaching practice

•

the lack of systemic links between INSET and the classroom

•

the lack of capacity of schools to absorb any kind of change.

Van den Berg (1987) and others (Bott, 1986; Hartshorne, 1992; Hofmeyer & Jaff, 1992 and
McGregor & McGregor, 1992) suggest that INSET in South Africa proceeds from the
assumption of teacher pathology or deficit to be remedied without reference to the context in
which the teachers work. The teachers are the "ultimate consumers" of the innovation
product and therefore Van den Berg argues that they
cannot be expected to make major investments in innovations without being reasonably
sure of reasonable returns.

What exactly is meant by returns is not always clear. Teachers are, however, doing the job at
present under often difficult and unrewarding conditions especially, but not exclusively, in
disadvantaged

schools. They should not see change as an onerous process. In other words,

if change holds the prospect of facilitating the task, making teaching more enjoyable and
more effective, is that not a return in itself?

INSET in South Africa is derived from a number of sources: (as described in Davidoff &
Robinson, 1992; NEPI, 1992; CEPD, 1994)

•

The Departments of Education are important players in the INSET field but have until
recently been involved in mainly "top-down" centre-based courses (Davidoff and
Robinson, 1992).

•

Private business sector involvement in INSET is a clear indication of its concern with
ongoing teacher development as a major player in the development of school-Ieavers
who will be able to adapt easily to change, solve problems and therefore take their place
in the workforce.

•

All institutions offering teacher education, e.g. colleges, technikons and universities,
have a major role in attracting to the teaching profession people with imagination
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and creativity who are committed to the "creation and the sharing of knowledge and
understanding

in the interest of the development and reconstruction

of

the nation" (NEPI, 1992). Currently, most such institutions proceed as though South
Africa were a normal society and do not fundamentally

acknowledge

the crisis in

education.

•

The non-govemmental
themselves

sector organisations (NGOs) are often very innovative and see

as being more "botttom-up" democratic operations. As opposed to

education departments with their strong infrastructures,
hampered

these NGOs are often

by their lack of infrastructure and capacity to produce as well as their

inability to sustain or institutionalise their programmes. The need to negotiate separately
with the individual provincial departments places an additional strain on already
stretched resources of most NGOs.

Recognising these problems, the White Paper on Education (Government Gazette, 15 March,
1995,21-22)

emphasises a numberofvalues

and principles to be taken into account in

setting out an education policy for a transformed education system in the new South Africa.
These include:

•

enabling all individuals to value, have access to, and succeed in lifelong education and
training of good quality. Educational and management processes must put learners
first, recognising and building on their knowledge and experience and responding to
their needs

and
•

the restoration of a culture of teaching, learning and management involves the creation
of

a culture of accountability

and perhaps the most important one is
•

the curriculum, teaching methods and textbooks at all levels of education and training
should encourage independent critical thought, the capacity to question, enquire,
reason, weigh evidence and form judgements,

achieve understanding,

recognise the

provisional and incomplete nature of human knowledge, and communicate clearly
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More recently, as mentioned earlier, the COTEP (February 1996) document produced by the
National Education Department focuses on what teachers should be able to do with what they
know. These are described in great detail as outcomes or competences.
only at the preprimary level (COTEP:p.28)
competence

Interestingly, it is

that teaching for thinking appears as a specific

that a teacher should be able to do. Theme teaching is emphasised as is the

integration of different traditional subjects. Cognitive approaches are not mentioned aHhough
amongst the test guidelines for admission to teacher education programmes in colleges,

in

addition to language and numeracy - especially mathematical skills, is a cognitive
development

test (COTEP:p.54).

This test must evaluate the prospective
•

infer by deduction

•

infer by induction

•

problem solve

•

classify.

student's ability to:

About the necessary inputs to achieve these competences,

little is said. It is hoped that this

research will be able to make a contribution to the theory and its implementation

at input level.

It is recognised that education and training are central to the redistributive growth strategies of
South Africa and that South Africa is not alone in seeking a new model for teacher education.
In fact, almost every country in the world is currently, or will soon be, introducing major
changes to its educational system with special attention to teacher development.

•

In the UK, for example, Ruddock (1991 :92) bears this out by saying that
(teachers and students)
..have got to feel some control over the situation and in order to feel a sense of control,
they have to recognise what it is in schools, classrooms and in themselves that they
want to change.

•

The Canadian province of Ontario has recently (1994) revamped its entire education
system summarised in a report titled "Forthe love of learning". It recognises that four
strategic projects have the capability to change qualitatively the kinds of schools, the
kind of learning, and the kind of teaching that are at the heart of the education system.
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•

The Americans were already aware of this more than a decade ago. Sizer (1984)
reported on a study conducted on 1 000 schools across the country. While he found
that some individual teachers excelled in difficult circumstances

with innovative

teaching, for the most part, teaching was traditional, resting in the hands of the teacher,
and aimed at the proverbial average student.

•

Nickerson (1985, p:201) points out that in American colleges,
the evidence is fairly compelling .... that students often manage to get through courses
without acquiring a clear understanding

of some of the most fundamental

aspects of the

material the courses are intended to cover.

•

Ibrahim (1993) investigated a programme for primary school teachers in Malaysia. It
was introduced by the Education Ministry and was based on a "cascade" training model
where training of trainers was adopted without much success. The courses were too
highly standardised,

giving little latitude to trainers to respond to teachers' needs. Time

was short and follow-up non-existent.

•

Burgess and Galloway (1993) looked at the effect of INSET on classroom practice and
pointed out that the teaching/learning

process is identified as the problem to be solved

but that how to measure changes remains an enigma. Some claim that the improved
quality of teaching is what should be measured, but others claim that improvements
should be assessed in terms of pupil learning.

Closer to home, some studies in neighbouring Africa offer further insights into INSET.
•

A more in-depth study by Stuart (1993) in Lesotho covered a handful of teachers
effectively, but the project was done on a small scale and made intensive use of the
consultant and resources. Ways of making the method available to a wider audience
had not been worked out. Large-scale implementation of resource- and personnelintensive methods have proved too expensive to be viable.

•

Spector (1994) reports on the major current problems in education in sub-Saharan
Africa (excluding South Africa) for the Institute of International Research in Washington.
He describes five overarching problems which are summarised below:

1.

Poverty: The problems are so massive that they cannot be solved with the amounts of
money donors are prepared to give, if the desired European styles of formal education
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are followed.
2.

Crowded

Curricula:

Curricula are overcrowded

with nation-building

as core subjects. This is made worse by absenteeism

elements as well

of teachers due to long

distances, other interests in order to earn enough money, collecting of pay cheques,
bad weather, to name but a few.
3.

Shamism:

In their haste to educate everyone, an unfortunate cycle of bad teaching,

inadequate

learning, bad teaching became the reality for many African learners. The

real facts of school successes are often hidden in the statistics. Only 2 out of 5 enter
secondary school, 2 out of 100 pupils are in tertiary schooling and only 1 out of 500
students actually graduates.
4.

Inadequate
Learning

Instructional
Motivation:

Approaches,

Deficient

Instruction,

Destruction

of

Rote learning is the mode in sub-Saharan Africa. Too little time is

spent on learning tasks and consequently

students fail to learn the fundamentals and

therefore become bored and uninterested when faced with work they do not
understand. The drop-out rate is high.
5.

Tyranny

of Testing: Testing was designed to select the top students to go on to the

limited places in secondary school. Test topics are often foreign and irrelevant to African
students.

It must also be said that there are certainly many well prepared students, but the numbers are
proving insufficient to allow sub-Saharan Africa to participate in the global economy to any
extent that would be commensurate with the size of its population.

The conclusion that one must draw from all of the above is that ways must be devised to
involve teachers in new thinking on research and evaluation of the teaching/learning

process

so that they will then be able to shed light on the complex processes taking place in the
classroom. Traditionally, teaching has been aimed at the hypothetical "average" student, but
recently some more affluent private middle schools adopted a child-centred approach which
made learning much more fun. It was found that these pupils, when introduced to new and
innovative ways of teaching, often had so much fun that they did not realise that they were
supposed to be learning. This was attributed to the lack of mediation on the part of the
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teachers and their failure to engage the pupils in a shared vision of the purpose of the lessons
(Abel, 1993).

It is clear that new approaches should be thoroughly examined and only adopted once their
import is clearly understood by both the practitioners and the end-users.

In the next section, a review is offered of some research which provides insights into
how schools could improve.
Fullan (1993) offers a view that identifies a new paradigm of dynamic change which offers an
alternative way of thinking about change:

1.

You can't mandate change. Effective change agents neither embrace nor ignore
mandates. They use them as catalysts to re-examine what they are doing.

2.

Change is

a journey. Change is non-linear, loaded with uncertainty and sometimes

perverse. Productive educational change, like life itself, really is

a journey that doesn't

end until we do.
3.

Problems are our friends (if you do something about them). This is another

way of

saying that conflict is essential to any successful change effort.
4.

Vision and strategic planning come later. There must be some notion of direction but it
is kil/ing to bog down the process with vision and mission and strategic planning before
you know enough about dynamic reality. The most powerful shared visions contain the
basis for further generative learning.

5.

Individualism and collectivism must have equal power. Isolation is bad, group
dominance is worse. Honouring opposites simultaneously, individualism and collegiality,
that is the critical message.

6.

Neither centralisation nor decentralisation

works. Both top-down and bottom-up

strategies are necessary.
7.

Connection with the wider environment is essential.
Seeing our "connecteaness"
and teaching/learning

to the world and helping others to see it is

a moral purpose

opportunity of the highest order.
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B.

Every person is

a change agent. Change is too important to leave to the experts. It is

only by individuals taking action to change themselves that there is any chance for real
change.

A successful World Bank sponsored intervention by the Norwegian government

in

Bangladesh, Colombia and Ethiopia (Dalin et aI., 1994) yielded 10 vital points for the
successful management

of educational reform:

reform is

a local process. Schools need to play an active role.

1.

Educational

2.

Central support is vital but should be built around the real needs of the school.

3.

Effective linkage systems are essential. These should be non-bureaucratic

but

supportive.
4.

The reform process is a learning process. The process is evolutionary
developmental

5.

and

in nature. It should not be forced or rushed.

Think systemic and big. Only institution-building

based on sustained commitment

works.
6.

Focus on classroom practice. The classroom dynamics will, to
determine implementation

7.

success. Supporting material must be of the highest quality.

See teachers as learners. Teacher mastery is best developed through INSET,
supervision and coaching in

B.

a large extent,

a collegial atmosphere.

Commitment is essential at all levels. This results from empowered

successful action

achieved with good assistance and develops from practice. Local empowerment
emotional as well as administrative and problem-solving
9.

builds

capacity.

Both local and central initiatives work. In Colombia, ideas were generated locally while in
Ethiopia, they began nationally and in Bangladesh, external donors were the driving
force.

10.

Parent and community participation contributes to success ... especially in the
development

of rural schools where participation gives parents

a real role in decision-

making.
The findings of both these researchers may be summed up as follows, that:
•

there should be a devolution of decision-making

to schools, principals and teachers en
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the question of what in-service training is to be done;
•

ownership of the programme should be clearly based with the teachers;

•

there should be provision of exemplary materials to teachers and their pupils;

•

the community and/or parents are invited to playa more significant role;

•

schools in a particular area co-operate with one another;

•

the government

ultimately develops the capacity for delivery of resources and stays

abreast of new developments;
•

donors become full partners in the development process, helping the government, the
schools and INSET providers to make possible strategic and co-ordinated approaches
to change.

It seems apparent that such collaborative

strategies would make it possible to develop a

teaching and learning context in which cognitive education is fully supported and whole school
development

is the outcome. Counselling and school psychology research literature supports

this view (Gresham & Kendall, 1987; West & Idol, 1987; Nevin et al., 1993; Phillips &
McCullough,

1990). One major advantage to such a whole-school approach to cognitive

education suggested by Ashman (1995) is that the consistent use of cognitive education
principles across all the grades and subjects means that cognitive education would form a
common framework for teaching, learning and problem-solving.

In summary
Taking cognisance of the foregoing insights into both the failures and successes of cognitive
education described in Chapter 2 and INSET programmes (above) in schools, one realises
that currently there is clarity about outcomes and some direction as to inputs, but none which
takes into account the complexity of the South African situation in its totality. There is an
urgent need to describe an input methodology that can reach teachers where they are, in
townships and in rural areas where there are sometimes more than 70 children in a class.
The methodology

should be such that the outcomes emerge from the programme rather than

being imposed on teachers. Often teachers do not know all the children by name. The
isolation of the teacher in the classroom is complete and total; for example, there is little
sharing of knowledge or skills between teachers in the same school.
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Teachers who do attend courses often keep what they have learned to themselves through
shyness, lack of proper forums for discussion or lack of interest on the part of colleagues.
Teachers in the townships have more often than not never spoken to or had discussions with
teachers from the neighbouring

schools despite sharing a common boundary fence.

Township and rural teachers very often never travel out of their immediate environment and
make infrequent use of libraries even when they are close by. At the time of writing, many
teachers remain under threat of redeployment

or retrenchment in the bid to redress the

inequities inherited from the past and to equalise the teacher:pupil

ratio at 1:40 in primary

schools across the country. This does not allow for a very motivated teaching body.

Yet, many INSET programmes in South Africa have tended to reinforce this isolation as they
either concentrate on the teacher as the sole agent of change, albeit looking at excellent
teaching techniques or processes which address the very real problems facing teachers in
South Africa, or they concentrate on the task, in the form of kits, pre-packaged

materials,

posters, books. These are frequently kept in locked cupboards to prevent pilfering or simply to
keep them in good condition.

It is evident that new approaches and theory will have to be developed that can deal with all
these issues. Boughey (1993) looked at the development of a learning-centred

approach to

teaching at tertiary level with varied degrees of success. He determined various "felicity
conditions" for its success but the one-to-one relationship of consultant and lecturer is entirely
inappropriate for the South African school setting. However, a learning-centred

approach

which addresses the teacher, the learner and the task as a single unit in its own context is
something that the mediational standpoint of this research can address. The whole idea of
learning-centredness

as opposed to learner-centredness

can be taken much further as the

first step is that of teachers and pupils developing a shared vision together around the tasks
to be tackled. The learner in this case refers to both the teacher and the pupils who become
joint learners in this process. Teachers must develop some insight and awareness into what
they are doing and where they are trying to go so that they can understand what it is that
needs changing.

In order to do this, they need to examine why they do what they do and what they hope to get
out of it. Ruddock (1991:94) and Nias (1984:14) have both noted thatteachers

and the

teaching profession do not normally allow for this collaborative, critical reflective practice
which Walker (1994) deems an essential part of teaching practice. The way in which schools
are structured mitigates against this happening.
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The three main functions of the teachers' methodology which facilitates a learning-centred
approach to teaching, viz. mediation, elaboration and extrapolation,

may be viewed in practice

as follows:
•

Mediation:

The methodology will give guidance on the nature of a topic and how to

facilitate understanding

and the inculcation of the underlying principle(s) without

becoming too theoretical or abstract.
•

Elaboration:

The methodology provides more examples of activities designed to

enhance conceptualisation
•

Extrapolation:

and linkages to everyday life experience.

The methodology assists the teacher in devising examples from which

the pupils can extrapolate problem-solving

heuristics.

Such a methodology could become a virtual reservoir of information, ideas, and examples on
cognitive functions as comparisons, predictions, classification and so on. Davidoff et al. (1992)
argues for an ongoing developmental

approach to teacher education and has clearly

enunciated the kinds of policies needed for teacher education and the necessary conditions
for it to take place; however, the process has not been adequately described. I would agree
with the choice of the term teacher education

rather than training.

Training presumes a

technicist approach rather than the development of a well rounded educator who can respond
to a variety of situations with confidence. This is described similarily byJohnson (1992: 194):

This narrow technicist approach to training focuses largely on practical teaching skills
and knowledge
knowledge

of curriculum content. Often curriculum content does not further

of related disciplines or subject areas.

and by Eraut (1972:1):
Is our prime concern with INSET in which

a teacher/employee is told what to do and how

to do it? (Some posters for teachers have exact instructions on the back telling
teachers exactly what to ask their pupils and what to say - verbatim.) Or is it teacher
education in which a teacher/professionals

are supported in their professional task of

trying to answer the questions for themselves?

This relates back to the Vygotskian perspective of unmediated acquisition of psychological
tools. Steffin and Sleep (1988) argue that teachers need to develop a shared vision of where
they are going but that they also need to be aware of what they need to get there.

Taking all of the aforegoing into account, my contention was that without cognition, there can
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be no real teacher development as only through mediated cognitive development

can one

become aware of what is needed to become a lifelong learner. I think that I developed more
as a person from my exposure to cognition and mediated learning than through any other
single event and it is the conviction that one can help others to "change themselves"

(what

Feuerstein calls autoplasticity) that I bring to this project. The research revolves on how to
make this accessible to others.

The model below offers a view of a whole school development programme locating the role of
cognitive education. This project and its research formed the foundation on which the TMP
was built. I tried to incorporate my thinking into a possible model for learning and development
(Fig. 3.1), using a recurring spiral to depict the increase in breadth and depth of understanding and awareness that might be reached during the process of development.
recursiveness

indicated that at each plateau new understanding

The

and awareness brought new

needs, problems and questions to be answered.

Fig. 3.1: The Spiral of Learning and Development
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The inputs to the spiral are not meant to be sequential but rather additive, each bringing a
richness to the process. The result should be that an awareness of the problems with the
existing system would lead to tentative solutions to be tried out, practised and reformulated.
The cognitive development

should enable teachers to examine and reflect on their normal

teaching practices and their subject-specific

needs with greater clarity. Teachers should

become better at identifying the problems and needs which they can resolve as the process
continues. This is in contrast to the current situation where they wait for someone to tell them
what to do. Out of this whole process, understanding

should grow of what in the system is

holding back development and then teachers should be able to bring about systemic change
in an holistic way. These changes should ultimately encompass school governance,
management

as well as monitoring and evaluation.

The TMP encompassed

only the first part of the spiral, viz. the provision of the cognitively

enhanced materials, raising awareness of the problems and finding ways to deal with some
of them, sharing ideas about learning and linking these to theories of learning, classroom
application of these ideas and lesson development and new approaches to assessment.
Currently (July 1997), this model will be used as the basis of a major intervention in the
Western Cape that will be implemented jointly by the Western Cape Education Department,
ESST and three other NGEOs. Two of these are curriculum based organisations

offering

Mathematics, Science, Language, History, and Geography and the third one offers
Organisational

Development. It is intended that this intervention will give definition to the

further inputs needed to build the spiral of leaming and development.

The next section traces the conceptualisation

of the Teachers' Methodology

Project as a possible practical solution to the problem as set out in Chapter 1
and contextualised
conceptualisation

in the literature review in the previous chapter. The
takes into account both the reality in South African schools

and the lessons on INSET derived from the previous section.
how the project was implemented and the demographics

It also sets out

of the teachers

involved.

3.2 CONCEPTUALISATION

While drawing heavily on the theories discussed in the last chapter, the formatting of the
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project revolved around what I found limiting in those theories in view of the reality in South
Africa. The question I tried to answer was how to bring all the theoretical threads together
into a mediational

framework

where mediation was both a concept and a tool and where

teachers were not told what to do. I did not set out primarily to search for a method through
which learners would be able to conceptualise

efflciently: rather, the goal that I set was to

help teachers to teach effectively and efficiently where they were and with what they had.
Teachers could then use what they achieved to push for what they needed. This was not
something that could be achieved in a rush. There were three main objectives that guided my
search and they were influenced to some extent by Shor's (1987) Hamburger workshops
and later supported by ideas expressed in Von Kotze's (1994) Cool drink methodology and
Caine and Caine's (1995) Brain-based learning.

Firstly, the methodology needed to allow teachers to give expression to the creativity that had
been suppressed

during the dark years of apartheid when many of these teachers kept the

system running often in the most appalling conditions. Then it also needed to provide
enrichment to teachers who had been academically

impoverished.

Ultimately teachers

needed to be brought to a point where they were able to develop cognitively enhanced
lessons and where they were free to make connections to their pupils' experiential
background in orderto make learning relevant, meaningful and purposeful.

Teachers and, in turn, their pupils needed encouragement

to be resourceful, to improvise and

to take risks. I suppose this involves what Senge (1990) has called changing mental models
since very often we are not consciously aware of our mental models or the effects they have
on our behaviour so before theory can drive change it must become an internalised mental
model. This is supported by the research of Ashman as reported in Chapter 2.

It was essential that this methodology should avoid the "deficit" model of teacher in-service
training referred to earlier. This was overcome by asking teachers to make themselves
available to contribute to a collection of lessons which would ultimately be disseminated to
teachers throughout the country, i.e. giving the teachers an external goal to motivate initial
interest. In order to make this collection relevant and representational,

teachers needed to

examine the challenges facing education. Also, teachers needed to feel free to express
themselves and to address their own basic needs in terms of Maslow's pyramid of needs
described earlier. So, in essence, the methodology had to enable teachers to review what
they knew about learning and teaching with a dispassionate

eye and further it had to allow

teachers to view their reality as one of many possibilities, with explicable
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they could find solutions. The methodology
expose their resourcefulness

had to affirm teachers' knowledge and extract or

and creativity. It had to begin with what teachers knew and

understood about learning and ask them what things, in essence, contribute to the learning
process. It had to allow teachers to unpack and examine the strengths and weaknesses

of

the current system that either promote or hinder learning and then to arrive at an
understanding

of those things they could deal with and to find ways of doing just that in a

c0-

operative, supportive atmosphere. Lastly, the methodology had to be simple enough to be
reproduced by other facilitators under a wide range of circumstances

In other words, could a methodology of deconstruction

and conditions.

and reconstruction

be taught, learnt

and reproduced by others given clear guidelines and perhaps, most importantly, the
theoretical principles on which the methodology was based? Kohn (1993) explains that many
teachers are unable to name or describe a theory of learning that underpins what they do in
the classroom. Without this knowledge or understanding, teachers are effectively
disempowered

as only awareness is educable (Gattegno, 1976:8).

The research on the TMP details the processes, comments and subsequent outcomes of the
workshops that could be used to arrive at a theory of instruction which would include three
major elements:

•

a theory of expertise

which describes the kind of skilled performance or knowledge

structure we hope to evoke in the learner;

•

a theory

of acquisition

which describes the processes of knowledge and skill

construction employed in knowledge construction;

•

a theory of intervention

that prescribes the action to be taken by an instructor to

activate the learner's acquisition processes and to provide appropriate external
information.

Given that the methodology would contribute to theory, process and instruction, and that
teachers would be given substantial opportunity to practise, to internalise how to perform
mediation and to understand how they and their pupils learn, then would mediation and a
leaming-centred

approach to teaching be the methodology of choice? This is the main

question that this research will investigate. In order to give substance to the project and its
research, a number of guiding principles were used to inform the development of the TMP.
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3.3 GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE TMP
3.3.1 Methodological principles of the qualitative approach to research
A qualitative approach was needed in order to record and document the changes as they
occurred rather than to measure an end result. There was a general sense of where the
project was going but the participants gave the project its direction and the qualitative
approach allowed me to be both an observer as well as one of the participants shaping the
further development

of the project. Insight into this approach was drawn from, in particular,

cognitive process instruction (CPI) through which the processes underlying complex
intellectual behaviour are illuminated by observation of the learner using introspection and
protocol analysis. Rist (1982) has pointed out that the positivist approach has been largely
dissipated given its inability to address the most pressing needs of education in respect of the
need to understand the nature of change and the processes involved. Further, he indicates'
that it is hard to understand research which holds the artificial manipulation of humans and
their environments

for the duration of an experiment above that in which there is a talking,

listening and participative intervention in the participants' usual setting. The researcher
becomes a participant-observer
understanding
development

as opposed to an cutsteer-coserver

since the kinds of

aimed at are, in an essentially qualitative methodology, crucial to the
of situated theories of teaching and learning. Vulliamy (1990) concurs, stating

that human beingsare

able to contribute, interpret and give meaning to situations which

natural objects are unable to do.

In addition, Rist (1994) has indicated that qualitative research can and should be used to
contribute to policy and systems development. There is a variety of methods that can be used
to track the course of cognitive processing such as structured interviews and think-aloud
protocols. Ericsson and Simon (1980) and later Konold and Wells (1981) argued persuasively
that such data, if carefully collected, can serve as the primary source of information about
cognitive processing. Lin's (1982) criticism, that the results are not essentially reproducible,
can be overcome by careful annotation of transcripts and recording of the specific
circumstances

of each interview. This admonition has been carefully adhered to in this

research.

Ericsson and Simon (1980, 1993) have asserted that well-designed verbal-report

studies can

and do yield valuable information about cognitive processes and, in addition, they address
most of the criticisms of verbal-report data. Several researchers (Ericsson & Simon, 1980,
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1993; Garner, 1982; Konold & Wells, 1981; Van Someren et aI., 1994; White, 1988) have
made suggestions

that should be taken into account to counteract the criticisms, viz.

•

interval between processing and retrospective reporting should be minimised

•

probing should be restricted to non-specific,

•

collection of other data, e.g. non-verbal behaviours

•

task level should be such that it avoids automatic responses

'.

task should be representative

non-invasive questions

in respect of the cognitive processes involved.

Because of the difficulties associated with verbal reports, it was decided to triangulate
(Patton, 1990) the results through the use of a number of other assessment devices. These
included diaries recording attitudes and occurrences over time, questionnaires

and focus

group interviews. In addition, lessons were developed by teachers and some of these are
offered as evidence of methodological

changes as are observation of classrooms,

pupils and

teachers.

A word about focus group interviews is needed. As explained by Patton (1990) this method of
interviewing is a more accurate way of obtaining information where participants get to hear
each other's responses which then trigger further reponses of their own. In addition, it is
possible in the course of an hour or so to obtain information from more people than in an
individual interview.

It also tends to prevent any false views from being aired or of participants

giving information they think the interviewer wants to hear. Lastly, these interviews tend to be
highly enjoyable learning experiences for the participants. (This is very clear from the
transcripts, see Appendix F.)

Clearly the advantages of a qualitative approach to evaluation are embodied in being open to
what the world has to show and thinking about what it means while rigorously attending to the
implementation

of fieldwork and interviews. A major methodological

consequence

of a

qualitative study of people in their environment is that it becomes a process of discovery
which in large part is described by the participants in their own terms. It is essential to
discover what those terms are rather than to impose an outsider's view upon them.

3.3.2 Guiding principles for implementation
3.3.2.1 Contact with teachers
It was clear from the literature (Feuerstein et aI., 1980; Blagg, 1991) as well as from the
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review of INSET in South Africa and elsewhere that changing mindsets and mental images is
a time-consuming

process. So, firstly, if teacher development was to enable teachers to

change their approach to teaching and to learn new approaches,

the project would have to

extend over a longer period of time than is usual for such projects. Thus this project was
designed to extend over an initial 18-month period with eight monthly workshops in the first
year, followed by two or more workshops in the second year, depending on how things
progressed. The research project was completed at the end of 1996, the end of the third year.
(The project is currently in its fourth year. Contact has been maintained with the original
schools and extended into new areas.) The workshops were to be supported by classroom
visits as my experience had shown that this would be a vital part of the project. Each teacher
in her or his classroom was to be visited by a facilitator at least once per quarter, more if
possible. The length and content of the visit would depend on the teacher concerned. The
task of the visits varied from speaking to the pupils about their work and interests and
feedback on the materials, discussion with individual teachers and classroom observations to
running short informal workshops for the whole school staff.

3.3.2.2 Attitudes and Questions
It was felt that it was important to adopt a non-prescriptive

approach in the workshops, to

model a move away from the kind of finite lesson plan that most teachers have worked with in
the past and to actively model the flexibility and adaptibility we talk about. It was therefore
decided that in order to encourage teachers to begin thinking strategically about teaching and
learning, a number of questions (provocative questions) would be posed to provoke the
teachers into investigating and even interrogating situations which they would normally take
for granted. In addition, the whole range of process questions developed by Haywood and
discussed in Chapter 2 would also be used as needed. Teachers would then be encouraged
and assisted to reflect, discuss and deconstruct their beliefs, knowledge and attitudes to
teaching and discover how learning theories may be applied to teaching, i.e. they would
develop new understandings

and apply these to building new models for teaching. Teachers

would also be encouraged to pose their own questions around problems they were having in
school. These too would be addressed by the whole group of teachers. The provocative
questions set up situationsl experiences that also enabled me to gain access to teachers'
prior knowledge, experience and understandings

in an indirect way.

3.3.2.3 Lesson Development
To practise new approaches, teachers would apply their newly acquired knowledge and skills
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to the development

of lessons in their own subject areas. These lessons would be presented

to the workshop, where teachers would reflect and decide on how they may be improved in
the light of the difficulties that might be encountered

in the classroom. The lessons would

then be redrafted for them so that they could be given to other teachers in their schools to try
out in the classroom. Feedback would be discussed at the following workshop or at
classroom visits. It was intended that this project would help teachers to build new systems
of thought for themselves as well as fortheir pupils. In addition, the teachers would be
encouraged to make connections between the numerous ideas they learned in the
workshops and the various roles they were called on to playas teachers, parents and
mediators. Some questions would be revisited over time to give teachers some insight into
their own growth, development and ability to practise the new approaches. Teachers should
be able to use this insight to rearrange content so that ideas could be linked to each other and
then used to address particular problems that they encountered

in their schools. I have used

the word lesson loosely to cover any activity organised by a teacher, viz. an outing, parent
activity, projects, themes or modules. Lesson plan examples are included in Chapter 5 and
AppendixH.

3.3.2.4

Linking to teachers' prior experience -

a pilot

investigation

In order to start from where the teachers were, it was necessary to find out what the
teachers' main issues and needs were, i.e. where the teachers were in terms of teaching and
learning. To this end, initial focus group interviews were conducted with 40 teachers by way
of a pilot investigation in two areas, viz. Port Elizabeth and Khayelitsha. By way of example,
one of the Khayelitsha focus group interview transcripts is included in Appendix C. In
essence, all the interviews yielded similar information, in fact almost identical, and more
samples of interview transcripts would not serve to enrich one's understanding of the
situation. Some specific comments from other interviews have been included at the end of
the transcript. The thoughts and opinions expressed in these interviews were used to guide
the development

of the programme.

It became clear that teachers had very little real understanding

of what learning really means.

A "good teacher" was one who could complete the allotted syllabus in the allotted time and a
"good class" was one which listens well and keeps quiet. Teachers' hopes and aspirations for
their classes can be crystallised into "knowing what they have been taught so that they do
well next year. This will reflect well on me as a teacher." There were few teachers who
thought it necessary to link classroom learning to their students' real life experience. This
reflects the teachers' own experiences as learners, in non-life-related
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fact that a substantial number of these teachers had been on a variety of INSET courses run
by the Department,

NGOs and others.

These interviews confirmed that teachers were concerned with basic issues which link
directly to Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Thus, whatever was said or done at workshops had to
allow teachers to voice their problems, needs and concerns; in other words, to allow teachers to
experience learning which was linked to their real-life situations. Thus the first issue was to
help teachers to cope with their existing problems.

The next step was to introduce the concept of caring. This was to help teachers to develop a
pride in what they do and the belief that they can make a difference. This was an urgent need if
what one teacher said: "If you had some brains and couldn't stand the sight of blood, you became
a teacher. Many teachers couldn't care less about children!" described the reason why, in the
past, some black South African women took up teaching. Teaching and nursing were the main
professional options open to black women during apartheid.

Lastly, there was a need to introduce learning theories, especially around the issue of
cognition and cognitive education, to support the methodology. As pointed out earlier,
teachers often cannot really name the theories of learning that inform their practice. The route
was to first bring teachers to express their understanding

of learning and link that to what

good teachers were already doing and then finally to show how these practices were
grounded in theory. Teachers would thus be enabled to address a variety of issues in their
regions in order to change the status quo in their schools.

All these activities constituted a variety of mediated learning experiences designed to make
mediation available and accessible to the teachers and through them, their pupils. The overall
title for these workshops, developed in collaboration with the teachers, was:
Coping, Caring and Cognition. Great care was taken that mediational behaviours were
modelled at all workshops by the facilitators so that at each workshop teaching mediation
was modelled as an integral part of the workshop.

3.3.2.5

Guidelines for workshop facilitators

The guidelines for facilitators evolved with the project through discussion, practice and
feedback. They were based on a thorough understanding of mediation in practice and
culminated in the following outline:
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•

Encourage teachers to speak and write in English but do not stop them using their own
language. Code switch if necessary.

•

Do not make long speeches.

•

Introductions should be direct, clear, concise, explain all documentation

and

procedures.
•

Use leaflets to outline whatlwhere/howlwhy

of workshops and use graphics to make the

point.
•

Allow a 'wait time' after asking questions, ask for buzz sessions with neighbour or group
before an answer or feedback is given.

•

Try to get teachers' expectations and respond appropriately, being flexible in moving
away from programme outline.

•

When listening in on discussions, drop in appropriate questions/prodders,

do not give

answers.
•

Encourage writing down of ideas during discussion in a non-linear way, in whatever way
teachers feel comfortable with.

•

Continually reinforce the idea that there are no right or wrong answers, there may be
levels of correctness,

•

but all answers are open for discussion.

Our motto: education is a messy business, roll up your sleeves and get your hands
dirty.

•

Keep focusing on the fact that the ideas, techniques, methods and approaches
generated in workshops can and should be applied in the classroom, the community
and in one's own home with one's own children.

•

Summarise often, rephrase ideas if necessary; allow for intensity and then take a
breather.

•

Challenge ideas, ask for clarification, extrapolation, push for imaginative and innovative
ideas.

•

Keep the spirit of enquiry alive.

•

At all times remember that you are modelling the kinds of behaviour and thinking that
you wish to inculcate in teachers.

3.3.3 Using mediation to teach about mediation
Mediation based on the first three criteria for mediation described by Feuerstein, starts with
an activity designed to engage the teachers and focus their attention on the task at hand, e.g.
learning. Then, for example, teachers examine the concept of learning in the light of their
current reality. They reflect on the current system and learn to recognise the things they can
change and those that they cannot change. Mediation continues successfully when teachers
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begin to find creative and innovative solutions for their problems guided by the facilitator. The
major impact of this should be that teachers discover what is practically possible within the
current realities and begin to act, finding solutions to their own problems as groups and
individuals, i.e. they begin to build new models of doing for themselves and a learning-centred
classroom begins to emerge. The materials help to develop this understanding.
The expected outcomes may be summed up as follows:

IF ONE USES METACOGNITION AND MEDIATION TO•••
1.

build relationships in and out of the classroom;

2.

develop an understanding of cognitive skills and learning;

3.

become skilled problem-finders and problem-solvers;

4.

take responsibility for actions and become accountable;

5.

plan but also adapt plans when needed, viz. be flexible;
... then what teachers should be able to do by way of PRACTICAL APPLICATION

IN THE CLASSROOM or WORKSHOP revolves around:

1.

getting teachers or pupils comfortable with an attention-focusing fun activity (The
Grabber), which signals one's intentions or sets the scene;

2.

choosing appropriate breaks to stretch one's mental legs;

3.

non-linear recording using newsprint as aid to report-backs, thought-maps;

4.

avoiding long speeches;

5.

promoting listening to each other;

6.

maintaining the balance of dialogue;

7.

creating opportunities for innovative solutions to problems;

8.

generation of key principles by leamers, not the teacher;

9.

building generated principles into lessons or workshop modules;

10.

using body language, voice and gestures which encourage participation and can be
used as role-models;

11.

using pedagogical imagination to keep the spirit and interest alive;

12.

deconstruction - breaking difficult concepts into more understandable chunks, turning
subject infonnation into knowledge;
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13.

reconstruction

- understanding

how to put difficult concepts into context at that time;

14.

learning the use of skills and their implementation as opposed to learning content;

15.

working in groupslteamwork;

16.

following an argument, rephrasing the argument, getting consensus and recording in a
non-linear way, e.g. on a thought-map;

17.

asking process questions;

18.

using the criteria for mediation;

19.

being flexible and being able to adapt and respond to changing situations;

20.

establishing a non-threatening

environment

based on acceptance, reflection and co-

operation;
21.

giving sufficient time for practice of new skills;

22.

changing mental mindsets as a result of this experience, changing the focus of thinking;

23.

understanding
classrooms)

what a Culture of Teaching and Learning really means (not just bodies in
and using collaborative

measures to achieve it.

3.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TEACHERS' METHODOLOGY PROJECT
3.4.1 Training of facilitators
Two educational facilitators were trained during February 1995 and thereafter they received
ongoing support, practice and training. Their qualifications and background:
(a)

Facilitator 1 (Kondi) had just completed a Master's thesis in Educational Psychology at
Stellenbosch
Afrikaans.

University. She speaks Venda, North Sotho, Xhosa, English and a little

She has experience of teaching in high schools in Khayelitsha as temporary

guidance/English

teacher as well as assisting in her student days in a primary school in

her home town in Venda.
(b)

Facilitator 2 (Imelda) has been a sciencelbiology/mathematics

teacher

at schools in Langa

and Guguletu as well as at a private college in Cape Town. She has a Science Education
degree and a master's diploma in English literature from Glasgow. In addition she was a
Science contributor to the ASECA alternative matriculation programme for adults. She
speaks English and Afrikaans.

It is no small matter to teach as we would like others to teach. The facilitators were, therefore,
taken through the whole programme as well as given an overview of the theory. They were
able, as they progressed, to contribute to the structure of the programme and its
implementation.

The relative ease and speed with which this was accomplished
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to the transferability

of this methodology.

It also lends credence to the claim that this

programme can be widely used and implemented

by people with some educational

experience without undergoing rigorous training at vast expense.

3.4.2 Workshop logistics
Workshops were conducted

in three regions of the old Cape Province, largely by the two

facilitators, assisted at times by me. A summary of demographics is given below.
Port
Elizabeth
Nature of
region

Khayelitsha West Coast

Paart

Semi-rual

Peri-urban Urban

towiship

towiship

owiship

No. of
schools

No. of
teachers

Language

Rural.
They voted to
divide into 4
regional
groups

18

2

12

West Coast
Peninsula
10

40

6

32

24

Xhosa
and some
English

All West
Coast are
Afrikaansspeaking.
Very little
English

Mainly
Xhosa,
some
English

2Xhosa
4
Afrikaans.
Very little
English

Fig. 3.2: Workshop Logistics

PlattelandPicketberg
14

Darting

*Sandveld

8

10

34

17

23

Notes:
1:

*Unfortunately,

by July 1995, this area had disbanded. This was the furthest region;

either teachers had to travel180

km on gravel roads or the facilitator had to travel 250 km.

Either way, they found it simply too difficult. We asked the remaining teachers to join one of
the other groups but they just could not organise themselves to do so.
2:

The total number of teachers in the final analysis was 148 out of the original 176.

3:

Paarl teachers travelled to Khayelitsha for workshops.
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Fig. 3.3: Region

3.4.3
Teacher Demographics
The demographic

details of the

teachers in terms of home
language, gender, qualifications
etc. have been collated into the
graphs which follow:
We.teo .. t

Fig. 3.4: Gender
CINDIR

OVTIACHIRS

Fig. 3.5: Area in regions
A R I! AS
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AGE

OF

TEACHERS

Fig.3.6:
Teachers' Age

21·30

31 ·31

41·41

3'-40

4.-10

11-11

11-10

SU.JECTSTAUGBT

Fig.3.7:
Subjects taught

ESST

MATERIALS

RECEIVED

Fig.3.8:
This graph shows
the number
of years for which
teachers had
been using
ESST
materials as at
the end of
1995(year1
ofTMP).

70

80

lVEAIit

2VEAlitS

4VEAlitS

IVEAIitS
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Fig. 3.9:Teachers' home languages

Notes:

HOME

or

LANGUAGE

TEACHE.S

1. Although teachers in
lho..

Khayelitsha and Port

&

_..... h

Elizabeth had Xhosa as their
home language, they all
spoke English as their
second language.

2. These graphs were only
collated at the time of writing.

Fig. 3.10: Teachers' qualifications
It is therefore worth
TERTIARY

QU

ALIPICATIONS

OP

TEACHERS

commenting that despite the
fact that the majority of
teachers had a matric as
well as some form of
teaching diploma
qualification, with 16
teachers having a degree
plus a 1-year diploma, it was
not possible to make a

Fig. 3.11: Teachers' experience (years)

correlation with their
performance.

Only two

teachers had Std 8, one with
a two-year and the other with
a 3-year diploma.
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3.4.4 Collecting and recording data
The methodology

used newsprint, thought-maps

what teachers said and did in the workshops.
documented

and other written recordings

to document

It is from these that comments were

in Chapter 4 . The cognitive, attitudinal and other changes were supported by the

comments from teachers' diaries which were collected at the end of June 1995 and again in
June 1996. Questionnaires
corroborate

were completed in October 1995 and these were used to

the diary evidence. The focus group interviews (Appendix F) were conducted

between October and November 1995. Teachers who had been on courses with other NGOs
were not included in this phase of the data collection process. The diaries, questionnaires
and focus group interviews form the basis of the analysis of teachers' development
in Chapter 5. Although classroom observations

reported

were recorded by the facilitators during each

school visit, the information they yielded, in terms of changes in the teachers, was not that
useful, for reasons documented in Chapters 4 and 5. The summaries and quotes from the
workshops are offered in order to provide detailed qualitative insights into individual, personal
experiences of teachers leaming to engage for the first time, and in a second language, with
complex concepts involving the leaminglleaching

interface. These have been documented in

detail in Chapter 4. Lessons drawn up by teachers are offered as a direct outcome of the
programme through which the change to a leaming-centred
documented.

aproach to teaching is

These are discussed in Chapter 5. The extent to which data has been collected

and reported on is in line with Patton's (1990) indication that such descriptive materials and
quotations are the data of qualitative enquiry.

3.5 IN SUMMARY
Feinman (1977, in Patton, 1990:103) describes three types of centres offering programmes
that affect teachers, viz.

1.

behaviour centres that focus on formal instruction in curriculum and administration
which teachers then adopt;

2.

humanistic centres which focus on informal, non-directed teacher exploration which
make teachers feel supported and important, picking up concrete ideas for their
teaching practice;

3.

developmental

centres with advisors for teachers where warm interpersonal

relationships develop over time. This gets teachers thinking about what they do and why
they do it. As a result, what, how and why they do things change over time, i.e.
teachers develop.
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This teacher development

mediation lies clearly in the third category. The research, however,

lies not only in an intervention of which the outcome is teacher development
development

of an operational framework in which such development

framework can be used to ensure development

but also in the

can take place. This

in almost any educational setting as it

provides clear insights into the inputs required to facilitate development

because the

outcomes emerge from the process.

Much has been written and said about expected performance outcomes for teachers in the
COTEP document but, as indicated earlier, nothing has been said about what kinds of
implementation

at input level are necessary to achieve those outcomes. That is implicit in this

research. Since we cannot proceed directly from a statement of knowledge or skill objectives
to a prescription for interventions, teachers need to be clear on the underlying processes
involved in comprehending

and learning before being able to construct their own lessons and

texts and to develop their own models of intervention and application.

Fig. 3.12 How did the project work?

9. Teachers were able to translate
these into the development of
lessons and were able to begin
to think about curriculum
development.
8. Teachers became more
confident and developed a
range of abilities,
competencies, awareness
and understanding.
7. Facilitators modelled a learningcentred approach to teaching which'
transferrred directly to the classroom
and impacted directly on pupil
learning.
6. The ESST materials were a pivotal
link between the classroom and the
outside non-formal world of learning
for both pupils and teachers.

10. Curriculum and school structures
are intertwined and teachers found it
difticult to make an impact on the
schools' structures. Clearly this will
be a difticult problem to solve. It
cannot be done Vvflhoutthe
involvement of the education
department.

1. The researcher
brought the concept of
mediated learning and
the cogntively-enriched
materials
2. Teachers brought their
experience, goals, and
their knowledge of the
reality in schools.

How did the project
work?

3. Mediation was used to
get teachers to identify
I-----where
they wanted to go

~-~---~----~

and to help them to get

there without telling them
what to do.

5. Teachers learned
to deconstruct
complex ideas and
develop their own
lessons and

4. The outcomes for
teacher development
were embedded in the
process.

materials.

In addition to the above, there was a range of contacts with pupils. These took place during
classroom visits where facilitators chatted informally with pupils and motivated
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them to greater efforts. Further, through the materials, pupils were introduced to a variety of
mediational characters to whom they related closely. Hundreds of letters were received and
all these were answered by special ESST staff. These relationships

have been documented

in a separate doctoral thesis (Ridge, 1997).

This chapter has detailed the practical considerations taken into account in
conceptualising and structuring teacher development workshops using a mediational
framework. The following chapter traces the unfolding of the workshop processes and
the teachers' development. It not only links their development to the strategies and
inputs designed to promote learning and development in teachers but analyses the
processes and outcomes of the operational framework.
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Chapter 4
TEACHERS' METHODOLOGY PROJECT - IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS
4.1

INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter detailed the path taken towards conceptualising this project using
Feuerstein's criteria for mediation as a framework. In this chapter, a detailed overview of
the project and how the workshops, which made up the project were implemented, is
given. I have tried to make this reporting as comprehensive as possible, in line with the
emphasis on qualitative research which has driven the reporting and analytical
procedures used in the research on the Teachers' Methodology Project. This was based
on Patton's (1990) suggestion that it is important to capture the language of the
participants as language is a way of organising our thinking.

These teachers were not highly literate participants who were used to group discussions as
experienced and described by Patton. On the contrary, they were mainly rural folk unused to
expressing themselves and perhaps even uncomfortable with the idea of expressing opinions. I
wanted to convey to the teachers that these workshops were not going to be lectures by me or
the other facilitators but rather well-organised

learning experiences. The role of both myself and

the two facilitators was soon recognised by the teachers to be participative,

supportive as well

as organisational.

The collected thought-maps

from these workshops represent the data base of this qualitative

research (Yin, 1982, in Patton, 1990:242) and consist of quotes from teachers, facilitators'
observations, feelings and responses to what was said and observed. According to Patton, while
there are no precise rules for descriptive data collection, there are a number of guidelines that
have informed this research, never forgetting that it is the ''wondering

and watching" that makes

qualitative research so valuable. The first step in qualitative analysis is descriptive. That is the
focus of this chapter, to see how the project set about answering the research questions posed
in Chapter 1. The presentation of solid descriptive data or thick description is necessary so that
others reading the results can understand and draw their own conclusions (Denzin, 1989).
Although analysis and interpretation happen later, there are nevertheless times along the way
where some decisions must be made and the reasons for these need to be documented.
Description must at all times be balanced by analysis which then leads to interpretation

and

therefore the difficulty for the researcher: lies in deciding how much description is enough and
how to present the data in a reader-friendly way (Denzin, 1994).

The next step is t~ present the data in a reader-friendly format. Eventually, after much
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searching for a presentation
describe the workshops,

mechanism, a process of tabulation was used to record and

i.e. this put the inputs alongside the documented

comments by the

facilitators and quotes from teachers. Alongside these are the conceptual framework and then
the framework used for analysing the outcomes of the workshops.

Lastly, the analysis of the

workshops has been done separately from the analysis of outcomes in terms of teachers'
development

as there are two main issues resulting from this research: the operational

framework, which is the subject of this chapter and the teacher development
documented

outcomes

in Chapter 5.

4.1.1 The Analytical Reflective Experiential Framework.
The Experiential

Learning Circle used by Ostermar and Kottkamp (1993) is a more recent

version of Kolb's (1974) learning cycle and affords the ideal framework for analysis of this
project. It views learning as a dialectic and cylical process consisting of four stages: experience,
observation and analysis, reconceptualisation,

and experimentation

(Kolb, 1974). The diagram

below is adapted from Kolb to take in the nature of these workshops where several new
experiences may be part of each workshop. While experience is the basis for learning, learning
cannot take place without reflection. Conversely, while reflection is essential to the process,
reflection must be linked to action.The process begins with an unsettling experience (cf.
cognitive conflict) which is not easily resolved. In the process of observing and analysing the
problem by questioning

(cf. Haywood's process questions),

the problem becomes clearer.

Motivated by this awareness of the problem, the learner uses new information and insights to
develop strategies for solutions. There follows a reconceptualisation
experimentation

of the problem and

with possible solutions. New theories of ways of doing things emerge which are

more consistent with espoused theories. Therefore, raising questions about practice begins the
learning process that leads to changes in behaviour and attitudes.
Clearly, this research falls within this framework which has been most useful as an analytical
tool for these workshops and provides a way of dealing with all this vast amount of data
coherently and effectively.

Fig.4.0

The cycle of experiential learning

J

New experience )

'"'"

'"'"_,. _,._,. _,._,.
,----~-'" '"

( Experience

",

I... -..-.. ' ,,
-..-..
,
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Observation
& Analysis
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"

"

~
~

,_------..,
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-.._-_ _~ I

Reconceptualisation
&
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~

Experimentation
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This iterative process begins and underpins the incremental process of lifelong learning and
development.

It mirrors the Spiral of Learning and Development described in Chapter 3.

4.1.2 Chapter structure
This chapter has been structured differently to all the others and therefore it is necessary to
explain what has been done. The details of how the work is tabulated are given followed by a
description of the analytical framework. A brief contextualisation

of this chapter within the

framework of the research leads into the tabulation.

4.1.2.1 Tabulation Details

The table was constructed under six headings, each of which is described briefly below:
Questions:

details the provocative questions around which each section of a workshop was

structured.

Processes:

details the processes which teachers experienced in the workshops.

Comments

and Quotes:

includes comments and quotes made by teachers during the

workshops as well as comments by the facilitators and myself. These were taken directly from
the thought-maps

Conceptual

developed during the workshops.

Mediational

implementation

Framework

(CM Framework)

: highlights the link between workshop

and the original framework based on the criteria for mediation described by

Feuerstein.

Analytical,

Relective,

Experiential

Framework:

analyses the workshop experience in terms of

Ostermar and Kottkamp's (1993) version of Kolb's (1974) experiential learning framework.
Adaptative

Implications:

the further development

details how what was said and done in the workshops impacted on
of the workshops and it also represents the development of my thinking.

Each workshop has been treated in this way and at the end of each workshop tabulation, one
can find some of the graphics that were used during that workshop as well as some of the
materials generated by teachers during the course of the project.
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4.1.2.2:

Workshop programme:

The Workshops of the Teachers Methodology project

Each workshop has been separately detailed and the graphics used or developed in
the workshop are given at the end of each workshop description.

VVs 1
February95

VVs3
April95

VVs2
March95

VVs4
May95

VVs5
June95

Conference
VVs6
June/July 95

Leaming about
leaming

RevieWng
What is
lessons from last mediation?
\\01<shop

Howto develop
a y.orkshop

What makes a
good school?

What is
cognition?

What are the
strengths and
weaknesses of
the system?

Brief history of
leaming theory
to introduce
mediation

Criteria for
mediation

Planning and
execution

Whatis Wlole
school
development?

Where do the
cognitive skills
fit into teaching?

What can we
do about the
weaknesses?

How is
mediation used
v.1th pupils in
class? The
issue of labelling

How can
mediation be
applied to
lesson planning
andinthe
classroom?

What is a
mediational
teaching style?
Lessons and
evaluation

VVs7
August95

Ws8
SeptlOct95

Ws9
Feb96

Ws10
March96

Transformers'

What is meant
by continuous
assessment?

Ws11
May96

Ws12
August96
(In Chapter 5)

Testing to teach
or teaching to
test

Present
the year's y.ork
to principals
together v.1th
teachers

Problems we
have had and
solutions we
have found

Discuss the
video in relation
to South Africa

How can we test
to show that we
have made a
difference?

Looking at way
fOl'Wél"d

Using the
How good a
cognitive map as mediator am I?
the basis of
lesson planning

Self evaluation

Cultural
deprivation

The ESST
classroom.
What is it like?

How good is my
thinking?
A metacognitive
instrument

Pupil evaluation

Coping, caring
and cognition

Continuous
assessment in
the classroom

Teacher
evaluation

video

4.2: TMP WORKSHOPS:

A teacher's
probIemmetacognitive
y.o!i(shop

Taking the
process forward
-teacher
workshops in all
the schools

OWl

DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

The following section is a tabulated record of the TMP workshops as described in 4.1.2.1
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4.3 IN SUMMARY
The underlying outcomes emerging from the whole process of the workshops that form the
basis of the framework may be summarised as follows:
1.

bringing teachers to an awareness of their own teaching practices;

2.

providing a space (in the workshop and conferences) where teachers were able to reflect
on these practices;

3.

testing and raising awareness of their assumptions of what learning is and how learning
happens;

4.

connecting teachers' past experiences (prior knowledge) to theories of learning and
teaching;

5.

changing (or trying to get teachers to change) their attitudes to learning, teaching and the
teacher's and learner's roles in the classroom;

6.

broadening teachers' knowledge about a variety of possible strategies for learning and
teaching;

7.

helping/facilitating teachers to develop their teaching (and learning) skills through
experiential group learning;

8.

encouraging teachers to try out new learning-centred methods;

9.

providing classroom support for teachers using the new methods and materials;

10.

providing feedback on lessons and additional ideas on how the lessons could be used.

The processes

used in these workshops

form the necessary inputs to achieve the kinds

of outcomes above which are in line with the required competences
COTEP document.

described in the

Valuable as these outcomes were, I had reached a point at which I

realised that despite all the verbal reporting of changes in the classroom, I still had no
way of really seeing and assessing what the changes were nor how I could evaluate
them. The next step was
information
interpetation

to analyse

all the data obtained thus far and to

would lead to some kind of solution.

The details of this analysis and

of the outcomes in terms of the development

from the interviews,

questionnaires,

see whether that

of the teachers as understood

lesson plans and diaries are given in the next

chapter. The way in which this information

led to finding

an instrument

for the

assessment of what teachers were doing in the classroom, is also documented.
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Chapter 5
TEACHERS' DEVELOPMENT: DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS;
DISCUSSION OF OUTCOMES

5.1 INTRODUCTION
Miles and Huberman (1994:12) have suggested an interactive cyclical model made up of
three streams of analysis activity with the researcher shuttling back and forth between data
col/ection, data reduction, and data display leading to conclusion drawinglverification.

They

have suggested that
qualitative data analysis is

a continuous iterative enterprise

reduction, display and of conclusion drawinglverification

issues of data

come into figure successively

as analysis episodes fol/ow each other.

The outcomes emerged from the process and were identified
various data from the diaries, questionnaires,
newsprint recordings
questionnaires

through analysis of tire

interviews and lessons as well as from

of workshops. Examples from the diaries (Appendix Dj and

(Appendix Ej together with transcripts of the focus group interviews

(Appendix

Fj, as well as examples of lessons (Appendix Hj, are presented in this

chapter. As

a result it became possible to develop a matrix for analysis of the

outcomes.

This is followed by a discussion

of the outcomes in relation

to the

aims of

this research.

5.2 DETAILS OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS PROCESSES
5.2.1 How was the data collected and analysed?

In the report which follows, I have tried to draw a thread through from the diaries to the
interviews to find corroboration. Negative findings have also been reported.
In the previous chapter, detailed descriptions were given of the workshop processes,
discussions as well as direct comments and quotes taken from the workshops as they
related directly to the teachers' methodology project. However, in order to answer the
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research questions posed in Chapter 1, a number of steps were taken at various times
throughout the project in order to gain greater insight into the changes that teachers might be
experiencing

in order to guide the on-going process. To instill some objectivity into the data

analysis, the initial coding and categorisation

of the diaries, questionnaires

and interviews

were conducted separately by three different groups of colleagues who all had some
understanding

of this research but had not been directly involved with it. This was a time-

consuming process and I am deeply grateful for their assistance.

5.2.1.1 Diaries

At the very first workshop, teachers were asked to keep a record of their feelings about
lessons they were teaching in school and to record their successes and failures. They were
also asked to record any lessons which they felt had worked particularly well. Overruns of
commercial diaries had been donated by a few printing companies and these were handed
out at this first workshop and then collected at the conference held in June 1995. At that time
teachers received a new diary which was collected at the last workshop of the year. All
teachers received diaries which were retrieved in varying degrees of completion.

Some had

filled in a comment every day, others only once a week. One teacher filled every other page
with lessons that he had been generating and using in his class together with comments on
their success. 10 of the diaries had sporadic comments only. Some teachers wrote letters in
their diaries expressing their gratitude for the programme.

The diaries reflected not only the desperation felt by some teachers at the conditions under
which they had to teach but also the gradual unfolding of the mediational style of teaching in
their classes. Some sample extracts are given below and further examples are given in
AppendixD.

1.

D1, (Fig. 5.1 - Fig. 5.2 ) a West Coast teacher recounted that on the third day of
teaching in the new year (actually two weeks into the term) she was given the Std 5
English class when she had only been teaching Stds 2 and 3. She felt totally
unprepared and inadequate. Her frustration was further fuelled when she was
overlooked for a position as deputy-principal. Although this teacher suffered greatly
through the year with personal stress, she managed tatum that initial unmanageable
class into something approaching a learning-centred

classroom.

The two extracts reflect this change.
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01: Fig. 5.1
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2. 02, (Fig.S.3) shows the change in teacher's attitude and pupils' approach to learning.

_____Ejg. 5.3

/

ctober 1995

WEEK 42

,/16 Monday
Dav (28~76)
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3.

03, (Fig. 5.4) this extract indicates the impact of the workshops on another teacher
from the West Coast.

Fig.5.4

APRIL 17 1995

10

4.

_.

_

04, (Fig. 5.5) shows that the teacher now allows pupils (iunior primary) to paste their
own pictures in their books.which they enjoy. She comments that previously it was
thought too "messy" for them to do themselves.

Fig.5.5

MAY 9 1995
19.00
NOTES

111!15

AUGUST

1995

SEPTU.IIER

1995

OCTOIER

11195

NOVEMBER

1195

OECEMIER

119~

The commonest themes found in the diaries were coded and categorised using colour
indicators to highlight and correlate the particular themes. An exemplary quote was chosen to
represent each category. Categories were named as far as possible according to criteria for
mediated learning. Other categories have been included to accommodate

extra information

and feedback. The percentage of teachers making similar comments is also given.
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Fig. 5.6 Categorisation of themes in diaries

Category

Quotes

Initial concerns and problems.

Reading is the problem, difficulties in
pronunciation, some '1.111
point to the \Wrd but
become shy to read. They do not learn.

Positive impact of classroom visits.

Imelda (Kondi, Lydia) visited to-day. The class
response was spontaneous. It makes it all
\WrthW'iile.

Mediation of: sharing and meaning.
Also independent learning.

%

Group\Wrkldiscussion
became a very valuable
lesson, most of the important facts came from
the children, they came up wth different ideas,
questions and answers.

80

79

78

Changes in attitude and performance of
pupils.

They (pupils) are proud of their \Wrk and so
am I. Subject advisor impressed.

77

Changes in attitudes of other teachers.

Preparation of June exams using ESST
methodology - the W'iole staff can see. They
are impressed.

77

Making do wth the existing resources in
the best possible way.

The fact that we did not have English
newspapers did not dampen our\Wrking
because we used the Afrikaans one. We just
cut it up. I felt like doing the Maths teachers
\Wrk - so excited I felt.

76

Increased pupil participation.

Oral lessons, pupils respond good. They like to
talk, doesn't matter if they are right or wong.
Now they have a chance.

75

Pupils' ability to solve problems
improves.

In problem-solving: children could not see the
difference nor draw a conclusion, but nowwth
explanation and mediation they can complete
the questionnaire on their OWl.

74

Evidence of a leaming-centred
environment.

Children love to v.ork wth newspaper,
especially W'ien doing maths, they enjoy
cutting and learn a lot wthout knowng it.

74

Realisation of the inaccuracy of labels.
Mediation of individuation.

In groupv.ork: "clever" ones not always the
best, disagree about lots of things; "dumb"
ones sometimes more inventive. They show
more progress.

73

Classroom research
Mediation of planning behaviour
Effect of feedback from pupils

When doing the research, pupils are able to
bring more information from home and other
places. I must keep on my toes to do research
too.

72

Awareness of self-change

I knew about group\Wrk, metacognition etc.,
these things I knew about but did not know
howto implement in my class effectively.

71
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Category

Quotes

%

Children take direct role and develop
their OWl understanding.

Choosing topics makes children eager to talk
because they see and hear much about it,
e.g. drugs

71

Mediation of transcendence
setting

Mediation lightens the children's ¥.{)rk as well
as my OWl. Going to make use of other
materials, find resources to convey relevant
material for teaching.

70

Continuous assessment hit in force to-day. I
am prepared. I showed the others that asked.
Together we share v.kIat I have already
learned.

70

and goal-

Understanding of implementation of
oontiruous assessment. Mediation of 9001setting and the value of planning and
preparation and sharing 'loAth other teachers

70
Teachers are learners too.

The pupils also taught me something
(actually a lot).

Mediation of individuation. Mediation as
methodology of choice.

Understanding

pupil learning

Mediation of competence
of belonging.

and a sense

I found out that there are some rather unusual
children in my class. I teach 150 pupils from
different backgrounds. Therefore my teaching
method should also be different. This
mediational teaching!

69

What a discovery I made! Many can solve the
hat problem. Fewcannot.

69

It is ¥.{)rthv.klile to be a teacher as now it
seems after all pupils do care.

68

5.2.1.2 Questionnaires

Insights gained from preliminary analyses of the diaries were used to inform the construction
of the questionnaires.
questionnaires

During the course of the third term, July to September, 1995,

(Appendix E) were given to as many teachers as could be reached. This

included all the 80 teachers who had attended the the conference in June 1995. At least one
teacher from each school received a copy. Questionnaires

were either returned by post or

collected at the workshops. Some were returned by the principals at the final meeting of the
year. While respondents were asked to name the school, they were not asked for their own
names. They were told that they were free to discuss their answers with their colleagues as
the questions were mainly open-ended, requiring comments.
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Of the 100 questionnaires

handed out 83 were returned but a few had to be discarded

because pages were missing or because information was incomplete or illegible. In the end,
76 complete forms were analysed. The distribution of answers in the various geographic
areas was very similar and therefore it was not thought necessary to analyse the
questionnaires

by region, with the exception of the question on parental involvement

(question 11).

This assessment

of responses to open-ended

questions was an attempt to access teachers'

awareness of their own cognitive and metacognitive

processes and also their application of

v

the criteria for mediation in their teaching. Further, it attempted to create an awareness of how
these changes in teaching had impacted on their pupils' learning and development.

The responses to the questionnaire were coded and categorised around the major emerging
themes in the same way as the diaries. As above, these were named as far as possible
according to the criteria for mediated learning. Some of the responses fell outside of the
expected outcomes, these are marked with an asterisk. The table below reflects these
themes in teachers' perception of the impact of the programme on their teaching practice.
The number of teachers giving the same or similar comment is given as a percentage of the
total number of participating teachers .

.The impact of mediation on the affective-motivational

behaviour of teachers was a huge

bonus. Teachers reported a "renewal of spirit" and the "will to carry on teaching with refreshed
enthusiasm". This very clearly linked to what teachers were saying in their diaries. The
support of the syllabus reflected the greater ease with which teachers were able to "get
through their work." This was unexpected as at the start, the lack of time for introducing new
ways was cited as a major stumbling block (see Chapter 4) for many teachers. It was only on
looking back that teachers realised what they had achieved and the relative ease with which it
had been done. The greater confidence that this led to is reflected in nearly all the teachers'
comments as well as in the diaries.
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Fig. 5.7 Categorisation of questionnaire themes and their impact on teaching practice

Category

Impact on teaching practice

%

Sharing in the staffroom.

YoOrkingwth other teachers easier

80

Sharing in the classroom.

helps wth groupYoOrk in the classroom

80

Sharing outside the school.

"'teachers benefit from sharing experiences
wth other teachers in their region

77

Lightening the teaching load.

*promotes ease of setting and marking
homey.ork

76

Feeling of competence.

*confidence

74

Goal-setting, monitoring and evaluation.

eases testing/assessment,
models for assessment.

Transcendence

improves lessons, more successful, able to
relate content to pupils' background.

73

Planning and goal-setting

lesson planning more effective because of
clearer goals

72

Transference of mediational teaching to
other domains

*encourages better use of materials across
all subject disciplines

70

Feeling of competence

*promotes enthusiasm for teaching.

69

Dealing wth novelty and challenge

promotes problem solving in the classroom
in all subjects not only in English.

70

Transference

to other domains

*supports the v.tIole primary school syllabus

67

Development of cognitive skills
and metacognition

promotes cognitive skills in teachers and
pupils - they think more about v.tIat they do.

67

Enjoyment of teaching

*enjoy using materials

66

Mediation of individuation

promotes better teacher/pupil interaction,
teacher relates to individual pupils.

57

in new teaching ideas.

74

helps develop

Negative comments:

Only 9 teachers altogether expressed some reservations in answer to question 9 and
question 11 but not one response was negative about the programme. The rest either left
question 9 blank or answered that there was nothing they disliked about the programme and
the methodology.

Question 11 asked for a rating from 1 down to 5. Nearly all the comments

were marked from 1 to 3.
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Fig.5.8 Comments in answer to questions 9 and 11:

Comment

No. of teachers

workshops too short, too few

2

workshops too long, too often

4

use of foreign language (English)

1

teachers miss workshops without giving
notice thus affecting feedback

1

workshops not multi-cultural

1

some teachers not ready for this

1

not enough classroom visits

2

not enough teachers/schools involved in
workshops

2

The comment about classroom visits wwas from Port Elizabeth teachers. This was a valid
complaint as, given the distance from Cape Town, there were fewer classroom visits to this
area than in the other areas.

The part of question 11, regarding parental involvement, gave a low percentage consensus
and demanded closer inspection because of our experience in the workshops. What was
found was that nearly all the Port Elizabeth and Khayelitsha teachers felt that parental
involvement

had not improved as a result of the workshops but that nearly half (47%) of the

West Coast teachers agreed that there had been some improvement in parental involvement.

This confirmed the workshop experiences of the facilitators (see Chapter 4).

Many teachers mentioned that principals should be invited to attend the workshops. In fact, this
had been done routinely but very few principals ever came other than to the workshops held
specifically for them. This remains a matter of concern for all of us.

The following table reflects the teachers' comments on their perception of the impact of the
workshops on their pupils. The positive impact of the materials on three aspects, English,
problem-solving

and graphicacy, of pupil performance has been positively reported on in the

IEQP impact assessment (a summary of this report is to be found in Appendix G). The
responses to the questionnaire were coded and categorised according to the major emerging
themes. As above, these were named as far as possible according to the criteria for
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mediation. Some of the responses fell outside of the expected outcomes, these are marked
with an asterisk. The table below reflects these themes in teachers' perception of the impact
of the programme on their pupils. The number of teachers giving the same or similar
comment is given as a percentage of the total number of participating teachers.

Fig. 5.9 Teachers' perceptions of the impact of the TMP on their pupils

Category

1mpact on pupils

%

Mediation of competence

children become confident

rt

Improvement

pupils learn to communicate

in communication in English

more easily,

76

especially in English, spoken and witten,
especially wth strangers
Transference to other domains

*reading improves as vocabulary improves

75

in all subjects
Pupils take responsibility for learning

pupils become more creative, imaginative, enjoy

74

problem-solving and independent v.ork
Mediation of sharing

pupils enjoy and benefit from groupv.ork

66

Performance improves

*spelling improves

62

More goal-direction and planning,

pupils complete tasks more efficiently

mediation of meaning

59

Better com munication

pupils ask questions more freely

62

Mediation of meaning

pupils follow instructions more easily

48

Development of cognitive awareness

pupils develop thinking skills, they can think for

and of self change

themselves

45

Although the focus of this research is the teacher, clearly the change that is aimed for
ultimately is to impact on pupil learning. Although much academic research has shown
that changes in pupils take a long time to develop (Feuerstein regards 200 hours of intensive
work as being the minimum), it is clearly apparent that some changes have already occurred
in these pupils after 10 months. The changing attitudes to learning and perceived
improvements

in achievement have contributed to real changes. A longitudinal study of these

pupils' academic careers would be necessary to answer these questions unequivocally.

Direct quotes are given below as examples of comments made by teachers which were not
incorporated

into the above grid. The respondents' code numbers are given in brackets as

often teachers made similar remarks. These were then grouped together.
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•

"The ESST teacher's methodology helped us to discover new teaching methods, and
make better use of group discussion, and pupil participation." (40,61)

•

"The pupils are given the freedom to choose, they set goals for themselves

and

motivate themselves and each other - the TMP workshops are a morale-booster."
•

(42)

".... helped me to teach English. It made my work easier and the children love my work."
(41,54)

•

"The lack of resources is no longer an obstacle because the skills are there to teach
with little resources."

•

......workshops

(43, 72)

stimulated us to go back to our own classrooms with new ideas." (32,

74,56,60)
•

"ESST methods encourage pupils and teachers to find their own solutions to problems."
(17,20,31,36,40,41,45,65,71)

•

"Pupils do their homework with parents, thus breaking the illiteracy." (15)

•

......workshops keep teachers striving for a culture of learning in their schools." (11,21,
33,42,44,53,66,70)

•

"I gained from sharing ideas with other teachers and I can now easily solve problems
which occur in the classroom."

•

(5,69)

"Things were discussed in the finest detail and teachers came to realise the importance
of their task." (4)

•

.....1could think more clearly and plan better." (6,37,55)

70% of the teachers stated that they were able to make better use of the materials and
explained that they often used one page in a number of different ways and exercises, for
example, a story might be dramatised, used for comprehension,

for spelling, for a test or for

grammar. Such examples will be given in the section on lessons.

The following diagram shows how the teachers' newly acquired skills and insights affected
classroom behaviour and, by implication, pupil performance. Pupil performance

had been

closely monitored over the last year through the IEQP evaluation (Appendix G). This
investigation

showed that while there were changes in the use of English which were

probably directly related to the use of the materials, it was quite likely that the changes in
problem-solving

and graphicacy were more closely related to the advent of the workshops in

conjunction with the materials. Qualitative changes such as the spontaneous

use of English

as classroom language by both teachers and pupils was in itself a sure sign that the
classroom had changed fundamentally.
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The qualitative changes described above could be summarised and viewed on a cyclical
flowchart where:
Teacher's

attitude changes

•

Changes

begins to model metacognitive

•

Changes

in pupil behaviour

pupil to teacher

•

again •

•

and attitudes

Some cognitive

attitude further enhanced

on

behaviour

in classroom

changes

environment

Cognitive

changes

to learning

in pupils

•

•

•

Teacher

in the teacher

Positive feedback

Teacher's

this results in further classroom

from

positive

changes and so

(Abel, ,1996)

The outcome of the workshopshas

been that teachers became question-posers,

gently

pushing themselves to elaborate, extrapolate and justify their answers to questions. Teachers
made changes from the start, gradually becoming more confident. There have certainly been
times when new approaches sat alongside old conventions without any apparent
contradiction
understanding.

as well as times that issues had to be revisited to ensure adequate
This was a clear indication of how the learning process was unfolding and

developing, and the need for continued mediation and support. We became more adept at
delivering the workshops and therefore changes were made in second and even third round
workshop deliveries. The fundamental processes and theories remained intact. In this way,
the qualitative changes became fully internalised so that the learning-centred approach based
on mediation spontaneously

became the methodology of choice which has been indicated in

the above extracts from diaries and questionnaires.

Clearly the learning-centred

approach to

teaching and the subsequent outcomes equate with and give substance to teachers'
understanding

of what a culture of learning actually means and how to achieve it.

5.2.1.3 Interviews

The attitudes and responses to the questionnaire

were used to formulate the questions in

these focus group interviews. The methodology of structured focus group interviews had
already been used successfully at the start of this research and it was used again here.
Direct transcripts of the interviews from the tapes and their analyses are to be found in
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Appendix F. These initial analyses of the interviews were done according to the major
emerging themes, using direct quotes to exemplify the themes in the same way as the diaries
and questionnaires.

The flowchart above served as an additional framework

for the analysis

of the interviews.

The interviews allowed spontaneous thoughts to be documented on tape; these were then
transcribed verbatim as presented in Appendix

F. All the interviews were done after school,

but on school premises, with the exception of the one for Laurie Hugo teachers in
Moorreesburg

on the West Coast which was conducted at the home of the teacher, Nico.

The schedule of interviews is given below. All the interviews were conducted at the end of
1995 from October to December. None of the teachers interviewed had been on courses with
otherNGOs.
Fig.5.10

Interview

Region

Schedule
No. of Teachers

Port Elizabeth

4

Khayelitsha

2

Paarl

3

Vredenberg

4

Piketberg

3

Moorreessburg

2

TOTAL

18
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In the selection of teachers, only Laurie Hugo school in Moorreesburg

had two teachers from

the same school interviewed, the rest were all from different schools. An initial larger number
were chosen for interviewing based on their replies to the questionnaire,
teachers were busy with examinations,

but many of these

marking or final activities for the end of the year which

was on December 8. The final group of 18 teachers interviewed represented more than 10%
of the the total which can be regarded as the critical minimum. Each interview in Appendix F
has its analysis at the end of the transcript.

In summary, all the teachers were able to justify choosing mediation as a classroom
methodology

as it made work seem easier, more exciting and rewarding; pupils showed

greater willingness to learn. It also helped teachers to communicate

with and understand their

pupils better. Some teachers found that they were able to mediate in other situations, for
example, in family disputes or learning situations, in community work and in their own studies.
In the diaries, there had been an initial sense of despondency, with lack of time and pupils
inability or unwillingness
overwhelming

to learn being major factors. In these interviews, there is an

sense of new-found confidence as a result of changes in teachers' attitudes, a

pride in pupils' successes as well as the security of knowing that "it works, this mediation".

Teachers showed that they were thinking about what they did in the classroom, developing
strategies for better thinking and sharing them with their pupils, that is, they were modelling
metacognitive

behaviour through the use of thought-maps,

Their understanding

of problem-solving

tables, planning and questioning.

and how to teach it improved, as well as their own

cognitive skills. Although this was not directly measured, it can be inferred from statements
like: "Haai, we did this yesterday in History, né?" I said," Yes, we did it. Okay, let's see what's
different and what's the same." (Paarl, Line 11). Each of the teachers in tum commented that
their own English ability had improved considerably, both as a result of exposure to the EPP
materials and through the workshops where they gained from practising with their peers.
Some teachers had taken to extra reading in English to make further improvements.
Teachers gave examples of situations where they were able to give a good account of
themselves in public and in English, where previously they would not have been able to do so.

The classroom environment changed from a silent, tense situation to a more relaxed
learning-centred

environment, noise notwithstanding.

Some teachers found it difficult to

change the physical environment since their classroom was used by others. These changes
were perhaps not always quite as described. One of the Port Elizabeth teachers invited us to
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see her class with pictures on the walls. Indeed this was so, but as reported elsewhere, the
children were sitting not doing very much, working on very old tattered EPP materials. On
questioning,

it transpired that the teacher had not had a chance to go through the newly-

arrived materials herself first and so was withholding them until she had - so much for
mediation. This was clearly a case of old ideas or frames of thinking sitting alongside newer
frames which is how Davis (1984) explains persistent errors which occur in children's
mathematical

~hinking. This problem was dealt with in the workshops.

Changes were reported in pupil behaviour, especially relating to their ability to work
independently,

on the one hand and to work creatively in groups, on the other. Problem-

solving improved. Research was being actively done by children and they were asking
questions in ways that they had never done before. The positive feedback from pupils led to
an increase in confidence of the teachers and spurred them on to greater efforts. In addition,
teachers reported huge gains in pupils' ability and willingness to speak in English and their
general academic performance. These comments supported the findings of the IEQP
assessment.

Peer mediation worked well, often to the surprise of the teachers.

The difficulties of working with other teachers in their own schools was still apparent but small
breakthroughs

seemed to be occurring, particularly in the area of continuous assessment,

especially in the Vredenburg and Piketberg areas where workshops on the topic had been
successfully

held by the ESST teachers. Some non-ESST teachers were still not ready to

hear about new things from colleagues and the fact that not all children in a school received
the EPP materials meant that some teachers did not see them either and were therefore not
interested in the workshops.

The effect of meeting with teachers from other schools at the workshops was very positive
indeed. Most teachers reported changes in the ways that they now assessed, changing the
style of questioning so that they could look for understanding.

In fact, a number of teachers

reported being asked to explain to their colleagues how the new continuous assessment
could be done.

Lastly, the role of the materials in schools was seen as pivotal for most teachers, they simply
changed the atmosphere in the classroom as well as the way pupils and teachers thought
about learning. The EPP materials encouraged pupils to work on their own, without the
teacher as well as in groups. The materials were relevant to pupils and formed a bridge from
the teacher into the child's own world of experience. Children immediately began speaking in
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English when they received the materials, no matter how broken. As one teacher
commented,

"nobody speaks language" (Paarl, Line 2).

For me, reading these interviews again after nearly 9 months, the most powerful message is
the voices of these teachers clearly expressing their opinions, justifying and supporting their
arguments with cogent examples on a number of important issues. These teachers are
completely different to the despondent, timid people I met when starting out on this
programme.

5.2.1.4 Lesson Plans

At the end of each workshop, time was given for teachers to develop lessons collaboratively
in their groups. Examples of a few of these lesson plans are given on the following pages
(Fig. 5.11 - Fig. 5.16). Most of the lessons plans were taken back to the schools by the
teachers for implementation.

Some were reworked, for example, the Lesson with Sweets,

shown at the end of Chapter 4, for inclusion in the Teachers' Guide.

Others were expanded upon by the teachers so for example, the Road Safety lesson (Fig.
5.13) at Diazville Primary, was expanded to an integrated lesson which was implemented in
the whole primary school. This area on the West Coast has a very high incidence of children
being knocked over by cars. In the end, the lesson was extended to a two-week module that
involved all the teachers and subjects in the school. It was not possible to include all the
examples and these are some of the more interesting ones. Even when the lessons were not
that creative, teachers at least began to think about what they were doing and started trying to
be more inventive and creative. This involved trying to find ways of involving all the pupils and
getting them excited about learning. The criteria for mediation and the cognitive map as well
as the cognitive functions were referred to when developing the lessons in the workshops.

Towards the end of 1995, the Port Elizabeth teachers from a group that had been working
together presented a thought-map of their characteristics

of a "Good Lesson" at the

workshop. The main points were circulated to other groups and a composite is presented
below:
Characteristics

•

of a good lesson:

lesson lends itself to group and individual work
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*

good pupil response and participation

*

time to think

*

goat-directed

*

organised, creative and well-planned

*

challenging

*

good atmosphere (buzz groups/noise)

*

interesting

*

within pupils' abilities

*

flexibility, respond to demands of the moment

*

teacher facilitates and mediates

*

good use of resources

(assessment too)

ideas, stimulating

Many of these ideas were later incorporated into the classroom assessment

instrument.

Changes in teachers' behaviour and attitudes was seen during school visits. For example,
just before Mothers' Day, children in a West Coast school were decorating paper plates to
give their mothers. In the class of the ESST teacher, children were working around tables
drawing, cutting and sticking pictures on the plates amidst great noise and mess. They were
showing each other what they were doing. In another class, the children were lined up and the
teacher was sticking pictures on each child's plate.The lesson depicted in Fig. 5.11 began in
reponse to Thami's plea for help as she had to mark 350 essays and therefore she was not
inclined to spend much time on creative writing. This plan was brainstormed at the workshop
with all the teachers contributing. What emerged was that the teacher should get the pupils to
decide on what criteria should be used to judge a good essay. Each criteria should be
assigned a value and then topics should be chosen. Parents could get involved in choosing
topics.

Groups of pupils would then write essays and the essays could be swopped around and
marked by the pupils according to the criteria and the values. The teacher could then take in
the marked essays and moderate them and discuss any issues with pupils in the next lesson. When this was put into practice, pupils' criteria revolved mainly around ideas that they
would like to read that were interesting, exciting and on the topic. However, when they had to
read and mark the essays, pupils had difficulty because of poor punctuation and/or spelling.
The teacher then explained the need for these to be included as criteria and in the end the
criteria were prioritised and some were given higher values than others. This lesson was
shared with other teachers and has been used often in various guises.
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The module in Fig.5.16 is the front cover of a three-week

module on rivers and water that

incorporated a whole range of subject areas (Geography, Science, Maths, Language) and
development

of different skills. These teachers used the opportunity to teach their pupils how

to make thought-maps.

The module included continuous assessment activities. The grabber

in this case was a series of pages from the ESST materials.

Fig.5.12 shows how some teachers were grappling with the idea of continuous assessment.
This page formed the basis of part of a workshop on continuous assessment

given by the

ESST teachers to other teachers in their school.

Fig. 5.14 and 5.15 are further examples of lessons. Fig.5.14 shows how a basically scienceoriented lesson could be linked to other subject areas while Fig.5.15 shows how big classes
can be made manageable through co-operative groupwork. Each group is assigned a different part of the history lesson to work on. In that way the teacher could move between the
groups and give assistance where needed.

Through these and other lessons, teachers became aware of the critical need for research
both by themselves and by the pupils. Sometimes this was difficult because of the distance of
the schools from libraries but in most cases, teachers found ways around the problem.

Fig. 5.11 Essays with
large classes (Thami- PE)
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Fig. 5.12 How to assess (Piketberg
Teachers)
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implemented in the whole school
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Fig. 5.16 Geography Module
on Water (Orleansvale
Teachers-Paarl)
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They became quite creative in accessing materials and often asked ESST to help.
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The lesson plans have given a clear indication of the teachers' development

into becoming

mediational teachers: Some moved forward faster than others but they all progressed. This
was an indication of the teachers' ability to transfer the theory, skills and experiences
new environment

and situation. Each lesson experienced

into a

in the workshops became part of

the teachers' own repertoire. They also appeared to be using the analytical framework of
analysing an experience, deconstructing
reconceptualising

it to find the meaning and then reconconstructing

a new model which they implemented

or

in their classrooms.

This can be seen as progress towards the construction of a theory of instruction by the
teachers as described in Chapter 1. Teachers developed an understanding

of the kinds of

skills and knowledge to evoke in learners as well as the processes required to do so. They
were developing the ability to put in place the actions necessary to activate learners' acquisition processes and also the ability to find the external sources that would facilitate the process. Teachers were slowly becoming able to reconceptualise

the curriculum from a strong

mediational foundation and should therefore be able to contribute meaningfully to the changes
in education taking place in South Africa.

5.2.1.5 Summary of data analysis

There is a clear path of learning and development expressed by the teachers. The main
themes emerging from the diaries, personal observations, are again visible in the
questionnaires
spontaneous

as considered thoughtful opinions and later through the immediate
responses in the interviews. Teachers have changed their daily routines and

enlarged their teaching repertoires in line with a newly-acquired

improved understanding

of

their pupils. Their own levels of confidence have increased through these efforts and through
the positive feedback from pupils and other teachers. Relationships both in and out of school
seem to have improved through the implementation

of mediational approaches. Teachers

seem to have become more flexible and adaptable in their approaches. The lessons trace the
mental development
cross-curricular

of teachers through very linear static lesson plans to non-linear creative

lessons with assessment ideas built in.

The problem remained that there was no way yet of verifying teachers' comments. Yes,
pupils' school results showed improvement as did pass rates but that could have been due to
any number of factors. There was no way of correlating what teachers said with what they
actually did in the classroom.
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So, clearly, the next step had to be to develop some kind of classroom observation and
assessment

tool. To do this, it was necessary to establish a grid which would link workshop

activities to teacher performances,

that is, those actions in the classroom which have

resulted from the workshop interventions.

5.3

DEVELOPMENT

Although

GRID

teachers had been open and honest in their comments and replies to

questionnaires
happening
again

OF AN ASSESSMENT

and in interviews,

in the classroom.

there was still

no means of really knowing what was

The lessons above reflected some of the thinking but

we had no real way of knowing if in fact these lessons were even used in the

classroom.

With this in mind,

a further workshop was developed in order to negotiate

with teachers the criteria by which they would be assessed in the classroom.

Goals for teachers were put

on the table with small groups of teachers in each area.

They then brainstormed

the manifestations

or outcomes they would expect to see as a

result of the workshops,

the kinds of things that they would want to see teachers

doing in the classroom.

Corroboration

of change in the classroom was vital. Their

views were collated and used to develop the table below.

The table was developed in order to show how the processes used in workshops resulted in
specific expected outcomes. These, in turn, were linked to the mediated learning tools
(criteria for mediated learning) which are the behaviours used by teachers that actively seek
to promote student thinking and learning. The goal of this research was that teachers should
internalise these criteria and be able to make them part of their repertoire of teacher
behaviours. All these processes led to performance outcomes which were themselves
manifestations
experienced

of the tools for mediated learning. As the processes may have been
many times during the course of the workshops, it was difficult to pinpoint which

exact processes led to which specific outcomes; rather, it was considered to be the effect of
all the processes experienced over a period of time although they have been separated out in
the process column.

The original intervention focused on the three primary tools for mediated learning, viz.
intentionality and reciprocity, meaning and transcendence,

without which no mediation can be

said to be taking place. In spite of this, from the data analysis above, teachers seem to have,
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FIG. 5. 17 DIMENSIONS OF CHANGE DUE TO IMPLEMENTAT10N - AN ASSESSMENT GRID

Tools for MLE

•
•
•

•
•
•

Planning
Intentionality
& reciprocity
Sense of
belonging
Novelty
Challenge
Individuation

.Transcendence

Processes

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Meaning

•
•

•

•

•
•

Sharing
Individuation

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Competence
Self-regulatior
of behaviour
Awareness of
self-change
Goal-setting
Optimistical
alternative
Transfer to
other areas
Sense of
belonging

•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance Outcomes

teachers have non-mediated
experiences at an adult level
teachers express opinions, ideas
teachers develop and expand
these ideas and opinions
teachers practise new skills in
collegial atmosphere
teachers explore their beliefs
teachers respond to challenges
and new ideas

teacher changes attitude and is:
well prepared
intentionally creating conducive learning
centred environment
giving pupils time to think and adjust to
new ways
making pupils feel accepted
arousing curiosity
challenging
beliefs
showing interest in each student

teachers plan mediated lessons
with pupils' levels and skills in mind
teachers link current learning
situations to their own lives and
experiences
teachers develop a clearer
understanding of the theories
of learnin·g

teacher increases repertoire and is
bridging the present to the past or to the
future
relating work to students' own
experience and real life
helping pupils generate rules

teachers practise the application
of theory to lesson development
teachers ask questions
teachers get feedback from
peers and facilitators
teachers develop understanding
of learning processes and
strateaies

teacher has better understanding and is
making meaning clear by using
deconstructive
strategies
allowing pupils to develop their own
understanding through questioning and
feedback

teachers learn to work in ftexible
groups
teachers share problems,
questions and activities
teachers respond to the
facilitator moving between groups
and listening
teachers share their individual
needs with the facilitator
teachers receive feedback about
appropriate and inappropriate
responses in a way that
encourages further effort
teachers develop models for
assessment and evaluation of self
and of pupils
teachers set future goals
teachers transfer skills to
other areas of work and life
teachers enjoy and look forward to
meeting other teachers

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

teacher is more ftexible and is
encouraging pupils to work in ftexible
groups where pupils discuss
problems, questions and activities
moving between groups, listening
responding
to individual
needs

•

•
•

Teacher develops self-etricacy and is
rewarding participation
giving feedback to both correct and
incorrect answers in a way that
encourages further effort
encouraging more effective goal setting,
planning by groups
enthusiastic and confident, generates
similar feelings in pupils.
helping pupils relate school to real-life
engendering a sense of belonging in
pupils

•
•

•

•

•
•
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over a period of 20 months, acquired all the tools for mediated learning as listed on the
previous page. Even the most recent ones, a sense of belonging and the optimistical
alternative, had been acquired along the way. Teachers achieved a sense of optimism as they
found themselves able to find solutions to their problems, they were enthusiastic

about

teaching, confident about their delivery and they had made themselves valuable and valued
members of their schools.

The sense of belonging to a group of like-minded teachers emerged strongly and teachers felt
able to engender this sense of belonging in their pupils. They made the classroom a place
where children wanted to be. In addition, many teachers, especially those in Khayelitsha and
Port Elizabeth, felt that they had been robbed of their real culture. This had been replaced,
they felt, with the previous regime's version of the real thing. The workshops awakened in
them the knowledge that they could now begin to regain or re-establish what had been lost
(cf. Skuy, 1996).

The mediated learning tools as described originally by Feuerstein et al. (1980,1991) have
been expanded to include other criteria that arose during the workshops, such as planning
and transfer. These dimensions of change due to the intervention are set out in the table on
the previous page. The processes are those described in Chapter 4 and relate both to the
tools for mediated learning and to the activities in the workshops. It is difficult to relate
individual experiences directly to the things that could be called performance outcomes as
generally a range of processes was experienced. The outcomes, however, link back to the
tools for mediated learning and reflect the acquisition of the cognitive functions and skills as a
result of the processes experienced in the workshops.

So the question remained,

how to measure classroom change Vllithoutaltering the atmosphere by just being
there?
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It was important to take the teachers through the evaluation process, going from selfevaluation to the evaluation of the pupils then to evaluation of the teacher in the classroom by
another person. It was felt that if the facilitators with whom the children are familiar went into
the class explaining that they would have a chat later, then the interference might be minimal.
The chat would be to confirm that the lesson is not a rehearsed performance and to gain
insight into pupils' opinions. A number of sweeps were envisaged to eliminate any possible
bias.

An instrument to be completed after the classroom visit was developed after consultation with
IEQP. This instrument had two parts on either side of an A3 sheet:
•

a component

list with each item graded from 1-5 for possible scoring as well as a

space for comments and
•

a thought-map

with icons representing each item with lots of space for comments. This

side was to be completed as soon after the classroom visit as possible with the
express intention of discussing it with the assessed teacher.

The grading could be done later in the day if necessary when there would be time to reflect on
the grades. The instrument was developed in conjunction with the ESST facilitators and a teacher
from the Paar1 group, after consultation with IEQP. A workshop was developed to introduce this
instrument to all the teachers and to refine it.

Workshop

12 therefore began with the teachers using a sheet called Feelings. This was a

page of faces showing different feelings and teachers were asked to mark those which
showed how they felt. They were asked to report back on why they chose a particular face.
Quite a number of teachers felt frustrated at the slow pace of change in their schools and in
the province. Some were anxious about money problems, particular1y since this was near a
month end. Others felt excited being at the workshop and hoping for some new ideas.

So why was this question

asked?

To focus attention on a very simple form of evaluation because as teachers, many of us
women, we are used to judging ourselves through the eyes of others. For example, we are
judged by the performance of our pupils. We asked the teachers, "If your husband says he
does not like your dress, you take it off and do not wear it again? Is that true?" "Yes," they all
laughed. One of the men said, "Yes, I choose all my wife's clothes. I tell her what to wear."
"So the same is true of teachers," said another, "we wait to hear what the inspector, the
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principal or HOD says about us and our work. They do not always know what we are trying to
do. We do not always do what they tell us now we know better and we can show results."

So again, the teachers were asked:

Is it important to you to be able to judge yourself?
They were not sure what was meant by this. It was explained that if one set oneself goals,
things one wanted to achieve in life, then in what ways or by what criteria could one measure
whether one had succeeded? These goals should be described in terms of oneself only, not
the pupils, not the school or anyone else, but the things one wanted to do.

In their groups, teachers tried to set up the goals they would like to set for themselves.
were all designed in thought-map
heart and wrote "understanding"

These

style around a central question or idea. One group drew a
in the centre with all the ideas radiating outwards.

Others

used the tree of knowledge and another group, a hand. Most just used a circle with selfevaluation in the middle. This took a considerable time as there were heated discussions
before they decided what exactly they should put down. The ideas focused strongly on
preparation and planning, on the one hand, and the classroom atmosphere, on the other.
Goals were mainly posed as questions, "Have I done my preparation thoroughly?" and "Did I
allow interruptions,

e.g., Have I allowed children to ask lots of questions?" Some goals were

given in statement form: "Be sensitive to see if the approach is working or not" and "Be
flexible enough to change methods and approaches."

In terms of classroom atmosphere, there were things like: warm, sympathetic, caring attitude;
create a conducive learning atmosphere leading to be approachable;

be confident or have I

been confident enough? Other goals focused on the nature of questions: "Have I asked
thought-provoking

questions? Do I listen carefully to children's questions and allow time to

think before getting in answers?" And very importantly, "Do I get embarrassed if I cannot
answer a child's question?" Also "Do I make sure that each child gets a chance to speak?"
Groupwork also featured strongly in looking at how the groups worked together, how they
were constituted and how their work was marked. The issues of checking on the necessary
skills, teaching aids and materials centred on having enough for all and getting the children
involved in the making and/or collection thereof.
Lastly, there was the caution: "Have you checked that your pupils have understood you, that
instructions were understood, that pupils find your lessons interesting and creative and instil a
love for learning?" Teachers felt that feedback from pupils was most important as if the pupils
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enjoyed the lessons and became confident then, as teacher, also felt confident and happy
that the right things were being done. Parents, they felt, should also be invited to comment.

These stated goals were drawn up into a self-evaluation instrument and given back to
the teachers to tryout and complete for themselves. (See Appendix H, Fig.1.10 & 1.11
for teachers' originals.)

Fig. 5.18 A Self-Evaluation Instrument
Goals for myself

Feedback

and

~

evaluation of pupils

O

evaluation:

•

Am I open to feedback from my pupils,

•

parents and other teachers?
Do I know if my lesson has succeeded
in achieving my goals?

~

evaluation by someone else

preparation:
•

Have I prepared thoroughly for the lesion
aSlessment using a variety of approaches

•
•

Do I have all that I need for the lesson?
Do I know which cognitive skills are needed and have I
taught them?

classroom

•

environment:

Is the classroom a _rm
and inviting
place lMlere pupils are accepted?

•

confidence:

and itl
(modalities)?

flexibility:

Have I taught with confidence and
generated confidence in others?

•

Presentation:
•

o

Has my 18S1on been clear, cre.tive

•

Have I allowed children to ask
question. and express opinions?
Hav. I been lenlitive
to know lMl.n I
am not lucceeding
and knowing how to
change direction?

.nd interesting?

The next step in this workshop was to examine some pupils' written work which teachers had
brought along as examples of how teachers were evaluating learning or thinking skills. Each
group chose a book from the pile randomly and was asked to explain the marks given and to
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ask each other questions about how else this could be marked, how else this could have
been answered,

how else the questions could have been asked to get an answer which

shows understanding

and any other questions that would open up for interrogation the

process of giving a mark as a contribution to better understanding

of continuous assessment.

For example, a group looked at an exercise which had asked children to "make sentences
with the new words (from a story)". An innocuous, common, but relatively meaningless
activity. Teachers decided that the words "so I can see that you clearly understand the
meaning of the word" should be added to the question. A multiple choice question on
comprehension

had added to it, "give a reason for your choice of answer". A junior maths

question on basic addition now asked the children to make up their own story sum and show
which operations they were using.

The object of this exercise, teachers decided, should be that if one was going to evaluate the
outcomes, the questions should be carefully considered. Happily, teachers could see the link
between the goals set in the self-evaluation

exercise and the outcomes in terms of pupil

performance.

The next step was difficult as teachers generally have shown great opposition to being
evaluated, assessed or appraised. It was necessary here to gain their full c~operation.
The introduction to the next section focused on this particular Teachers' Methodology

Project

and its funding. It was explained that today most funding was given on the understanding

that

a project would be evaluated to see whether it was succeeding in achieving its goals. So, for
example, we would be evaluated in terms of the teachers' achievements

in the same way that

they would, in turn, be judged by their pupils, achievements.

The rough draft of the classroom observation instrument was given out for discussion.
Teachers were told that they would be able to have the final revised version to use in their
schools with their peers for peer evaluation and discussion. They thought this was great. We
asked their permission to visit their classes to see for ourselves how the instrument worked,
with the proviso that any teachers who did not want us to come into their classes were free to
say so.

I asked to see teachers both on and off the programme so that we could get an idea of the
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differences and the degree of change. We told teachers that we would be coming to visit
classes during the following weeks but we did not say exactly when. Further, we explained
that these initial evaluations were being done to see how it would work and that eventually
evaluations would be done several times a year in order to measure progress over time and
also to even out any interference by having an observer in the classroom.

Even if teachers do prepare for the visits, it should be clear to the observer whether children
are used to a learning-centred

mediational classroom or not. Facilitators will also chat to the

pupils afterwards to get feedback. In any case, we only set general objectives at the start of
this project so teachers basically took us on because they either enjoyed the workshops or
enjoyed the day off school. The majority have stayed the course. The objectives were very
general like sharing ideas on mediation, and getting teachers to make a lively classroom so
that learning would be interesting, exciting and voluntary.

The idea was that if

we used mediation to drive the teaching of mediation, teachers

would choose mediation as a methodology
been quite hard

of choice.

The specific outcomes have

to pin down and the construction of this instrument has helped to tie

things together and define with reasonable accuracy exactly what
learning-centred

environment

and

a learning-centred

approach

we mean by a

to teaching, that is, a

culture of learning.

The dimensions of change table discussed earlier in this chapter was given to teachers along
with the draft assessment

instrument. Over the next weeks, feedback was sought and both

_

the instrument and the table underwent several changes before everyone was satisfied that
they would work. Sharing the instrument with teachers was an important step as it was
critical that teachers not only feel part of the process of establishing the criteria by which they
will be evaluated but actually make contributions to such evaluation instruments. Teachers felt
that this was certainly something they could now share with circuit managers and other
Departmental officials as a valid means of establishing a process for evaluation in their
schools. Teachers agreed with the dimensions of change, the outcomes and the classroom
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observation

instrument and felt these documents

embodied a framework against which they

could assess how much and how well they had changed. Teachers were given a copy of the
instrument to test out on each other.

5.4 THE CORE CLASSROOM OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT

Fig 5.19 Front page
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This classroom observation instrument was not intended to be completed during the lesson.
The observers had been trained to observe and then after the lesson to sit down and record
their impressions.

It was considered extremely important that these observations

be

discussed with the teachers for it to be a formative experience.

In all, 21 school visits, for the express purpose of observation, were conducted. Seven
teachers who had not been on our course allowed us to observe their classes while another
five were disinclined to do so. Of the seven, five teachers were receiving and using EPP
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materials. We also observed thirteen teachers who had attended the course full-time as well
as one teacher whose attendance had been a bit erratic. Teachers in three of the Port
Elizabeth schools were either at meetings or otherwise engaged so no observations

could

take place. The desks were arranged in groups and the EPP materials were evident in the
classrooms but no teaching was taking place.

A fourth school in Langebaan (West Coast) was engaged in a massive health campaign to
fight the worm infestation which is endemic to that area. This infestation prevents children
from growing and developing properly. It was possible only to talk to some children that were
in the class who indicated that they worked effectively in groups, though a few children
expressed a preference for individual work. They were hesitant in their English but were able
to communicate

clearly.

The observers were one of the ESST workshop facilitators and one of the Paarl teachers who
had worked with us on the development of the instrument. She spent her three month's leave
with us and was trained as an observer. Some visits they did together initially then they went
separately. Unfortunately a second sweep has not yet been possible as schools have been
on holiday (till October 1 in the Western Cape and October 10 in the Eastern Cape). I have,
however, no doubt that the findings will show the same outcomes.

The results of the INSET impact assessment through classroom observation are detailed
below. Criteria are numbered according to the numbers on the instrument. The lowest
average score, e.g. 1 would indicate the best compliance and the highest average score and
5, the worst.
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Fig. 5.21 Impact Assessment Results

Observation
Criteria

Teachers

1. Teacher creates
conducive learning
environment

ESST

Non-ESST

1.4

3.6

2. Use of materials

1.7

2.0

3. Teacher makes

1.8

3.4

4.

Comment
The ESST pupils and teachers very relaxed,
working well together. Non-ESST teachers still have
tense, strict atmosphere. One was relaxed but did
not engage pupils.
Two ESST teachers were not using interactive
materials, one of these made his own and the rest
used EPP. Five of Non-ESST teachers used EPP
but not reguarly and kept them in the cupboard.
One teacher made photocopies.

meaning clear.

Teachers were trying to make meaning clear. Some
ESST teachers were very successfU, used all the
mediational skills. Non-ESST teachers tried but
generally did not succeed.

Physical
arrangement
learners

Most ESST classes were in well fLnctioning groups.
The Darling farm school had pupils in pairs
according to standard. Some teachers were not
allowed to move the desks into groups. Only one
non-ESST teacher had groups but the pupils had no
idea of how to work in groups.

of

1.8

4.4

1.4

no score

6. Level of teacher
involvement in
problem

1.9

4.1

7. Teacher
questioning
skills

1.6

3.8

8. Teacher feedback
to learners

1.3

3.3

9. Use of language to
improve learner
understanding

1.8

3.8

10. Learner
communication
skills

2.4

3.4

5. Learners v-.urk in
groups

In the Darling farm school, the ESST teacher had pl4)ils
in pairs as fcu std's were in ale class. In another dass,
pl4)ils complained to the teacher when some of their
number <id not take an active pat
Most non-ESST teachers were directly involved in all
activities whereas only two ESST teachers were so
involved although other pupils asked for help when
stuck.
Although most ESST teachers only asked some
focus questions, they allowed time for thinking and
explored different answers. They also encocraged
research. Non-ESST teachers only asked closed
questions with no time to think.
Feedback from the ESST teachers was cons1ruc1ive
and encot.raged fu1her effort whereas non-ESST
teachers' feedback <id not encourage fu1her effort.
ESST teachers had insight into when code-switching was needed. Some used this only infrequently
as pupils' LI'lderstanding was good. Non-ESST
teachers sometimes used only English or home
language but not in response to pupils' needs.
~Is
in some ESST schools were more hesitalt in
their use of English than others but <id report back in
English. In the non-ESST dasses there was little
encouragement to speak English.
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COMMENTS:

1.

One ESST teacher with erratic attendance

scored mostly 4s and 5s whereas all the

other ESST teachers scored 1sand 2s with the occasional 3.
2.

Teachers all commented favourably on this process and felt that they learned a great
deal from the interaction, especially the post-lesson discussion. Goals became more
formalised,

"something to aim for". The non-ESST teachers all asked to be included in

future workshops and committed themselves to working with and learning from their
colleagues.
3.

There were some really exemplary lessons taking place. These teachers had not
known when the observer was coming and the children were plainly comfortable with
the methodology and very confidently did their research and discussions in English.
Where lessons (e.g. a Geography class) happened to be in Afrikaans, the atmosphere
and conduct were lively and exciting; similarly, in a Biblical Studies class conducted in
English at an Afrikaans medium school.
For example:

•

a class in Port Elizabeth had been doing research on President Mandela's history. The
pupils had been to the library and had accessed different information to that of the
teacher. The teacher had used different resources and made them available to pupils
who discussed the differences together with her. Teacher then showed the Mandela
family tree, then her own family tree and then asked groups to make one each for
themselves

and discuss these in their groups. They were asked to discuss where else

the concept of a family tree could be important. (These same teachers at a very early
workshop looked askance when asked how often they used the library.)
•

In another class, a teacher was doing revision on tenses by asking process questions.
Children were asked to think before answering. The teacher responded to incorrect
answers saying," Who can help her?' or "Do you agree?" and to some correct answers
he would say, "I'm a bit confused, I think it's wrong. Do you think so?" Pupils took great
delight in correcting him. The lesson was rounded off with a discussion around what the
present continuous tense has in common with Xhosa tenses. The pupils showed
remarkable fluency in English. At the end of the lesson, groups were graded according
to pre-arranged criteria.

•

At a Khayelitsha school, children worked in groups around sheets of newsprint with
coloured crayons, answering a comprehension

with questions like, "What would you do

with this information?" and "How would have handled this situation?" As the teacher
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commented,

"I want them to think about everything they see and to make sense out of

it."
•

At a lesson in Paarl, pupils were engaged in a geography lesson on the uses of water
and were able to relate the topic to their real-life experiences and they showed good
general knowledge. They discussed things in groups despite sitting in pairs as this
classroom was also used for other lessons and they could not move the desks.

•

At school in Citrusdal, the teacher made his own materials from newsprint and children
had made posters as they only receive EPP materials for the lower standards but made
very effective use of what they had. The lesson was an oral on the dangers of smoking
or premarital sex and although some discussion in the groups took place in Afrikaans
the pupils confidently reported back in fluent English. This teacher was mediating very
well at all times.

•

Another teacher used a controversial

but topical subject for research and discussion,

Crime, Drugs and how to stop them. Children had done individual research which they
brought to school where they were busy in groups putting their reports together with
newspaper cuttings and pictures.
•

In St. Helena Bay, teachers had worked together to develop lessons. Children watched
carefully to see if other classes did different things and asked for these to be shared
with them. Pupils had become pro-active in asking for particular topics to be covered in
class.

•

A Hopefield teacher evaluated learners' work regularly by peer group marking and pupils
also made use of self-evaluation

sheets.

This instrument is clearly a valuable resource and will certainly form the basis of further tests
for a large-scale assessment of the dimensions and degree of change in individual teacher
performance

in the classroom. This would lend itself to statistical analysis which is beyond

the scope of this thesis.

5.5 IN CONCLUSION
This kind of qualitative research leaves one with the feeling that it is really retrodictive rather
than predictive in that one looks for patterns and trends in the data when the research is
done. Looking back now at the cyclical flowchart on page 176 of this chapter in the light of the
later developments,

makes one realise that the flow was not linear at all but much more in the

style of a causal network as described by Miles and Huberman (1994). Immediately then the
path of development,

as well as those aspects of the innovation which led to developments,
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becomes clearer, as depicted below.

To explicate the results in terms of this model, one could say that the implementation
requirements

logically came first so that the size and scope of the innovation

related methodological
into existing

school

change requirements
conditions,

are placed, together with how they will fit

as antecedents

of some of the changes one expected to

see as teachers develop. The first of these changes were changes
towards

teaching.

implemented

This occurred not haphazardly

so, as a result, the classroom

and the

in the attitude

but because of the way the project was

environment

changed and teachers

began

to think about the ways in which they taught and pupils learnt. Metacognitve strategies and
the beginnings of cognition became evident in both the diairies and the questionnaires

as

well as in the structure of the lessons.

So where did administrative
of letters

and telephone

pressure

fit in? It occurred throughout the project in the form

calls to teachers exhorting them to attend the next workshops

and to discuss problems as they occurred. Even more powerful, was the effect of school
visits by the two facilitators and myself as well as "Uncle James", the main persona in the
EPP materials. Many of the teachers, especially in the very rural West Coast, had never
been visited by anyone remotely interested in what they were doing in the classroom. These
visits as well as having workshops in these areas created a real stir in the school
communities.

The IEQP assessment

suggested that the pupils in schools most accessible to the

facilitators improved far more than those further away in Port Elizabeth. When this
information was shared with the Port Elizabeth teachers at the June 1996 conference in
Kimberley, they immediately determined to do more on their own and have since organised
two full-day workshops of their own to which they invited the HODs and subject leaders from
each of their schools. The other teachers are now ready to learn from their colleagues.

The conferences

provided unique opportunities

for teachers to meet with experts on

teaching and learning, an opportunity to express themselves in public and to meet with
teachers from other areas. For many, as indicated in both the diaries and interviews, the
June 1995 conference was the first time that they had sat with people from other race
groups. It was an extremely powerful influence and teachers left the conference fully
motivated to introduce new teaching practices based on new insights into teaching and
leaming.
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It could be postulated that the mechanism at work here was that if the pressure were
maintained then there would be a greater likelyhood of new learning being kept visible and
salient. This in turn would increase the chances of transfer taking place.

After the initial implementation

(approx. the first 6months), the deeper changes began filtering

through, as evidenced in the diaries and later the questionnaires.

The processes experienced

by teachers at the workshops led them to expand their methodological
(teachers had new things to try out in the classroom) and everyday

repertoires

classroom

practice

began to change. Teachers verbalised these changes but they were hard to verify until the
classroom observation instrument was developed.

Fig.5.22
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These classroom

observations

proved to be extremely effective not only in monitoring

change but also in producing more goal-directed
into the administrative

Pupils' attitudes

changes. These classroom observations

frt

pressure slot since they create a very focused form of school visiting.

to the changes,

an increase in their willingness to participate in the new

style of learning and their resultant improved performance in school tests impacted positively
on teachers' attitudes to teaching. These changes were reported on with pride in the
interviews by the teachers and reflected the use of some cognitive and metacognitive
strategies by the pupils. These practices had further consequences.

An expanded

repertoire led to relational

changes (e.g. a willingness to share new knowledge

and skills with other teachers, principals on the one hand, and a new openness and
understanding

of pupils and their problems, on the other) and in some cases, the new

routines were expanded into teachers' home-life and community activities bringing about new
relationships

in these areas. But repertoire expansion also led to better understandings

of

teaching and learning situations, classroom dynamics and the role of the teacher in this
learning-centred

classroom. Better understandings

of the roles of departmental

officials and

the possible roles in schools for parents were also identified in the questionnaires.

Finally, together with repertoire expansion, changes in classroom practice and pupils'
attitudes lead to increased self-efficacy,

that is, the belief that as a teacher I am more skilled

at doing the right thing things and therefore I feel good about myself professionally. This links
right back to Feuerstein's theory of structural Cognitive Modifiability (1980) and the belief that
human beings are all capable of modifying themselves in response to internal and external
. experiences. Cognitive development has underpinned the progress from leaming through
development of all these areas described above.

So how then do

VIle

arrive at the final deepest set of outcomes?

After a good deal of implementation of mediational teaching in the workshops,
seated core attitudes

firstly deep

changed and teachers were able to recognise that they had learned to

be more flexible and to trust pupils to work on their own and in groups. These changes come
from better working relationships with peers and pupils.

Secondly, teachers learned through improved understandings,
extent, relational changes to reconceptualise
classroom, as a process-oriented

self-efficacy and to some

their role as mediator and facilitator in the

rather than product-oriented

teacher.
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Thirdly, the transfer came about mainly from self-efficacy (the assumption

is that if I feel

better about my competence, then the more likely I am to try my new ideas and practices in
other areas of work or life.) but also from understandings
new opportunities

for practising implementation

related areas. Self-efficacy

and repertoire changes that open

in other subject domains as well as other life-

probably has an effect on core attitude changes as it filters

through effective transfer and role construct changes.

There may well be other models that fit the data but the performance outcomes delineated
with the teachers, seen against the background of the classroom observation

instrument,

strongly indicate a high level of coincidence with this model. Further, if one looks at the goals
set out at the start of this research and the outcomes achieved, these again support each
other as well as the spiral model of development

postulated in Chapter 3. This causal network

gives a clearer understanding of how the different attributes of the research project impinge
upon and interact with each other leading to the various outcomes.

In the final analysis, the goals set out in Chapter 1 have largely been achieved. Firstly, for all
the teachers a learning-centred

approach to teaching with mediation as the driver became the

methodology of choice although the degree of implementation varied. Teachers did emulate
the model presented to them during workshops and transferred it to other domains.

Secondly, the teachers were aware of the how and why of mediational teaching and used
mediational process questions in their teaching practice. Metacognitive strategies were
evident in both the approach of many teachers and also in their pupils. These strategies were
used in the development of classroom materials and lessons.

Thirdly, teachers were teaching effectively where they were and with what they had available
though the level of implementation varied from school to school. Some teachers were
practising team teaching and quite a number, especially on the West Coast and in Port
Elizabeth, were now beginning to share the methodology in a more formal way with other
teachers, both in their own and in other schools.

Lastly, the processes have been replicated effectively and also expanded upon in a number of
other areas in South Africa. In the Northern Province, there are currently 140 schools on the
programme. The Northern Cape in particular has this year (1996) seen the distribution of the
EPP materials into every primary school in the province and workshops have been conducted
with approximately

4S0 teachers in 11 areas of the Northern Cape. In addition, workshops

have been held with Departmental officials and the two ESST facilitators have worked closely
with the Kimberley Teachers' Centre on their INSET programmes. Five teachers' newsletters
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have been sent to the 2 000 primary school teachers during the course of the year in order to
reach all the teachers on some level and initiate a dialogue. The highly successful June 1996
conference was held in Kimberley with an attendance of 280 teachers which included a 60
strong contingent from the Western and Eastern Cape. This initiative in the Northern Cape
was successfully

externally monitored and evaluated by the Joint Education Trust.

Teachers have been contributing over the last twenty months to a community-authored

teachers'

methodology to be published during 1997. This will be a first in South Africa. Other spin-offs from
this project have been that teachers have become more pro-active in their dealings with their
provincial Education Departments and should be able to contribute positively towards the new
curricula currently being developed. It is perhaps also worth noting that in the current climate
of retrenchment

packages and redeployment

in the Western Cape only five teachers on the

programme have left the profession and accepted the retrenchment

package.

In terms of theories of language acquisition, expertise and intervention there can be absolutely
no doubt that this methodology, based on cognitively enhanced learning-centred

materials,

works remarkably well. Teachers who could barely utter a few words of English are now
conversing like experts and children who had difficulty expressing themselves even in their
home language are doing likewise.

Thus it is now clear that teachers had understood at least some of the underlying processes
involved in comprehending
understandings

and learning from text and that they have drawn on these

in order to construct their own texts and lessons. It therefore remains only to

describe a theory of instruction with three major elements as postulated in Chapter 1.

These elements would include a description of the kind of expertise we wish to evoke in the
learner and of the necessary processes and skills employed during knowledge construction
and some prescription of the minimal essential actions to be taken by a teacher or instructor
in order to activate learners' acquisition processes using appropriate external sources of
information as has been clearly described and elucidated in the body of this thesis.
So, in the words of one of the teachers, "it works, this mediation!"
This chapter has recorded and analysed the path of the teachers' development
mediation

and the framework for its implementation.

Chapter 2 documented

the

workshop processes

and their analysis. The whole project, together with the research

outcomes, proposals

for future development

pulled together in the final concluding

and the limitations

of this research are

chapter.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.1 OVERVIEW
The description of the intervention
the teachers' development
enthusiasm

in the previous chapters provides details of the path which

mediation followed, from isolation to participation,

and from feelings of inadequacy to feelings of confidence.

view of change as a new paradigmatic

from negativity to

Fullan (1993) offered a

dynamic shift or joumey offering an alternative way of

thinking about change. He has suggested that the unfolding process is a non-linear process of
discovery leading somewhere down the line to the development of a vision by grassroots
individuals (see Chapter 2). Senge (1990) has also suggested that starting out with a vision
may very well impede its development.
risk that the understanding

This research took a calculated risk, but nevertheless

a

of these two researchers would prove to be true. The analysis of

the data, viz. diaries, interviews, questionnaires

and lessons has provided deeper insight into

this journey of change in these teachers' lives and their subsequent cognitive and professional
development

leading ultimately to a vision of what a culture of learning means and how to

implement it. In addition, the processes used in this research could add to the understanding
of qualitative research and its implementation.

The academic underpinning of this intervention was largely based on Feuerstein et al.'s
(1980,1991)

criteria for mediation embedded in the ESSrs

through text. These were combined into a learning-centred

methodology,

i.e. mediating

approach to teaching. The rationale

for such an approach has been explicated in previous chapters. From an instructional
view, however, research has indicated that two conflicting assumptions

point of

persist. The first,

according to Lowery (1980, p:279), contends that
researchers

are continually confronted with the problem that not enough of the good

instructional

techniques have been identified, described or organised in a way that will

allow the researcher to reproduce them on

a consistent basis.

The second is that cognitive development can only be achieved through add-on external
means. Feuerstein et al. (1991) and Perkins (1992a), to some extent, contend that practice of
thinking strategies in a content-free
content-domain.

manner will lead to transference of such strategies to any

This research has, I think, clearly indicated that neither of these assumptions

is wholly true.
Cognitive process instruction can be achieved by teachers by creating the intellectual
environment

in which mediational teaching develops and ultimately flourishes. Transference of
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the cognitive skills into content domains does not happen spontaneously.

This transfer of skills

must actually be part of a deliberate strategy to introduce cognition and metacognition
classroom. It must be mediated, modelled, supported and encouraged

to the

and it will only develop

over time with practice as has been shown in this research. The issue of support is
complicated

by the vast physical distances to be covered in order to support teachers during

this process. There is a definite role here for Departmental

officials if they would be willing to

be part of this learning process. (This is on the agenda for the Westem Cape intitiative to be
implemented

in July 1997.)

A number of researchers,

including Collins et al. (1989) and Anderson and Roth (1989), have

described methodologies

for teaching which include modelling, coaching and scaffolding.

methodology

developed

in this study used similar tactics for sharing experiences with teachers.

Teachers then transferred,
methodology

The

initially under guidance, but later on their own, both the tactics and

to their own classrooms with the gradual fading of mediational support.

Feuerstein (1993) has used this gradual withdrawal of mediation as a measure of the success
of the mediational

intervention.

Informal visits to schools during 1997 have shown that teachers have continued to use
mediation as a methodology

of choice. The Port Elizabeth teachers have formed a committee

which meets regularly to discuss issues and to arrange workshops.

In most of the schools, all

the teachers are using the materials. For example, the Xhosa language teachers have adapted
the materials for their classes by tippexing out the English and photocopying

the pages so that

their pupils can fill them in Xhosa. Negotiations are in progress to enter into an alliance with
the Eastern Cape Education Department. On the West Coast, groups of schools have
contacted ESST for workshops on specific issues such as continuous assessment,

remedial

teaching and the new curriculum. The relationship of the Khayelitsha schools has been
complicated

by the advent of the Thousand Schools Project in 1996, despite this, the

association with the teachers has continued to grow.
Undeniably, many of the teachers on this project may have had limited and perhaps even
faulty knowledge of their subjects but with fresh insights they began to recognise whatever
these deficiencies

might have been and took charge of rectifying them themselves,

for someone to offer help. Teachers developed an understanding

not waiting

of the learning processes

gradually and as a result came to realise that they too are learners on a path to development.
This has led to teachers becoming researchers and encouraging

their pupils to do likewise. In

addition, teachers developed a firm grasp of what a culture of learning means in practice as
well as how to establish such a culture in their classrooms.

From the outcomes discussed in

Chapter 5, it is clear that the spiral of learning and development

discussed in Chapter 3

presents a viable model for understanding the pattern of teacher development. At least a
dozen participating teachers have had promotions this year.
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I have tried as far as possible to identify, describe and organise the instructional
such a way that they may be reproducible.
been to reduce the voluminous

techniques

in

This was an aim from the outset. The difficulty has

research data to a manageable

have achieved both these aims. Statistical tests of significance

form. I think in some measure I
can be thought of as a way of

telling the reader how seriously to take the outcomes. However, in a qualitative analysis,
Patton (1990) suggests that the analyst must clearly report her opinions and judgements
credibility of an outcome or finding in order to guide the reader's understanding

of the

and to allow

the reader to draw her own conclusions.

6.2 THEORIES
Arising out of the discussion of the theorists with teachers, I realised that there are a
number of areas which are not completely covered by the theories used in this
research. As a result, there is a need to try to describe and develop a theory to explain
some of the experiences.

6.2.1 Language
Firstly, we find ourselves in South Africa in the situation where so many people are
communicating

in a second or even in a third language, sometimes even a fourth language,

which is English. While it is recognised (Lemmer, 1996) that there is a need for people to use
their own languages and to develop cognitive skills in that first language, equally there is a
need for people to be able to communicate with each other on a level that has a strong
cognitive base.

In other words, a level where there is a full understanding

of the language and

implications. This is possible only with a new kind of text layout which in itself facilitates the
process of learning from text. Probably the most common language in South Africa at the
moment is English. So there is a tremendous need for texts that are used in the classroom to
be deconstructed
condescending,

in such a way that they appeal to a reader at an appropriate

level without

without using baby talk, but at a level at which the text is deconstructed

sufficiently so that readers can understand that text on their own and so that they are not
prevented from getting to the meaning of the text because of the difficulties imposed by the
text itself. To this end, the graphics, the pictures, become an integral part of the text as part of
that explanation,

supporting and developing the meaning that is underlying the text. In other

words, the text itself acts as the mediator. The implications of this for South Africa are
enormous if one recognises the huge numbers of learners to be reached.

Despite the caution by Dansereau (1985) that materials cannot meet the goals of all learners,
this study has shown that it is indeed possible and practical to focus on the intellectual
development of the teachers and their pupils using cognitively-enhanced

materials as the link.

Teachers' ideas were fed into the development of the materials for both pupils and teachers
and these in turn stimulated both the teachers and their pupils to greater efforts.
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Secondly, the learning-centred

classroom creates a forum in which the teacher and the learner

can interact more or less as equals.
teacher is all-knowing

Obviously they are not equals, but the idea that the

and all-powerful

and the fountain of all knowledge intimidates the new

learners to a point at which they subconsciously

feel: "I must learn everything that my teacher

says. I must learn if off by heart because otherwise I cannot be equal to the task which the
teacher has set me." The integration of graphics and text performs a mediatory role in this
learning process.

Feuerstein describes a human mediator.

situation, the overwhelming

However, in the South African

number of children to be educated precludes us

(a)

from training every teacher to be a mediator, or

(b)

from ensuring that every child has as its God given right or as its civil right access to a

mediator.

Neither option is practical or feasible in the South African situation.

This research has shown

that it is indeed possible to develop text that can act or promote the mediatory role and they
can reach students and teachers all over the country fairly easily and fairly inexpensively.
These materials have filled an enormous hole in the learning cycle. It is the materials that
create the platform for joint learning and close the learning-centred

circle of teacher, pupil and

task. The lessons learned from the experience with the teachers in this study have lead to the
production and publication of a Teachers' Guide (May 1997) which will begin to fulfill this need
for mediational texts for teachers specifically.

6.2.2 Mediational

Theory

Vygotsky described the zone of proximal development as the differential potential between
where a learner is now and where the learner could progress to with the help of a mediator. At
this point, I feel inclined to say that we need to look at the proximal zone of development,

that

is the zone around the learner (this could be the teacher as learner or the pupil as learner).
That zone includes the teacher, the text, the classroom, the peers, all the attributes which
assist those learners in learning and in achieving the maximum potential that they are capable
of. In this way we describe the approach we are trying to develop, that is a learning-centred
approach, which again includes the learner, the task, the material, the teacher, the classroom,
the peers and everything surrounding that particular leamer, whether the learner be the
teacher or the child.

Further, the Vygotskian idea that knowledge is constructed

through social negotiation and

interaction, and that people learn more through peer interaction and expert teacher guidance
than when they are alone, is directly related to the way in which this research guided and
directed the teachers' learning and development

in what Collins et al. (1989) have called a

"culture of expert practice". This practice refers to the creation of a learning environment
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which the participants

actively communicate

about and engage in the skills involved in

expertise, where expertise is understood as the practice of solving problems and carrying out
tasks which, in this instance, has been called a learning-centred

environment

as it includes the

teachers and the learners involved in the learning process.

Further, this study has shown that cognitive strategies can be successfully
in a non-subject

taught and learned

specific domain, provided that the learners are supported when they transfer

the strategies to their own subject-specific

domains. This has meant that a wide range of

teachers can be reached despite the fact that they come from different subject disciplines.
Again this methodology

allows for going to scale rapidly and effectively. This study has shown

that mediation at the level of the deconstruction
mediational

of complex ideas together with the provision of

graphic texts, raised teachers' awareness of the existence of an alternative

approach to teaching and awareness mobilised the will (Gattegno,
adept problem-finders

and problem-solvers

1976). Teachers became

and were able to recognise where they need to go

and to find ways of getting there.

The explicit use of Feuerstein's criteria for mediation as a conceptual framework
accommodated
metacognitive

a wide range of factors which affect cognitive performance,
awareness,

such as

motivation, cognitive styles (Lidz, 1987; Sternberg,

criteria were used effectively to analyse teachers' diaries, questionnaires

1986). These

and interviews.

Haywood's mediational teaching style contributed directly to the style of the presentations
teachers and underpinned

their classroom performance.

al.,1991), once they were deconstructed

to

The cognitive functions (Feuerstein et

and made accessible, proved to be useful and

workable as was Feuerstein's cognitive map in the construction

of lessons. The use of graphic

organisers allowed teachers to explore new avenues of thinking in non-linear and creative
ways. It freed teachers from the strictly linear presentations

they were used to.

This new thinking by teachers led to the creation of an exciting way of dealing with the thorny
issue of teacher evaluation since the thought-map of evaluation criteria and scoring need not
be used in the class directly but rather with the teachers after the class, in a negotiated and
democratic way. While this study has shown that using mediation to teach mediation is
practical and effective, it can only be done if special care and attention are given to the
variables which include a sound theoretical foundation,

planning

as well as flexibility in

planning and time for discussion and reflection.

The table on the following page sums up the purpose, assumptions, content and
processes of this research and contrasts them with traditional approaches to
educational change. It is these differences that make this approach so useful. The next
section of the chapter outlines some of the further applications of this approach that
have been implemented since the research was started.
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Fig. 6.1 Traditional approaches and Mediational/experiential Approaches

I

Traditional
PURPOSE

I

Mediational/experiential

Knowedge acquisition.

Attitudinal/cognitive/behavioural change.

Change: rational through
standardisation.

Change: rational, emotional, socio-cultural through
awareness and experience.

CONTENT

Public, given, content know edge
and espoused theories.
Theory and practice: Discrete
and implicit.

Besides traditional, also personal, problematic,
~roces~ented
knowedge;
spoused and theories-in-use t~ether with
outcomes.Theory and Practice: xplicit and
integrated.

PROCESS

Didactic and abstract.
Non-life related.
Individual.
Instructor as expert.
Leamer passive and subordinate.
One-directional.
Not supported by appropriate text.

Dialectic, mediational and experiential.
Life-related.
Collaborative, holistic and personal.
Instructor as facilitator/mediator.
Leamer active agent.
Multi-directional.
Supported by appropriate mediational texts.

ASSUMP110NS

6.3 THE WAY FORWARD FOR THE TMP AND THIS RESEARCH
6.3.1 Introduction

When this research was started, the country had just embarked on its first democratic
government

election. It is now almost three years down the line and the government

as are many new bills relating to education and the new dispensation
South Africa. The National Qualifications
implementation

of Outcomes-based

of the discussions

is in place

for its implementation

in

Framework has been established and the

education is about to begin. I have been involved in many

at Learning Area Committee level and with various provincial Departments

of Education and the situation has been likened to a house that has just been exposed to an
earthquake -

it is falling down in places and people are trying to fix it. Some people are

moving out while others are moving in. Without a sound theoretical foundation and proper
planning and flexibilty, the situation could become chaotic.

The relationship

of this research to the changes in education in this country in the last two

years has been most interesting and gratifying. Through my experience in schools, what has
become apparent is that with the introduction of the NQF and the aBE there has been a
change in the attitudes of the TMP teachers. Many have taken responsibility for their own
development.

They have become innovative and although their schools still receive material, I

have only gone to schools where I have been invited. It has mainly been to dicuss the role of
the aBE in relation to the use of the materials and classroom implementation

of the aBE.

Therefore I have been forced to explore this relationship. The ground has really shifted
dramatically in the last year with the pilot implementation

of aBE in Grades 1 and 7 looming in

July 1997. (This changed in August 1997 to grade 1 only.) What has also become apparent to
me is that the National Education Department is focusing on the outcomes and by extension,
the learning programmes to teach the outcomes.
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This research has shown that given the appropriate

inputs, the outcomes are allowed to

emerge. The Learning Adventure Teachers' Guide (Abel et al., 1997) is a distillate of many of
the ideas that emerged from this research, especially in regard to large classes and groupwork
and most of all, how to start where the learner is. One cannot start with the outcomes, the
endpoint of a process cannot also be the driver of the process. There may well be other ways
of reaching the outcomes but this research certainly is amongst the most accessible. This
research has particularily
conceptual mediational

lent itself to the implementation

of the two research strands, i.e. the

framework and the experiential framework.

Although this second framework was not used explicitly in the research implementation,

it has

latterly become more important in helping to locate the research as it provides the hook into
people's own backgrounds

and experiences.

Further, if one looks at the outcomes in the

Curriculum 2005 discussion document published by the National Department of Education in
April 1997, the critical outcomes can easily be linked to this research. The three most important
ones are:
Learning Area Committees are trying to design
•

linking to the background and experience of learners, i.e. the socio-cultural context of
learning;

•

finding a balance between group and individual learning and teaching;

•

showing the utility of what is being taught or learnt.

This research has shown that the TMP has done exactly that.

6.3.2. Where is the TMP now?
The TMP has already been running in the Northern Cape Province since 1996 in conjunction
with the Northern Cape Education Department. The two facilitators working there have become
active contributors

to the implementation

as already mentioned,
Cape Education
Development

of the new system. In the Western Cape, the ESST,

has entered into an alliance with three other NGEOs and the Western

Department. This will test the strength of the Spiral for Learning and

as a model for implementation

in schools and in the implementation

of

Curriculum 2005. Shortly, the ESST will be entering an alliance with the University of Port
Elizabeth (Cence) to produce a distance learning module for a Further Diploma in Education in
language teaching and leaming based on the thinking and research in this dissertation. Before
the end of 1997, the TMP will be initiated in the Northern Province.

Some of the workshop interventions have been altered to accommodate

Curriculum 2005 and I

am currently developing a new approach to the development of materials appropriate to the
new dispensation.

Further, the core classroom observation instrument will be used this year as

part of a peer teacher evaluation programme in the Northern Cape and Western Cape
initiative.
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6.3.3. What other applications of this research are there?
The thinking and experience gained from this research have been used to suppport a basic
adult education

distance learning programme

(to start July 1997) and the Matriculation

Support

Programme (MSP) which has been running since 1995. The MSP involves both the teachers
and the students in a series of workshops that focus on learning how to learn (Abel and
Mqamelo, May 1997) and aims especially at establishing

student learning teams. The use of

the learning teams is also the basis of the adult education programme and will also form part
of a new intervention

for teachers of pre-school children. In terms of my own growth and devel-

opment, coming to grips with what it really means to mediate at the level of deconstruction

has

been the most important outcome.

6.4 A FINAL WORD
Jansen (1997) has said that OBE is doomed to fail in SA for a number of very real reasons.
However, OBE is not going to go away, it is another problem for which solutions have to be
found and there is a moral obligation to South African society to make it work and much of this
research is able to provide answers to some questions surrounding the implementation

of

OBE. Amongst the reasons that Jansen (1997) cites, are:

•

The language of aBE is too complex

This is true. The Teachers' Guide has already begun to mediate at the level of deconstruction
of this complex jargon-laden

innovation and future series will continue the work. The

involvement of the Department in this is critical and work in this direction is beginning.

•

The staggering leap that teachers are expected to make

It is here that this research can make its greatest impact because the leap is staggering and
teachers are not prepared in any way to do this; but the combination of materials that the
ESST can produce, the workshops and processes can inform colleges about the kinds of
processes necessary to achieve the kinds of teacher development needed for this system to
work. It can also inform INSET programmes such as in the Western Cape initiative.

•

There is a fundamental contradiction in insisting that teachers (and pupils) use

knowledge creatively only to inform them that the outcomes are already specified.
The linkage between the the two frameworks, the mediational and the experiential enable one
to understand the need to start from where the learner is. These ideas could be be
communicated

•

to the Department.

There is a lack of contextualisation of outcomes

The contextualisation

is left to the teachers, which may be burdensome in the beginning, but it

is in line with the three main critical outcomes described earlier.
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•

There is a lack of real understanding of continuous assessment

This has mostly come to mean continuously

assessing, as reported in some of my early

workshops and by Lucen et al. (1997), and has been addressed

by this research.

•
The implications of the implementation of a cross-curricular programme for school
structures
These implications

are grave because curriculum innovation and school structure are

inextricably intertwined. Thus far, no provision has been made for the far-reaching

changes to

structure. After all, if one is teaching in an integrated way what is the role of the subject
teacher and the subject advisor? How will children move through the system if they are to be
allowed to progress at their own pace? These issues could be addressed through the
provocative questions that have been used in this project.

•

Children do not learn outcomes

This is important because of the emphasis placed by the Department on writing learning
programmes for specific outcomes. This research has contextualised

the way in which

outcomes may be achieved with special emphasis on the critical outcomes: utility, groupl
individual and socio-culturallinkages.

The specific outcomes are firmly located and explained

in all the materials that have been produced for teachers (Teachers' Guide 2, in process, and
Northern Cape Teachers' Newsletter, June 1997). Teachers using the mediational, experiential
frameworks are automatically

•

able to work towards achieving the outcomes.

This new system requires teacher development

This is required in order to understand and implement effectively the new forms of assessment
and classroom management,

engaging parental support and involvement in the development

of learning resources to support the innovations. It is the nature of this teacher development
. that is critical. Teachers' need to be allowed to experience the new methodology for themselves at an adult level before implementing

it in the classroom. They also need substantial

opportunity to reflect on and discuss the implications of the new system before developing
their own models for implementation.

This is all possible and in fact already exists within the

TMP framework.

I would argue that there is a need to raise awareness at national level of the implications for
the success of OBE and that there is a need to begin where the learning should start, i.e. the
Education Departments,

as they too are embarked on a new journey and the TMP frameworks

would help considerably

to access knowledge and information that would contribute positively

to the success of OBE. The nation has a responsibility to its children and parents in terms of
educational expectations

and, as part of that community, I offer this research as a contribution

towards its success.
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In summary, this research offers a conceptual
the teacher and the appropriate
experiential framework

mediational framework that locates the learner,

materials in a learning-centred

environment.

It uses an

as the linkage to the real-life of both teachers and pupils and translates

this into a replicable process. In this way, the processes are linked to outcomes in terms of
teacher development.

This project and its research are centrally placed within the context of

the new reality in South African education.
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Appendix B
Lessons

SUGGESTED PLOTS FOR THE PLAYS
KING SUN AND LADY MOON

i

I

THE FIRST MEN ON THE MOON

HsiHo

Characters:

I Kin~ Sun

Wan~ Chi

Newereader

i Lady Moon

traders

Michael Colllne

. MI Lin~
• Mi Lin~'e mother

ehoppere
I:7al:7ies

~uzz Aldrin

Characters:

Srace Centre
televl61ón audience

i

MI Ling and her mother are shopping at the

The newereader talke with hie head in a 1Yehaped box. Those who have no other rolee eit

market. They talk to the different

and watch, saying "ooh" and "wow". He telle

di6cus6

the

wares.

tradere

King Sun etands

and
on a

( ..;hair. Queen Moon gets onto a chair In front
of him and etarts
Ling pointe

to lean in front

to the

dragon Ie eating

sun and

until there

says

Ie panic. 5ottleoM

s

people

one another
ehouts,"What

ehall we do?" Wang Chi euggeste
Ho. He fetches

tnat

which Ie about to land

which could go
wrong. Then on another part of the etage, the
three astronaute

are eittlng

In the imaginary

crsft talking about their thoughte and feelinge
while Colline handleft the controle. On. yet
another part

of the etage, the etaff

at the

calling Hei

Space Centre sre giving ordere and puehing

him. Hel, Ho explains how to

buttons
on
imaginary
operating
panele.
Suddenly there is a ellenee. Then Armetrong

. chaee the 'dragon' away. People run to feten
; noiey items. They make a noiee ánd ehout, The

i babies cry.

al:7out the spsceahip

and deecril:7es all the thing~

of him. Mi

t;ing Sun. The other

paee on the meeeage amonget

I

Neil Armetron~
staff ,at Kennedy

Lady Moon movee completely past

announces ,that
neweresder

King Sun. Everyone cheers for Hel Ho.

Arm5tron~

the

r~peate

Eagle has landed. The
thie.

and Aldrin

Everyone

cheers.

slowly get out. Collins

keeps flying (running) around the moon (part

of

the etage) and

Armstrong

get out of the landing craft
Collins' craft).
words. Everyone

Armstrong

and Aldrin

(separate

says

cheers. The two

from

his famous
astronauts

do a moonwalk (like ·'elowly Jumping). ,The
audience imitates them.

GETTING A LESSON
Have B class discussion
examples of questions

•

our

in which you think of questions to help the

What would chanee on earth if the sun '

•

Why do you think people went to the

moon?

•

•

The people called Hel Ho for advice. Who

situation?

pupils to relate to the play. Here are some

which you can aslc. These could also 1:>0:: used as topics for !ihort cS5ays.

etopped shinina forevC";r?
would ~c;all

OF ·THE PLAY

If you had .. difficult

you were the first

Why?

I

.

What would you have felt snd 6aid if
person to walk on the

moon?
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'SETTING 'UP THE LESSON
•

Move the benches In classroom in such a way that the play
will not be reetricU;d by a lack of apace. Get the children "to
euggest a more 6ultsble venue, If you like.

•

Assign "to the children the different roles that they have "to
play. Think of waya that would involve the whole class In the
play, and consider the general nature of the pupil (eg. avoid
giving a too conspicuous role to an Introvert).

..

'"

!.

. . '.

A6k the children whether they would like to have the play to
t.ake place in another backgrou'1d, eg. South Africa rather
than China.

•

Throughout the play, make sure that the children use theIr
maeke, and jot down questions about the play that you
think
wOLlldbe etimulating
for the class.
.
.'
.
.

.•

After the play, ask the >childrentli~se questions.

MAkING THE MASkS
"

.

There are many waye of doing thie. Here are a few etepe you might like to

no

fa w. You will need a paper plate or a piece of cardboard, a sucker- etiek or
any etic): of similar size, sticky tape or glue, and paints, crayons, or thick
kaki-pen. Newspaper or woof can be ueed for hair.

1. Cut out a circle from
a piece of cardboard,
or use the paper plate.

...

- --

2. Paint or drawaface
on this surface.

3. Attach the stick
to the mask with
the glue or sticky
tape~

,,
"
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LESSON: CLASSIFICAT·ION
~

How to get up the lesson:
Every pupil makes a card from a magazine cu't'ting pa6ted onto cardboard. The
name of 'the picture i6 'then wri'tten on 'the back of 'the card. Pu't all 'the cards into
a box.

c
Fae'te up 'the narnee of categories, e.g. Land, Plante, Animals, Buildings, People,
Food and Sea. Divide 'the pupils into groups (wi'th an equal number of pupils in
each group).
.......___-_.,.__.
_

[0!£

FOPLij

ltoo.)

l's..

1

,.

.

.

-K-~~J1l-II:/i-1/

c Each pupil draws

_.../'~

a card from 'the box, reads the name of a picture written at the
back of 'the card and then pastes 'the card below'the appropriate heading. The pupil
also explains why she/he etuck 'the pleture bel?wtha't particular heading. (Note:
Sometimes 'there will not be righ't and wrong answers, just; good OMS and better
ones. The teacher can discuss wlth 'the class whether a pupll'e choice could have
been bet'ter.) The group that makes the most "best choices" wins the game.

l!:.oPI.-~ j

-----

1 f'o~ 1_

El

~

\)
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THE TEN PRINCIPLES OF
PARENTAL
TEACHER
AWARENESS AND SUPPORT
~

,

'.

I. Visit parents regularly.

2. Listen to parents.
3. Parents must participate in homework.

4. Invite parents
to school.
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5.Recognize parents. ~
6. See parents
as pupils,
7. Establish an open
. day for parents.
8. Have parents comment
on 'reports.
9. Run adult literacy
classes after hours.
10. Allow parents to
choose themes
for topics.
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AppendixC
Interview
Some questions posed in initial group focus interviews during the third school
quarter, 1994
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assuming that the prime reason for being in school is to assist your pupils to learn,
what does the term "learning" mean to you?
What do you think your pupils understand by the term "learning"?
What do you as a teacher wish to achieve with your class and/or your individual
pupils?
Where do you get your information/knowledge for lessons?
Where do you think that the children get informationlknowledge?
What are the things that make understanding possible?
What do you think it takes to be a "good teacher"?
What things do you see as preventing one from being a good teacher?
How could we change these things?
What does "teaching" mean to you?
How can you be sure that "good teaching" is being received by the pupils?
What do you see as "quality learning"?

TRANSCRIPT OF FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW WITH SOME PRIMARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS FROM KHAYELITSHA: 16/11/94
Teacher 1: (F)
Teacher 2: (M)
Teacher 3: (F)
Teacher 4: (M)

: Std 2; 60 pupils; at Sosabenza;
All subjects.
: Std 5; 51 pupils at Nomsampangwana (Macassar)
English Std 5; HistlSciencelMath Std 4.
: Std 3; 54 pupils at Ipendulo Maths/Gen. Science/Geog
: Std 4; SO/54 pupils at Inkazimlo (Macassar)
Maths/General

Science

I:

indicates the interviewer and teachers are designated by their numbers. Line numbers
are given in bold. Pauses are indicated by... and other non-verbal actions are indicated
in brackets. All interviews took place at schools and were recorded with a microrecorder. Transcriptions were typed verbatim.

1.

I: Hi, thanks so much for coming, molweni. My name is Lydia. Please make

yourselves comfortable. Feel free to talk in Xhosa if you wish then someone will
translate. Tell me, do you know each other?
All: No, no.
2.

I: Your schools are close, no?
2: Yes, next door to him, (indicates No.4), but we do no .. we don't go there.
(Murmurs of agreement)

3.

I: Do you use the EPP books? If so, how?
1: They books ...they used in the library for reading.
2: We use them for English comprehension in Std 5 ... don't have library. Have only
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seen them a few times and didn't realise that they they had science things.
3: Only had one delivery to this school
there weren't enough to go round
hasn't
seen them.
4: Received one copy before the holidays, children were using them between the
classes. They were doing the "rounding off' puzzle so we two teachers got each
class to make up their own game, tested it and swopped with the other class now I
sees lots of possiblities for other work from the books. But I..teachers did not
receive a copy so could only use it when children had theirs at school.
4.

I: Where do you get your information and knowledge from? You know ...for lessons
and so ..
4: I only use the textbook for a start to know what must be covered then I have an
encyclopaedia at home and some other books and magazines. I make up my own
lessons.
1: From the textbook and a bit from the library, if there is time .. but no time.
2: Yes also from the textbook and workbook, umm no library here.
3: From the textbook and sometimes, yes, I will go
the library in Khayelitsha. I will
also draw pictures and get from newspaper and lV. (giggles)

5.

I: Do you ever take the pupils to the Khayelitsha library, is it very far from you?
3: Oh no. (Giggles) I can't take them. No, that's not what we do.

6.

I: So, er.. how do pupils get info'? (All look quite suprised by this)
1 and 2:
From us, their parents are too poor to help.
1: We also have a lV and some videos but not often.
2: I went to Herzlia (a private school in Cape Town) once and the parents give lots of
things to the teachers, .... only if our parents work for white people ..um .. we will get
some books from them.
3: From me, ... hey ..the teacher and sometimes the parents or lV. They don't go to
the library because it is in Khayelitsha, ...
4: Mainly from us, it is difficult for them so I try ... bring things often, like pictures and
puzzles.

7.

I: Is there anything else that you could do to make the lessons more real that will
encourage the pupils to contribute to the class?
1: Our science teacher does something ..umm ..1 think ....er in making in garages (not
clear) from things the children bring and other experiments. But I haven't been to
that class so I don't ....don't know.
2: We can't do too much informal teaching because ..... need the formal ...so ...to
link up with the next year's class but we do storybooks or projects on subjects
like sport or something. There isn't really a place where they can share ideas
and things they think about. Not in the class, no time. I don't know how else to
teach without losing the formal side. Maybe that is what you must show us.

8.

I: A good lesson, what is that?
3: Well, .....well (giggles) I put up a picture, like of a fish and then we like .... like ..label it.
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The children stick on all the parts or draw them.
9.

I: Do you ..umm .. ever think of getting a real fish?
3: (Giggles) ..oh no. They can ask lots of questions and if there is time I try ..... answer
them.
4: I always try hard to find some other ways of teaching, it's not easy. But I work with
the other teacher. There is always time for the children to ask and talk.

10.

I: Are there problems in trying to teach science using English?
1: Yes, so now .....teaching only in English in (from) Std 2 so that they will be better
..... get more practice.
2: Yes, urn .. yes because they don't understand some words .. terms so I must use
Xhosa but is better if I do some experiment or illustration, There are much
problems.
3: Because have only learned in Xhosa till now so I do a lot in Xhosa ...
explain .....explain.
4: Yes, ..urnm ... I try to find other ways to Showing meaning, games and so.

11.

I: How do you work in the class when you do experiments/games?
2: If there is enough equipment then groups, but is problem. Some children just sit
don't take part, ..... umm ...is difficult to follow up, only if I give ..er..test. Is only me
teaching Std 4 science and maths and English 5, ...... umm good to work with
some else.
1: In groups, sometimes there is a dominant child then ..... hard. Can only follow up
when they have work to hand in for being marked. Often put 2 classes together to
present new work with the other teacher.
3: We sometimes do groups but only if there is another teacher. It doesn't really work
well. But at the end of every lesson I ask questions to see if they understand.
4: I use groups often but it depends on the class, with some it doesn't work well.

12.

I: How would you know if the pupils have understood the work?
1: Haai, questions, some from um ...book, some I make up, they must do homework
and then I mark it.
2: They will have some questions and a test, test, you know.
3: At the end of each lesson I ask questions to see if they understand, like "What is the
union of sets?" and then "Show me the union of sets in this example."
4: I ask questions but I also watch their faces because sometimes they are too too
shy .... scared to say that they don't understand. Then I try to find another way to
explain.

13.

I: Is this what you call Quality learning?

All:
(laughing) Yes .. Yes .. they must not let us down .... Haai. they must know what they
has been taught and say it well especially in pronouncing words.
14.

I: What do you want to achieve with your pupils by the end of the year?
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1: English fluency, yes, they must be able to speak so they can be understood .... Say
it well.
2: They must know what I have been teaching them so they can do well the next year.
3: Yes, they should know what alii have taught them so the next teacher can say they
are good.
4: Also, they should also .... know how to ask questions properly.
15.

I: How much freedom do you have in the classroom, you know, to try new things?
1: You have to discuss with the HOD only, now we use English in Std 2 and no one
says anything.
2: Nervous to change too much ..um .. because the HOD teaches the next year group
and will be cross .... if ..if the children don't know what they are supposed to know.
3 and 4:
It's OK, the HOD wants ....to bring new things to the school. It is encouraged. So
we go to many courses for such ...umm ...things

16.

I: How would you describe a good teacher?
2:
1:
3:
4:

17.

A good teacher knows the right way to do things .. punctual.
DOh, I don't know, a teacher who works hard and looks after the children.
A good teacher gets the children to do things, to communicate with them.
A good teacher is dedicated to the children

I: Can you .. er..what do you mean by that?
4: Well, spends a lot of time working things out for the children to do and even helps
them after school time.

18.

I: Is it difficult for teachers to spend time after school?
All in unison:
Yes ....yes ... most teachers are studying for BA at Western Cape (UWC).

19.

I: Is planning important? When do you do it if you're all studying?

(All look puzzled)
20.

I: I mean when do you plan your lessons?
4: No, the plan is in the workbook ..... done with HOD, .... ummm (looks to others who
nod).

21.

I: So what do you think you need help with?
4: I think ...er would like to attend workshops to help with .... teaching (others nod)
need lots of help but only during school time because of studies. Maybe ..one
teacher could attend and then report back to others. This is how other NGO do it.

22.

I: Does this work?
4: Yes, you think ... (to the others) Yes.
1 and 2:
Yes that is so.
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3: (very shy and reticent) I think so too.
23.

I: On a personal level, is there any thing else about teaching .....
4: We are very much stressed .. nothing much has changed yet.. we don't know what
to expect now ....The new government must now do ... er... some things ...

24.

I: Any of you ... to add
1 and 2: No .. Stress yes, we don't know what.. ...

17/11/94

Excerpt from discussion with principal of one of the above schools:
1.

. I: How do you, as principal, operate in regard to your teachers?
I found that the teachers want to be involved so I use the principal of participatorydemocracy. I get the resources and I pose challenges and they come up with some
very brilliant things. One teacher will go to a workshop and then conduct workshops
with the whole staff including me. Like the PSP, the teacher goes often and has even
been overseas and then reports back. The maths workshops are a problem as all the
teachers must go on a Friday and that is difficult for the school. The timing of
workshops should be discussed with the teachers so they will want to come.

2.

I: What problems do your teachers have?
Well, I think that groupwork is the most important teaching way and some teachers do
not know how to do this well. Maybe that is something you could do. We are always
looking for new things to involve the teachers in. They all work on projects either on
their own or in groups.

COMMENTS:
I should add here that in a focus group interview in one of the PE schools where there was a
library across the road from the school, the response was also that the teachers hardly go to
the library and never entertained the idea of taking the children there either.
For the rest, the 5 interviews with twenty teachers conducted in Port Elizabeth and in
Khayelitsha followed exactly the same path almost to the word, in some cases as those
described above.
Further, in another interview in Khayelitsha, one teacher demanded that we "tell me now, you
are an NGO .... what must I do. Std 2 ..um ... child can speak 800 English words. In Std 3 they
must have 8 000 English vocab. You must tell us how to do such vocab."
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ESST - ENGLISH PROFICIENCY PROGRAMME
IMPACT ASSESSMENT STUDY
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Please answer ALL the questions. All your responses will be treated confidentially and your
co-operation will be greatly appreciated.

A.

Teacher profile:
1.

Name of School:

2.

Gender:

.

Female

3.

4.

Indicate which one of the following age ranges applies to you:

I

under25

I

26t030

I

I

31t035

I

36t045

over46

Highest school qualification:

I
5.

Male

I

Std 6

Std 7

Std 8

Std 9

PTD

STD

Std 10

Teacher training qualification(s):

I

I

JPTC

SPTC

I

Other (Specify)
.....................

6.

7.

Which grades (standards) are you currently teaching?

I

Sub A

I

Sub B

I

I

Std 1

Std 2

I

Std 3

Std 4

Std 5

Which subjects are you currently teaching?
Afrikaans

8.

How long have you been teaching?

o to
9.

2 yrs

6 to 10 yrs

3 to 5 yrs

11 to 20 yrs

Over 20 yrs

How long have you been teaching at the present school?

o to

2 yrs

3 to 5 yrs

6 to 10 yrs

11 to 20 yrs

over 20 yrs

,.
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10.

When did you start using ESST-produced materials?

I

I

1995

1994

I

1993

I

1992

I

1991

1990

11 .

Where did you find out about ESST?

12.

Do other organisations provide teacher training and/or materials in your school?

I

Yes

I

No

I

'3.

If you have answered yes, in which subjects are the materials and/or training
provided?

'4.

Do you attend any other language and/or materials usage workshops?

I
15.

Yes

I

No

I

If you have answered yes, give the name of the course and the organisation.
Name of course:
Name of organisation:
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ESST - ENGLISH PROFICIENCY PROGRAMME

I
IMPACT

This section refers to the Tucher MethodololY Workshops

ASSESSMENT

I
1.

STUDY
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

In your opinion, has the children's
Project? Provide two examples.

I

English changed due to the Teacher Methodology

(i)

(ii)

2.

Has the Teacher Methodology Project contributed to the development
thinking skills and problem-solving?
Provide two examples.

of pupils'

(ii)

3.

What kind of changes have you noticed in the ways in which pupils communicate
English with each other, and with you? Provide two examples.

in

(i)
(ij)

4.

To what extent has the Teacher Methodology
official syllabus? Provide two examples.

Project assisted you in following

the

(i)

(ii)

5.

To what extent has the Teacher Methodology
more positive? Provide two examples of:
(a)

Project made learning for pupils become

their response to learning
(i)
(ii)

(b)

their interest in things around them
(i)

(ii)
(c)

their creativity

and imagination

(i)
(ii)
1.
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6.

Has the Teacher Methodology Project changed:

(a)

The manner in which you teach7

I

Yes

Unsure

I

No

If Yes, provide two examples that will indicate the change.
(i)
(ii)

(b)

The way you feel about teaching and education in general7

I

Yes

Unsure

I

No

If Yes, provide two examples that will indicate the change.

..................................................................................................

(i)

(ii)
(c)

The manner in which you test (assess) your pupils?

I

Yes

Unsure

I

No

If Yes, provide two examples that will indicate the change.
(i)

(ii)
7.

..................................................................................................
..................................................................................................

How has Teacher Methodology Project
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

impacted on:

classroom 'activities such as writing activities, e.g. compositions
other classroom activities, e.g. reading
homework
other activities

Give examples:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

8.

............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................

Name two
workshops.

things

that

you like most about the Teacher Methodology

Project

(i)

.............................................................................................................

(ii)

.............................................................................................................
2.
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9.

Name two
workshops.

things

that

you

dislike

most

about

the

Teacher

Methodology

Project

(il
(iiI

10.

Do you share the ESST methodology

Yes

No

I

with other teachers

at your school?

If Yes. give examples

(il
(iiI

11.

The following statements refer to your involvement
Project. Please circle the relevant number.
1 ~ strongly
4 = strongly

(al

agree
disagree

3 = unsure

2 - agree
5 ... disagree

The ESST Teacher Methodology
much of your time.

in the ESST Teacher Methodology

Project workshops

take up too

1 2 3 4 5

(bl

The workshops

(cl

Teachers are not ready for these ideas.

1 2 3 4 5

(dl

Working together

1 2 3 4 5

(el

Your relationship

(f)

Departmental officials have made it difficult
ideas from the workshops.

(g)

are not sufficient.

1 2 3 4 5

with other teachers
with the principal

Ideas from the workshops

has become easier.

and HOD has become easier
to implement

1 2 3 4 5

new

1 2 3 4 5

have helped you to implement:

(il

Group work

1 2 3 4 5

(ii)

Pupil participation

1 2 3 4 5

(iii)

Parental involvement

1 2 3 4 5

(iv)

Cognitive

1 2 3 4 5

(v)

Problem-solving

(vi)

A range of new teaching

skills

Would you like to comment

1 2 3 4 5

on anything

approaches
regarding question

1 2 3 4 5
11?

......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................
3.
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12.

Would you recommend the ESSTTeacher Methodology Project to other teachers?
Yes

13.

I

Unsure

I

No

Is there anything else that vou would like to express about ESST's Teacher
Methodology Project?

Thank you for your co-operatlon!
Your input Is very valuable to us!
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APPENDIX FINTERVIEW 1

Transcript of Tape
Isaac Booi Primary School, Port Elizabeth
22 November 1995
Present:
L: Lydia
K: Kondi (Facilitator)
V: Vivian (Matodiana Primary School)
M: Mkuseli (Isaac Booi Primary School)
N: Nomathemba (Mzimhlope Junior Primary School)
W: Witty (Emfundweni Primary School)

Length of interview: 2.15pm - 3.50
1: L:

2: V:

3: L:
4: V:

5: K:
6. V:
7. K:
8. V:

Let me just explain to you v.tlat this is all about. You filled in the questionnaires for us and
there are a lot of very detailed questions. We've selected the four of you so that we can just
get some more insight into v.tly you've given certain answers and some other questions that
we don't have in here. There's no right or'M'Ong answer. What we want to know is v.tlat you
really feel. And I want it honestly. I don't want you to tell me v.tlat you think I want to hear,
so please, just think about v.tlat you have to say - there's no rush and there's no pressure or
anything on you to say or not to say v.tlat you think. But v.tlatever you can tell us, obviously
helps us; it is part of the evaluation and one analyses the questionnaires but one needs to
have supporting evidence to corroborate v.tlat's in the questionnaire. Okay. Do you want to
open a 'lllindow? Okay. Please, any of you can answer, but if you don't mind, just for the
tape recorder, if you can just say your name before you answer. Just say your name and
then go on to say v.tlatever you want to say. The first question I want to ask you revolves
around one of the questions in the questionnaire, v.tlich asks: How has the EPP contributed
to the development of thinking skills in the children? I think a lot of the answers in the
questionnaire had said: "It helps them to do puzzles", "It helps them to answer questions"
and things like that. What I would like you to think about now is: What are the actual things
that the magazine does that helps the children to do those kind of things. You know we've
spoken in the workshops about thinking skills and so on, ......
.... in my Standard 5's. I'm teaching Standard 5's. I just think the magazines, the stories in
the magazines they help children a lot to think especially the pictures. Children believe in
seeing things in front of them, the pictures. When they see, for instance, the picture of the
dinosaur, things that are interesting to them, they want to learn more about the dinosaur.
Would they then ask you questions about the dinosaur?
Yes. Especially I've taken my pupils to the museum and then v.tlen I came back and then
they tum to the magazines and they see these things they've seen, they are around, they
become more interesting and that develops their thinking, their way of thinking.
You spoke about story telling. Are you saying that pictures help them imagine?
Ja, imagination and they become more creative because they can think on their OWl, not
only v.tlat the story tells them, but they can elaborate on the stories.
...... stories and pictures help them, imagination. Does that mean v.tlen you ask a child to tell
a story in the class, she can look at pictures and then imagine?
Yes.. I think children believe in seeing things, especially if you're going to teach, for
instance, about dinosaurs. They don't knowv.tlat a dinosaur is, they've never seen a
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9. L:

dinosaur; it's not familiar to them.
Thank you, Vivian.

10. W: Just to add something concerning this magazines, you know There was a very, very ... one
stories that was witten, ..... Story of the World Cup, you know, was witten there. And I
find it very fascinating, then I started asking the kids, you know, Wlat sort of interest they
saw in that magazine. At first they could not answer me and I asked them to re-read the
Wlole thing, you know I don't care if they read it ten times, or how many times, just they
must just find something that is interesting, though I did give them a lead about the big
event that took place in South Africa for the first time. When they started to read again,
after giving them the lead, I think they started to think the most correct way now. There was
a rugby World Cup then. They could sort of have that combination on thinking wthout
telling them, you know They could think that there was a big event that happened in South
Africa recently and now they could sort of see from that magazine that "Oh! This is it. This
is the big event that took place in our country." From there they started to know some other
countries that they never knew of, you see, because those sixteen teams came from various
countries and some of them saw the World Cup over the TV, you know, and I think in that
aspect Wlereby thinking started to develop. They kept on asking questions about, they
believe like the Ivory Coast they only play soccer and for the first time they see black guys
playing in the World Cup and they started questions. "Why are there few black Africans in
the national team? That is the South African national team." I think that alone was thinking
at its best.
11. N: I'm a teacher at Mzimhlope . Now, my children like these EPP magazines. One time they
saw the picture of a mealie plant and I explain to them that we are going to do science next
year so I like to introduce it this year, to plan ahead you .... prepare them so I used to tell
them about the seeds like beans and mealies. Luckily they saw the picture of the beans in
the magazine. Now we talk about the beans and I've got a bean seed and a mealie seed. I
told them that you must plant it in a saucer in the classroom and they saw how it germinates.
Now I told them that they must also plant it at their home. Now we talk about that, that is the
bean. First plant the seed, then it germinates, must water it, the plant needs water, light. So
they saw the bean, their mealies growng up. So it was very interesting to them because I
told them before you've got a magazine. Luckily they saw it in the magazine.
12: L: ... Wlat you're saying is that the magazine forms a link between the real v-.orld and Wlat
happens in the classroom?
13. M: Yes, now, Wlat I've noticed was that Wlat is in the magazines, the kids they could relate to
that in our environment. Now, I remember one time Wlen I asked them: "What do you
dislike in these magazines?" Now one child stood up and said there was an article about a
man WlO abused the one child, a girl. So she said, "I didn't like that", meaning that they can
relate Wlat is happening in our environment wth that. So many magazines are too far away
in our real situation. So I also remember one time Wlen we were launching the computers
here at school. Now, there are also the magazines from TOPS, but I used one, this
magazines from the ESST. Because over there we had four groups: one they were
operating the computers; one they were busy wth puzzles; the other one wth spelling. So
meaning that these magazines are not far away in our v-.orking situation, you see? I think
that is another point. Now, these workshops too, they help us to see these relations in our
v-.orking situation and the magazines and also to the children's environment.
14. L:

Do you want to add anything to that?

15. V:

I just want to say that children discover that this magazine the things are real, they are in
fact part of their education and secondly, they for instance some pupils at the school W"ote
letters to the ESST and then they saw. "Oh! These are our letters." And now they see that
these magazines don't just come from another wortd, for nOWlere, these are their
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magazines and they are meant for them. And since then they are very much interested
even in seeing the people from the ESST - Uncle James, Kondi, everybody from the ESST.
16. N: I also want to add, these magazines help us a lot because W"ien you are doing something
like drama, witing something from the board. Now the one W"io's finished I ask them to
draw, make drawngs to prevent making a noise for the others W"io haven't finished yet. So
they like drawng. In my classroom there are a lot of drawngs. You wil see them, Kondi. I
also want to ... show you ..W"ien you are at the school.
17: K: How do the magazines help you in testing? Some teachers say "yes, they've changed the
way of a test" and others ..well.. ..we v.ould like to know from you. Okay?
18: W: I think this W"iole EPP have changed the way of testing, especially me, in the sense that I no
longer v.orry myself by sort of scratching around books. I just take the magazines, maybe
there are pictures, like one magazine had a picture of a fire, a big fire, ja, and I did a
comprehension test that is on verbal basis, oral. At first the kids did give me quite good
answers. They could relate W"iat they see as pictures and they transferred these pictures
into sort of a comprehension that is witten. And at the same time, I used to set
comprehension in the form of a test W"iereby they just used now on the witten side now.
They started to wite the test now, they're moving away from the oral side to the witten side.
I think I did get a very, very good response. It was not only that comprehension I used.
Quite a number of comprehensions that are in the magazines I think are very good and the
language, especially the language that is used in the magazines, it fits the kids very, very
well. You do get some difficult words, that's W"iy I think I like the magazine the most, it
makes it easy for the kids to identify difficult words. How they do it, it's wondertul. I cannot
tell exactly how, but they simply pick up the difficult words. That is the English that is used.
So I know I can copy that and make my 0'M1 questions for other tests. Like you always say
Kondi, let the children ask, so they also make their 0'M1 questions and then they test each
other like a quiz.
19: V: This magazines have helped me in moving away from that traditional way of testing
W"iereby children feel it's like a prison: They have to sit and think and wite now. ... become
active and everything. I've learned that children could be tested through play. They can
play and they can easily express them by playing them games and puzzles and other forms
of play.
20. K: So you think they feel more ...
21. V: Ja, they feel more ... and confident. Ja, and confident, because they are playing. They are
not confined to the classroom situation W"iere they have to think and sit do'M1 and they are
afraid of the teacher roaming around the classroom. I also want to add on these magazines
they help us a lot because in English we used to have questions like filling in this and that
..... So they are used to do because they do not in the magazines so they do not have to
explain a lot W"ien witing tests because they used to do that in the magazines.
22. M: Let me just elaborate on that. Now say sometimes we use words, say the vocabulary, then
for now W"iat we are trying, say you are going to give them a picture. Now, we use the
vocabulary first and we explain the words. Then after that you take say a picture from the
magazine, now read a story from those pictures, now using the vocabulary you were given
before. So that is another way you can use it. Also you can use the crossword puzzle. We
had a problem using the crossword puzzle, so now this magazine also help us a lot W"ien we
are testing these kids. For that matter, they can give or put back of something they have
learned the followng day, you see? So you check W"iether they've understood the v.ork.
Like it must be that you prepare yourself to check for the assessment.
23. L: Do you construct your 0'M1 crossword puzzles?
24. M:

So W"iat I do... Sometimes you can give them a chance to construct their 0'M1 crossword
puzzles. Or W"iat I can do, I provide them wth the structure, then they only fill in the words,
you see?
25. W: I think these magazines, Wien it comes to testing again, there's a great advantage that they
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26. N:

27. V:
28. K:
29. W:

30. L:

give the teachers. Once, there was a mistake, I assume. But, on checking the grammar,
Wlich is nonsense to me, because WIen somebody's talking, though they're using grammar,
they are not doing spelling, they're talking. I think it promotes a lot of speaking, of talking
amongst the kids and then the kids... I think it's easier for the teachers now to build the
confidence, that is on speaking basis, you know? Also from in the workshops that gives us a
chance for speaking and now I think that can also promote the public speaking as it were
because I think most of us were robbed, or robbed ourselves of a chance Wlereby we
cannot talk in public. Now we start dreaming this and that instead of finding out WIere we
lost the trend. I think the magazines are helping our kids in a great way.
I also want to add on. These magazines, my kids like them very much because there are
others WlO... They were not good in maths, but they passed wth flying colours. Really.
Even in English. Really. I've got only two failures in maths, but I used to get more of them.
And also Wlat I sometimes says to them. During the English period, I tell them they mustn't
speak Xhosa. They must try to speak English because I told them that next year we are
going to use English only, not Xhosa (This is a Std 2 class, they are taught in mothertongue.) Now they like to ask questions in English, not in Xhosa. These magazines now,
they still make a lot of difference. They want to learn in English.
Yes, in a way you have to swtch to Xhosa. But I think it depends entirely to that teacher,
that point in time.
You, Witty?
Fine, if you refer to me straight, I wil answer you straight. What I always do, if a kid does
not understand me, standing there trying the best I can to teach him, or them, then one does
not understand me, that is in English, I wil swtch to Xhosa in any case, but that does not
mean I'm successful to that kid because the question wil be asked in English so I also insist,
please use your dictionary, or use somebody next to you to explain it to you. Maybe he has
a lighter word. It is so fascinating how kids can understand one another using those words.
They learn from each other.
Sorry, do they talk to each other in English?

31. W: Yes, some of them. Some of them. Though you'll get one telling that one in Xhosa and then
translate it into English, you see? Because I'm fearing a situation, we wil be making robots
Wlereby the kids wil pass good, you know, but at the end of the day, WIen it comes in
reality, to the understanding ..... to the kid, it's just nonsense. It is serious that they must
understand not just robots.
32. M: Just to say one point. Now I believe in one thing. Now if you take a child to a Wlite school.
Now if that Wlite teacher is of an English lesson, so there's nobody going to interpret for that
child. Now I say to them, "okay let us pretend as if you are there in a Wlite school". Now
Wlat I do I use the gestures and the mimes WIenever it is necessary. The problem is in
history. Now the history terminology is so difficult so it is WIere sometimes I just explain in
English, you see? So if I see they do not understand me in English at that particular time, so
I try by all means to use the simplest woros in English because I believe in that fact that if
that child is there in a Wlite school, so there's nobody WlO'S going to interpret it for them,
see? So that is Wly I also motivated them to try. Nobody's going to laugh at the other one.
33. N: At my school we used to conduct prayers so the (each) teacher got her tum. One day it was
Nomonde's tum. Nomonde was announcing to the kids that if a child - sorry, they're going to
have a show on the 27" November - so Nomonde tells the kids that if the child didn't pay the
tickets, she won't get that show. Now, she said: "Kids, the one WlO did pay the ticket, going
to get something. She's going to see something." And then she also asked this in Xhosa.
They all answer to show that they understand English. They really understand English. So
this EPP has helped us a lot so we need more for Sub A and B. Please!
34. W: There's something, just a very little, I want to say. In the olden days, I remember very, very
well, we were doing all subjects in Xhosa, right from Sub A to Standard 6. We only sort of
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35. :

36. L:

met English Wlen you are doing English or Afrikaans and then you speak Afrikaans in that
point in time. Now in our days, or later on in our lives, kids are starting English in Standard
3, actually even Std 2. Now we have books from ESST, from READ and all that. Why?? It
is a puzzle, for these kids not to speak English Wlereas we spoke English or we started to
speak English at Standard 7, after doing Standard 6, then we did cope, I'm sure most of us
that time, our ages are ranging from 14, 15,16, Vt.tIenwe did Form 1 rather at some or other
school. So I think today's kids have an advantage, I think we teachers never stop having
excuses. I should think, let us go for it! Because even the schools now are so modem as it
were because we do have labourers, let us use and utilise them, teachers, please.
I just want to say that these magazines but really in the workshops, you know the issue of
labelling. This have also taught me not to set ceiling for children. You musn't put roof on top
of them, you must go up and they go up too.
That's very important.

37. N:

I think workshops help us a lot because as I said before they teach words we can use ....
like the way of the table and the thought-maps.
So I've got those for my class, ... they do for
the learning words and they draw pictures of the words.
38. W: As we have said we only studied English in Standard 6. Today at school English, but yet
children are taught in their mother tongue. And it's very difficult for us, even today, to
express ourselves in English fluently.
39. K: But did the EPP help you in any way in your English? Has your English improved? Your
0'Ml English?
40. W: You know, concerning Kondi's question, that is a very, very good question as far as I'm
concerned. You know, these magazines they don't only help the kids, no, not at all. Let us
take a very, very simple example. We have sort of ... did the comprehensions, something
that I like the most, you know, speak English Vt.tIenyou're amongst the kids, you know I
think one of the best
is comprehension, reading and all that. Our English has been so
improved to the extent that it's not easy for me to say to Vt.tIat extent, because it gives you
some phrases, Vt.tIereby you thought up phrases, but the magazine wil give you some other
ways of even asking questions, you see? Sometimes we tend to think that kids are stupid,
Vt.tIereas we teachers we didn't phrase the question correctly to the kid. I think those
magazines, they have helped me to sort or rephrase my questions, you know? And also in
the workshops we learn that it is for us to make sure the kids understand so always rephrase
the question. Try in another way.
41. M: Now, on that score I remember Vt.tIenwe were in Cape ToW"! in July. So Vt.tIenwe were
different teachers from different areas, different races, so Vt.tIenwe communicated there I
felt strongly, confidently because at that time we said different ideas. Now even Vt.tIen I was
doing the word of gratitude that day nobody asked me to do that, so it was just the influence
that sort of ideas at that particular time. So also the ESST workshops have got a great
influence even to us teachers, so we feel confident. Because even in our local areas, by the
tongue we express our feelings, not that we have good English, no. By expressing
ourselves in those workshops we are also gaining because sometimes you get another point
from somebody else, then you just build on your oW"! vocabulary. So I fully support the
workshops to be continued.
42. V: We are learning a lot as teachers by these magazines. They are not only meant for children
because Vt.tIen they come to school, these magazines, you cannot just take them and dish to
children. You have to prepare them, prepare your lessons because now we want to be
mediator so we must prepare before. On the other side, the children are demanding them
again. So have to prepare and plan before you go to the classroom because children are
going to fire you wth questions and ask you and you have to give them all the answers. But
now it is easier because if I don't have answers then I can say "Well kids Vt.tIatdo you
think, .... WlO knows the answer?" and then I don't feel shy.
43. N: To add on Vivian's support. I also have to say that because these magazines are really in
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demand by the kids and ... because if they didn't get the magazines. they v-.111
be asking
Yttlere are they. The point I was going to talk about is that I like the ESST workshops
because it combines primary child v-.1thjunior primary. Now. Yttlen we're together in these
workshops we share the ideas and we also discuss the underprivileged child. No. the Yttlat
do you call it. the culturally deprived child. problems. We have lots of deprived. So we
share ideas and also some problems but even more it helps us find solutions because we
can discuss it.
44. L: Alright. Are any of you studying? Can I ask you if Yttlat you've been doing in the magazines
and from the workshops has had any influence on your 0'Ml approach to learning in your
0'Ml studies?
45. V: I read the magazines on my 0'Ml for social study. Yes. very much. The stories. the way
they are put in the magazines. They are put in a simpler way so Yttlen I start in my books. I
have to make it simpler for me. Like the workshops we learn to try other ways. The sharing
of ideas v-.1thother teachers. Howto approach certain parts of the curriculum.
46. M: Now. on that score. also in my studies... Now. in our workshops Yttlat we usually do is say.
for instance. if you are going to talk about socio economy. then we underline that part. Now.
Yttlen you start alone. in the university level. so it is difficult for you to rote learning. because
there are going to be ... Ja. So. ~at I do. just like Yttlat we do in the workshops, I just. say.
put the heading. then I just go around that heading in various ways. How do I say that?
Thought-maps. Then I also consult other people as well because in our workshops there are
different ideas as we have just said. Then I just ask them how do you view the socto
economy of this country? Then I just put together those different ideas. then I compile. if
that is an essay that question. I compile it that way. So I also use the ideas that I acquire
from these workshops, you see? One example of the topic that we presented in Cape To'Ml
(at the conference). the socio economy of the country. So I used that information etsewiere
in my studies. So meaning that they are also grateful or helpful to our studies as well.
47. W: I was most fortunate to attend the ESST workshops because in my studies I happen to do
English so Yttlen we were witing examinations. there was a question concerning the
traditional approach and the communicative approach. Yttlich. I think ... When it came to that
question I felt at home because really the workshops have helped me v-.1thbasically Yttlat is
happening v-.1thESST is a communicative approach. nothing else. It was teaching us how to
communicate. Yttlich is very. very important because if you go to any part of the world, you
must communicate. must communicate.
So it has helped me a great deal Yttlen it comes to
English that I'm studying and I still v-.1shto study more and I v-.1shthese books can help me.
48. K: We are talking about in our workshops .... does it help in any way. in your life. at home, your
family, your friends. your children. I mean.
49. W: Yes. but I think Yttlat you are asking. it's very, very important v-.1th... I don't think you can
make a good husband to your v-.1fe.you can make a good father to your kids v-.1thoutgood
communication and the understanding was communication leads to understanding as it
were. Maybe the tolerance. I think it comes last because you can never tolerate anybody on
a quiet basis. You've got to talk. you know? And you understand. you know Yttlat to tolerate
that person. That's communication. you see? I think it's very important that this
communication must just go on. It must go on. Yes, it must go on, the workshops.
50. K: Do you think
.
51. W:

100%. if not number 1, yes. It v..orks wzard. You know, ever since, please I'm not trying to
........• ever since I attended those courses. I think my attitude has also changed. Maybe one
wil ask how. Like I used to be furious Yttlen the kid could not answer the questions. and I
used to take the sticks. you know. and give some few cuts to the kids. you know. Yttlereas it
might v..ork in a way. it depends. But in most cases it does not v..ork. but if you ... It's just like
one day in Cape To'Ml, you know, we kept on asking questions and all that. you know I
could see Kondi. and the leader sometimes. and Imelda, you know. those are
communication breakdowns or something. you know. But due to communication, you know.
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52. K:

it sort of ... I don't know how they did all that, but they would sort of come to an
understanding;
not the day after or tomorrow or the day after but straight away. Just before
we go home, everybody 000 left, a very, very smiling face, not a broad face in any case, or
a long face. I think ooat you have asked me, Kondi, this course? I don't know. I'm running
short of words.
These workshops, did they help in any way for problem-solving at all?

53. N: Yes, Kondi. It helps because I remember one time, in fact, ooen you got those magazines

54. K:
55. N:

56. K:
57. N:
58. V:

59. L:
60. V:
61. K:
62. W:

63. M:

64. W:

65. L:

sometimes you have the leftovers, so I take them home. My child, she was doing social
studies last year, she likes these EPP. I don't know ooich year, she W"ote a story and it was
in these books, so my child's name is in the magazine, and she show me. My child's name
is .... If you can check v..;th your old magazines, see my child's name.
So she likes them?
She's doing Standard 8 now. So ooen I come home v..;th the books, she leave her books,
even if she's not done, she v..;11
take that magazine and read it. They help me at home; my
kids like it. They draw. In their rooms there are picture on their wall.
They like to draw pictures?
And also make those ... something like making a puppet. The classroom, too, you v..;11see it.
The pupils draw many things .. pictures for the walls.
The workshops here have made me more confident, especially in speaking English. I can
express myself. I think one day at school I was reading through the magazine and I saw
Maria Carey and the pupils were very interested and I told them that you have to have your
own role model and we elaborated on the role model. We talked about the role model and
then I asked them: "Do you have role models?" And of them said: "Yes." And I asked
them: "Who is your role model?" And then she said: "It's right here in front of me." I
wondered ooy. And she said: "You always speak English and you are always nice." I
thought to myself: "Oh! That was good" and she made my day. And even my younger
sister, she's seven, she's at the .... Preparatory School. We always speak English together
and she feels confident that she can speak English.
So Vivi, 000 is your role-model?
I can also say she is here in front of me! (Pointing to Kondi)
Thank you, Vivi, What else, anyone anything else to say?
At the High School they ask about magazines. They are worried about the level of English
and they see that our kids are very good ...... can make a Teenager Magazine for them. You
must try.
You know we are in a lucky situation of ESST. The primary pupils are in a good position to
acquire English skills and other skills. Especially thinking skills. They all went to see a Arnold
Swarzenegger film. So they tell me about it, they first spoke in English. Then other children
asked questions then they told answer in English. The children have improved greatly,
especially in composition.
You know, that puts me in mind of the school trip to Cape To1M')in September. When we
. came back they had to report back in the correct sequence, ooat they saw first.. .. by the
group in English. This by only 5 of them, others listened. Then I told kids this 'M>uld be a
composition in exams for all. They all did so well. But you know, (Laughter) I was asked by
the doctor ooat courses I did, like university because my English is so good. So I laugh "No,
No .... 1just kept reading the EPP books and speaking, especially speaking at workshops."
(laughter) you know the use of dictionary can mislead you. So I rather try and get the overall
meaning, by example, like interest or interest for money (laughter).
Well, I'm pleased for you, Witty, I know you like to speak. (laughter) .... quite a lot.

66. V: Creativity has really developed. Like for composition, I just said wite about a supermarket,
They did not just give a description. They had a story about supermarket being robbed,
..... seen in cameras etc ..... you see in the groups they get very good ideas .... creative ..
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67. W: The parents and the students must unlock the cage of the mind. This is a bad sickness, to
always say you can't do this or that. This is a kid.
68. L: Okay, any last things you want to say.
69. N:
70. M:

Yes Ja Science, we need more in Fun Book because Standard 2 it is now starting Science.
Even the Sub AlB are ...can learn Science like apples and other fruit.
I think on that issue involving teachers of other subjects because the perception is that this
EPP is meant for English teachers only. You should make more of other subjects in
magazines. We know about using all subjects in a lessons but the other teachers are not

ANALYSIS
QUOTE

CRITERIA
Mediation as methodology

Line 42: You have to prepare them, pre• pare
your lessons because now we want to

of choice

be mediator so we must prepare before.
also taught me not to
• setLinea 35:ceilingThisforhavechildren.
You mustn't put

Change in teacher attitude

•

aroof on top of them, you must go up and
they go up too.
Line 42: But now it is easier because if I
don't know the answer then I can say "well
kids vJ.1atdo you think, Vvtlo knows the
answer?" and then I don't feel shy.

Line 57: The classroom, too, you \Mil see it.
• The
pupils draw many things ..pictures for

Change in classroom environment

the walls.
Teacher shows metacognitive

•

behaviour

•

•

Line 22: So you check Vvtlether they've
understood the work. Like it must be that
you prepare yourself to check for the
assessment.
Line 40: in the workshops we learn that it is
for to make sure the kids understand so
always rephrase the question. Try in
another way
Line 46: So, Vvtlat I do, just like Vvtlat we do
in the workshops, I just say, put the heading, then I go round the heading in various
ways. How do I say that? Thought-maps.
Then I consult... ... Then I compile those
different ideas ......
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•

Changes in teacher cognition, in problemsolving, graphicacy and English

•

Changes in pupil behaviour and attitude

•

Changes in pupil cognition, in problem-solving, graphicacy and English, making connections, independent 'Mlrk

•

Comments

•

on other teachers

Positive feedback from pupil to teacher

Changes in assessment and monitoring

Line 37: I like the way of the tables and the
thought-maps.
Line 41: Because even in our local areas,
by the tongue we express our feelings, not
that we have good English, no. By expressing ourselves in those workshops we
are also gaining because sometimes you
get another point from somebody else, then
you just build on your OWl vocabulary.
Line 45: They are put in a simpler way so
v.klen I start in my books, I have to make it
simpler for me. Like the workshops. we
learn to try other ways.
Line 2: When they see, for instance, the
picture of the dinosaur, things that are
interesting to them, they want to learn more
about the dinosaur.

Line 4: ...they become more interesting and
that develops their thinking, their way of
thinking.
• Line 6: .... they become more creative
because they can think on their OWl, not
only v.klat the story tells them but they can
elaborate on the story
• Line 33: They all answer to show that they
understand English. They really understand
English.
• Line 66: you see in groups they get very
good ideas ...creative.
Comments on other teachers
•

Line 70: other teachers are not ready to
listen.

•

Line 58: We talked about role
models .... And I asked them: "Who is your
role model?" And she said: "It's right here
in front of me." ....... and she made my day.

•

Line 19: ..... moving away from that traditional way of testing v.klereby children feel

Peer mediation

.,
"""

•

leS[

•

r<v-

t"

everything
Line 18: .... let the children ask, so they also
make their OWl questions and then they
eacn

UIIIt:1

111\1::é:I

qurz.

Line 29: It is so fascinating how kids can
understand one another using those words.
They leam from each other.
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71. W:
72. K:

ready to listen. Like the idea of meeting officials, the inspectors because then this
programme wil be linked to the department and principals' involvement. This means then
other teachers wil listen then and learn.
We need more parent awareness of ESST. They want kids to read but spend their money on
other things. They would pay if they realised Yvtlat a difference this ESST makes.
Well thank you everyone for staying so late, thank you.

COMMENTS:
Clearly the quotes used to highlight the various criteria for analysis indicate that deep changes in
attitudes have taken place in both the teachers and the pupils. Mediation has becomes the
methodolgy of choice and there have been cognitive and metacognitive changes in pupils and
teachers. The role of the materials is important as the bridge linking the teacher and pupil in
learning-centred situations. More importantly however are the voices of the teachers. Their English
is often fractured but this is the nature of such interviews, and views are clearly and firmly
expressed. Their enthusiasm comes through loud and clear.
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APPENDIX FINTERVIEW 2

TRANSCRIPT
NOMSA MAPHONGWANA

OF TAPED INTERVIEWS
PRIMARY SCHOOL - KHAYELITSHA

28 November 1995
Present:
N: Nozuko (Sosabenza Primary School)
E: Europa (Nomsa Maphongwcma Primary School)
(Europa was the Deputy-principal at Nomsa Maphongwana.
been missed at our workshops.)

Sadly she died early in 1996. Europa has

K: Kondi (Facilitator)
L: Lydia
1: L:

2: E:

3: L:
4:N:

5: K:
6:N:

7: L:
8: N:

9: L:
10: N:
11: L:
12: E:

13: L:
14: E:
15: K:

In the questionnaire we have asked you howthe EPP contributes to the ability of the children in
your class to develop their skills. In the questionnaire you have said: "Yes, it does develop
thinking skills", but VIklat I would like is just some more information around the issue of thinking
skills and problem-solving. If I can just ask you VIklen you talk, just to say your name so that VIklen
the lady types it up, she knows,
Ja, it does develop their thinking skills because most of the time you ... er...knowv.tlen the child,
if he doesn't knowthe meaning of the words, if they ...something like expressions but they cannot
think of the v.ords ....um .. so sometimes their .. they develop their vocabulary, also develop wthout
even having the picture to explain the way.
Okay. So they're v.orking the words out, the meanings out for themselves.
Ja, they're 'Mlrking the things out. The other thing is that if you're looking at magazines (EPP),
you've got the dictionary at the back of the books. You know, that is v.tlat they enjoy most
because they are learning new words, you know, explaining, the dictionary, explaining some
words that they might actually see on the magazines. And one other thing is that v.tlat is in the
books is relevant to them. I mean, it is relevant to their environment.
Like you've got some
activities there like ..um ...ifthere are pictures there at the same time. I don't know, howcan I put
it? An activity then that we did at the conference, that is the problem-solving ... Oh, they enjoy
this.
So they implement that. They learn to use it in other problem-solving?
Other problem-solving.
Let me just ask you do you do that hat exercise wth the little ones?
With the children. It was exciting! It was exciting, you know And I was very much shocked wth
their input because it took up a lot of time v.tlen we given the exercises at the conference, the
methodology, but I make different kids, I just group them. I group them in groups of four, you
know, then I just give them the papers. And I then just ask them VIklat can we say about this?
And I.go each group. I was very much excited because very much quick, you know
Children are far quicker than you think. What standard are you teaching?
Standard 5.
And you?
Standard 3.
And you use it wth your Standard 3 class as well?
Yes. I was also ... doing it. It was very much good ...er..they enjoy it very much. When they have
problems after ..er.. they say "think about the hat!" then they 'Mlrk together to find out the problem.
Now, you told us how the EPP help the kids in problem-solving, development of cognitive skills.
Now, howwould you say they help you in the way you test? Does it make things easier? Do the
children feel at ease?
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16: N:

17: L:
18: N:

19: K:
20: N:

21: L:
22: N:
23: L:
24:N:
25: L:
26: N:

27:L:
28: N:
29: K:
30:N:

You know, I can make you an example of Wlat we are doing here at school. The other teachers
Wlo're teaching the other classes are teaching only one class so in June I was going on ....;thmy
programme, we have t~ programmes. All the pupils they could be heard by the other teachers.
So usually we come together (to discuss the tests) but I was away for some time, I don't know,
but Wlen I came back the people was already on to tests so the other teacher was worried if my
pupils were going to cope, Wlether they ~uld pass. And I said, no you should just give them.
And I was away for examination on that date. When I came back, I just...er ... I was so surprised,
the parts that I hadn't covered, actually I don't follow the syllabus, ja, I don't follow the official
syllabus, so out of 180 the 'Mitten test, the highest was 130. I was so proud, they did the best.
That's outstanding. They did so well and you weren't even there. They must have been happy.
So the students are able to create/learn from the magazine Wlat is going on in the classroom.
Usually the ..... the other teacher was follo"";ng the opposite, but still kids could cope ....;ththe
papers. My way of teaching because of the workshops, it helps a lot...now they think for
themselves ... they not asking me all the time.
What has helped you Wlen you test, Wlen you set the paper?
They way the exercise is done in those magazines, they're so interesting to the kids, but you
think they can help you in any way because also Wlat you call er... mediation is helping very
much ...want to learn the pupils push to learn .... because if you tum on the books, the children
are, they are given much time to do the ~rk themselves. I don't knowwnat I want them to know
more than Wlat they need, are able or want to know I'll give you an example. When I was
teaching during September ..... Ja, stories, and some letters or Wlatever. So I just asked them
if I had to give them compositions ... I like to give them, so liet them sit in groups. And each group
has a topic, then I put the topics on the board then er ...choose .... Not Wlat I want them, you
know, to do. They came up "";th education, a topic on its OWl, education, and then they cut their
.... pictures because there some pages in the book. And they cut up some ... They're forever
cutting, man, everything that is Wlat they do. Whenever they get. .. So they paste it on their
examination paper. They 'Mite and they paste and look ... um.. I think they came up "";th about
ten topics. Education, Street kids, Abuse, Child abuse, and Wlat surprise. And I just told them
to go all out and fetch information. I even told them, you could go to the clinics. And then I... Ja,
they wote everything, man, it was so fantastic. I mean, I was very much surprised and I was very
much shaken.
So tell me, did you use those topics for the exams?
Yes. I've got the papers at school.
Would you give us some of those topics? Will you bring them tomorrow?

1"";11.
When you've finished wth them.
I've finished. Those are September.
Perhaps we can even put some in the magazine.
Yes, I mean
personalise, talk about Nelson Mandela, you know, all these heroes, you know
And to think they get all their ideas from ...
They even go to search for information at libraries. I mean I was very much shocked .... that I just
thought: "Oh, this one's just going to the library, or somebody has just... But they ~rk.
They
can ~rk independently. I mean there is very much in for kids.
Alright.
ft

31: L:
32: E:

33: K:

34:E:

Now, coming to teachers, to our teachers, the education.....
We were taught in Xhosa or in
Venda, even though the language of instruction was English, but the teacher had to speak in
Venda or Xhosa most of the time, and it was very difficult for us to be fluent in English and even
now ... er you know., most of us are still struggling because we didn't learn English effectively.
Do you think the EPP have helped you in your English? You as a teacher?
I don't know if I can say they have because Wlat I always believe in is the spoken language so
Wlenever I teach English, I teach English as a spoken language. I never allow children to use
Xhosa. In my teaching career I've done it that way. If it is an English period, it should be an
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35: L:

English period right through. I always go to the extent of miming instead of translating the oords.
That's Wlat I always do. I use gestures, I use miming, I use pictures. I always avoid to teach
Xhosa and English speakers also.
Can I just ask you, in terms of your OYv11
English? Has it affected you or made a difference in any

way?
36: E:
37: L:
38: E:
39: L:
40: E:
41: L:
42: N:
43: L:
44: E:
45: L:
46: E:

47: L:
48: N:

Yes, especially the workshops I attended. I developed my oYv11language.
When you are speaking in English, are you thinking in English or are you doing a translation
inside?
I couldn't say because I'm just used to speaking in English.
So, it comes.
It just comes.
Comes naturally. Okay. And you Nozuko .. Ja, And Wlen you teach, do you use Xhosa still in
the classroom?
I do use, you know, Xhosa, but not much. I mean, I use Xhosa to explain concepts, or difficult
words, but I don't encourage this. I think I'm doing Wlat Europa's doing, that is miming.
Okay. Are you studying? You might study. Can I ask you if the workshops, books, Wlatever, has
it had any impact on your OYv11
studies?
I have used most of the v.ork we did in the v.orkshops for my assignments and this has helped me
a great deal.
Do you want to give me an example?
An example, at the beginning of the year, Wlen we were dealing 'A1thhowwe could develop the
children's thinking, so in my didactics I had Wlat assignments about the development of children's
thinking, so I just used everything that we talked about in the w:>r1<shopsand I got a high percentage.
I know it v.orks this mediation.
Good. And you, Nozuko?
This is the last oorkshop that we had .... Actually I do my B.Ed. that is all, educational psychology.
er We deal mostly 'A1ththeorists ...um .. in terms of expressing children's needs, of their las or
Wlether we should equate las, I mean that helped me a lot. I even went to Kondi and I said:
"Kondi, I v.ould like to have the cassette (the Feuerstein video) to show my lecturers.
Did you take the cassette?
I'm going to finish and then ... And she want to go to.
Especially the field is Wlere we do the theorists ... my lecturer is very much surprised by Wlat I
say and do
wants to know about the workshops also the others they also want to know. So I
tell them Wlat we do ... so ...very interested.
And in your OYv11
lives, 'A1th your OYv11
children, in your homes, is there any place Wlere you
suddenly think of the EPP or something that you've leamed?
Do you find it easy to solve problems at home?
Saying 'A1th my OYv11
children. I've got a neighbour, a child of 9 years Wlose been sexually
abused. Now, I didn't knowWlat to do 'A1ththe child, I knew it was something because I know I
have some of the skills, you know, of counselling, and now how to listen and to ask questions.
Then I thought of giving the child the books to have something to do. I'm telling you, she's
enjoying the books. She's always ask me, bring the books. You know, of course, she's very
much sad in terms of being occupied 'A1th the abuse, she spent time, you know, doing the
activities on the EPP books so Wlat actually my neighbour ... says its been a help because I ask
her questions and I am happy she feels she can talk to me.
What I can say, a child WlO has been acquainted to them (EPP Books) earlier, doesn't want to
part 'A1th magazines. I have an example of my 0Yv11 child WlO was doing Standard 4 at Andile
Crossroads, she was using the EPP books. So she left Andile after doing Standard 5, she went
to Stembile ..er.. She told me to order the Upbeat for her if I can't get the EPP books. So she has
a monthly subscription of Upbeat. If she has to read the magazine, it must be Upbeat. She likes
this, if I bring this one wth me at home, she enjoys it very much. She packs the books away and
takes this book and read it and finish that same evening. She liked it very much and she is so
ft

49: L:
50: K:
51: N:

52: L:
53: K:
54: N:

55: E:
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56: N:

57: L:
58:N:

59:E:

60: L:
61: E:

62: K:
63: E:

64:N:
65: K:
66: N
67: L:

68: N:

69: K:
70: N:

71: L:
72: E:

73: K:
74: E:
75: N:

fluent in English now, she's nowgoing to do Standard 10. Ja, she's very fluent.
... too much, so there's a lot of competition in those books, like the crossword puzzles. Even, I
don't know if they're word squares or the words, puzzles, but, oe, they enjoy that. They make a
competition out of ...
Do they make their 000 competition?
Ja. Which group finishes first, you know, and all that. I think they enjoy it.
And sometimes, VIklathappens, that you have your answer sheet separate. So Wlat I do, I issue
the books to them and then I take the answer sheet. And they look for So I tell them: "I've got
answer sheets, I just want to see if you can do this." And they do it.
And they don't object to not having the answer sheets?
I give them out. Sometimes I just keep them >Mth me and liet them do their exercises ... They
just become so excited Wlen they said: "Oe, I'm right. Oe, it was right." You know? They now
knowWlen they have done well, like in the mediation you you know you have changed ... erfeel
good about themselves.
I was just looking at the questions on the way to Khayelitsha. The list that you have here. ...the
workshops and other teachers ...
I have a problem sharing >Mthother teachers because some of the teachers don't want to come
together. Actually Wlen we're from the workshops, we used to call them, others v.ould say: "I
take it from you some other time, I'm busy novl and such things. They say it's just waste of time
because they are having that syllabus, that is the main thing ...er.. They seem not to be interested.
Remember in that meeting >Mththe principal? In fact, those teachers VIkloare HODs have a better
chance to get the teachers together and show..er ..explain to them. And also er.. because other
schools just like mine, the principal doesn't always take the lead so not so er democratic, I
don't know, so I've always had the problem. If I have to call a meeting, it must be something about
the running of the school. When we are together
He was also not pleased IMth our response.
Most teachers, but they WlO are not using, are not interested. I mean, they are not using the
EPP.
Okay, are you saying that teachers WlO are not using our materials have a problem?
Ja.
I mean this is an issue we have to deal wth because if the schools are going to raise money for
books. From next year then more teacherswll go back. .. Because the t'M> (worxsnops and EPP
Books) go together, but the books are the way in. Alright, is there anything else that you would
like to add. Anything?
Newspapers. Like the conference showed- Wlat can I say? For assessment, assessments, I use
it as a exercise all from the er... newspapers every week, cuttings, they like it for maths too. We
get newspapers every week. They even read newspapers. They cut and cirde and use for ideas.
And even an aid to other teachers?
Well, sort of .... , Kondi, because I was thinking of, I was just introducing this to other teachers,
you know, just telling them about it, just in passing, as I wanted to sit dooo and see if they like it.
Now some few use it.
Europa, do you want to add anything?
I think er.. I think Wlat does it mean to have those magazines, even if for some other reason you
have to be away from class, it keeps the class going, they do keep the class going because they
are interested. So you don't have to say "I'm not in class, somebody must go and do this or
somebody must take my period." You knowthat they are busy learning and thinking. And if you
always supervise them and ask them Wlat they've been doing, you find that you couldn't have
covered such a ground, even if you were there. They enjoy to show off how much they can do
themselves together.
Even IMthout the teacher?
Ja er... wthout the teachers.
Where they had to do the hats.?? But I give them an A4 paper. But it was a problem-solving
exercise. They struggled. And I didn't tell them ..... and they got it!
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76:

L:

SOlM>uld you like more of those kind of exercises?
77: N: Yes, we like them. So 'IkIat they did, they went to other classes too to show .... (Raucous
laughter)
You can see the illustrations in the paper, it should be exactly the same.
(Mixed up talking and laughing)
78: L:

79: E:
80: L:
81: E:

82:
83:
84:
85:

L:
N:
K:
N:

86:

L:

Okay. I just want to ask you some things: The way your classroom looks, has it changed?
No.
Have they got things on the walls, are the desks in a different place?
You mean ....the desks are arranged according to the groups, so the class, yes, there is a change
because they bring the puzzles and paste them on paper on the walls but er.. unfortunately we
don't keep them in class because these classes are used for other purposes during the weekend.
Oh, I see. Alright. Nozuko?
They're a community school. So people use it weekends.
Do they still have the pictures on the walls, are they still there?
Even their dfa\Mngs that they do, sometimes I keep them on the walls, but during weekends I have
to take them off.
Thank you both very much.

ANALYSIS
CRITERIA

QUOTE

Mediation as methodology of choice

•

•
Change in teacher attitude, feelings of
competence

Teacher shows metacognitive behaviour

Changes in teacher cognition, in problemsolving, graphicacy and English

Line 20:mediation is helping very
much ...want to learn, the pupils push to
leam
Line 46: ....assignments about development
of children's thinking, so I just used
everything we talked about in the workshops
and I got a high percentage. I know it works
this mediation

•

Line 16: I was so proud they did the best

•

Line 14: VVhen they have problems
after ...er..they say "think about the hat!" then
they 'M>rk together to find out the problem.

•

Line 36: Yes, especially the workshops I
attended. I developed my O'M1language.
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Changes in classroom environment

•

Line 81: the desks are arranged according to
groups, so the class yes there is a change
because they bring puzzles and paste them on
paper on the walls but er.. unfortunately we
don't keep them in class because these
classes are used for other purposes during the
weekend.

Changes in pupil behaviour and attitude, peer
mediation

•

Line 30: But they \\Ork. They can work
independently.

Line 4: they're \\Orking things out for
• themselves.
Line 8: I group them in groups of four, you
• know,
then Ijust give them the papers. And

Changes in pupil cognition and creativity in
problem-solving, graphicacy and English,
making connections, independent work}
groupy.ork

•

then I ask them Wlat can we say about this?
And I was very much excited because very
much quick, you know
Line 18: .... nowthey think for themselves ...
they not asking me all the time.

Line 61: They nowknowWlen they have done
• well,
like in the mediation ...you ...you knowyou

Positive feedback from pupil to teacher

have changed ...er feel good about themselves.
Changes in assessment and monitoring

•

Peer mediation

Line 73: And if you always supervise them and
• ask
them Wlat they've been doing, you find

Line 68: For assessment, assessments, I use
it as a exercise all from the er..newspapers
every week.

that you couldn't have covered such a ground,
even if you were there. They enjoy to show off
how much they can do themselves together.
Pupils ask questions, take an active role in the
lesson

20: Not Wlat I want them, you know, to
• do.LineThey
came up wth education, a topic on its
0'M1,

Role of materials

education ...

Line 4: Wlat is in the books is relevant to
• them.
I mean, it is relevant to their environment
Line
64:
• interested.but they WlO are not USing are not

COMMENTS:
These teachers feel that mediation \\Orks. They have tried it out both at school and at home. They have
become more confident teachers and their 0'M1 English has improved. They have managed to impart
both cognitive and metacognitive strategies to their pupils WlO have made great strides in becoming
active, independent and autonomous learners. Clearly the materials have played an important role in the
pupils' lives.
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APPENDIX FINTERVIEW 3

Tape Transcript of Interviews
Steynville Primary School, Piketberg - West Coast
29 November 1995
Present:
I: Imelda (facilitator)
D:Daline
L: Lydia (A teacher, not this witer)
M: Myrtle
Length of Interview: 1.45p.m.-2.50p.m.
0:

I am Dalene Esau, a teacher at Steynville Primary School.

I:

HCMflong have you been teaching?

0:

I'm teaching almost 20 years. Next year wil be my twentieth year in the teaching profession.

I:

And v.tIat do you teach?

0:

I teach English.

L:

I'm Lydia Jansen, teaching at Willemsvallei Primary School that is in Porterville, and my subject
is English for Standard 5 and Standard 6, and I have been teaching for quite a number of years too many to mention.

M

I'm Myrtle Boyce. I'm teaching at Goedverwacht Moravian Primary School in Goedverwacht. I've
been teaching for 17 years and most of the time I have been teaching English as a second
language. At the moment I'm teaching English for the Standard 4s. Ss and 6s.

1: I:

Okay, thank you. HCMfhas the EPP contri buted to the development of teaching skills and problemsolving skills in the pupils? Dalene, can you answer?
Suitable material is available through these Fun Books and magazines. The pupils love to read
through these books and they understand v.tIat they are reading. They can y.ork out something
for themselves from the books and v.tIen they really have a problem, they can go to the books to
help them to find the answers.
Okay. Lydia?
Yes, they enjoy the books and they're eager to learn. And all the stories and puzzles and games
in the books, they see that's the same as they have in Afrikaans.
Lydia, so tell me, do you think that wth the EPP - you can actually teach pupils how to solve
problems?
Most definitely "yes'. I haven't been using the books for a long time, but in the last two
quarters, or the last quarter, that they've been using it, they have much fun and they try to solve
the problems. The problems and the games make them think and by that they know how to
solve their problems. I only walk around the groups and listen and ask questions to see if they
understand.
That's fine. Myrtle, v.tIat do you think? Has it contributed to your teaching skills and problemsolving skills in the pupil?
We are y.orking wth these books for the past 2 or 3 years already and the children like to y.ork

2: 0:

3: I:
4: L:
5: I:
6: L:

7: I:
8: M:

One year Standard 4, next year Standard 5, and class music.
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on their 0'Ml. Whenever they get the books, they start 'M>rking on their 0'Ml without me telling
them ~at to do. They will just come and ask and they will consult dictionaries and so on to
see ~at the answers are and if they don't get it, then they'll ask each other or then they'll ask
me a question. They even ask other teachers also and they also 'M>rk at home from these
books.
9: I:
Okay. Thank you. Okay now, during the course of this year ~en we're involved in workshops
we talk quite a lot about evaluation and continuous assessment. You've now reached the end
of the year and you've got examinations at your school. I want to know if ~at we've talked
about in terms of continuous assessment and evaluation has actually affected the way that you
are now testing your children or evaluating your children. Okay, Dalene?
10: D: I should say the way of teaching has improved, especially 'M>rking more on the thematic
approach and going on in that way. The conference also helped us, I should say, a lot about ...
in the way of continuous assessment. And also at the workshops, speaking to each other and
teachers and S'M>pdifferent pages about continuous assessment, so that helped a lot. If it
was not, I should say, for the ESST workshop, maybe we would not have had the chance to
meet these people and share our ideas.
11: I:
Okay. You mean especially people that came from other schools that you've got no
experience of?
12:D: Yes, and ~o attended the workshop.
13: I:
Okay. Thanks. Okay, Lydia?
14: L: The continuous assessment, it is something new, but through the workshops and the
conferences and talking to our colleagues we leamed a lot because we've other ways and new
ideas of setting our tests and finding other ideas of testing the child and finding out ~at the
child knows and so on. The workshops really helped. You ..... .it is important the kind of
questions to ask like ~y and how do you ....
15: I:
Myrtle?
16: M: I just want to stress the point again: We, here out in the country, don't get much time to come
together, 'M>rking with teachers teaching the same type of subjects like those teachers in the
city, so the ESST has helped us quite a lot there that we have come together and that we
could get other's ideas on how they test and ~at they do in their classes. And ~at we also
do nowadays, I also use the newspaper methods and more group methods and so on to
assess children.
17: I:
Okay. NowteIl me, I want to add another question in here. What kinds of questions do you
ask?
18: M: "Why" is the window opener! People brighten, and ~en we use the word the window.; open
and right do'Ml the sentrum the window.; open. It doesn't matter ~at we've asked, but we
just look right do'Ml the sentrum because we can't answer the ~ole thing. But then they at
least start to think well ~y is it....
19: I:
Okay, so do you think the reason ~y some children cannot also answer "~y" questions is
because of second language problem, or ...?
20:M: The child is not made to think. The child is only asking the questions "What is that?" "That is
a book." "Where is the book?" "The book is on the table?" "What is the name of the man?"
"His name is Jan van Riebeeck?" "When did he come ...?" No, there's not going deeper into it
to make the child think ~at it means. Can I just add something else? A week before the
school closes, I gave my Standard 6 pupils pictures. Right? And they had to wite something
about the picture. And I told them: "Listen here, look at the picture, then you see something.
But I 'M>uld like you to look behind the picture. Each one has a deeper meaning. Look deep
into it and then you tell me ~at do you think about it. Don't just look at the food the man is
eating. Look at the man and then you think in that direction." And I give them time to think.
And, you know, I had the most wonderful ideas. One of them was a family - a big family, a man
with many children - and they didn't wite about that. They wote about war victims and they
start witing about Bosnia and Ruanda and at the same time I gave them the newspapers and
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21: I:
22: 0:

23: I:

24: L:

25: I:

26: 0:
27: I:

28: 0:
29: I:

30:0:
31: I:
32:M:

magazines, and the pictures. And they gave me the most wonderful ideas and I said: "Think
behind it, think, think, think, let the mind go." And they started wth this and at the end of the
period, I say: "The time has expired." And they said - imagine one of the boys, one of the
bigger boys - "Miss, can't we go on wth this? Can we do this again after interval? We are
going to have English. Can we come back to do this?" So I felt very, very proud v.tIen he came
to me and he told me that. And they had wondertul ideas of that. So a person can, if you guide
them,like mediate like you say ...
And you Dalene?
I say "yes". I said now I must.... and concentrating more on the "v.tIy" question, give them a
chance to think about and also let them think ... they not only say something, but say
something for a reason. That is v.tIy it has to be this way, or this is v.tIy I think so, because I
have a reason. I have to listen to their reason.
Okay. Is there anyone else v.tIo maybe wanted to say something about this. Remember, at
the start of this year we talked about teaching the children to think, and then to think about
v.tIat they are thinking. Do you think that teachers normally go for this idea of getting the
children to think about v.tIat they are thinking?
They in fact are rushed to get the IM>rk done, that they don't give the child a chance to think.
Just tell the child v.tIat to do or give the lesson; wite it on the board and then copy it from the
board. The child didn't have a chance to think or to give his ideas. So sometimes v.tIen the
child comes to the next teacher, the child gets lazy: Why must we think, v.tIy must we do
that? But the child must be made, I mean the child must be ... The lesson must be developed
like that or planned for the child to give time to think. And the teacher must be aware that it is
not a must that the child must wite something. The v.tIole lesson can be a discussion and
you can have brilliant ideas from the children and you get from one and you praise him, and
then you see you get more and more. This is v.tIat happened in my class because the other
teachers I heard them now only, someone said. "That is v.tIy," they said, "your class is so
noisy. What are they doing? What are they doing outside? Is someone fighting? What are
they doing outside. They're always so noisy, these children?" And so I said: "You don't know,
I'm discussing, I'm talking to the children. I'm not interested in witing such a lot of English.
The children must wite, they must communicate, and that's v.tIy I do this. I must hear that
they understand."
Okay. Dalene, do you think that this year your classes have become more noisy too?
Yes, really.
What kind of things have you been doing in class that have made your class more noisy?
Discussions, reading, then asking questions, one group to another. A few persons that speak
more and not only the teacher.
What about group IM>rk?
Yes, in their groups and therefore the class is noisy because pupils work in their groups and
talk to each other in their different groups. They learn more from each other, you know, really.
Myrtle, has your class become more noisy this year?
One day I had a lesson v.tIere they had to dramatise and the principal, Mr Dietrich. even came
to see v.tIat was going on there because they heard such a lot of laughter and speaking, you
know? They were making quite a big noise there, but that was only because they were
enjoying the lesson.

(much laughter)
33: I:
34: L:

Okay. Okay. Lydia?
Yes, they do enjoy the lessons. And you can't be very quiet. You must let them enjoy
themselves. Sometimes, for example if you are having newwords, and the IM>rds is "scream"
or "shout" or "cry" or they're telling you about the spectators and the athletics and those things,
I let them shout. I say: "Do it as loud as you can. And v.tIen you v.tIisper, then you v.tIisper
and I want in your voice I want to hear if you understand the word." So I don't mind wth the
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noise, I say: "No, v.tIatever, you can be quiet if you want to be." And I like them rapping
something. Rapping and everything. I had a problem wth "do" and "does" and I said: "Come,
let's make a rhyme. And then we rap it." And, you know, I had wonderfut ideas. The boys
they like the rapping. There's one chappie, he likes it. He came and "you do this and you do
that" and I'm wth them and maybe I sometimes I do wth them, and then they do it. The
singing and the rapping and the things they like. Nowthey don't mix them up anymore.
35: I:
It's all in English?
36: L: All in English, everything in English.
37: I: Okay. So this brings me to the question then: Has your oWl English improved during the
course of this year, v.tIy do you ...
38: D: Yes, Ja, my English has improved through the workshops, speaking English at the workshops,
speaking together, each time speaking to each other during the workshops, in our groups or
report-backs. So I should say that my English has improved. I can go on wth a little bit more
confidence in my classroom and also v.tIen I do my report-back at school, after the workshops,
I do it in English.
39: I:
Okay. Lydia, v.tIat do you think?
40: L: I think so and I hope very much so. Because the same v.tIen we have to report-back, I do my
reports and present that in English and v.tIen the English Department has subject meetings,
the meetings are presented in English. Sometimes I am the only one talking, but I do the
talking to let the others know, to let them see and to let them hear. There's nothing to be
scared of or afraid of, use the language; and v.tIen doing this I have to prepare myself and then
to report to them so I think it was ... And then, wth that, I like reading.
41: I:
Thank you. Myrtle? Sorry, can we come back to you, Lydia. So you read? What do you read
in English?
42: L: I read stories and articles and things ...
43: I:
At home.
44: L: At home and things I have to at school.
45: I:
So do you buy English magazines, for example?
46: L: Yes.
47: I:
So v.tIat do you buy?
48: L: Your family and the You. I am also the librarian at school and now I have to see that there are
magazines and Upbeats for the children. And the other magazines there I read them all too.
And I must be up-to-date to keep up wth the children.
49: I:
Okay. Myrtle, so v.11atabout you?
50:M: Yes. My English has definitely improved by hearing and speaking English because sometimes
we know the words, we can wite it, but we don't knowhowto pronounce the words and
hearing English from others, we also hear howto pronounce words. My English also improved
in this way that I read more English. I have read English. I like readings Mills & Boon and
nowadays I read more magazines and, as well as magazines that I send to the schools like
Upbeat and other newspapers like Jam and so on. I am a more confident er.. in the classroom
teaching in English.
51: I:
Okay, thank you. I want to find out how much Afrikaans is actually spoken during the English
class at your school. Dalene?
52:D: I'm not using a lot of Afrikaans, maybe in certain situations Wlere I can see that but now really,
the pupils don't understand this v.ord or if I want to make a word clear to them, especially through
comprehension v.11erethey had to wite dOWl the answers to make sure that they really know
v.tIat they are reading, or v.11atthe passage is all about. But it is like the v.orkshops, in the
beginning there was more nowthere is only a little, by the pupils, only a little.
53: I:
Lydia?
54: L: No, not much Afrikaans, as little as possible, because I am encouraging the child to use
English. No matter v.11atit wants to say, say it in English, all instructions and greetings and
everything we try to put it in English to help the child and to promote the language because
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55: I:
56:M:

57: I:

58:M:

59: I:
60: 0:

61: I:
62: L:

63: I:
64:M:

that is vdlat we want so that the child can communicate in his second language and
understand the other people. They must communicate and think, it also helps them V\1th
Afrikaans because nowthey are used to think.
Myrtle?
I don't use much Afrikaans vdlen I give instructions, but sometimes it's necessary to speak
Afrikaans to explain certain things the children don't understand. But the children ... Many of
the children still don't have confidence to come and ask me questions in English. They'll come
and speak Afrikaans. And I won't force them to speak English if they can't say it in English.
But the Standard Sixes nowadays have much more confidence and they like to speak English.
Even if I'm addressing them in Afrikaans, then they'll still address me in English and ask me
questions in English and that is vdlat I like about them.
I knowthat none of you are actually doing academic studying this year, but I want you possibly
just to tell me a little bit about, maybe studying, like you explaining to your students at school
how to study etc. Okay. Myrtle?
As a guidance teacher at school, I also teach the children ways to study and vdlere to study
because that is part of the syllabus, of the guidance syllabus. While teaching English, it also
comes up sometimes that they ask questions how to get things into their head or how to do
things and then I also bring that up. You know the thought ..er ..vdlat .. maps, things like that.
Asking yourself questions and so ..... We also discuss things, especially the little magazine,
Upbeat, also had articles on how to study and vdlere to study and we also did that.
Okay, thank you. Dalene?
I'm not studying at this moment, but after the last workshop, I think, my sister is studying and I
could easily help her V\1ththe methodology task vdlich she had to do and gave her the lesson
we worked out about methodology and it helped her a lot. And I thought after studying, the
ESST has helped me a lot in my way of teaching. You know I have changed a lot. I listen more,
I am more interested in vdlat the pupils can say. My vdlole approach has changed. I think now I
am a real mediator, you know
That's terrific! Lydia?
Yes, I'm not studying at the moment, but I'm helping the children, the pupils in my class, to
study, especially vdlen they have to do homework. You have to coach them and tell them how
to do their homework, and vdlen, and how to use their time and to make use of hobbies and
show them how to study. Because sometimes they come to you and tell: "Miss, I must do
this, but vdlen I must start witing , everything is confused, vdlat do I do and how do I do that?"
Then it comes into the lessons and we ask questions and that helps them howto do that to
get better results in their tests and so on.
Myrtle?
I find that there's still teachers vdlo's not open for newthings so they don't like to study and
some of them even say: "Why do they have workshops and workshops every time?" And once
I told them: "Listen, a teacher must stay a learner and you must be open for new ideas,
otherwise you won't improve in your teaching ways. You can't stay stagnant."

(Laughing, the others agree)
Right, during the workshops this year, we talked a lot about mediation and howdoes
one become a mediator, how does one interact V\1thother people, howdoes one think
logically in the way that you interact and your relationships V\1thother people. I want to
find out how your being a mediator this year has had any influence on your
relationships at home, be it V\1thyour children, or your husbands, or your parents or
any other members of your family at home? Myrtle?
66: M: Yes, I think I'm less strict V\1thmy children, especially V\1ththe younger one. He likes to make
a scene of everything that he wants and then I just SV\1tchmyself off and I decided, right I'm no
more going to shout at you and beat you and so on, I'm just going to let you ask and let you
have your say ....vdlatever you like and afterwards I tell you: "Listen, Tyrone, but you couldn't

65: I:
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have had that earlier. Why were you making such a scene? Tomorrow mommy's going to
towi, then we'll see together if you can have this or you can have that." That's 'Ivtlat I've
decided now.
67: I: Okay. Lydia?
68: L: I don't have children of my OWl, but the family wth 'Ivtlich I have contact wth, I'm more lenient
wth them, I understand them better. I didn't know my sister-in-law very well, but now I
understand her better. I listen to her and I understand 'Ivtlat she says. I think about it. And
'Ivtlen all the people ask me something, tell me something, then I listen to them. I understand
them so I can give them a hearing and do something for them. Otherwise I 'MX.Ildn't have done
it. I was always in a hurry: "this must be done, and that must be done." So, now I think and
then I try to help 'Ivtloever needs that. They also see it so now they come to me more.
69: I:
Dalene?
70:D: I, yes, I think at home. I have become a little bit more quieter and also wth my little daughter, I
accept more things, not W'ong things, but in the past maybe if she wanted to take part in some
things, maybe a church or so, I said: "But you're too small, just wait a little bit more." But this
year I have decided she wanted to be a drum majorette and I said. "Yes, you may go." I
didn't... I gave her the chance to explore and to make contact wth other children and I can see
that this is helping her a lot, because she was very shy at the beginning and now she has
really moved on - if I can put it this way - into a child ..... er .... more easily speaks to other
children and have contact wth other children. She can comminicate better.
71: I:
Okay, I want to now come to the... I want you to actually just think about the last year.
You've come along to eight workshops this year, you've been to a conference, you've experienced ESST coming to your schools, visiting the children, talking to the children. So 'Ivtlat are
your feelings about the past year
.in your school and wthin your classroom, etc. Myrtle?
72:M: This year the children had enjoyed the English quite a lot because ... They especially enjoyed
your visit to our school last term and also the visit of Uncle James and Lydia. And one thing
that the children won't forget is the day 'Ivtlen you asked them about their children's festival that
they usually have in August. And 'Ivtlat struck me was this. The children never forget 'Ivtlat
they hear from others and you said: "Oh, you're eating mosbolletjies." And that's stuck wth
them. Every time, 'Ivtlen they think about it, then they say: "Yes, the mosbolletjie Imelda."
And they remember that. And 'Ivtlen Uncle James and Lydia came there, also they were so
glad to see them because they were waiting quite a long time already for this visit and they
really enjoyed 'Ivtlat they've learned from you and 'Ivtlat they've learned from the books.
73: I:
Okay? Thank you. Lydia?
74: L: Yes, this was a very busy year for me. It's the first year I had Standard Five and there was so
much... I had so much to learn about Standard Five because I was busy wth Standard Six all
the time. So I found the workshops very, very interesting and the first workshop I attended was
the one wth the TV and then the next one I attended and then Imelda said something -I had to
report for our group - and Imelda said something after that. She said: "That group did very well
wth their lovely ideas and it was well presented by you. You were so confident." And those
words that day made my day and since then I was eager to attend that ESST workshops and
secondly, the conference was ... There I met many people and that was the first time that I
came in such close contact wth the black people. I've never been so close to them and heard
about them and learned about them because of our policy in our country. So that was also an
eye-opener for me and I learned a lot. I enjoyed it and it was v.onderful and it was a fantastic
year to be part of ESST.
75: I:
Dalene?
76:D: I think, yes, that this year was a very important year for me. It is my first year as HOD at this
school and ESST helped me a lot in starting and improving my ways of thinking and doing
things at school because as an HOD I had to bring my views also to them and ask them to
think about it, or 'Ivtlat do they think. And also the workshops ... I should say that being at
these workshops, we're in the area, we developed into a big family as teachers because I think
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in our country. So that was also an eye-opener for me and I learned a lot. I enjoyed it and it
was 'M>nderiul and it was a fantastic year to be part of ESST.
75: I: Dalene?
76: D: I think, yes, that this year was a very important year for me. It is my first year as HOD at
this school and ESST helped me a lot in starting and improving my ways of thinking and
doing things at school because as an HOD I had to bring my views also to them and ask
them to think about it, or Wlat do they think. And also the workshops ... I should say that
being at these workshops. we're in the area, we developed into a big family as teachers
because I think that we here ..... nowwe share a lot of things we've got some people to
discuss things wth.
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Mediation as methodology

of choice
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•

•

Change in teacher attitude, feelings of
competence
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•
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Line 78: The new things
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much easier and more exciting for us too.
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Line 50: I am a more confident er.. in the
classroom teaching in English
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COMMENTS:
Two of the teachers in this group, Lydia and Dalene, only began using the EPP materials in the middle
of this year. They were part of the Platteland group to Vvtlom the workshops were extended beyond the
existing programme. These teachers' comments reflect the cognitive and non-cognitive changes
occuring in the classroom. Their replies are clearly spontaneous, open and honest. They comment on
their increased confidence as teachers in particular but in other spheres too. Further their English
improved through the y.orkshops and through their 0'M1 additional efforts.
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APPENDIX FINTERVIEW 4

TRANSCRIPT OF TAPE OF INTERVIEWS
EDEN PRIMARY,VREDENBERG - WEST COAST

30 November 1995.
L=Lydia
I = Imelda (facilitator)
M=Mcrgaret
A=Angela
B Bal"baa
C=CoIleen

=

Length cl interview: 1.45 p.rn. - 3.30 p.m.
C:

Hi, I'm Colleen Lopes. I teach at Diazville Primay

B:

I'm Barbara and I teach at Eden Primary and I'm teaching the Standard 4s and 6, English and
Health Education. When pupils came into your class, they v.ould still say "juffrou" and so on. But
now, now that - Margaret and myself experience this - but even though they're not in our class,
even though we're sitting in the staffroom, they'll come and speak English to us. The principal
usually comes in to us, orthe secretary, "Hi, did you send somebody to us?" They spoke English.
You know, that kind of thing is developing at our school now. And I think, this Fun Book, the letter,
the newsletter, everything it's just...
So you say that if you send a child wth a message to the principal, they deliver the message in
English?
Because I give itto them in English, ja. I'll say, "Go to the principle and ask him this ortelI him this" or I'll
send them to the secretary or anybody éIld they have to speak. .. One of the children came éIld she was
late and she wanted to tell me Wly she was late and Mo of our teachers were standing there and she
struggled, but she spoke English. It was 'M"Of1Q and everything and... I didn't interrupt her or anything
in front of these Mo teachers. Then I just said "théllk you". And then they said, "Haai, does this children
really speak English?" And I said, "Yes." They see you as the English teacher so they have to speak
English to you, you see?
Maybe I cal add to this something. There was one incident in my dass ..... they came éIld they tell me that
they have a little oompetition that they must speak English dlling interval and I think that was a very good
thing, éIld then the pl.I1ishment was that maybe they have to give them money. They don't talk in English,
then they must pay that ether person. (lal1Jhter) But I can say the same thing as Colleen is nowsaying.
At our school , really that books helped a lot. EverytimeWlen
we nowhand out the books, they are
excited. I mean that last one that we ... In the NEMSIetter, 'Aklere tv.o cl our pupils were in that Newsletter,
Colleen had to phone them to send the books dONI because they... One, one dlild had the Nev.sletter,
I think they got it from your ...
Oh, from another school.
Ja. And they come and ask me, "Miss, Wlen are we going to get our books and our letters?"
Oh, because they deliver the books ...
Ja, ja, ja.
Okay. And tell us Ydlat do you think about thinking skills and problem-solving
skills.
I can also add to Wlat Colleen and Margaret has said because our children are just as excited to
get the books. Normally Wlen they get the books, the books are delivered, are handed out in the
classroom, they ... You have to offer up your lesson. If I come in for a History lesson and the
Standard 6s have received their books, I must give them the opportunity to read through the

3.L:
4.C:

S.M:

6.L:
7.M:
B.L:
9.M:
10.1:
11.B:

School. I teach Standard 3 English.
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14.1:
15.B:

16.1:
17.A:

18.1:
19.B:

20.L:
21.B:

22.L:
23.B:
24.C:

25.L:
26.C:
27.L:
28.C:

magazine because - just the magazine - they are now very excited to see v.tlat is going on.
Maths teacher, and she's really helping me. Since we had that workshops, I think and plan and
the ... conference too v.tlen we had the Argus in class (How to use newspapers as a resource in
the classroom), oh! the children loved that. Really, really. I can now set, no, even I get them to set
problems.
Maybe this is the time to actually just talk about the question around the use of Afrikaans and
English and that kind of thing. Barbara?
I had a problem in preparing lessons and things and since I received these books, I mean they're part of
my lesson preparation, and I normally go through them just to get an idea. For example, in one of the FlJl
Books and Magazines we had the family tree and that was, I thought, a super introduction to the theme
"My Family", so I started off wth that. So, wth all my lesson preparation I normally go through the
magazines and I always find something I can IM>rk on. I mean these Fun Books have definitely helped
me. I mean I use it for preparation in all my lessons, even setting exam questions and the way the
questions we set in the Fun Book, I think I'm trying to use that in dass and it has definitely helped us. You
see, there's a difference in comprehension I do, like in the 1M>rksh0ps you showed us, the main idea,
things and the tough questions you set in the thing, I try to do that and the children are improving.
I can see from the way they're performing there's a definite ... ja, they're definitely improving.
That's good. Has your OWl English .....
Perhaps the fact that... I'd say my English definitely improved, you knowthe workshops give us
practice and confidence and - not just my English, but I think, every year we have different pupils
and since we're using this Fun Books and so on, we give it to the Standard 2s too, so, some of
them use it. So v.tlen they come to Standard 3 v.tlere I teach, and I can see the difference
between the children using the Fun Books, because some children get it, and those 'IJlo do not use the
Fun Book. We can see that they are more relaxed, the children and I, myself, are more relaxed too.
Because they're not afraid to read these books, even though the YoOrdsare diffiwlt, theywll come and
they'll ask you, but that's just "lekker". They're not afraid to speak English, they're just not afraid
anymore because in dass, ooen I read ... Some stories I read to them, okay, because they like to listen
too, then I'll watch them. They don't look in the book, they'll look at my face because you know ....
(laughter) somebody told me I'm just like Imelda wth my hand in the face every time ... (laughter) Okay,
but really.
Barbara?
Yes, I think I have become a more confident teacher and even the children they don't shy éJlNa.yfrom
English anymore. Before we used to have silence in the dass, but nowit's become more bubbly since
they've been using the magazines.
But your school has been using the magazines for a long time.
Ja, there's definitely a change, ja. The children are more confident, and they speak more easily
and if I meet them anywiere during interval or even in the passages then they'll, I mean, then
they'll converse in English so I think there's a definite change.
Can I just ask you, because you've got this long history, have you followed any of your kids into
the high school? Howhave any of them done? Because I know you've got Standard 6s here.
Well, to be honest, I normally enquire from the teachers and our school, in partiruar, are doing quite ..er
well... one of the top group at the high school.
Seeing that we are only to Standard 4, the teacher from the high school came to us and asked if
we can't give them some of our magazines because the dlildren were asking for it. They actually ...
The Standard Ss are now in the high school so they don't get the books, so v.tlat we do now, we
try and take about 30/32 and send it wth some newsletters up to the high school. Then Miss
Edie came and she told me, really, they introduced it to the other teachers and even they at the
high school are using the Fun Books and the Magazines, they are using it in their lessons.
Really?
Ja.
That's very good, that's very good.
And it's helping like Barbara said, wth the setting of the exam papers, that's helping them too
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29.A:

30.1:

31.M:

32.L:

33.A:

34.1:
35.A:

36.M:

37.1:
38.A:

39.1:

4O.C:

because ... \Ne look for other things like understanding.
All exam papers are, Standard Ss, 6s and 4s, \Ne always go back to the magazines, for pictures.
Okay, tell me. You know, to come back to the question of English and the use of your 0'M1 English
as teachers, the very first workshop that was held here at Eden, many of you either didn't speak
at all, or spoke very little, or lapsed into Afrikaans very regular1y. By the last workshop I don't
think there v.es a VIrOrd of Afrikaans spoken. Okay? Why do you think that this happened? Margaret?
Maybe... Usually at schoolwe were talking in Afrikaans and I think the English teachers didn't have a
chance to come together like that ooen \Ne had all these VIrOrkshops and I think that helps us a lot, by
coming together, disruss a lot of things, and you learn a lot about each other. We can excha1ge maybe
a lot of ideas. And that give you confidence, then you go aNay from that VIrOrkshop and there's always
something that you take awdy wth you and then you can go and VIrOrk on that.
Thank you. Angela?
I think also Wlat makes...
The fact that there is more speaking English at the workshops is
because the teachers become ...kind ....sort of a family, ooen they come together, it is nice for us to be
together. And we remember that we are at a Wlr1<shop that's being presented in English, and we just love
it to speak English. And we feel confident in the presence of one another, so for us it's not... But W'ien
you corne back to school, I mean, I also, I love English, but if you go back to school and you see one of
your colleagues, you wil speak in Afrikaans, it just comes. But ooen you are there among these people
WlO understand you and WlO are VIrOrking together wth you - I mean \Ne are VIrOrking on some
things for the methodology project - I think we just feel confident enough to speak, to converse to
one another in English.
Regarding the use of Afrikaans wthin the classroom, okay? How much Afrikaans do you .. er
use ... Angela?
Imelda, I encourage my pupils to speak EngliSh, I really encourage them, but if a w:>rd, if something
must be said in Afrikaans, I tell them, "Don't be afraid to speak Afrikaans", then I normally ask
somebody else, "Who can help?" or "Is there another way \Ne can repeat this in English?" and
there is always somebody 000 is very dever, tries to be very clever, sometimes they even help the
teacher, sometimes the teacher is looking for a word, then they have the VIrOrd. So, \Ne actually
use very little Afrikaans and our pupils, like Colleen and like everybody has said already, is very
confident in English. They're becoming more confident by the day and they just love using
English. So \Ne use very little Afrikaans, but if \Ne have to use it, well, it's not that catastrophic.
English is actually the second language and sometimes \Ne have to explain in Afrikaans so they
can understand Wlat is going on. But I also encourage them to talk in English. I can say that
Colleen helped me a lot ooen the pupils now come from Standard 3 and I'm teaching Standard 4s,
then they, they really know Wlat's going on, Wlat they must do, and how they must do a thing.
I'm just going on.
In actual fact, your situation is you're getting her pupils and the pupils have already been taught in
a certain way. Is that very helpful?
Ja .. er It's the same wth Barbara and myself. She's in Standard 4 and I'm in Standard 5 so ooen
they are coming from there, they are quite confident. Thanks, Barbara. (much laughter).
Maybe this is a good time to ask the question. You are now all very enthusiastic and dynamic
teachers and you've been part of the teacher methodology project, Wlat about the other teachers
at your senootwie teach English and 000 also have access to the Fun Books and the Magazines?
What do you feel about the way that they teach and their pupils are learning?
I can say that is Wly... I think that Margaret and myself are the only two at our school attending
the workshops and we were going on wth our VIrOrk and so ... That is Wly Charmaine came in now
at the last tVIrO VIrOrkshops, because she could see our children speaking, they ...they're progressing
in English, and then she asked, "Why can't we also go?" But then, as Margaret said ear1ier, she
gets my children, but next year, Wlen I have the Standard 2s, then I can immediately check on
the children and see WlO'S teacher speaks English in the English lesson, and Wlose teacher
speaks Afrikaans because some children wil understand easy commands like, "Don't you greet?"
And some of them they don't knowv-klat I'm saying. Then I knowv-klat teacher taught them that.
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41.B:

42.L:
43.B:

44.A:
43.M:

44.1:
45.B:
46.C:

47.M:

48.L:
49.1:

And then .... is my problem. Okay, for the first quarter I just have to see to that and especially
those \\tIo do not get these books too. But our teachers at our school ... Margaret and myself we
had the workshops wth them and some of them came ... they'll come and ask us howwe do this
and howwe do that, especially \\tien we did the group 'M>rk, the workshop and the group 'M>rk,
and afterwards even if we just walk through the school and then we sawtheir desks were ..in rows
(too much laughter, cannot hear). And, we didn't say anything we just left them like that and then
they start asking us, "Now how do you do this, you spoke about that, but how do you do this?" I
must say Charmaine... We have five Standard 3 classes and three of them always come and ask
me. Like one came now and asked me, "I want you to help me wth a theme. Howdo you do it?
What have they taught you at the workshop?' And it's a pleasure to help them.
I think our section, normally the teachers get together and then we try ... we in our sections try to
influence the other teachers and I think it seems to 'M>rk that we try to influence them also in a
positive way.
Do the content subject teachers take a1y interest in Wlat you're doing, oris it only the lalQuage teachers?
Only the la1Quage teachers because we normally have like subject meetings \\tien we come together
éIld disruss this thing, but we haven't v.orked wth the othersubject ... maybe we must try that in the futlre,
but we haven't'Mlf'ked wth the other subjed teachers.
We have spoken about it, yes.
Maybe I can just say something. My husband is an Afrikaans teacher at St Andrews and then
usually he now come and ask me, "\\tIat are you doing at that workshops" and then I usually give
him a lot of ideas that he can use maybe in Afrikaans.
So that's very good. Do you have that at your school also \\tiere the English department 'M>rks
closely wth the Afrikaans department?
We've only got an English department.
The thing is we're only 2, 3 and 4. Senior primary. So, Margaret, myself, Charmaine. But we'll
have the Afrikaans people in my section in Standard 3 section, I have Mo people teaching Afrikaans
and they are two men. At first they were very stubborn and said, "that's a lot of work", but Bella
said, "if you work hard once, then it's not necessary to 'M>rk that hard next time again, once you
get into it", you know? And so, \\tIat happened? This last quarter, they had to come, and ..to us
'Cos nowthe principal wants their modules, their things for next year.
So they came. And I said, "if you started earlier, \\tien we said we'll help you"... I'll give them
English from the Fun Book and I said, "You can use, it you can even use it in Afrikaans, but the
way that they ask questions, do it in your Afrikaans." If the children like it... They are used to it
now in English so it 'M>n't be that difficult if you do it in Afrikaans, seeing that Afrikaans is their first
language.
Howwoold you feel if there were some Afrikaans exercises in the magazines?
What do you think, Barbara? Would you like to see Afrikaans in the Fun Books and the Magazines?

(off-mike discussions)
50.B:
51.1:
52.B:

53.1:
54.A:
55.1:
56.M:
57.1:

I don't think that it wll... So leave this alone ...
Why not?
I think because it's so, they use it every day, every minute of the day, so I think this Magazine
actually to build on the English of the child, on the use of English because the magazine
actually, I 'M>Uldsay, their only English book, some of our children; many of our children; 80%
our children read, so \\tIy must...
Do you think the chlldren souïd like it? Let's say a book of 48 pages, if there were four pages
Afrikaans. Do you think the children 'M>uld like that?
...wll be surprised at the Afrikaans in the Fun Book. I know my children wil ask me.
Will it be a pleasant surprise for them?
Perhaps, yes. Perhaps to think, "haai, the English people are thinking of Afrikaans".
Uncle James can speak Afrikaans.
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58.C:
59.1:

6O.B:

61.1:

62.A:

. 63.1:
64.M:

65.A:

66.B:

67.A:

(General
68.B:

Ja, it will be a surprise, but I think like Angela said, let's keep it English, the kids enjoy it.
Barbara?
I think the children 'MJt.Jd welcome a little story in Afrikaans as well because they don't have... many of
them don't have library facilities coming from the farm and I think they'll enjoy something in Afrikaans.
Even the dlildren suggested having something in ..... because we've got Xhosa, the Xhosa boys and they
thought of having a few'M>rds in. I mean, we looked in the book and I said I \\OUld mention it to you.
Okay, that's very interesting. So ... wantto ... Just think a little bit about this Wlole business of testing,
continuous assessment etc. What IlMlUld like to know is how has it changed Wlat you do in the tests.
What are you doing that is different nowthan perhaps other teachers in your schoof or Wlat you did
before? It is a bit hard, but take your time, give it some thought.
Testing my reading and even my oral 'Mlrk has definitely changed. You know, in the past we used to
have this one child just standing there in front and just talking or even some of them not talking, not
opening their mouths once, but since, at the ~ops,
especially the group 'M>!1<, WIere the children
has to sit and they have to paste some story, they have to make up their ()M) story ... I give an example. I
had it in my dass. They had to make up an accident, a story about an accident wth the pictures, and then
I also have a Xhosa dlild in my dass. She's al\\ays afraid to speak because of the children laughing at
her. And then they had to rome to the front and each one ei them had to ... the one started the story and
the next one just had to go on with it And even Thelma, only said about five V\OI"ds, but, you know, W"ien
she was finished, they gave her a hand in that dass. And then I could give her her mark, because she
spoke. And even the dlildren WlO never speaks, the silent child, then the others wil stay in the group
because it's group 'Mlrkand then they say something now... to encourage and then ... urn, then they also
do speak. And the reading, I don't use readers, this Jolly Readers, now English Made Easy things I put
it someW"iere there, I just pack it aNdy. We use the Fun Book fa unprepared reading, we use it even fa
our recitation and we use it for preparing the stories and that has really helped the children.
You don't like the Jolly ...
Like Colleen said, I also use it (Fun Book) for reading and then for 'Mitten work also. Maybe,
usually WIen we were doing 'Mitten v.urk and we only gave them a topic right then, they must
'Mite about that. But now, in the books they usually give a picture and a lot of things so I also now
do it in that way. Maybe just give them a picture and out of that picture they are now'Miting
their
compositions
... And also Wly ... those kind of questions, that asks Wly ..... that helps them a lot.
I also use the magazines,
these type of things. But now the last time WIen they got the last
Newsletter, I tested them. There was a puzzle in it. When the Newsletters were handed out ...
normally in the magazines the words are there in a block and they have to just... sometimes
I
think it's too easy... But in the Newsletter there was this puzzle and there were no words, Wlich
they had to choose from; and I immediately
used that, I was in the Standard 5 classes - one of
the Standard 5 classes - and I sent a message to the other one, they mustn't use the Newsletter
until I get there. And I used that as a test for them that day and they marked it on the Newsletter.
They marked it themselves
in red and they gave themselves
a mark and it was quite fun to see
how many they could remember.
I'm also trying to use your methods, especially the setting of comprehension
W"iere I didn't think
about it ... before, we had the picture and then children looking for the answers in there. So it has
definitely changed my attitude also towards checking the questions and setting the testing.
I think WIere I also ... I mean we talk about ... There was the question v.klere we talk about the \\ay
we feel about the teaching skills etc., but I think here I can also say that we also, we not... A few
years ago we were almost scared even, you had to run around for things to prepare for children.
It's very easy nowadays especially with these IM>rkshops; WIen you come from there you feel so
empowered
and you come in and you want to try out everything.
So you actually come in
positively into classes these days. The children feel it too.
assent.)
Previously I 'M)Uld go to old question papers and go and find questions. Now I take out a magazine
and I can 'Mite out my oW"! questions from just using the magazines. Using the style and 'Miting, ja.
Making it dear, to understand. (General chorus of assent.) Before I had to go and I take old questions
and I used to wile it d<Mfl, but I think this has emposered me and I can go about setting my <MfI papers.
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69.C:

70.A:

71.M:

72.B:

73.1:

74.C:

75.1:
76.C:
nol:
78.C:

We, usually let the children ... This is W1at I tried in class. They had to go to the comics - even
though it's Afrikaans - in the Rapport (newspaper), because that is W1at they just get, they don't
get any English newspapers, then we Tippexed it out and then they had to try and give ...(fill in the
speech bubbles) Vou know, two people talking to each other or something like that. And then
the other thing that we tested, we had a series of pictures and the children had to look at it and
make up their 0'M1 little story, putting them in order. And the other thing is, I tried now, I had a
diary. And then I had the date, say the 29th November, and then I had a picture. And it went on,
and every time there was a different picture. But it was the same child. And then I said, "Write in
your 0'M1 words, W1at you think, say, Chan was doing."
I also ... We had it eartler in the year. We had that. We took the example of making friends and
they had to wite their 0'M1... We also, we used the examples from the magazine, but we Tippexed
it out, made a copy and Tippexed all the words out, and they had to wite in their 0'M1story. And
it was quite interesting. It took quite a few years before I came back into English. I also taught
English. Those children are now in matric, I think, they were in matric this year. I used the
example... It was a Valentine's Day and I cut out pictures - I think it was Huisgenoot - I pasted
them, and they also had to wite their 0'M1 stories. It was very, very interesting.
I had the same there about insects and then they had to wite about insects, maybe go to the
library and then go find something about maybe one of the insects and then they have to wite it
do'M1 and then on the other side they have to draw maybe something. And then, some of them
drew very well. Sometimes W1en I'm at home and I'm marking ..... then then ...I'm really amazed
to see W1at they can do.
The family, W1en I had a family theme, and the children had to draw either their mother or sister
and they wote a little poem about the ... drawng of the mother and then they wote a little poem
about the mother and father. I also used the family tree and they showed other families, animals.
So we also spoke on how things 'M>rk together, from top to bottom or the other way.
We set about, at the beginning of the year, trying to become real mediators wthin our classrooms
and wthin the schools, but I want you to actually think about W1ether those mediation skills have
actually also moved into your ooole life, into your careers, into your community life as well. Can
you maybe tal k a little bit about that? Are you a mediator wthin your home and your community?
Colleen?
The thing that I have, t'Ml children: Valencia was in matric and then Brenton in Standard 4. I try
and use, W1at can I say? -I can't get to the word, but okay. I tried it at home and especially ooen
they have to start their studying and things like that and they wanted me to give them answers
and things and then I asked them, "But W1at do you think, W1y is it witten like that?" or "Why do
you think Mandela was in ..." Now, last night they was studying history and then he said, he
asked me a question on Mandela and then I asked him, "NowW1y do you think he was there?
Think for yourself because that is ooat your teacher wants. He doesn't want me to give you the
answer." Or things like that. Or Valencia, W1en she was studying and I had to sit up wth her and
then she'd ask me to explain things to her, then I said, "No, you read it, then you explain it to me
and then I'll correct you on right or wong." I wanted them to think for themselves.
And in my
community, well, I'm quite busy in the church, 'M>rking wth baptism classes, especially the
unmarried mothers, I have them on a Saturday morning. And then I told my other father (the
priest), "You know that this year I can say I've really 'M>rked far better than other years." Then he
asked me W1y? And I said, "Usually I was the one... When the gins just sat there and they
looked at me, I was the one W10 gave them everything, but this year I gave them 'Mlrk to do and
they had to come back. 'Vou talk about it, you tell me." And things like that, it helped. I could
see that something went into, it could help me. So we communicate, the communication
was
much better than previously. They really opened.
Howdid you decide, howdid you run the ...
Definitely! Just like yourworkshopst I just say to myself, howwould Imelda do it?
Does it 'M>rk?
Oh, yes! lt works. Because, okay, some of them were teenagers, but the others are a bit older
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and usually they are also afraid ... almost like English people, they speak about the Bible too, you
know? And then, once I open, then I say, even if you speak things that doesn't make sense, but
you want to tell me something, say it. I wIllisten
to you and then I'll try help you.
(off-mike

79.L:
8O.C:

81.1:
82.M:

88.1:
89.M:

90.1:
91.M:

92.1:
93.A:
94.1:

discussion)
Your 0'Ml children?
Colleen?
Just yesterday I sent tw:> Fun Books and a Magazine to my sister's dlildren in cape T CMIl becaJse Wien
they V\ere here last they sawthese books and the small one, she's in Grade 1, she really enjoys reading
and she liked to read to me too. And at their school, they have this ... They have to read and then the
pél"ents have to sign to say well, that they have read. And then last V\eek Wien I 'ABS there, her pél"ents
V\ere busy and I said, "Oh, read to me." and then I can sign it too. And V\ell, then she reads very well, and
then I said, "Okay, I'm going to send you something to read." Every night Yvhen I phoned, she \\OUld say,
"When are you sending the books to me." "I wil send it wth somebody Yvhocomes to towi," And then
I phoned her last night to say, "Okay, Aunty Colleen is sending you the books." "Thank you very much."
Okay, Margaret, have you .... in your OWl home?
I have t'MJ girls and usually they are fighting a lot. And then, I'm now going to check them to just
calm do'Ml. And usually my husband then, he's sport ... he's the P.T. teacher there at St Andrew.:;
and usually he has to go to meetings a lot... Most of the time I am at home wth them, and usually
v-.tlen he comes now from the meetings and I must now explain Yvhat's going on. And I think by
attending these workshops I can now maybe handle them a little bit more easier, like the way I
handle them before.
Howdid you used to handle them before?
Usually I was shouting and screaming.
(much laughter).
And now?
I was ... I just talk to them and they must explain Yvhat's going on. Usually the smaller one, she's
very cheeky, and then I must now have them to sit do'Ml and they must explain Yvhat's going on
and I try .... they must solve Yvhatever they were nowfighting about.
Angela, and you ..... ?
Imelda, Yvhat do I say?
Whatever's on your mind.

( Raucous

95.A:
96.1:
97.A:

laughter)

I talked so much the last time, can you remember?
I know, but now it must... (screeches of laughter, cannot hear).
I think you must pay for me, everything that I've told you! No, I think I've also got three girls and
I think I've always been the mediator because I was always the one like Margaret that is wth them
most of the time and, like she said now, sometimes they just fight and go on and everyone wants
to be right. And then I have to come into the middle and help solve the things, the problem, in a
nice way, in a way that makes everyone happy; although sometimes you wonder if it really
makes the person happy. But, I mean, afterwards they are ... What I can also say is that my little
one - actually not little anymore, she's going to Standard 7 next year - she was a bit lazier than
the other t'M>, I've always noticed it. I don't know if like she was the baby, maybe because she
was the baby, she always asks. The other t'MJ very eager always, and she was the one "How do
you spell this YtOrd?" You know? I've come to teach her that she must use a dictionary, she
mustn't ask for everything because in the past she had really asked for everything. I must wite a
little paragraph for her, I must spell thiS'MJrd for her, I must 'MJrk out this thing for her. And I think
in the past year she has also beoome more growrup cnj she doesn't ask so many things anymore; she
goes to the dictionay and she takes it or she goes to the book that she needs and she takes it and she's
very fond of going to the library ro« because I have encouraged her. I think it has \\Orked a lot, but I
just hope it goes on.
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98.l:

Well, you're going to go on, so she wil go on. look, the thing wth mediation, there's no trick. It
is 'Aklat a good parent or a good teacher does normally and all we are trying to do is saying,
"Here's a frameV\{)("k" that 'Aklen you get stuck you've got something to tum to mentally and it gives
you a way of examining 'Aklat you do. How can I be a little bit better at 'Aklat I do? And it's
something of that, that I IM>uld like to see passed on to the children, 'Aklich is 'Aklat you've done
wth your daughter. She is actually saying to herself, although she's not actually saying it
consciously, "I need to do things for myself and do them a bit better. Barbara?
Yes, maybe I can mention one example in the class. I was out of the class and this boy, 'Aklen I
came in, he was shouting to somebody, I don't know if it was outside or in the class, and normally
I IM>uld shout at him and say, "Don't do such things: And I went to him quietly and I told him, "Do
you think that is right, 'IkIat you did?" And then he apologised and said it was not the right thing
to do in class. Normally 'IkIen there is fights or something also I used to scream at them or chase
them out, but I think I can sort them out better now.
I think that's 'IkIat we are really looking for. Okay, I think ... Is there anything else you IM>uld like
to add? Any other comments about any area 'IkIere you've suddenly thought, "Gee, you know,
that's 'IkIat I learned from the books, or the workshops. Or anything else that you IM>uld like to
add. Margaret?
Not long ago, there was the one Standard 4 gir1and she, actually she 'M"ote a letter to me, and in
the letter she told me that her father now is molesting her, and I don't know how to handle the
problem, so I went to Mrs Mostert, the guidance teacher at our school, and that morning she
stayed at home and she now asked me to come to the house, she was alone there at home. And
I asked the guidance teacher to go wth me because I don't knowwnat to do and we went to her
house, she was alone there, we had to knock there a long time, and then she opened, she was
alone there in the house. I talked to her and she told me 'IkIat happened and, actually she wanted
to talk to me alone, she didn't want the guidance teacher to be there, so she went out and waited
for me outside. Nowwe're now going on. What is the
(school psychologist).
We've now
handed the case over to him, so that he can now handle it. But I think in that way maybe I also
helped her because she had that confidence to come to me.
At the start of this interview you spoke about this family that you have here, the family of teachers.
Has this coming together and forming this family, has that made you stronger as a person? How?
Definitely it has. Because I think we have now the confidence. I mean, myself and Margaret
aren't together every day, or Colleen, or Thomas, but I think we miss one another. Really, I miss
them. And I can't wait for next year to start. Although towards the end, can you remember?, we
said we don't have energy anymore, but I think we're looking forward to seeing one another again
in the newyear, you as well, Imelda, and lydia, if you can be there, and we've sort of come to take
a real liking in one another. And I think I wil have the confidence that if there's a problem, and I
think Colleen can help me, I wil pick up the phone and I wil phone her. I have that confidence.
And I know she wil help me if she can. Or anyone of the others. I even miss Robert. (Much
laughter.) Yes, maybe he's going to go away.
Shame, we'll miss him .... (Iaughter and all talking together) .... I'm going to work in his place
again, I'll see him. Tell him we miss him, we send our love.
Yes, well ..... anything else, comments or anything you want to say.
Margaret?
The conference that we had, I think that was also a very IM>nderful thing.
ft

99.B:

100.L:

ft

101.M:

102.1:
103.A:

104.C:

105.L:
106.1:
107.M:
108.l: Why?
109.M: Because I learned a lot, especially the Xhosa speaking teachers that had been there. Ja, I think

I already told you, I think they are used to now go on wth only a few and little things and then they
can maybe do a lot wth that. They only had... I think there was some of them that said they don't
have any books and they are ... I think they go on ...
110.1: They make the best...
111.M: ..... wthout books. And we only complain a lot and they must go on.
112.1: Was this the first time that you actually sat wth a group of teachers that have come from the exDET ..... ?
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another again in the new year, you as well, Imelda, and Lydia, if you can be there, and we've
sort of come to take a real liking in one another. And I think I will have the confidence that if
there's a problem, and I think Colleen can help me, I will pick up the phone and I will phone her.
I have that confidence. And I know she will help me if she can. Or anyone of the others. I even
miss Robert. (Much laughter.) Yes, maybe he's going to go away.
104.C: Shame, we'll miss him .... (Iaughter and all talking together) .... I'm going to IM>rk in his place
again, I'll see him. Tell him we miss him, we send our love.
105.L: Yes, well ..... anything else, comments or anything you want to say.
106.1: Margaret?
107.M: The conference that we had, I think that was also a very IM>nderful thing.
108.L: 'Why?
109.M: Because I learned a lot, especially the Xhosa speaking teachers that had been there. Ja, I
think I already told you, I think they are used to now go on with only a few and little things and
then they can maybe do a lot with that. They only had... I think there was some of them that
said they don't have any books and they are ... I think they go on ...
110.1: They make the best...
111.M: ..... without books. And we only complain a lot and they must go on.
112.1: was this the first time that you actually sat with a group of teachers that have come from the
ex-DET ..... ?
(Chorused assent.)
113.1:
114.B:

Any other comments?
You know I said in my diary, I'm very sorry, I really, I'm sorry I didn't go to the conference this

ANALYSIS

QUOTE

CRITERIA
Mediation as methodology

of choice

Change in teacher attitude, feelings of
competence

•

Line 74: I can't get the IM>rd, but okay.
(mediation) I tried it at home and especially
v.tIen they have to start their
studying ........ and then I asked them,"but
v.tIat do you think, v.tIy is it \\fitten like
that?"

•

Line 15: Really, really, I can now set, no,
even I get them to set problems.
Line 99: Normally v.tIen there is fights or
something also I used to scream at them or
chase them out but now I think I can sort
them out better.

•

•

Line 15: Since we had that IM>rkshops, I
think and plan.

Changes in teacher cognition, in problemsolving, graphicacy and English

•

Line 68: I can \\fite out my oV\fl questions .... making it clear, to understand.

Changes in classroom environment

•

Line 67: So you actually come in positively
into classes these days. The children feel it
too.

Teacher shows metacognitive

behaviour
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CRITERIA

QUOTE

Changes in pupil behaviour and attitude, peer
mediation

•

Line 2 : At our school, children never ever
• spoke
English to the English teacher before,

Changes in pupil cognition and creativity in
problem-solving, graphicacy and English,
making connections, independent work}
grou~

never.
•

•
Positive feedbacklinterest

Line 21: The children are more confident,
and they speak more easily.

•

from other teachers

Positive feedback from pupil to teacher

•

Changes in assessment and monitoring

•

Line 13: It just shows me that they are
reading and it helping them wth their ..
um ...of solving problems, really. Even the
children in the Maths too.
Line 19: They're not afraid to speak English.
Like one came now and asked me, ..."How
do you do it? What have they taught you at
the workshops?'
Line 23: (our pupils are) one of the top group
at the high school.
Line 28: wth the setting of exam papers ...
'Ne look for other things like understanding

•

especially the setting of comprehension
v.tIere I didn't think about it before.

Meeting wth other teachers

•

Line 31: by coming together, discuss a lot of
things and you learn about each other. We
can exchange maybe a lot of ideas. And
that give you confidence.

Pupils ask questions, take an active
role in the lesson

•

Line 62: And even the child v.tIo never
speaks, the silent child, then others wil stay
in the group ...... then they something now.

•

Line 19: Before we used to have silence in
the class but now it's become more bubbly
since using the magazines.

Role of materials

COMMENTS:
These teachers are all at schools that have been receiving materials since 1991. It has been largely at
their insistence that the workshops were instituted. They have become innovative, creative teachers and
their pupils are neither shy nor scared to speak to visitors in English and express their views clearly.
These teachers have been conducting workshops since March 1996, wth other subject teachers in
their oWl schools and also from other schools in the area. These have been given in Afrikaans. They
have a firm grasp on mediation and they employ metacognitive strategies and teach them to others.
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APPENDIX FINTERVIEW 5

TRANSCRIPT OF TAPE
LAURIE HUGO PRIMARY, MOORREESBURG

4 December 1995

- WEST COAST

I =Imelda.
L = Lily
N=Nico
Length of interview. 2.00p.m.-3.45p.m.
N:

Hello, I'm Nico Hendriks and I'm teaching at Laurie Hugo Primary School in Moorreesburg and I'm
a Standard 3 teacher nowfor almost six years.

L:

Hello, I am Lily Adonis and I am teaching at Laurie Hugo in Moorreesburg. And I have been
teaching for 29 years. And this is my first year for, to teach Standard Ss and to teach Standard 4
and 5 art class.

1. I:

Okay, let's start the interview. The first question that I want to ask is v.tIat are your feelings about
your involvement wth the teaching methodology project this year. You came to workshops once a
month for at least, I think, eight times during this year. I want to knowv.tlat are your feelings about
the teaching methodology project workshops. Nico?
Well, Imelda, I can truly say to you the workshops came to me as a rescue because I've got so
much confidence to speak English and to communicate wth other teachers I didn't know before
and we became good friends and I'm not shy anymore to talk English before other people or to
discuss matters wth other people and so on. So I feel truly that there was so many things to learn
from your workshop that I can only be thankful that I attended during the course of this year and I
feel that we can still go on next yearwth the same things because there's so much to learn in that.
I remember one of the ... At the very first workshop we held at Goedverwacht the entire workshop
was actually conducted through the medium of Afrikaans and I notice since then that people
started talking more and more English in the workshops. Would you say that you also became a
lot more confident to speak English in the oorkshop?
I think I never speak English so much as I did there because you are in a sense forced to speak
English now for other people, fellow colleagues or something like that, and that really gives you
confidence to speak, and also v.tIen I came from that, from the workshops to my school the
v.tIole ... the next morning I'm so filled up wth English I just want to speak and communicate with
each and everyone in English. I taught my class some things, howto pray in English, how to ask
to leave the room in English, and things that I wil never normally do in my class. So I think there's
a positive ... positively influenced my life, being a part of ESST oorkshops.
Okay, thanks. Lily? Lily, I want to ask you now v.tIat are your feelings about the workshops that
you've actually attended this year?
I think the workshops are very exciting, but I do not have the confidence to speak like Mr Hendriks
about the workshops because I'm not used to group oork.
Okay. So, Lily, I want to ask you, v.tIen you are teaching your children, do you ever put them in
groups? Do you ever teach through the medium of groups?
Yes, but I done it more in the substandards.
Okay. You mean, like Grade i?
Grade i, Grade 2 and ...
Grade3.
Grade 3 is Standard 1. I have done it more then than I've done it this year.
In Standard 5?

2.N:

3.1:

4.N:

5.1:
6. L:

7.1:
8. L:

9.1:
10. L:
11.1:
12. L:
13.1:

(much laughter)
29. I:
30. L:

31. I:

Okay, okay, that's true.
Then we came to Porterville and we were at the Community Hall and here I found out that they were
discriminating against people, the fat ones and the slim ones because they make these toilets like
that - big toilets for fat people.
You learned quite a lot of interesting things.
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32. L:
33.1:

34. L:
35.1:
36. L:
37.1:

38.N:

Yes.
If you were in a position to come back to the workshops next year, lM>uld you come back? Did you
learn things that you could use in class?
I learned a lot. Like that one about obesity.
Oh right, the different kinds of children?
The different kinds. I find in class I recognise them afterv.ards and I go to teach them better or to
discipline them better. I find it hepled me to understand them better. I try harder ro« and it IM>rks better.
Okay. I want to find out how much English is actually being spoken in the English class. In other
words, how much of the English do you maybe have to translate into Afrikaans 'Atlen you are
teaching your children? Nico?
Well, I think that English is a very difficult business in our school because, say, 80% 90% of the
day in the life of the children here, they hear Afrikaans, they speak Afrikaans, they play Afrikaans;
at home each and every one, their parents speak Afrikaans. They actually ... On the television is
the only medium 'Atlere they ever cross wth English and in the school. But that is a real problem
for us because 'Atlen you came in the class, the classroom situation 'Atlere you are now speaking
English, they will passively sit and listen to 'Atlat you said. And most of the time I think they
understand 'Atlat I am telling them. Say for instance 'Atlen I came in the class and said: "Good
morning, class" and then theywll say: "Good morning, sir." They understand 'Atlat I'm saying 'Atlat
I'm asking. "Can someone clean the chalk board for me, please?" Then one of the boyswll come
and they clean the chalk board for me. But vJ1en I talk other things or explain a difficult thing in the
language or ask them to do something for me, then you wll see they ask around: "What do the
man want? What he mean by that?". There the difficult part starts. I think vJ1en we teach Standard
3, in my situation now, I speak more or less English, but vJ1ere I see there's a problem now, then
1'1.111
go over to Afrikaans and explain "I want that and I want that to do for me
And then you
can see they immediately start doing things that you wants. So, you can't just come in and begin
in English and go straight away and end up in English. Then youwll get a very ... you won't get a
response that you want from them, from the children actually because they IM>n't understand you.
And it's for me to understand their problem, they don't read English, they don't talk English or
speak English wth their friends orwth their parents. So, I think, say in a period of 30 minutes you
only speak for 10 minutes English and the rest is Afrikaans, just to get through to the child and to
see results although it is for that period only. So we have to deal wth a very, very big problem as
we talk about English in the classroom situation.
Okay. Lily, you now teach Standard Ss. Okay. And they've been doing English for five years
already. This is their fifth year of English. Tell me vJ1at is the situation in your class: How much
English and how much Afrikaans are you talking in that Standard 5 class?
I have to talk English because on an equal basis. I start my lessons wth English and as soon as
the child says, "I do not understand", then I change over to Afrikaans.
Do you ever ... Let's say you've been teaching somebody English, okay? Then if the child says, "I
do not understand" do you immediately go to Afrikaans, or do you attempt to explain in English
again before you start on the Afrikaans?
Yes. I attend going on in English and 'Atlen I speak the child does not correspond, then I change
over to Afrikaans.
Would you say the children that you teach, do they like talking English and like learning English or
do they hate English?
Some of them hate English, especially vJ1en they come to comprehension.
Okay. Where ...
Where they got to wite it, they got to read it, and others are spontaneous, like Daniel Booysen, if
he does not like something, then he likes to explain it in English. Like vJ1en we came to the
subject Child Abuse. So he said, he is abused.
And all this was in English?
All v-.es... (something seems to have gone on the blink - mike temporarily off and interviewtakes up
in mid-sentence) ... and I try to get him away from his grievances and I told him to wite a letter in
'Atlich he explain how he feel about the things that matters to him, "waarteen hy nou in opstand
kom". And I don't know if my attempt was successful and if he did it. I cannot give the answer.
Okay. Nico, tell me, did your oW"! ability to speak English and to wite English and to read English,
did it improve through coming to the workshops this year.
Well, I think so, Imelda, because at the school every day you are dealing wth Afrikaans, vJ1en you
speak to the principal, to your fellow colleagues, or anybody else, you do it in Afrikaans, but 'Atlen
you attend the workshops, you have to speak English and I think from there you've got that confi-

now.

39.1:

40. L:

41.1:
42. L:

43.1:
44. L:
45.1:
46. L:

47.1:
48. L:

49.1:

50.N:
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dence to speak, to stand up and say VvtIat you want in English; you do it in English. And you are
not shy anymore, you are not feeling afraid of using words because I see a language as ... I
compare it wth a sport, you have to practise it to do it good and the same thing in class, you have
to speak English, you must find ways to let the pupil speak English so that they can practise the
language, practise the language and they become perfect at the end. If they have difficulties wth
English, then you must think out ways to simplify it in the sense that... so that they can use it
easier. Being part of ESST workshops makes me a very confident -I use every time the word
'confident' because that is how I feel - to speak English and it improve my English because the
main thing was the July conference.
51.1:
Okay, just before we get to the July conference, I actually want to find out from you ...
52.1:
Lily, I want to know, has your oWl English - your spoken English, the amount of English you read,
the English that you wite - has it improved through coming to the workshops this year?
53. L: I WJuld say
on the same level as before because I'm not a person VvtIoconverses easily.
54.1:
Do you not feel more confident to speak English?
55. L: I'm forced to speak English, but I do understand English very well and I can wite it very well.
56.1:
Are you scared to speak English?
57. L: Not actually, but I do not wsh to speak it.
58.1:
Why not?
59. L: It's got something to do wth my life as a child.
60.1:
What do you mean?
61. L: I had a nasty
experience at school. It was at Wynberg, VvtIat is that... St Augustine's
I was
from the platteland and I was sent to the English medium school in Wynberg and there we had
daily witing exercises and this teacher actually v.rote in my book. "This is not your OWl WJrk" and
she passed nasty remarks and said to the other kids things about me and she didn't know that I do
understand English.
62.1:
How many years did you go to that school?
63. L: It was only for 3 months, so my aunty ...
64.1:
VVhat Standard?
65. L: Standard 6. So my aunty took me out of the school and put me in an Afrikaans medium school
because I was becoming very difficult and she was afraid that I WJuld lift my hand forthe teachers.
So that's the main reason VvtIy.
66.1:
Okay, okay. So, but, now, now as an adult, do you not enjoy the experience of speaking English?
If somebody ...
67. L: I do enjoy it, but I do not have say people around me every day so that I can practise say on a daily
basis. In the classroom actually I'm the one VvtIo's more speaking English all the time and that
child is conversing back to me in Afrikaans.
68.1:
Tell me are you going to be teaching English again next year? Are you teaching 5 again?
69. L: Standard 5 English.
70.1:
Okay. Howdo you feel about that?
71. L: It was like, it finish my nerves.
72.1:
Okay, okay. You don't want to teach English again.
73. L: I can do it again. I do it again. I can do it again. I'm not afraid. So I'm actually looking forward ...
74.1:
I want to ask you about mediation.
75.N:
I think that at the workshops we've learned about and we've heard so much about mediation and
I've tried it in my classroom, in the staff room wth my colleagues and I think it was accepted very
positively. The old way of teaching: you are the teacher, you say everything, VvtIatyou say is the
right thing, it doesn't WJrk anymore and if you should try out to be a mediator, you wil have at the
end of the day much more success in your WJrk and in VvtIat you are doing. It ¥.Urk in group
'M>rking VvtIereyou can actually just give the pupils an exercise to do and you say just nothing, just
let them go their way and then VvtIenthere are questions, then you can see ... They wil ask you a
question and you can go to the level of the child as it were to talk to them and they wil respond very
much better as if you come forward as a teacher VvtIere you know everything , you do everything,
you say everything and that lead the children to be more open to you, to ask freely questions, they
don't usually do that, but VvtIenyou give them that scope, if I can put it that way, they wil see their
way out to ask questions, and that wil help you a lot to evaluate at the end of the day to see how
good or how bad I amwth my methodsorVvtlatam I busy doing. And I think that is a very positive
thing of being a mediator and not a teacher anymore.
76.1:
Okay, so tell me, Nico, have you tried to be a mediator in your staff, amongst other teachers and
your principal?
77.N: Yes, I got Mrs Adonis here VvtIocan also comment on that and say that I am talking the truth. We
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78.1:
79.N:

80.1:
81. L:

82.1:

83. L:
84.1:
85. L:

86.1:
87. L:
88.1:
89. L:

90.1:
91. L:

92.1:
93. L:

94.1:
95. L:
96.1:

97.N:

98.1:

usually have meetings and then people differ and Wlen later on they just speak louder and louder
and all that sort of things, and I used to sit dO'Ml and listen carefully and then make up my mind and
afterwards I wil stand up and make suggestions or anything in that way. And then people understand you very much better, they listen to you and then later on, say a month or two weeks later,
Wlen you got the same thing, they used to keep an eye on me Wlen I'm going to stand up or say
anything because they expect me to as it were come to the rescue of Wlat is happening now. Then
afterwards I can wth a smile telling them "that is the right way to do things" and not the way you are
doing now. Just pointing out to them that person she got a right to say how she feels and Wlat she
wants.
If you don't agree.
If I don't agree wth her. And let her put her ... the things she wants, let she put it on the table and
then see Wlich one wil be then the best. Then we sort out our problems. But don't just Wlen
someone came forward wth something and you just fire on that person, said "no, it won't 'M)rk, it
wil neverwork. it doesn't 'M)rk in the past, it won't 'M)rk now. You see, that sort of attitude and I
think it do a lot of changing your attitude towards your colleagues and other people. And I think
being a mediator you very, very much ... Hoe sê mens virvoordele nou weer? Advantages. Advantage.
Advantages, ja, ja. Okay. Lily, Wlat do you think? I mean, have you tried to be a mediator .....
I think so, I tried to mediate at home, at school, especially in my classroom. Nowthere were many
- Wlat's the word?
What'M)rd are you looking for?
I'm looking for the word ... situations.
Many situations ...
Plenty opportunities to mediate in my oYKl class because it's an exceptionally difficult class to
handle and there were daily tiffs among the pupils in the classroom, especially the girls and I have
to find solutions to solve their problems, and it'M)rked. It was like that the one say something, then
the other one says something and it goes from the one to the other. Sometimes they scream at
one another and I was a father too ( I think she means that she had acted as a priest).
Tell me, at home, howwould you try to be a mediator at home? Give me an example.
I usually ... If my kids they have a problem, they come to me, and then they ask me questions and
I give them the answers. But Wlen they are teenagers, then ....
Like Wlat?
Like me and my daughter we were arguing about her dress. She ... It was her matric dress. She
does not knowWlat I can do, but the dress
and we were arguing about the - wat is die woord?
The style?
Ja, the style of the dress and how it should be stitched together and we were designing the dress
and she did not understand me. And I hit her, then she went to her room and she cried and after a
Wlile she came back to me and then I thought now I must try again. I must do it better and think of
another way to do it, explain. So I sat doYKl again with her and I explained to her and I draw
sketches to make it more acceptable for her to see vJlat I meant. And then she realised that I can
do the 'M)rk.
And she accepted it.
And she accepted me, and she was pleased wth the result and she bragged.
Oh, she showed off about ...
She didn't laugh at me.
Okay, okay. Tell me, maybe ..... the question of mediation ..... the conference that we had in Cape
ToYKl in the July holidays. Did you enjoy it, vJlat did you learn, vJlat did you get from the conference? Nico?
In the first place, I was very negative to go there because I didn't quite knowvJlat to expect there,
vJlat to see and vJlere I must go and vJlat to do there. But I think the first night arriving there was
totally, totally enjoyable. I liked the things I sawthere and all the people there. We met so many
other people, the people from P.E., I think they were so enthusiastic about everything there, their
singing, yes, and the way they live, they talk to each other and all that sort of things. Each and
everything we've learned there is 'M)rth so much valuable to me that Wlen I came back to school,
for instance, I've learned my pupils in the class Xhosa v.ords and I was so eager doing that I taught
them many things, how to count from 1 to 10 in Xhosa, vJlich I've learned with that people there in
the conference. I've got so much of value there that I feel you can't tell in so much 'M)rds for other
people how much we enjoy it, and how many things you've learned there.
Would you come to another conference next year? If there was a conference next year, v.ould you
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come again?
99. N: Without thinking or anything else, I wil accept that invitation.
100. I: Liddy, Wlat do you think about the conference?
101. L: I was also negative about going to the conference. I did not knowWlat to expect and I had a
littl e bit of family troubl e about going there and I had to make quick arrangements for somebody
to look after my kids. And Wlen I came there, I look through everything and so forth, but I
enjoyed it, and I... The people, the different nations together, was also an experience.
102.1: Was this the first time for both of you that you come into contact wth so many teachers WlO
teach at black schools? Or have you come into contact wth teachers WlO teach at black
schools before n(Jtll{?
103. L: No, this was the first time.
104. N: I think this was the first time I met so many people from to'M1ships and I think we all was surprised
about the wann and the friendly feeling around all these people and the way they treat us and I think
that was overW1elming because Wlen you hear of to'M1ships, or people, then you are very scared.
You don't want to talk or get mixed up wth that sort of people. But - that wasn't my attitude - but
I think meeting them and talk to them and they talk to us and then we've learn a lot from them,
especially the old ladies, if you can call it. They are so enthusiastic to be there, we should
compare them wth the youngsters here WlO are teaching wth us at our school, Wlen it's holiday
they want to do their 0IM1 things and here you've got a group of people from so far - Port Elizabeth
- coming to Cape TO'Ml in their holiday time, attending a conference like that. I enjoyed it very, very
much and I've learned so much from the different speakers WlO attended the conference there.
105.1: Which, tell me, can you remember, I know it's quite a long time ago now, but Wlich thing did you
enjoy the most? Which speaker did you enjoy the most at the conference?
106. N: Well, I think that American -WlOwaS it? -was telling the story about the boy going tothe queen or
the king.
107. I: Was that Craig Dicker? Was it the one WlO talked about teaching science?
108. L: No, no, no.
109. N: The story was about the little boy WlO was going to the king and the king asked him to boiled ...
110. L: It was the king himself.
111: N: Was it the king himself? He went to him and ...
112.1: Okay, yes, no, I think I remember the story. It was a Wlole long story. But you enjoyed Craig
Dicker?
113.
Both: Yes.
114. L: Yes, there was one ...
115. N: Maybe The Word maybe
It depends
you know he said it depends .
116. L: Ja, ja, ja, maybe it was that.
117. N: And the other activities also. Like, for instance, the lady from England, or from America also was
teaching us how to teach spelling words: Wlere you have the words and then you cover it wth a
piece of paper and then one, the boy, must tell them 'listen, it is something hot, you can eat it, it is
made of bread' and then the answer is 'hot dog'.
118.1: Oh, right.
119. N: It is small little things, methods that you can use in the class Wlich the people in the class wil
enjoy doing it in that very same way they learned a lot. They enjoy it and at the end of the day they
enjoy attending school, you see? In my class there is much absent.. .. Wlat...but now they all
come to school every day. If not they come to ask ·Sir Wlat did I miss?" you know
120.1: Okay, okay. Maybe, I think we're coming closetothe end of our tape, so we must also come close
to the end of our interview. Nico, I know that this year, even though your school did not get the
ESST Fun Books, and Magazines, I gave you books and I know that you have used it because I
came to your class and sawall your children's books. Do you think that those Worksheets
actually helped the children in learning?
121. N: I think so because in Standard 31 notice the pupils they like to play, to colour, to draw pictures and
read and the magazines and story books is 'Mitten in that way. At the end of our exercise, they
can colour it in, the crossword puzzles and those things I think... it helped us a lot because
presenting a lesson and doesn't matterWlat method you use, pupils used to be so passive, just
looking at you wth sleepy eyes, but Wlen you hand over things like that, they are so ... they are
awake and they want to see Wlat is that and how should one do this and do that. And I think we
don't need handbooks anymore because that is one of our big problems here in the platteland, we
don't have handbooks. But if you've got that ... And Wlen each and every child got a copy in front
of him, then your 'M>rk is so much easier during class because you can ... the magazine ... say for
instance there's a paragraph, you can use it in a reading lesson, you can do vocabulary from there,
you can do spelling, comprehension, language, everything you actually can do wth that.
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122.1:

Weill hope that you are going to get the books next year. I know there's still negotiations going on
at the moment, but I think that definitely there V\111
be something that is going to happen at the
beginning of next year to get you the books.
123. N: I can also promise you one thing, that I've got... that I should have a rich father, then I wil urge him
to sponsor the ESST V\1tha lot of hundreds and thousand of rands so they can grow just bigger
because we are (much laughter) only four teachers from our school attending the 'M>rkshops and I
think vklen we can get more in then they'll be so pleased and thankful too because I see how the
workshops ... I saw it in future there's in-service training if I can call it like that because you learn
so much vklich you can bring back to your schools and to your other teachers also and I think for
a moment if they can get hold of this information, these methods of presenting lessons, they wil do
much, much better.
124. I: Okay, that's the end of the interview. We've had lovely cooldrink and biscuits here at Nico's place
and I think we've all tal ked enough. Thank you both for all your hel p.

ANALYSIS
CRITERIA

QUOTE

Mediation as methodology of choice

•

•

Change in teacher attitude, feelings of
competence

•
•

Line 36: I try harder now and it y"orks better.
Line 75: they V\111
respond very much better
as if you come forward as a teacher vklere
you know everything, you do everything, you
say everything and that lead the children to
be more open, to ask freely questions, they
don't usually do that, but then you give that
scope.

•

Line 91: I must do it better and think of
another way to do it.

•

Line 4: the next morning I'm so filled up with
English I just want to speak and
communicate wth each and everyone in
English.
Line 50: If they have difficulties V\1thEnglish,
then you must think out ways to simplify it
in the sense that.... so that they can use it
easier.

Teacher shows metacognitive behaviour

Changes in teacher cognition, in problemsolving, graphicacy and English
•

•

Changes in classroom environment

Line 36: I find in class I recognise them
afterwards and I go to teach them better or
to discipline them better. I find it helped me
to understand them better.
Line 75: if you should try out to be a
mediator, you V\111
have at the end of the day
much more success in your y"ork and in
vklat you are doing.

Line 119: They enjoy it and at the end of the
day they enjoy attending school.

COMMENTS:
These teachers had not been receiving books prior to the y"orkshops. The impact of the y"orkshops is dear
and being a mediator is described as having advantages. Lily, in spite of really difficult conditions, managed
to rise above the situation. There seem to have been some changes in pupils attitudes, cognitive changes
are not mentioned in this interview, neither is assessment.
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Changes in classroom environment

•

Line 22: That is YwtIyit has to be this way, or
this is YwtIyI think so, because I have a
reason. I have to listen to their reason.

Changes in pupil behaviour and attitude, peer
mediation

•

Line 30: They learn more from each other,
you know, really.
Line 18: "Why is the wndowopener" .. but
then they at least start thinking well YwtIyis
it...
Line 78: The pupils do more themselves and
they also learn more. It is so much better.

•
•
Changes in pupil cognition and creativity in
problem-solving, graphicacy and English, making
connections, independent'Mlf"l<lgroup'M>fk

•

Positive feedback from pupil to teacher

Line 14: The continuous assessment, it is
• something
new. ..... we learned a lot because

Line 20: "Miss, can't we go on wth this?
Can we do this again after the interval.
So
I felt very, very proud
ft

•••

we've other ways and new ideas of setting
our tests and finding other ideas of testing
the child and finding out YwtIatthe child
knows and so on, ..... lt is important the kind
of questions to ask like YwtIyand how do you

..........
Changes in assessment and monitoring

•

Line 10: If it was not, I should say for the
ESST YoOrkshop,maybe we YoOuldnot have
had the chance to meet these pepole and
share our ideas.

Meeting wth other teachers

•

Line 16: We out here in the country don't get
much time to come together, YoOrkingwth
teachers teaching the same type of subjects
like those in the city so ESST has helped us
quite a lot there that we come together _

•

Line 8: then they'll ask each other or then
they'll ask me a question. They even ask
other teachers also.
Line 28:Discussions, reading, then aSking
questions, one group to another. A few
persons that speak more and not only the
teacher.

Pupils ask questions, take an active role in the
lesson

•

Line 2: YwtIenthey really have a problem,
• they
can go to the books to help them to

Role of materials

•

find the answers.
Line 8: Whenever they get the books, they
just start YoOrkingon their oWl wthout me
telling them YwtIatto do.
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APPENDIX FINTERVIEW 6

TRANSCRIPT OF TAPE
ORLEANSVALE PRIMARY SCHOOL, PAARL

5 December 1995
K = Kondi (Facilitator)
J = James (Mbekweni Primary School)
T = Tania (Or1eansvale Primary School)
R=Rudie
Length of interview. 2.00p.m.-3.25p.m.
1. K:

2. R:

3. K:
4. T:

5. K:
6. T:

You have indicated in the questionnaires how the EPP has contributed in this children's
development of English vocabulary. Now, could you tell me how the ESST materials has
contributed in the development of cognitive skills to our children. Think about it first.
Tania, James, I think firstly that my kidswll be shy to speak, specially in English. I '1.111
quote
one example. One day Uncle James went to our school and before that my kids were shy and
afraid to speak, especially to the so-called 'htIite people. But that time 'htIen Uncle James
appeared there, they were not shy, they were all eager to speak to Uncle James. And they
wanted to say something about these new books that they have. What I want to say, they're no
longer shy to speak English, it's a broken language, nobody speak language, they just speak
freely. Perhaps
shyness
helps them wth their problem of shyness.
So .... how do you think, howdid the books, how did it contribute to the development of
cognitive skills?
Now, 'htIat experience I have is that my children started thinking for themselves, né? You give
them this books, and they saw "ah, I can use this". What they did was, for example, that cycle
about water in one of the books, we did that. And 'htIat they did, wthout me telling them, they
tore it out or made copies and they pasted in their Science books. Stuff like that, wthout me
telling them things. And 'htIat happened, Kondi, I can
a good example of howthe EPP
..... the workshops
helped me and that programme because last term, the first term,l had
32 pupils failed, five passed; last term 26 failed, 11 passed; this term 30 passed, 2 were put
over - passed over, and 5 failed. I could do nothing about that five. And you know'htlat helped
me a lot was that video we watched about Furenstein (Feuerstein) for the remedial V\Ork. And
'htIat I did, I took the music period, the biblical study period, all that periods I took and I
worked, I did remedial work, and half an hour after school, and, okay, some of them just made
it wth their marks, but at least they passed.
So 'htIat you're saying is that the pass rate you're referring to applies to other subjects, so ...
Yes, yes, yes, not just English, especially the Maths. You know I had problems wth children
'htIo couldn't tell me 'htIat is seven plus seven, five plus three, and, you know, we had that easy
exercises in that books and they started wth that and we V\Orked it out. And 'htIat I did, of
course, I brought stuff from home too and games of my children and they... I realised that
through games, 'htIich is also cognitant, né?, they learned more and they responded more and
they started thinking for themselves. And I'm quite happy wth the children that I'm sending
over to Standard 4. I feel, for example, the five that failed, if the inspector tells the principal
tomorrow that those children must pass, I'm going to be very angry because they're not
emotionally ready, they're not... They're just not ready for a next standard. I am quite happy
wth those pupils I'm sending over because of the books and because of 'htIat I learned from the
V\Orkshop.
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7. K:

8. T:
9. K:
10. R:

11. T:

12. J:

13. K:

14.J:
15. K:

16. T:

So you think you've prepared them for the fol 101M
ng standard?
Yes, I do.
That's good.
Kondi, I have a problem, Kondi. I cannot gauge the needs of ... No, Kondi wil know if it's
alright. But I was lucky enough, due to (Inaudible) High SchooL ... helped at certain schools
and I applied all the techniques, especially problem-solving. Nowin the classification exercise,
you remember that "This is a nuffier" so I took all the Standard Ss in this particular school and
we IMlrked through "This is a nuftIer" so I told them now. "We have different sentences on the
board, find all the nuffl ers." So they went and they looked for sentences ooich have the same
characteristics and then they went out and they saw... So then I could come in wth the
grammar rules underlining ooy
, or active sentence, passive sentence, active, past tense
sentence they could find because I said: "One of them is a nuffJer, find the other nufflers too."
And if I did not go to the EPP programme, I lMluld never have learnt: This is a nuttier, simple as
it may seem, but it is highly effective. Now I can say it. So it's your cognitive skills. Yes, it
helped. One can cite other examples too to illustrate it, but I think this one, seeing that I was
in a new school, for the very first time I went into that classroom and it took me just half an
hour to meet the children and then we went... And the result was quite clear, even to the
principal, because ooen he passed my classroom one day, he said: "Strange, they were
supposed to be the naughty class." But ooiist I was there, there was no sign and all due ...
thanks to Kondi's good IMlrk.
What I also liked was that bridging, that could bridge any subject, né? For example, like in
History we did a ... something we did in History and Geography, I can't think now. ..
something ... But they could take the History and they could bridge it to the Geography, you
see? Stuff like that. And they did it automatically because I IMlrked wth a new style, a new
method. But they adapted so easily to that. If you look at the old method, the children were
always bored; they did nothing for themselves, you had to do everything, they could do that for
themselves. "Haai, we did this yesterday in History, né?" I said, "Yes, we did it. Okay, let's see
ooat's different and ooat's the same." Stuff like that. And you know I've got people 000 used
to laugh at my class and say they don't want to say it aloud, but it's a stupid class, in inverted
commas. Everybody
got problems wth them. Some of that children doesn't even have .
they can't even wite properly. Their witing level is the same as that of a Standard 1 child, you
see? And that actually made me feel proud.
To add to ooat you are saying, Tania. They used to say my class is the most noisiest one in
the school because the teachers would come see ooy talking
and the class
No, but
ooat I always did was they must always talk, ooether it's wong
they got ..... just right, tell
the children ooether it's right or wong and they must corrected them. One day I came wth a
talk and say smoking is a bad habit. "Let's talk about smoking." The first time it was very
difficult for them but now it's not very difficult. But through leading questions - ooat is this chap
now, 000 used to go wth these workshops? - Gideon, Gideon! - through his leading questions
né, I posed some questions and it was there and so we were doing it, this topic, and it was
there answering all the questions that I asked them, "Who hasn't spoke yet?" .... We did this
thing ourselves. We were just asking us questions. What I want to say is if the kids are
actively involved the teachers wil tend to say, "This class is the most noisiest one." They are
doing those traditional methods, ooich are very wong.
And yours must be class were learning is taking place.
Ja, they are feeling free to speak because no one is shouting at them.
As English is your second language, would you say that your English has improved since you
have been attending our workshops, meeting other teachers, ..... Have you got anything to say
about that?
Oh yes, definitely, definitely. You know that books, My OWl Fun Books, My OWl English Fun
Books, actually helps me a lot because we had to IMlrk on this modular system and I took the
books as an example ooen I IMlrked out a module. You know, the books it was English, but it
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17. R:

18. J:

19. K:
20. J:

21. T:

22. K:

had Maths, Science, Geography, everything in it, but it's in English and the language is very
simple. It's not big words, you know, there's vocabulary in it, everything, and that book helped
me to make my 0'Ml module, my óÏMllittle book for the children to 'M>rk out and they did very
well. Even the children were like that... If we did something yesterday and we're doing
something different today, they came to me, "I was absent yesterday, I didn't do that 'M>rk and I
want to do it". Because it's fun, there's a lot of things to colour in. Primary school children just
love that. That was actually a little different to me because I was a high school teacher, but I
realised that if you want a child's interest, just give him something to colour in, to go along with
the 'M>rk, you know
Ja, Kondi, English is second language, first language is personal. ..... I think it helped me
because the worksnops were conducted in English and it was a good mental exercise again to
practise one's 0'Ml English because normally at home English is seldom used, if any English
is used at all, so personally I must say that I was enriched by the workshops and it had an
effect on my pupils too because one tends to bring a set kind of attitude into class, "let's do
this and we are only going to use English. If you have something to explain, do it in English
and try to think in English." Then one child, Hennie, took a chance, v-Alenever we had to do
English, he put on his chart "think" and everybody knew it's time to think in English. So I don't
know now v-Alat happened to them the last three months, but I am quite sure that they kept on
telling themselves, they must think in English. So again I must say, to me, the course was of
great value. I can use it later in life. (Rudie was prevented from taking up a new post as
deputy-principal at another school amidst great confrontation but is still on the department
payroll. He has not been in school since but helps out here and there.)
Hey, Kondi
some words, né? The first time I went there (the workshops) I was a little bit
shy, shy to talk, but now as I often go there, I don't have so much problem and I came across
with some newwords that I wanted to explain ..... he must explain anotherword to me but v-Alo
I ..... I was sitting with at that time, and didn't knowthe meaning of this word. And I expressed
differently and he didn't know that word and that
It helped me a lot and to the kids I 'M>uld
say, they are thinking for themselves now. One day we do this Word Puzzles and there was
one word we filled in there and we filled all the other words and there was an empty space there
and there was no word in this book and the kids came with the answer.
You were saying the kids came up with the answer?
Uh .... the thing is that they ... the kids are thinking for themselves. They are able now to think
in English and at the same time also .... um ... this magazines taught them to think. One time I
was teaching this English then we came across this Thabo Bosigo story thing, ..... I had to stop
teaching this English and teach History because one kid was asking
interested to hear
.
Now he ask me questions and I had to stop even v-Alat I had prepared and to do .... , I had to
say to them v-Alois Thabo Bosigo, v-Alois this.......
And it was interesting to them. And I
had to change now and it was in the past tense so they got that too.
Can I say something? You know v-Alat I also used to do? Especially if the children couldn't
wait for the next books. Always, "Miss, v-Alen's the books coming, v-Alen's the second lot
coming?" And especially the last book, they enjoyed it because we didn't actually have any
'M>rk except revision and they were bored, and the books kept them busy in the English period.
And I tell my children, "If you can speak English, you can go anyv-Alere in the 'M>r1dand you
can communicate with people." And that's v-Alat's helping them. And you knowv-Alat's so
great about the course I went on and about this books, it helps my 0'Ml child at home. He's in
Sub A. It doesn't only help my children in school, it helps my: .. He can't wait for the books
either. And you knowv-Alat was tremendous, yesterday I heard him reading English. And I
asked him, "Grant, are you ... have you started reading English in class, in school?" He said,
"No, mommy, the teacher only tells the story, but we don't read." And he reads English fluently
and he's taught himself. And that's v-Alat... He was so interested in the books and sick of
aSking me, "Mommy, v-Alat's this word, v-Alat does it mean?" he taught himself.
Also I wanted to know
I mean the 'M>rkshop
Okay, now has the workshop helped
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23.T:

24.J:

you in the approach of solving problems, you think the workshops have contributed?
Definitely, definitely for me. You know'lotlat the workshops did for me? They gave me
confidence, self confidence, to speak up. You know, sometimes you disagree vvith someone
and that person's got all the experience in the ~r1d because they're older than you; I tend to
nowadays, if I don't agree vvith someone, never mind your experience, anything, I say Wlat I
want and I know I can say it because I've got this knowedge, you know, that all the people
doesn't ........ I'm lucky, you know, I went to the workshops, I was involved and I can - even if
you're teaching for 30 years - and I don't agree vvith you, I can tell you so and I can quote. If I
don't agree vvith your method, I can tell you 'IotIy not and I can quote. If you've got a problem in
class, I can tell you 'IotIat to do because I've watched children on that video (Feuerstein), you
see?
....... er... I don't think so much. Because one time ..... about course. I think I vvill combine this
..... the same thing, combine it. We just moved away from 'IotIat we were doing ......... Always
the ladies vvill talk about the lobola; instead of doing this witing skills, we debate a bit. What
I'm coming to is that you gain confidence of debating, of talking vvith other people. You're not
shy.

25. R:

I must agree vvith 'IotIat James says. The confidence of speaking to others because I must
share this, especially vvith Kondi, you know my circumstances. I found myself in the office the
other day of Mr 0' Connell (Superintendent- general of Education, WeED) and it was, as I
walked up I thought to myself, "How am I going to handle this situation?" But lo and behold, I
.just applied Wlat I know, "This is you problem, analyse your problem, look at your facts,
interpret it" and as the conversation went, you know, I think I... and, mind you, I did it in English
- the 'IotIole interview was conducted in English. So again I must stress the fact that the
programme empowered me to solve my oWl problems. So much so, that I can now sit back
knovving that I was in a strong position; if not, I ~uld have been the same old person
....... myself ..... I don't want to .... (telephone ringing} ...... Confidence is there. I can even
handle Tania nowadays. (much laughter).
26.T:
And that's an achievement. Not everybody can handle me!
27. K: It's very interesting that most of the teachers I have had interviews vvith, they say they are more
confident to speak to other people. And I can also tell you that I am also, I feel confident to
speak to other people and I've got ways of solving my oWl problems through the experience I
gained 'IotIen I was ~rking vvith teachers in the workshops.
28.T:
Especially Wlat happens is that sometimes people tell you something and you knowthat
person believes he is never wonq, and you just leave it at that. But not anymore, not anymore.
And, you know, especially 'IotIen you're not... you're not talking to your oWl race. For
example, I've got a lot of 'IotIite friends, so-called Wlite friends, and so-called black friends, and
I'm a so-called coloured, and sometimes 'IotIen you ... especially vvith my black friends, you are
so scared to say something in order not to sound racist or anything. But nowadays I speak
my mind. If you think I'm racist, fine. You see?
29. K: Since you are ~rking vvith children, English second language, do you sometimes still find
yourself speaking in ... I mean svvitching to your ... to the children's mother tongue, ja? Maybe
to Afrikaans, orto Xhosa
30. T: It all depends on the children in your class. Not everybody's the same. You get this... I've got
this one child in my class WlO got 95% in English. I think he belongs in the first language
class, but then you get the child 'lotio can't even spell the ~rd "was" and "were". You can drill
it, that child can spells terribly, and they don't listen to you because they don't understand you.
In order to help those children, I code svvitch, but not a lot. I can say something in English,
repeat it in Afrikaans and repeat it in English again. More in English than in Afrikaans, but just
so that everybody in class understands me, because I know my children. I know 'lotio the
children ... You can't - time doesn't allow you - you can't take each child or each group, the
period are too short. That's the only way you can do it. In order to accommodate everybody in
class, I svvitch.
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31. R:

32. K:

33.J:

34.T:

35. K:

36. T:

37. K:

38. T:
39.J:

40. K:

41.J:
42.R:

43. T:

I say a bit of my teaching in English. I never code switch in class then I encourage my pupils
....... Always each English as a subject. Lucky for me, I don't have other subjects, but vJlen
I'm in class I try to explain by using as simple words as possible to
and then I use the
dictionary 100% in class.
James?
No, not very much, but riot before ... I gave Uncle James one time a demonstration, and Uncle
James is English, you know?, He speak Afrikaans, no Xhosa. And he spoke with my children,
English. And I don't know ..... because vJlen I'm teaching them, they know this ~rd, but
James was teaching to them and you know he never spoke Xhosa
because I said, "No, I
never speak in Xhosa, vvespeak in English the vJlole time." But there are those individuals
vJlo come to us and vvehave to explain to them in Xhosa or in Afrikaans. Those kids
.
The same - sorry James -I can't speak Xhosa but I very seldom allow them to switch. It
depends, if I see the child, he goes like this, I say, "Okay, say it in Afrikaans" just not to put
him out, just not to make him shy, you know? I ask them to repeat, to do everything in
English, but if they really can't, they always come to my table, "What do you say for this in
English?" or something like that, you know? But I feel you do need to switch now and again.
Okay. Have you got anything further to say?
Oh, it's just one word; "great", really. It did a lot of things for me. My husband ... Even my
husband sawthis total change in me. And you knowvJlat happened also if I've got this
migraine headaches, also from ~rry, it actually... I do get it still, but not every week now. It's
maybe once a month. It stopped because the ~rk isn't just nice, it relaxes you, you don't
"What am I going to do? I need ... The children need to know this. They don't understand."
You can always go back to your materials and find a way to make them understand.
So you always know exactly vJlat to do ...
What to do and vJlen to
You don't panic because you are empovvered.
I don't... It's not so hard
it's not time consuming, not time consuming
Before I went
and attended that other English course, .... I was so happy ... because the kids are going to
speak English. And in that other English course they told that the kids take seven years to
speak the language fluently and I was so very relaxed because I want the kids to speak
English, but after that this course, this ~rkshop and this books are great. Even I got other
books I didn't get from Uncle James, but
In other words, they got this books there, but
they bring them along to school. The teacher didn't give out this books, vJlere are this books?
I don't have it. Then I take that your book and teach them .... then they are speaking English
straight away
not so good but they can speak and don't wait seven years. This one child
say he go with his father to the shop and his father can't say vJlat he want... .... so this child he
tell the man vJlat his father want and his father come to tell me
he is very pleased his child
can speak English now.
Ja so ...
In front of people from this other course, I use the books from ESST. I tell them my children can
speak because of these books
.
Ja that is .... Kondi, I must first make a confession. I steal Tania's books because I take her
home, I must take home three books, three books. Because if I don't take them home, I'm in
trouble at the different families because their children are in love wth this book. VVhenever they
have the book, then the mother wil say, "Now I can have peace and quiet because I know they
are busy with their books." So, if somebody wants to doubt the value of the EPP programme, I
can just say to them now" Just look at our ~rk, the children" and vJlat I ~uld really Iike to
see is that there should be continuous contact with teachers vJlo also vvent through the course
instead of just at the end of the course ..... The officials have this programme to see there is
contact with the teachers vJlo vvent to this course, supplying them with new materials to keep
them updated
if there's new development and vveat school vve don't get it anymore,
maybe by newsletter or something from time to time, just to ...stay in touch now. ... maybe more
workshops .....
Excuse me, Kondi, vJlat I also want to say it that it's not only ... I've got colleagues all over:
People from Atlantis v.tlere I used to teach and in Paarl, a lot of other schools, they take my
book, the copy that I have for myself, and they make copies for their children. So I would like
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«.J:

45. K:

46.J:
47. K:

48.R:

49.T:

50. K:

51. R:
52.T:

53. K:

to see it go to all schools and .
.. .it's not only that but also ... .it .like for tests ..... like Kondi said before .. in
assessment... ...W'len the official came then the teachers did not knowW'lat they must
do ..... but then I could say ... how ..must use the books ..for testing and I make some copies for
the teachers and show them how. ....
Ja ..you mean you use them for continuous assessment....
....... to do it. Yes, from the workshops I can tell ...you must use pictures ... make different
questions ..... ask W'ly, ... 1 show .... tests and the others .... some teachers ...they also do it so.
You all.. .. ?
You know, Kondi, I must say that since the conference and that workshop on continuous
assessment, I now W'lichever school I go to I tell them about it. The officials they cannot, you
know, explain
tell. .so teachers don't know how. ..and I also tell them they must listen to the
pupils, W'lat they say, ask questions and then \Mite do'Ml something for just participation
especially in English. That is the main thing to participate and communicate. That is the new
approach that teachers ...they don't know
Yes, I knowlhtlat you mean Rudie. I go from group to group then I can just sit and listen.
Sometimes they say things. I can't believe how good they can be. Then I just go quietly and
put a mark in the book and then after I tell them "I am realy proud the way you said this
did
that" then they sit up ..... they are pleased. You know, Kondi, that is important to make them
also feel good. Then they all want to show ..... tell. ..good they are. These criteria on mediation is
a tremendous help because of continuous evaluation that has to be done. It can be linked to
the criteria for mediation.
Anything else, you want to say anything else
? Right....thank you all.
You must come again soon, Kondi.
You know, Kondi, if must say
1 must say that the ESST road to a leaming-centred
approach gave me a Ihtlole new outlook on teaching, .... you know it did empower me but it
taught me to empower myself, to find solutions to my problems not wait for someone to help
me
often I knew about things but I did not know how to implement them effectively
.
example of group~rk and meta-cognition. Other courses, CCD also do that cognitive skills
then I tell them that they must tell teachers your way because the teachers won't be able
otherwise to use .. implement proper1y because they don't mediate and that is the most
important thing.
Well thank you Tania ...that's nice to know Thanks everybody.

ANALYSIS
CRITERIA

QUOTE

Mediation as methodology of choice

•

•

Line 49: These criteria on mediation is a
tremendous help because of continuous
evaluation that has to be done. It can be
linked to the criteria for mediation.
Line 52: because the teachers won't be able
otherwse to use .. implement proper1y
because they don't mediate and that is the
most important thing.
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Change in teacher attitude, feelings of
competence

•

Line 52: I must say that the ESST road to a
learning-centred approach gave me a Y.tlole
new outlook on teaching, .... you know it did
empower me but it taught me to empower
myself, to find solutions to my problems not
waitfor someone to help me ...... often I knew
about things but I did not know how to
implementthem effectively ..... example of
grouP\\(>rk and meta-cognition.

Teacher shows metacognitive behaviour

•

Line 25: as I walked up I thought to myself,
"Howam I going to handle this situation?"
But lo and behold, I just applied Y.tlat I know,
"This is you problem, analyse your problem,
look at your facts, interpret it" and as the
conversation went, you know, I think 1... and,
mind you, I did it in English.

Changes in teacher cognition, in problemsolving, graphicacy and English

•

Line 11: "Haai, ';,Wdid this yesterday in
History, né?" I said, "Yes, ';,Wdid it. Okay,
let's see Y.tlat's different and Y.tlat's the
same."

Changes in classroom environment

•

Line 17: I was enriched by the workshops
and it had an effect on my pupils too
because one tends to bring a set kind of
attitude into class.

Changes in pupil behaviour and attitude,
peer mediation

•

Line 17: Y.tlenever';,W had to do English, he
put on his chart "think" and everybody knew
it's time to think in English.

Changes in pupil cognition and creativity in
problem-solving, graphicacy and English,
making connections, independent \\Orkl
grouP\\(>rk

•

,

Line 2: What I want to say, they're no longer
shy to speak English, it's a broken
language, nobody speak language, they just
speak freely. Perhaps ...... shyness ....
helps them wth their problem of shyness.
• Line 4: Now, Y.tlat experience I have is that
my children started thinking for themselves,
né? You give them this books, and they saw
"ah, I can use this".
• Line 6: I realised that through games, Y.tlich
is also cognitant, né?, they learned more
and they responded more and they started
thinking for themselves.
• Line 18: It helped me a lot and to the kids I
\\OuId say, they are thinking for themselves
now. One day we do this Word Puzzles and
there was one \\Ord ';,Wfilled in there and ';,W
filled all the other \\Ords and there was an
empty space there and there was no \\Ord in
this book and the kids came wth the answer.
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QUOTE

CRITERIA

•

Line 10: And the result was quite clear, even
to the princi pal, because 'Aklen he passed
my classroom one day, he said: "Strange,
they were supposed to be the naughty
class." But 'Aklilst I was there, there was no
sign and all due ...thanks to Kondi's good
oork.

Positive feedback from pupil to teacher

•

Line 16: If we did something yesterday and
we're doing something different today, they
came to me, "I was absent yesterday, I
didn't do that oork and I want to do it".

Changes in assessment and monitoring

•

Line 48: I must say that since the
conference and that workshop on continuous
assessment, I now'Aklichever school I go to I
tell them about it. The officials they cannot,
you know, explain
tell..soteachers don't
know how. ..and I also tell them they must
listen to the pupils, 'Aklat they say, ask
questions and then wite dO'Ml something for
just participation especially in English. That
is the main thing to participate and
communicate.

Pupils ask questions, take an active role
in the lesson

•

Line 20: I had to stop teaching this English
and teach History because one kid was
asking .... interested to hear....... Now he
ask me questions and I had to stop even
'Aklat I had prepared and to do .... , I had to
say to them 'Aklo is Thabo Bosigo, 'Aklo is
this.......
And it was interesting to them.
And I had to change now and it was in the
past tense so they got that too.

•

Line 39: Then I take that your book and
teach them .... then they are speaking
English straight away
not so good but
they can speak and don't wait seven years.
Une 42: Because if I don't take them home,
I'm in trouble at the different families because
their children are in love wth this book. Whenever they have the book, then the motherwll
say, "Nowl can have peace and quiet because
I know they are busy wth their books."
Line 44: in assessment... ...'Aklen the official
came then the teachers did not know'Aklat
they must do ..... but then I could say ...how
..must use the books ..for testing and I make
some copies for the teachers and show
them how. ....

Positive interestlfeedback

from other teachers

Role of materials

•

•
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COMMENTS:
T\\U things stand out in this interview. Firstly, the repeated references to increased confidence not only
in the classroom and the school but in other areas of life. Secondly, the clarity wth Wlich changes in
the pupils are detailed. These schools have been receiving books since 1993. Clearty the children and
their teachers have benefited enormously from this programme.
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Preface
The IEQ Project's Approach
Most grantees' encounters

to Programme

with programme

Evaluation
evaluators consist of feeling under threat,

interference with service delivery and impositions

on staff time. These negative experiences

emerge because donors' usually insist that evaluations be conducted by "outsiders"

I external

evaluators. Also, external evaluators usually do not make it a point to be of assistance to the
programme

and often, the programme

staff have little confidence in the evaluation process

that they are not always willing to co-operate with the evaluator. However, the IEQ Project's
approach to working with grantees in introducing
methodologies
relationships

•

and implementing

evaluation

differs from previous experiences in that the IEQ develops collaborative
with grantees that involve:

identifying grantee information

needs which may be gathered during the

assessment;
•

'working together to construct a design that fulfils grantee information

•

forming teams o{-IEQ and grantee staff to develop data collection instruments

needs;
that

remain with the grantees for project use;
•

building capacity to sustain monitoring and evaluation activities;

•

conducting site visits together and

•

developing strategies for utilisation of the findings to influence policy and improve
practice.
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Executive Summary
INTRODUCfION
There is a pressing need for cost-effective, skills-based learning materials in South Africa.
Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) like The Educational Support Services Trust
(ESST) have programmes such as the English Proficiency Programme that focus on the
creation of resource-rich learning environments that enhance the learning of certain
cognitive skills. The potential exists for using models such as these in addressing the great,
need for enhancing the quality of primary education on a larger scale.
This report presents the findings of an Impact Evaluation conducted collaboratively by the
Improving Educational Quality (IEQ) Project and ESST.The purpose of the study was to
examine the impact of the use of materials on learner performance provided by the English
Proficiency Programme (EPP). The evaluation was at the behest of E5ST in fulfilment of a
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) grant requirement.

THE EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES TRUST
The Educational Support Services Trust (ESST)is a non-governmental brganisation (NGO)
that provides a variety of services in the formal and non-formal sectors of education in
various parts of South Africa. Specific educational needs of educators and learners are met
by programmes such as the English Proficiency Programme (EPP), the Primary School
Mathematics Programme, the Matriculation Support Programme and the Family Education
Programme. The broader community is served by a variety of publications which cover
topics such as skills training, financial management, voter education and health.
The EPP focuses on the provision of appropriate resources to predominantly disadvantaged
pupils in rural and township primary schools.

Programme Description
The English Proficiency Programme provides a model of intervention which constitutes
learners being involved with any subject matter whilst simultaneously learning English and
thinking skills, and the teacher facilitating this process. Learners are supplied with six
learning books and six newsletters during the course of the school year. English is used as
the mediation tool through which learners are stimulated to respond creatively to problems
rather than seek externally offered solutions. The materials consist of a variety of problemsolving activities which include stories, mathematical fun and the wonderful world of
science and technology. Through the materials. learners are afforded the opportunity to
interact with information and mental operations, such as literacy, numeracy and problemsolving in a fun-filled manner. The teacher pays a critical role in facilitating a learningcentred environment in which there is on-going interaction among learner, teacher and
materials.
The programme's goals include the following:
1. developing the child's competency in English in a spontaneous and natural way;
2. impacting spontaneously on the child's imagination and creativity;
3. exposing the child to all facets of the school syllabus without specifically referring to the
subjects by name; and
4. improving the methods for problem-solving by exposing the child to contextualised
thinking and problem-solving activities.

vii
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PURPOSE
The purpose of the evaluation was to examine whether there is any association between the
use of English Proficiency Programme (EPP) materials and growth in language and thinking
skills of learners. The evaluation was undertaken by the IEQ Project in collaboration with
ESST's EPP team. This evaluation had the added purpose of building the capacity of the
NGO staff to systematically monitor and evaluate their own programmes.
Through a
collaborative approach to evaluation, the EPP staff worked closely with the IEQ team in
designing and conducting the evaluation and in planning for the utilisation of the results:'
Results have the potential of affecting change not only in terms of programme improvement
and showcasing results to potential donors, but also to pointing to a model for enhancing
the quality of primary education at large.
EVALUATION QUESTIONS
The evaluation examined questions related to the impact of the use of EPP on learner
performance:
1. In what ways do the achievement scores of Standard 4 pupils who use EPP materials
differ from those who do not, in terms of English Proficiency, Problem-Solving and
Graphicacy?
2. What are the effects of the interaction of time and region, and time and gender on the
achievement scores in English Proficiency, Problem-Solving and Graphicacy of Standard
4 pupils who use the EPP materials?
DESIGN
Collaboration
between IEQ and ESST
The EPP staff worked with the IEQ team in designing and carrying out the evaluation.
Throughout the process, collaboration, capacity building and mutualleaming
were
emphasised and responsibilities delineated for all participants. The EPP co-ordinator served
as a contact person and worked in collaboration with the IEQ team in designing the
evaluation, developing instruments based on the programme objectives, collecting data,
interpreting the results and planning for utilisation of the results.
Sample
The primary source of information for the study were achievement scores of pupils who had
received EPP materials. A total of 200 pupils from six primary schools in two regions of the
Western Cape Province (Khayelitsha and the West Coast) and one region in the Eastern
Cape Province were randomly selected by ESST to participate in the impact evaluation. The
sample consisted of 96 pupils who had received the materials and 104 pupils who had never
received the materials. Two standard 4 classes from two different schools in each of the
three regions were selected, a total of six classes. One of the classes in each pair consisted of
pupils who have received the EPP materials for one, "'\'0 or three years (ESST), and pupils
in the other class have never received any EPP materials (non-ESST).
Overall, there were 102 girls and 98 boys in the sample. In the ESST classes, 57% were girls
compared to 43% boys whereas in the non-ESST classes there were 45% girls and 55% boys.
The ages of both ESST and non-ESST pupils range between 10 and 16 years. The overall
mean age of both ESST and non-ESST pupils is 12.7 years.
English is not the first language of the pupils in all the regions. In Khayelitsha
Cape) and Kwazhakhele (Eastern Cape) isiXhosa is the pupils' home-language
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West Coast, Afrikaans is the home-language.
English is invariably only spoken at school
and more specifically only during the English lesson.
Instrumentation
To address the evaluation questions, the EPP programme co-ordinator worked with the IEQ
team members to identify intended EPP progranune outcomes for pupils (English fluency,
logical thinking, graphic perception, etc.). Two separate sets of worksheets, one for each
phase of data collection, were developed. Each set consists of four worksheets which
.,
measure the same performance areas, viz. English Proficiency, Problem-Solving and
Graphicacy. Worksheets were scored according to criteria which were developed
collaboratively by the IEQ and ESST teams, The focus on pupils is important, since
enhancing pupil learning is the primary goal of education.

Data Collection
Data were collected by the EPP facilitators in two phases. Phase I data were collected in
February-March
1995 and Phase II in October 1995. During the two data collection phases;
teachers' of ESST pupils' attended pilot phase Teacher Methodology workshops which form
an integral component of the EPP. Phase I scores provide baseline data for the study while
Phase II data would reflect whether teacher facilitation in the use of the materials, among
other factors, such as maturation, made a difference in pupils' scores over time by region
and by gender.
D·ata Analysis
The data was analysed using a variety of descriptive and inferential statistics, including
means, standard deviations, frequency counts and multi-variate analysis of variance with
repeated measures. The descriptive and inferential statistics were done primarily using SPSS
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).
. "
MAIN FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
It would appear that, overall, the ESST English Proficiency Programme is making an
important difference in enhancing leaming. ESST pupils made gains in all three
performance areas that were measured in this study.
The following

is a list of more specific findings and conclusions:

1.

In terms of English Proficiency, it was found that ESST pupils achieved significantly
higher scores than non-ESST pupils by time and by region. This finding suggests that
the use of the EPP materials together with teacher facilitation is likely to be associated
with improved English Proficiency, in varying degrees by region, of the ESST pupils.
The findings on the interaction of time and gender on the pupils' English Proficiency
show that ESST girls and boys do not achieve significantly different scores. This finding
suggests that the EPP materials have similar effects on all the Standard 4 pupils that
used them, irrespective of gender. Thus, it can be concluded that the EPP materials have
had a positive effect on ESST pupils' English Proficiency scores by region, albeit in
varying degrees. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the EPP materials do not have
differential effects by gender.

2.

A gain in the Problem Solving scores of ESST pupils was anticipated in each of the three
regions because one of the goals of the EPP materials is to improve cognitive skills using
English as the mediation tool. Over time ESST pupils made significantly greater gains
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compared to non-ESSf pupils. This improvement in the ESST pupils' Problem Solving
seores can be associated with the use of EPP materials. ESST pupils did not make the
same degrees of gains in their Problem Solving skills from one region to another. Both
ESSf and non-ESST girls and boys improved their Problem Solving scores with ESST
pupils making greater gains. However, the gains made by the ESST pupils are not
related to gender. This implies that the manner in which the EPP materials may have
contributed to the improvement of Problem Solving skills do not affect girls and boys
differently. It can be concluded that the EPP materials have had a positive impact on the
ESSf pupils' Problem Solving scores over time and hy region. The findings on the
.~
interaction between ESST and non-ESST by time and gender show that the materials do
not differentiate by gender.
3.

Graphicacy measures the extent to which pupils have developed spatial orientation
skills and how they interpreted and represented visual images. The findings show that
initially there were no differences between ESST and non-ESST pupils in terms of
"reading" and responding to pictures. ESST pupils made greater gains in their
Graphicacy compared to non-ESST pupils over time and by region. The finding of the
interaction of time and region on Graphicacy scores seems to indicate that there is an
association, at varying degrees, between interacting with graphic materials and the
development of graphic perception and expression. The finding on the interaction of
time and gender between ESST and non-ESST pupils indicates that the interaction is not
significant. This signifies that the materials do not differentiate by gender. Thus, it can
be concluded that the EPP materials have had a positive effect on ESST pupils'
Graphicacy scores by region, albeit in varying degrees. Furthetmore, it can be concluded
that the EPP materials do not have differential effects by gender.

UfILISATION

OF FINDINGS

Programme Development
1. The findings that relate to differences between ESST and non-ESST pupils in terms of
English Proficiency, Problem Solving and Graphicacy by time and by the interaction of
time and gender highlight the positive effects of the EPP materials. ESST needs to
continue to emphasise these performance areas in their programme.
2. The results for each performance area by the interaction of time and region imply that
the EPP materials were applied differently by regions. The results raise the question
about whether, and to what extent, geographical proximity of the schools to ESST may
account for the materials being applied at varying degrees. ESST may consider
reviewing the structure and frequency of follow-up visits by EPP facilitators to
participating schools. ESST should be more specific to facilitators about what the
classroom monitoring and support visits entail.
3.

ESST should address the question about what it means to be participating in the Teacher
Methodology Project. This is important because if the teacher is to playa critical role in
facilitating a learning-centred environment then the Teacher Methodology Project, as a
component of the EPP, needs to be clearly defined.

4.

ESST facilitators who work with teachers on an on-going basis can use the results of the
impact assessment to target their work with teachers.
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Institutionalisation
1. ESST should consider identifying other measurable goals of the programme and develop
learner worksheets, in collaboration with the teachers with whom they work, that are
appropriate across the curriculum. The worksheets used in this study can be revised as
needed and other dimensions added to fit these changing needs.
2. Worksheets can be administered by both the teachers and EPP facilitators to monitor
and evaluate the programme on an on-going basis. This would provide a systematic
internal monitoring system for programme improvement.
'
Policy
1. The English Proficiency Programme, as an alternative pedagogical philosophy, has
shown to be very successful in terms of improving English language- Problem-Solvingand Graphicacy skills of this sample of pupils. ESST strategies to improve educational
quality should address the provision of relevant and stimulating resources to achieve
goals such as these. Investing in and/ or forming partnerships with organisations such
as ESST has the potential to greatly improve language and thinking skills of pupils in
predominantly disadvantaged schools.
2.

3.

The EPP materials and the Teachers' Methodology Project are relevant in diverse
contexts and it is from this perspective that the programme has the potential to be
delivered in all the provinces of South Africa.
The EPP team has the expertise, capacity, and experience to contribute to policy
formulation for primary education in areas such as curriculum -, teacher - and materials
. development and holistic assessment strategies.

Further Studies
1. Are the skills acquired by pupils who use EPP materials maintained throughout primary
school?
2. Are the skills acquired by pupils who use EPP materials transferred to secondary
school?
3. To what extent do teachers' facilitation skills in creating learning-centred environments
and using the materials impact on pupils' performance?
..
I. Do monitoring and follow-up visits add value to the implementation of the English

Proficiency Programme at the classroom level?
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Educational Support Services Trust
Harrington House, Second Floor,
Barrack Street, Cape Town 8001

Ph: (021) 461-6399
Fax: (021) 461-4198/461-2696

GENERAL MEMORANDUM

1.

THE TRUST
The Educational Support Services Trust has been in operation since 1986
as a non-profit organisation registered with the Master of the Supreme
Court. It was founded at the request of prominent community and
educational leaders. Its staff composition reflects the compilation of South
African society.
The objectives of the Trust are to provide educational opportunities to
people which enable them to realise their full potential. This is mainly
done through workshops and the development of leamer -driven
materials. It is the lack of appropriate leaming material which deprives
people of real educational development.
The Trust develops and implements material at pre-primary school level
through the Early Childhood Development Programme (ECDP), at
primary school level through the Learning Adventure (as part of the
English Proficiency Programme or EPP) and the Primary School
Maths Programme (PSMP), at secondary (school-leaving) level through
the Matriculation Support Programme (MSP), at employee level
through the Family Education Programme (FEP) and the Training of
Trainers Programme, and at community level through Special
Community Programmes.

2.

ESST PROGRAMMES
The Trust is a specialist developer of innovative educational materials. As
a result it has grown into the largest producer of non-commercial
educational materials in the country.

2.1

PRE·PRlMARY SCHOOUEDUCARE
Through the Early Childhood Development Programme (ECDP)
educational material is provided to parents, teachers and children.
All these publications form part of a comprehensive

Educational Support Services Trust

Reg. No. T800/89
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pre-school educational programme aimed particularly at socioeconomically disadvantaged communities in the rural areas.
These publications will soon be available in all or most of the
official languages of the country.

2.2

PRIMARY SCHOOL

2.2.1

The Learning Adventure
This language-based cross-curricular programme is aimed
at Stds 1 to 5. Each participating pupil receives three
bumper editions of the well-known My Own English Fun
Book (Stds 1 to 3) or My Own English Magazine (Stds 4
and 5), as well as My Own English Newsletter.
Teachers
receive methodology guidance through workshops and a
specially developed Teacher's Guide. We presently reach
more than 900 schools and 8 000 teachers countrywide.
Presently, we are in the process of structuring the Million
Children Project through which we hope to reach a million
pupils during 1997/1998.

2.2.2 The Primary School Maths Programme (PSMP)
The Programme was started at the request of maths
teachers as a result of their disillusionment with the New
Maths methodology. The ESST methodology is in essence
one which is context-based, yet it makes allowance for
established mathematical algorithms to be included and for
the pupil to progress successfully from practical
mathematical experience to abstract mathematical thinking.

2.3

SECONDARY SCHOOL
The Matriculation Support Programme provides study tutorials
to Stds 9 and 10 pupils in nine subjects, viz. Mathematics,
Physical Science, Biology, Geography, Business Economics,
Accounting, Biblical Studies, English and Afrikaans. The study
tutorials are unique in the sense that they present the subject
matter in an accessible, life-related, reader-friendly way. The
same material is also used at first-year tertiary level. The study
tutorials are accompanied by Learning how to learn, a study
guide on how best to process information meaningfully. The
methodology underpinning the guide is one of shared and cooperative learning. We presently reach approximately 100 000
matriculants throughout the country.
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2.4

TEACHER DEVELOPMENT
The ESST runs an ongoing Teacher Methodology Programme
which has proved to be highly successful with lasting results. The
Teachers' Methodology Handbook, which was co-produced with
teachers from many different schools, is made available in
modular form. The methodology is mainly one of capitalising on
the teacher's experience and expertise and linking it to innovative
yet practical applications. The Northern Cape was the first
province where the Programme was fully implemented as a joint
venture with the Provincial Education Department. Negotiations
are under way with other provincial departments and NGO's for the
expansion of the Methodology Programme.

2.5

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
The Family Education Programme (FEP) started off as a
programme aimed at the enhancement of education amongst
company employees and their family members. A later
development, and indeed a very exciting one, involved
implementing the same material in squatter camps as part of social
reconstruction and development. Each participating family
receives six sets of material per year. FEP material is available in
English, Zulu, Northern Sotho, Xhosa and Afrikaans.
The ESST also specialises in the development of Training of
Trainers Programmes, underpinned by appropriate trainer and
trainee learning materials.

2.6

SPECIAL COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES
The ESST is deeply involved in the production of educational
publications for special purposes, such as Lefs Vote I, Let's Vote
Againl (prepared for the elections of 1994 and 1995/6), as well as
Census '96 , a national school programme on census education.
The ESST also publishes material in the fields of health, social
well-being, civil education, financial empowerment and
entrepreneurship.

3.

ENQUIRIES ABOUT OUR PROGRAMMES
People are welcome to contact the ESST if they wish to know more about
its educational programmes and work in general. Our Head Office is on
the 2nd Floor, Harrington House, Barrack Street, Cape Town, and our
phone and fax numbers are 021-4616399 and 021-4614198 respectively.
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